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Foreword
This study has arisen from a voyage to France, when in a summer in the early 1990’s I
came to visit Nîmes. There, in the rather narrow and steep Rue de la Lampèze, one may
find the remains of a Roman tank for the distribution of waters from a spring at Uzès
conveyed to Nîmes by a 50km aqueduct that incorporates the famous Pont du Gard.
Having read an article about the tank by George Hauck I decided visit this rather well
preserved castellum aquae.1 The 5.5 meter diameter tank appeared to be guarded off
from passers-by a by a low metal balustrade, with the gate unlocked. Having a perhaps
unauthorized closer look it struck me that what I had read in the article did not quite
match the remains.
Back in Nijmegen it happened to be that the archaeology department of the Nijmegen
University (Prof. Dr. J.A.K.E. (Jos) de Waele) had taken the task to organize the 9th Cura
Aquarum Conference on the history of water management and hydraulic engineering, to
be held at Pompeii in 1994. When discussing what I had seen at Nîmes I was promptly
invited to put things on paper and give a presentation at this future conference. My
thesis was that the Romans had a quantitative gauging instrument installed where the
channel discharged into the Nîmes tank, which was sensible enough for a distribution
tank but rather seemed a novelty. Instead of the usual polite applause the reaction to my
talk at the conference was somewhat startling: ‘Das kann überhaupt nicht sein, was Sie
da sagen!’, to which I only could murmur ‘but the facts…’.
Meanwhile, having dug up literature on ancient water provision, of which the 1992 book
of Trevor Hodge ‘Roman Aqueducts and Water Supply’ was a outstanding guide and data
source, I had planned a trip to see what was left of the old aqueducts and water lines in
Turkey, with - from my education as a physicist - focus on pressurized conduits which go
by the name of inverted siphons. Especially the efforts the ancients had to deliver and
the physical and hydraulic problems they had to surmount when transporting large
amounts of water through great valleys by means of pressurized conduits had amazed
me greatly.
When visiting the huge 1660 meter stone siphon of Aspendos with its two enormous but
puzzling hydraulic towers it became clear that, after Karl Grafen Lanckoronski from
Austria had published his findings in 1890, no substantial investigations had been or were
being conducted on this water line. Beginning and end of the siphon were unknown, and
the supplying aqueduct had not yet been mapped, which called for new research. Back in
1

Hauck 1989.
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Nijmegen this met with positive feelings of Jos de Waele who supported applications for
permission by the Ministry of Culture in Ankara and for a stipendium of NWO. Permission
was kindly granted by the Anıtlar ve Müzeler Genel Müdürlüğü of the Ministry of Culture
at Ankara provided that the research team included an archaeologist which I was not.
After an orientating trip to Turkey Drs. Susanna Piras declared herself prepared to carry
the burden. So it came to be that two 4-week survey campaigns were conducted, in 1996
and 1998, with financial support from NWO, a theodolite kindly being made available by
Pol Geotechniek at Heteren.
Following the Aspendos research project Jos de Waele proposed that I should write a
thesis to gain a doctorate at the Nijmegen University. However, a grave accident in 2001
on the Autobahn A5 near Baden Baden when on route with students to conduct research
at Pompeii resulted in the death of Jos de Waele together with the students Boukje
Niewold and Roos de Jong. A tragic event - it was to be his last trip with students to
Pompeii - that shook the souls of many, not to mention of his wife Denise and their three
daughters. After due time Prof. dr. E.M. Moormann was appointed as his successor, who
kindly declared himself prepared to take over what Jos de Waele had initiated.
Now, after years of research on ancient water provision, at Aspendos and elsewhere, this
thesis has come to light. It could not have been made possible without the help, support,
and advice of many. First of all I thankfully commemorate Jos de Waele for his openmindedness and enthusiasm in stimulating a stranger to proceed in the unknown field of
archaeology. I am grateful to Susanna Piras to take part in the survey team and for the
great adventure that followed. I would like to thank Marie Christine van Binnebeke for
joining the second Aspendos campaign, NWO for financially supporting the Aspendos
campaigns, and Pol Geotechniek at Heteren for lending out theodolite apparatus.
Furthermore I would like to express my gratitude to Virtus architects at Nijmegen, who
helped processing the Aspendos theodolite data, and to Mohammed and Amish
Karabunar and their son Mustafa of Sariabali village near Aspendos as well as Mustafa
Demir of Deniztepesi village for their hospitality and help, and pointing out 'eski taş', old
stones, possible remnants of antique structures. I would like to express my appreciation
and gratefulness to whom I met, received advise, help, and lessons from during the
years of studies and travels, shared friendship with, received support and time from, had
discussions with, cooperated and argued with, as there are Mr. Kayhan Dörtlük, director
of the Research Institute on Mediterrenean Civilisations at Antlya, Mr. Ted Lagro, director
of the Netherlands Historical and Archaeological Institute at Istanbul, Mr. Galip
Büyükyildirim of DSI (State Water Works of Turkey), author of a book on historic water
lines in the Antalya region, Mr. Kemal Günes, mountaineering expert who took us to
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unexplored locations, Mr. Wim van Kan of Pol Geotechniek at Heteren, Ir. J. Wijdieks, Ir.
R. Lemmens and S. Haagsma of Delft Hydraulics (formerly ‘het Waterloopkundig Lab’ at
Delft, since 2008 forming the Dutch institute Deltares together with GeoDelft, the
subsurface and groundwater unit of TNO and parts of Rijkswaterstaat) for introducing me
in the field of large scale hydraulics and allowing to attend to experiments, Dr. Jean
Burdy of Lyon, for sharing of knowledge and showing the Lyon aqueducts and siphons;
Prof. dr. Henning Falhbusch of Lübeck for discussions, sharing of knowledge and support;
Dr. Christoph Ohlig of Wesel; Prof. Dr. Cees Passchier and Dr. Gül Sürmelindi of Mainz
University; Dr. Gemma Jansen of Maastricht; Dr. Ralf Kreiner of Aachen; Dipl-.Ing.
Gilbert Wiplinger of the Österreichisches Archäologisches Institut at Vienna who asked
me to be a member of the international research team of the aqueducts at Ephesos; Prof.
dr. Francesco D’Andria and Dr. Tullia Ritti of the University of Lecce, Italy; Prof. Dr. Klaus
Grewe, co-author of a number of articles; Yehuda Peleg † of Israel; Dr. George Bruls of
Goethe University at Frankfurt a.M.; Dr. Vincent Hunink and Dr. Nathalie de Haan of
Radboud University at Nijmegen; Mr. Titiano di Caro of Palermo, Sicily; Mr. Dennis
Murphy of Denver, Colorado; Prof. dr. Jörg Reuss of Nijmegen for valuable remarks and
comments; and of course my promotores Prof. dr. Eric Moormann of Radboud University
and Prof. dr. François Clemens of Delft University as well as the members of the
manuscript commission. And last but not least Susanna and our three sons Aloïs,
Matthijs, and Johan for their lasting patience and support during the years of my
evenings behind the desk and travels abroad.

.
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Roman Water Distribution
and Inverted Siphons
- until our days -

Praeterea de rerum natura, quae graece φυσιολογία dicitur, philosophia explicat. Quam
necesse est studiosius novisse, quod habet multas et varias quaestiones. Ut etiam in
aquarum ductionibus. Incursibus enim et circuitionibus et librata planitie expressionibus
spiritus naturales aliter atque aliter fiunt, quorum offensionibus mederi nemo poterit, nisi
qui ex philosophia principia rerum naturae noverit.
Vitruvius I, 5, 21-27 (Fensterbusch 1964, 28)
Moreover, philosophy explains the facts of nature, which the Greek call physiology φυσιολογία. It is necessary that he [the architect] has studied it carefully, as it treats
many and various questions. As also in water conduits. In fact, at the intakes, and at the
circumventing [of valleys], and in the rising conduits at the horizontal section [of
siphons], natural air acts in this way or in that way, whose mishaps nobody can cure,
unless he knows from philosophy the principles of the facts of nature (transl. author).

Introduction
Over the past decades Roman aqueducts have gained increasing interest both in
scholarly literature and from the general public. Since more than 30 years international
conferences are organized on a regular basis by the Frontinus Gesellschaft and by the
Deutsche Wasserhistorische Gesellschaft DWhG, both based in Germany. Publications as
Handbook of Ancient Water Technology by Örjan Wikander (ed.), Greek and Roman
Mechanical Water-Lifting Devices by John Oleson, Roman Aqueducts and Water Supply
by Trevor Hodge, and the works by James Crow on the water provision of Constantinople
are important contributions together with a great number of scholarly articles by
individual researchers.2 More recently internet sites like www.romanaqueduct.info and
the ROMAQ Database (Cees Passchier, Driek van Opstal, and Wilke Schram of the
Netherlands),3 and www.traianus.net (Isaac Moreno Gallo of Spain) and others provide
accessible information on Roman aqueduct systems, while since 2014 the University of
Padova organizes the International Summerschool 'Idraulica Antica' / 'Hydraulic Systems
in the Roman World' (Prof. dr. Paola Zanovella).4 New aspect is research conducted by
Cees Passchier c.s. at Gutenberg University, Mainz, on carbonate deposits in aqueduct
channels that provide information about climatic conditions in Roman times,
paleoclimatology.5
This study is about water conveyance and water distribution starting from Roman times,
the associated hydraulics, and related topics in ancient literature by Marcus Vitruvius
Pollio (late 1st Century BCE) and Sextus Iulius Frontinus (late 1st Century CE). Vitruvius'
De Architectura Libri Decem ('Ten Books on Architecture') treats aspects of water
conveyance of his days in Book VIII, while Frontinus in his function as director of the
Rome's waterworks (curator aquarum) is the author of De Aquaeductu Urbis Romae in
which he describes the water provision and water distribution of Rome.6
Leading questions in the history of water provision are how civilizations in times past had
access to sufficient sources of water, and how was this problem dealt with when cities
became inhabited by growing numbers of people. Often the location of first settlements 2

www.frontinus.de; www.dwhg-ev.com; Oleson 1984; Wikander 2000; Hodge 1992; Crow et al. 2008.
www.romanaqueducts.info; www.romaq.org
4
www.beniculturali.unipd.it/www/corsi/summer-schools/summer-school-hydraulic-systems-in-the-romanworld/
5
E.g. Sürmelihindi et al. 2013.
6
Not much is known about Marcus Vitruvius Pollio. He was born in ca. 80 BCE, and his book was presumably
written ca. 20 BCE. Oldest manuscript is a Carolingian copy from about 800 CE (British Library MS Harley 2767;
www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=8557&CollID=8&NStart=2767). Translations
are among others by Morgan 1960, Fensterbusch 1964, Callebat 1973, Peters 1997, Rowland & Howe 1999.
Sextus Iulius Frontinus was born in ca. 35 CE. He was four times consul, and was appointed curator aquarum in
97 CE under Nerva, in which function he wrote his treatise. He died ca.103 (Del Chicca 2004, III-IX; Nikolic
2008,13, 61). His treatise, also known as De Aquis Urbis Romae, was discovered in 1425 in the monastery on
the Monte Cassino by the manuscript hunter Poggio Bracciolini (Greenblatt 2012, 152; Del Chicca 2013, 101).
3
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when meeting requirements of defence - was chosen near a spring, brook, or river, so
that water was readily available. But deficient availability of water or a rising population
could lead to water shortage forcing the people to collect rainwater in cisterns, dig wells
to haul up water from below, and bring in water from remote locations by conveying it
through channels and pipes. In Hellenistic times political factors led to walled cities on
top of hills where the water provision had its problematic issues. Underground piped
conduits were laid out transporting water from far away springs.7 The final depression
towards the town on the hill was often crossed by a pressure line known as 'inverted
siphon' (or simply 'siphon') that operated according to the principle of communicating
vessels. In Roman times water generally was conveyed by open channels, but siphons
were not uncommon to cross deep and wide valleys (Fig.1). During the Pax Romana
almost every town acquired its own aqueduct(s) that sometimes attained considerable
lengths.8 Some 1100 Roman aqueducts are known today, covering a total length of
almost 12,000 kms (Fig.2).9

Fig.1. Inverted siphon.

To transport water in large quantities from far away locations by closed conduits or open
channels alike, the ancients had only one driving force available: gravity. A positive
aspect of gravity is that it is always and everywhere available. On the other hand gravity
is directed downward: water always flows down. Water has to flow down to get anywhere
at all, and it flows along the course of least resistance. When tapped at elevated spots
water may be transported to desired locations by gravity: just have the water flow down
from start to finish. Generally the landscape that has to be crossed presents mountains
and hills, valleys and depressions, rivers and streams, obstructing the water’s flow to
destination. Then gravity dictates that high bridges and lengthy arcades must be built,
tunnels long and short must be dug, and inverted siphons must be constructed.

7

See e.g. Fahlbusch 1991, 141- 143.
The longest Roman aqueduct, providing water for Constantinople, was over 250 kms in length (Çeçen 1996,
also Crow 2012a, 36). For a list of a number of Roman aqueducts and their lengths see De Feo et al.
2013,Table 4.
9
ROMAQ Database.
8
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Fig.2. Known aqueducts in the Roman Empire (www.romaq.org).

Once arrived at the city the water must be distributed towards the users’ premises. A
singularly well preserved distribution system may be observed at Pompeii. Here the
supplying aqueduct arrived at the highest point of the city where it ended in a
distribution tank, the castellum divisorium. From there the incoming water was measured
and divided over three outgoing lead conduits. By means of pressurized pipes - small
scale inverted siphons - the water was led to open tanks on top of 'hydraulic towers', that
in Pompeii reached up to six meters high. From such elevated tanks lead conduits went
vertically down and further to the consumers as well as to subsequent towers creating an
interconnected network (Fig.3). As, except from damage or for maintenance, the
aqueduct always ran, the consumers received an uninterrupted flow of water, day and
night, enjoying running water in the true sense.
Inverted siphons thus were applied by the Romans (1) in aqueducts, to pass valleys
judged too wide or too deep to be crossed a bridge, and (2) in cities for distribution
purposes, connecting elevated tanks on top of 'hydraulic' towers from where conduits
went to the consumers. The difference between siphons in aqueducts and siphons in
urban distribution systems is that for siphons in aqueducts the pressure in the conduits is
high, ranging from a few bar (1 bar is about 1 kg/cm2 or 10 metres of water column) to
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an exceptionally high 19 bar for the Madradag siphon at Pergamum,10 while for the
distribution system at Pompeii the pressure was low, not higher than 0.6 bar.
The network of 'water towers' interconnected by inverted siphons is the characteristic
feature of the distribution system at Pompeii. As a rule siphons in aqueducts were not
equipped with hydraulic towers. But occasionally they did have hydraulic towers, that is,
high points in the line, towers with an open tank on top. And some siphons had high
points, but no tower and no open tank, for instance the Madradag siphon at Pergamum.
How these siphons operated, and what the function of hydraulic towers in distribution
systems was, and that of high points in siphons of aqueducts, with and without towers,
has puzzled researchers for decades. A particular case is the 1670 metres long siphon at
Aspendos, a siphon equipped with two 40 metres high hydraulic towers, positioned at
horizontal bends in the line. The towers had open tanks on top thereby splitting the
siphon up in to three consecutive siphons.11
Then, the way water was
monitored and measured in
the old days has led to
speculations among scholars.
Frontinus uses the quinaria as
a measure of discharge both
for the Rome´s aqueducts as
well as for distribution
purposes.12 The quinaria is the
smallest size of the standard
lead pipes used in Roman
times; it has an inner crosssection of 2.31 cm.13 If one
uses a pipe with a fixed crosssectional area as a measure of
flow rate one must know the
velocity of the water that
flows through the pipe, or,
alternatively, one must know
the water level above the
Fig.3. Hydraulic tower at Pompeii, Via di Eumachia, over six
metres high.
10
11
12
13

pipe´s intake.

Garbrecht 1991, 24-28.
Kessener & Piras 1998.
Frontinus De Aquaeductu Urbis Romae, 64-80.
E.g. Merkel 2013 for standardization of Roman pipes. Also Fahlbusch 1989.
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However, Frontinus does not give any information about this, and Christer Bruun has
rightly remarked that it is impossible to know how much one quinaria would deliver in
litres per second.14 Frontinus complicates things by stating that he measured the
discharge of the aqueducts of Rome, just mentioning numbers of quinariae. Moreover, for
the Aqua Appia, the oldest aqueduct of Rome, Frontinus says that he measured a
discharge of 1825 quinariae, adding that this would be the equivalent of a water level of
5 feet in the 1¾ feet wide channel. Remarkably the area of 5 x 1¾ square feet matches
the inner cross-sectional area of 1825 quinaria pipes. As a measure of discharge it does
not make sense if one does not know the velocity of the water in the channel.
In 2000 Rubin Taylor proposed that Frontinus measured the velocity of the water in the
channel by having a vane pivoting around a horizontal axis introduced into the water, the
deflection of the vane being a measure of the velocity of the water.15 When the deflection
was ´right´, the wetted area of the channel would be a measure of the discharge, which
does make sense. However, Frontinus notes that he measured the discharge of
aqueducts at the intake of channels, at settling tanks and junction tanks, not somewhere
in the channel. In 2004 Deane Blackman and Trevor Hodge noted: ‘So, we come to the
conclusion that it is vain to expect a sound quantitative assessment of discharge from
Frontinus’.16 The question how Frontinus measured the discharge of Rome's aqueducts
remained unanswered.
Aim of the present study
This study aims to investigate, in an interdisciplinary way, aspects of Roman water
distribution by water towers having open tanks on top interconnected by low pressure
inverted siphons, the problem of monitoring and measuring water discharge in Roman
times, as well as aspects of high pressure siphons incorporated in aqueducts and the
problems that may arise, with special attention to high points and hydraulic towers in
such siphons.
Water is fluid and has a weight amounting to almost 800 times the weight of air, and
while water for all practical purposes is incompressible, air is not. When air is compressed
to half its volume its pressure increases twofold. It will return to its original volume when
the compressing force is released, the air acting as a spring. Subjected to gravity the
contrasting properties lead to the physical behaviour of interacting air and water, giving
14
15
16

Bruun 2004, 2013.
Taylor 2000.
Blackman & Hodge 2004, 22.
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rise to unexpected problems with sometimes disastrous consequences. These problems
have to be taken into account when transporting water by inverted siphons, problems
that differ for the low pressure siphons in distribution networks and the high pressure
siphons in aqueduct systems.
Therefore this study consists of two parts. Part I, ‘Water Distribution’, treats aspects of
Roman water distribution, taking as a starting point the distribution system at Pompeii.
The requirements such systems had to fulfil and the hydraulic problems that may occur
are discussed, as well as the alleged function of the water towers, and the way the flow
rate was measured both for distribution purposes and for Rome's aqueducts as
mentioned by Frontinus. Furthermore the transfer of the knowledge and know-how of the
Pompeiian-type distribution system is explored geographically and diachronically.
In part II, 'High Pressure Siphons', inverted siphons incorporated in aqueducts are
investigated. The hydraulics of high pressure siphons and the problems that may occur
are analysed as well as how these problems were solved in the old days. Special
attention is paid to hydraulic towers and high points incorporated in the course of high
pressure siphons, what the function was of the hydraulic towers, and what information is
contained in ancient literature, especially by Vitruvius.
Research method
In the context of this interdisciplinary study ancient literature by Vitruvius and Frontinus
as well as modern publications related to these authors and to Roman water distribution
and siphons are examined; archaeological investigations were performed at Nîmes,
Aspendos, Pompeii, Ephesus, and Palermo, and visits were paid to Carthage, Termini
Imerese, Istanbul, and ancient cities in Turkey such as Oinoanda, Perge, Patara,
Rhodiapolis, Laodikeia ad Lycum, Hierapolis.
Furthermore the physics of and the forces subjected to the pressurized conduits of
inverted siphons are analysed in view of modern hydraulic theory as well of the means
and materials available in Roman times. Special attention is paid to high pressure
siphons that have high points or hydraulic towers with open tanks on top incorporated in
their course. Large scale experiments on air-water interaction in pressurized conduits,
performed at the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory (formerly ‘het Waterloopkundig Lab’ at
Delft, since 2008 forming the Dutch institute Deltares together with GeoDelft, the
subsurface and groundwater unit of TNO and parts of Rijkswaterstaat) in the
Netherlands, were attended and evaluated.
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Set up of the study and layout of chapters.
Part I. Water Distribution
Abundant availability of water in Roman cities and towns was the reason, needless to
say, for the building of the aqueducts, although the financier, the emperor or a private
person with sufficient means, may have had their own - political - motives. Cleaning and
filtering of the water was realized by settling tanks and reservoirs set in the aqueduct on
its way to destination or, more commonly, at the end of the line.17 In regions with dry
climate like North Africa the aqueduct usually discharged into large reservoirs to be
tapped when needed. The great cisterns of Carthage for instance had a capacity of 25 to
30 thousand cubic metres.18 Also in areas with wetter conditions large cisterns have been
found, such as the Piscina Mirabilis near Naples (capacity over 12 thousand cubic metres,
on behalf of the naval base at Misenum). Constantinople had over 150 roofed cisterns of
which the Basilica cistern (‘Yerebatan Sarnici’) not far from the Aya Sophia with a
capacity of 80 thousand cubic metres was largest. The town had also three huge open
reservoirs with an estimated capacity of over 600 thousand cubic metres.19
More often the arriving channel discharged into a tank of dimensions small compared to
the large cisterns, located at the city’s edge or at an elevated spot inside the town. From
this tank, the castellum princeps or castellum divisorium, the water entered the urban
distribution system, according to Hodge ‘both one of the most complex and least studied
aspects of Roman water supply’.20 Best known are the castella divisoria at Pompeii and at
Nîmes, no doubt for reason of their rather well preserved state. At Pompeii three large
size lead conduits departed from the castellum and conveyed water to secondary
castella, open tanks on top of brick piers called ‘hydraulic towers’. From here conduits
branched off to supply the consumers and to pass water to subsequent towers. The
Nîmes castellum had 10 outdoing pipes, but secondary castella have not been found at
Nîmes.
The castellum divisorium at Pompeii and its three outgoing conduits and the relevant text
in book VIII of Vitruvius has given rise to much confusion. Authors have tried to reconcile
the Pompeii system with a three way priority system as is described by Vitruvius, with
which in times of water shortage the public fountains would be served at all times, then

17

Hodge 1992, 274.
Hodge 1992, 279.
19
Crow 2012a, 41.
20
Hodge 1992, 279.
18
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the bathing facilities, and lastly the private customers.21 As a consequence there should
have been three parallel conduit systems throughout the town, one for the public
fountains, one for the bath buildings, and one for the private customers, but Christoph
Ohlig has shown that this does not comply with the actual situation at Pompeii. The three
outgoing conduits each serve all, but in separate regions of the city, so that Vitruvius’
priority system represents rather an idealistic than a realistic situation.22
As mentioned above conduits went out from the castellum princeps to secondary castella,
in Pompeii lead tanks positioned on top of the hydraulic towers. From there conduits
descended to the customers or connected to a subsequent tower. It is not known where
or when the Pompeiian water distribution system was first introduced, and not many
distribution towers have been found outside Pompeii.23 According to Frontinus Rome
totalled 247 of such secondary castella; seemingly all have disappeared. Yet the
Pompeiian-type system with secondary castella, tanks on elevated positions - on water
towers or not – is the logical arrangement in view of the obligatory ‘gravitational
hydraulics’. To serve society and sovereign with running water the ancients had no better
option. Was the system applied all over the Roman Empire?
In view of this and in view of further aspects of urban water distribution the following
questions are presented.
1. Was the Roman distribution system with water towers as in Pompeii a singular system
or local case, or was it spread throughout the Roman empire?
2. Transfer of knowledge: was the Pompeiian-type water distribution system restricted to
the Roman era or was it applied in later days as well, and if so, where, and until when?
3. What were the requirements that such systems had to meet for proper functioning,
especially in view of water-air interaction, and how was this realized in the old days?
4. Was the Pompeiian system with interconnected elevated tanks on top of water towers
solely used for distribution purposes, or also for water conveyance only?
5. What exactly was the function of the Pompeiian-type water towers? This question
relates to the generally accepted opinion that the towers functioned as pressure
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reducers, limiting the pressure in the conduits for reason that the Roman taps could not
resist pressures higher than 0.6 bar.
6. Did water towers exist in ancient Rome? This is a long-standing problem; apparently
hitherto none have been proven.
7. How was the flow rate (discharge) measured and monitored, for distribution and for
conveyance alike, and was the quinaria a reliable standard unit of discharge in the old
days, both for aqueducts and distribution systems?
8. How then could Frontinus have measured the discharge of the aqueducts of Rome?
First, in chapter 1, the water distribution system at Pompeii, exceptionally well preserved
because of the 79 CE Vesuvius eruption, is discussed, as well as similar systems in the
towns of Herculaneum and Minturnae.
In chapter 2 it is shown that the historic water distribution system of Palermo and of
other cities in Sicily like Termini Imerese and Fontalto consisted of elevated water tanks
on top of towers called castelletti that were interconnected by inverted siphons, just as in
Pompeii (Fig.4). Operating for
centuries into the late 20th
century it represents a Pompeiian
type water distribution system
that functioned until recently. At
some point in history the way the
discharge to the customers was
monitored was improved by
introducing a small intermediate
container between the tank and
the off-take pipe that ran to the
consumer who received a
continuous flow of water day and
night as in Roman days.
Similar systems operated in large
cities as Paris and Rome into the
19th century (chapter 3). Also in
Ottoman Istanbul and elsewhere
Fig.4. Water tower at one of Palermo's street corners.
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in Turkey the standard method for water distribution - and for conveyance - was by
means of underground conduits and elevated open tanks on top of water towers called
suterazi (Fig.5). Also here the towers were interconnected by inverted siphons. The
system was still operating and being extended in the early 20th century. The Pompeiian
type system thus has remained the standard way for water distribution for 2000 years,
operating even today at isolated locations (chapter 12).
In chapter 5 it will be shown that the Pompeiian system with elevated tanks
interconnected by low pressure inverted siphons was also applied in Roman times for
water conveyance only, just as was common practise for the Ottomans with suterazi.
Examples of Roman water conveyance only by means of the Pompeiian type water tower
system are scarce, but remains are found at Causses-et-Veyran (France), Caesarea
(Israel) and Aquincum (Budapest). The requirements for proper functioning of such
conveyance systems are examined.
For the Byzantine empire hitherto virtually nothing was known about how the water
distribution was realized. In chapter 6 it will be demonstrated that the Pompeiian type
water distribution system with water towers was widely applied in Byzantine times.
Examples are the Basilica of St. John and the surrounding settlement near present day
Selçuk not far from Ephesus (chapter 6),
Palmyra and Apameia as well as Miletos and
Perge (chapter 7), and Byzantine Laodikeia
ad Lycum (chapter 8).
Of course one would expect Rome to have
abounded with Pompeiian type water
towers or distribution tanks on elevated
positions - Frontinus mentioned 247
distribution tanks (castella) - but
apparently none have been identified. Yet
many of the numerous lead conduits that
were found were pressurized, supplying
high built structures like the Colosseum and
the Meta Sudans fountain next to it.
Moreover a circular structure near the
Termini railway station, the pozzo circolare
of Lanciani, is shown to be the remains of a
Fig.5. Water tower at Istanbul (Courtesy C.
Cangül).

water tower. These structures and more
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aspects of Rome's water provision are examined in chapter 9.
In scholarly literature on Roman water distribution the concept prevails that the
Pompeiian water towers and their later counterparts such as Sicilian castelletti and the
Ottoman suterazi acted as pressure reducers, so that the pressure in the conduits, at
Pompeii at least, would not rise above 6 metres of water column. The reason was, it is
said, that the Roman taps could not withstand pressures higher than 0.6 bar (Fig.6).
This idea, that has been put forward in the 1960's by Fritz Kretzschmer and repeated in
the 1990's by Trevor Hodge, has been universally accepted to the extent that whenever
an ancient water tower or tower-like device is encountered it is labelled as 'pressure
reducer'.24 In chapter 10 it will be demonstrated that this idea is erroneous for reasons of
hydraulics. Furthermore it will be shown that the Roman water taps could very well
withstand pressures higher than 0.6 bar, and that the height of the towers is related to
local terrain conditions and to the levels in buildings that were to be served.

Fig.6. Roman tap, Pompeii depot.

In chapter 11 the quinaria unit for Roman discharge measurement mentioned by
Frontinus is discussed. On its value in litres per second a great number of contrasting
publications have seen the light. It has often been put forward that, for reasons of
inaccurate time clocks, a reliable measurement of discharge of aqueducts and for water
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distribution alike by recording the water’s velocity was not possible in Roman times,25
and that the quinaria figures that Frontinus mentions for Rome's aqueducts had no
realistic meaning. In this contribution it is argued that the Romans did have the means,
and the knowledge, to design and apply reliable gauging instruments, by means of socalled 'direct discharge methods', and that the quinaria measure, although an exact value
cannot be given - which is in fact of no importance - did represent a realistic and reliable
unit of discharge.

Part II. High Pressure Siphons
Numerous studies on siphons in aqueducts have seen the light in the past. In the 1960s
and 70s Günter Garbrecht and his researchers from Braunschweig University surveyed
the water supply system of Pergamon including its famous 3250 metres Madradag siphon
that incorporates two intermediate high points.26 Henning Fahlbusch from Lübeck has
discussed siphons in his 1982 dissertation and in later publications, proposing for
instance that the Aspendos towers were meant to avoid damage to the siphon at
horizontal bends in the line from static pressure and inertial thrust, by bringing the water
up to its natural level (Fig.7).27
Jean Burdy investigated the four aqueducts of Lyon that were equipped with a total of
nine siphons that crossed valleys up to 120 metres deep; one 5 km long siphon had a 16
metres high intermediate hydraulic tower.28 In 1992 Hodge published Roman Aqueducts
and Water Supply, a book giving an extensive overview of the state of knowledge of
Roman water provision. About the hydraulic towers at Aspendos Hodge thought that they
eliminated sideways inertial thrust generated by the moving water going round the bend,
or, alternatively, that they served as 'surge tanks'.29 In 1999 Micheal Lewis examined the
texts of Vitruvius related to water conveyance and siphons, stating that Vitruvius did not
understand what he was writing about and evaluating his texts as 'a sloppy compilation
of borrowings, largely from Greek writers'.30
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Hodge 1992, 299. De Kleijn 2013, 214.
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Garbrecht 1978.
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Burdy 1991; Burdy 2002.
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In the 1990s the aqueduct of Aspendos with its 1670 metres long siphon and the two
hydraulic towers were investigated by the author and his team.31 In the publication that
followed proposals were made to clarify the function of these hydraulic towers: to avoid
problems from the interaction of air and water at the horizontal bends in the siphon's
course.32

Fig.7. Aspendos siphon, south tower, making a bend of 55 degrees. View from acropolis.

The fundamental argument was that the interaction of air and water in siphons can on
the one hand lead to reduction or even a total inhibition of the flow, or, on the other
hand, give rise to pressure surges and water hammer effects with unexpected and
sometimes disastrous effects that may wreck the line. The hydraulic towers of the
Aspendos siphon prevented such disastrous effects at horizontal bends, keeping the line
intact and the water running. In a 2001 publication the author discusses the texts of
Vitruvius about siphons, arguing that Vitruvius very well described the problems that
may occur in siphons and how to solve these problems.33
These proposals met fierce opposition. In a 2001 publication Deane Blackman and
Yehuda Peleg denied that water hammer would occur in the ancient pressure lines.34
They proposed that the Aspendos towers served to prevent damage to the line at bends
from sideways inertial thrust as Hodge did before, in the end evaluating the Aspendos
towers as 'incomprehensible'. In 2003 Charles Orthloff and Adonis Kassinos proposed

31
32
33
34

Earlier publications were by Lanckoronski 1890 and Bean 1979.
Kessener 2000 (in this volume).
Kessener 2001 (in this volume).
Blackman & Peleg 2001, 274.
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that the Aspendos towers would reduce effects from oscillations of the water column from
the filling procedure at start up.35 An imaginative but far-fetched idea, since Vitruvius
explicitly advises to slowly fill siphons, whereby oscillations were prevented. Then in
2007 Norman Smith in an extensive 77 page twin publication also thinks that water
hammer would not occur in siphons, and that the Aspendos towers served to expel air
more easily out of the line at start up by splitting up the siphon, proposing that there
must have been a third tower, for which no archaeological proof whatsoever exists.
Smith also argues that the Aspendos towers may have served as distribution points like
the towers in Pompeii.36
In 2008 Milorad Nikolic presented his well documented dissertation 'Cross-Disciplinary
Investigation of Ancient Long-Distance Pipelines'.37 He discusses the relevant passages
from Vitruvius, Pliny the Elder, Hero of Alexandria, and Frontinus, and investigates seven
aqueducts with inverted siphons having hydraulic towers or intermediate high points:
Aspendos, Pergamon, Smyrna, Yzeron (Lyon), Alatri, Segobriga, and Methymna.
Furthermore he conducted small scale experiments as well as CFD calculations
(Computer Fluid Dynamics) on water flow in siphons. Like others, Nikolic concluded that
pressure surges / water hammer would not occur in siphons, and proposed that the
Aspendos towers might have served as distribution towers à la Pompeii as Norman Smith
had suggested, or maybe as monuments for the financier, or as observation posts to
defend the siphons from intruders.
Subsequently Nikolic investigated the texts of Vitruvius about water conveyance in a
2011 publication, in an attempt to clarify the meaning of the terms colliquiaria, or
colluviaria as Nikolic has it, a Latin hapax, and the meaning of vis spiritus.38
Nikolic, following more or less the idea by Micheal Lewis that spiritus, by association with
the Greek πνεũμα, cannot represent air in the strict sense,39 suggested that vis spiritus
must be equated with water pressure, and that the function of colluviaria is pressure
reduction, just as was proposed before for the water towers at Pompeii and for the
Ottoman suterazi. That the function of hydraulic towers is reduction of pressure is
erroneous is shown in chapter 10 of part I of this study.
Thus the question remained how to understand what Vitruvius wrote, and what the
meaning of the expressions colliquiaria/colluviaria and vis spiritus really is, as well as of
35
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vehemens spiritus, also used by Vitruvius.40 In five articles (previously published,
arranged in chronological order from 2000 to 2013, with some overlap of text parts) this
subject is discussed, in relation to archaeological findings of the inverted siphon of
Aspendos with its two hydraulic towers, as well as of the Madradag siphon at Pergamon
with two intermediate high points but no towers, and of the siphon of the Yzeron
aqueduct at Lyon equipped with one hydraulic tower (articles 1 and 4). The function of
the towers at Aspendos and at Lyon is not identical, and both towers have nothing to do
with water distribution. The towers represent ancient solutions to problems caused by the
interaction of air and water in closed conduits, at start-up and during operation. It is also
shown that neither towers nor open tanks were required at the two intermediate high
points of the Madradag siphon at Pergamon.
In the second article, of 2001, the relevant passages in De architectura by Vitruvius on
aqueducts and siphons are discussed. The article shows that misunderstandings of
Vitruvius' text have been the cause of false interpretations. Moreover, Vitruvius was well
aware of what he was writing about. In the old days the conduits of inverted siphons
were made of lead, stone, ceramics, sometimes as combinations of these; at Aspendos it
was stone (Fig.8). Stone and ceramic conduits behave differently from conduits made of
lead, and this distinction into two types of conduits - as is readily shown by the physics of
hydraulics - was already put forward by Vitruvius but apparently not quite appreciated by
researchers.

Fig.8. Conduit stones of the Aspendos siphon (image composed of three photo pictures).

The hydraulics and the interactions of air and water in closed conduits are examined in
the article no.3, a translation in English of a Dutch article. The distinction into two types
of conduits leads to different problems for each type of conduit.41 On the basis of largescale experiments conducted at Delft Hydraulics Laboratories in the Netherlands it is
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Vitruvius VIII, 6,9: Namque vehemens spiritus in aquae ductione solet nasci, ita ut etiam saxa perrumpat,
nisi primum leniter et parce a capite aqua inmittatur et in geniculus aut versuris alligationibus aut pondere
saburra contineatur (For inside the water conduit such a vehemens spiritus will arise that even the stone blocks
will be destroyed, if the water is not first introduced slowly and little by little at the head [of the siphon], and if
the conduit is not kept together at the vertical and horizontal bends with bands and sand ballast).
41
From inside pressure lead conduits are prone to split along their length; stone and ceramic conduits rather
burst at their joints because of the weakness of the sealing material between pipe elements, if no tightly fixed
to each other and to the underground..
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shown what kind of problems may arise in closed conduits, today as in the past (article
no. 5). The results show once more that Vitruvius' treatise on siphons very well describes
those problems and their solutions as already brought forward in the author's 2002
publication. It is clear that the function of Vitruvius' colliquiaria is to prevent a total stop
of the water flow caused by accumulation of air by an intermediate high point, the
colluviaria taking the form of a hydraulic tower at the high point as was the case for the
siphon of the Yzeron aqueduct at Lyon.
The translation of vis spiritus should be nothing else than plain air pressure, pressurized
air accumulating at high points and reducing the head available to drive the siphon which
may lead to a total stop. The expression vehemens spiritus is used by Vitruvius in
relation to destructive forces wrecking the conduit. Destructive forces are related to
pressure surges / water hammer evolving from the interaction of air and water in closed
conduits, that is, as will be shown, from the interaction of air and water caused by the
section of the conduit that rises up towards the receiving tank, and from air escaping
from leaking spots. The vehemens spiritus represents the forceful pressure shocks
caused by these hydraulic events. The siphons of Smyrna, Alatri, Segobriga, and
Methymna, examined by Nikolic but not discussed here, should be reappraised in this
regard.
In conclusion, this study hopes to contribute to new insights concerning water transport
and water distribution in Roman times and later days.
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Roman Water Distribution
and Inverted Siphons
- until our days -

Part I
Water Distribution
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Chapter 1
Aspects of the Pompeii Water Distribution System
Pompeii
Pompeii received its first flowing water from the Avella aqueduct built between 80 and 40
BCE. Until then Pompeii had been depending on rainwater collected in cisterns, deep
wells, and water lifting.42 Coming in from the north the Avella channel arrived at the
Porta Vesuvio, the highest point of the city, where it ended in an open tank, a castellum
aquae (castellum divisorium), from where the waters were distributed over the city.43 It
is thought that sometime after 20 CE the line was connected to the 96 km Serino
aqueduct (Aqua Augusta) that ran westward from a spring near the modern town St.
Lucia di Serino. This aqueduct ended at the great roofed cistern at Misenum, the Piscina
Mirabilis, to serve ships at the naval base there. On its way the Serino aqueduct also
served a number of towns such as Nola, Neapolis, Baiae.
The connection of Pompeii's Avella channel to the Serino line had the consequence that
Pompeii received less water - but more steadily - for which the distribution system was
reconstructed, the castellum gaining a roof. This 2nd phase castellum still stands for its
greater part (Fig.9).44 The channel ended at the back of the building, in the front there
are three openings for the outgoing leaden conduits to distribute the waters over the city,
although some say that there may have been only two conduits.45 The lead pipes have
been broken out, but on the left side the original diameter of the pipe still can be seen
from the negative imprint in the wall's mortar.
42

Water lifting devices in the form of human-powered bucket chains were built at Pompeii at the end of the 2nd
c. or 1st c. BCE serving among others the Forum Baths and the Stabian Baths, and a tannery. The installation at
the Stabian Baths lifted water from a depth of 25 m to a roof top cistern (Oleson 1984, 361-2; 2000, 259).
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Ohlig 2001, 84, who also takes that a distribution system with water towers and street fountains had already

been operating in this early phase. For an extensive study of the Pompeii distribution system see Ohlig 2001
and 2014; also Jansen 2002; Kessener 2006; Desalles 2013, 216-221,who also discusses the coexistence of
Pompeii's water provision both by water collection (rain water and wells) and by running water.
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An alternative view on the water provision of Pompeii is given by Keenan-Jones 2015, who proposes three

phases in the water supply system and doubts whether the Avella aqueduct provided Pompeii with water.
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Keenan-Jones 2015, 195, referring to Maiuri 1931: 'The higher central hole in the front of the castellum most

likely supplied a basin directly below it'. Thus only two mains would have served the town. However, the central
hole in front of the castellum extending into the brick part above the tufa base with the three perforations, may
have to do with early excavations to collect lead material. The perforation is greatly oversized to accommodate
a lead conduit that just serves a basin in front of the castellum. Moreover from sinter traces inside the
castellum is may be seen that the water level just ahead of the outgoing conduits mainly reached the upper
side of the pipes (although it appears that at times it was some 20cm higher), which does not match the
perforation in the brick part: water cannot have flown at that level (Ohlig 2001, Fig. V.116-7.F). For a
discussion of a possible basin in front of the castellum see also Ohlig 2016, 250-251.
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Castellum divisorium
Inside the castellum the second and final phase of the system to divide the waters
between the three outgoing mains has been preserved. The water first passed a strainer
and then was held back by a lead weir 25 cm high, the water depth in front of the weir
permanently kept at 13 cm (Fig.10,11). Through submerged holes in this lead weir the
water entered into three separate sections corresponding to the three outgoing mains
(Fig.12).46 By closing and opening the submerged holes the operator, the castellarius,
was able to measure, regulate, distribute, stop or enhance the water flow.47 The
castellum did not serve as storage tank, it was too small for that.

Fig.9. Pompeii, castellum divisorium at Porta Vesusio. Bottom: openings for lead conduits.
The original size of the conduits can be seen in the orifice to the left.

46

This in contrast with the view of Adam and Varène 2008, who think that the water cascaded into the three

sections over the top of depressed parts in the lead weir, but see Ohlig's response and comments (Ohlig 2014;
Ohlig 2016, 260-261).
47

Ohlig proposed that the submerged holes had the form of elongated slits that could be partly closed off with

wedges. Alternatively a horizontal row of equally sized round holes would enable accurate measurements and
greatly facilitate the tasks of the aquarius (Kessener 2013a, 177).
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Water towers
From the castellum divisorium the water was led by means of pressurized conduits to
lead containers on top of the well known Pompeiian water towers (Fig.13).48 These
rectangular brick or tufa towers were provided with vertical slit-like recesses to
accommodate the conduits running to and fro the container on top.49 The towers are up
to 5-6 m high depending on terrain characteristics. From the top of the tower conduits
ran down again to the next tower as well as to the customers such as bath buildings,
private houses, fulleries, public fountains (Fig.14). A schematic overview is given in
Fig.15.

Fig.10. Pompeii, castellum divisorium. Inside view, extant remains. Traces of lead weir at bottom
of picture.

The water flowed day and night, and the many bronze taps that have been found in
Pompeii were applied mainly to redistribute the water at the consumer's premises and
not so much as to shut it off, which makes sense as the castellum was no storage tank
and the aqueduct ran day and night. Until today 14 towers have been identified,
numbered 1 to 14, with 107 connections, while 39 public fountains were counted
(Figs.16-17).50

48

Early and maybe first use of pressurized conduits has been attested at Knossos, 4th c. BCE (Fahlbusch 2016,
28-30).
49
For a description of 11 of Pompeii's towers see Larsen 1982. Also Heres 1994. Ollson 2015 for all 14 towers.
50
Jansen 2002, 41-45. Also Jansen 1996, 2001.
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Fig.12. Pompeii, castellum divisorium. Left section (section
1 in Fig. 11), lead weir with equally sized orifices (adapted
from Ohlig 2001, 195). See also Kessener 2013, 177.

Fig.11. Pompeii, castellum divisorium.
overview, three sections (adapted from Ohlig
2001, 195).

A 1994 map of Pompeii shows water towers numbered 1 to 14 and their interconnections
(Fig.18). Towers 1 to 6 were consecutively fed by the eastern main, plus one tower that
branched off from tower no. 1. Three towers are thought to have been supplied by the
middle conduit, while the remaining 4 towers took water from the western outgoing
main. In 2011 Keenan-Jones proposed an alternative plan, with a western branch of the
aqueduct just upstream from the castellum serving the utmost western water towers
(Fig.19).51 Ohlig 2016 depicts yet another plan, the eastern and middle mains running
next to each other, respectively serving eastern and more southern parts of the city
(Fig.20).52 As over 25% of Pompeii has not been excavated until today the picture may
have to be adapted in the future.53
An recent overview of all 14 water towers at Pompeii, including photographs, a plan of
each tower with data on recesses, present height, and other details is given by Ollson,
who envisages that at least three towers had conduits that supplied towers in the
unexcavated part of the city.54
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Keenan Jones et al. 2011, 132.
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Ohlig 2016, 161, Abb. 34: 'Hypothetischer Rohrleitungsplan'

53

Wiggers 1994, 29, Fig.1. But see Jansen 2002, 40, Fig. II-40, where just two water mains are accounted for,

as is the opinion of Keenan-Jones ( Keenan Jones et.al. 2011; Fig. 10, see also n.4 above), who also argues
that the north east part of Pompeii was served by a channel branching off from the aqueduct just ahead of the
castellum, and that the middle conduit fed a basin in front of the castellum.
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Ollson 2015. Apart from the excellent data on Pompeii’s water towers Ollson's explanations appear based on

presumptions and mistaken concepts like: 'the atmospheric pressure on the water surface in the castellum
aquae … would press water to the top container of tower no. 1' (Ollson 2015, 30). In view of the hydraulics of
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Fig.14. Pompeii, public fountain (lacus).

Fig.13. Pompeii, hydraulic tower (tower no.9),
conjectured lead tank on top. Left: supplying
conduit. Right: conduit to customer. Dotted
line: conduit to next tower.

Fig.15. Pompeii water distribution system, schematic overview with castellum divisorium, outgoing mains, and
six consecutive towers, the maximum number in a row presently known for Pompeii. The slope of the hydraulic
gradient line between individual towers may differ to some extent without changing the general picture.
closed conduits this is an impossibility. The atmospheric pressure is omnipresent and uniform on the scale of
the water towers. Also: 'The water towers were designed to reduce the water pressure' (Ollson 2015, 11). They
are not (see chapter 10 below).
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Figs.16-17. Remains of water towers at Pompeii: left tower no. 8, right tower no. 11.

Fig.18. Plan of Pompeii with water distribution system proposed in 1994. The castellum divisorium at the
Porta Vesuvio, with its 3 outgoing mains. The towers, blue dots, are numbered 1 –14. Towers 1-6 and 14
were fed by the east main. Towers 7,9 and 11 by the middle conduit (and maybe also 12 and 8). The
remaining towers took water from the west outgoing main. The distribution system appears over-represented
to the west, yet some 25% of Pompeii, mainly in the east part, has not yet been excavated.
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Fig.19. Plan of Pompeii with water distribution system by Keenan Jones (Keenan Jones et. al. 2011, 132,
Fig.9.1). Two mains leaving at the front of the castellum, one to the left possibly supplied by a branch of the
aqueduct just upstream from the castellum.

Fig.20. Plan of Pompeii with public water distribution system by Ohlig (Ohlig 2016, 161). The circles
represent 50m distance from a public fountain.
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Of the water tanks on top of the towers none has survived. A picture of the 1917
excavation presumably shows the lead tank on top of water tower no.6 at the east side
of Pompeii (Figs.21-22).55 The side of the tank carries signs of two off-take pipes
attached to it, one pipe in situ, apparently made of bronze to which a lead conduit had
been connected, the remnants of the soldering still present, while the other pipe had
been broken out, the hole in the tank wall all that remained (arrow).

Figs.21-22. Photograph of lead
container on top of water tower no. 6
(1917 excavation), with two off-take
pipes, one in situ with remnants of lead
pipe soldered to it, one broken off, see
detail above (after Jansen 2002, 40,
Fig. II-40).

Calix
Frontinus, curator aquarum of the Rome aqueducts, writes that the diameter of an offtake pipe (calix) attached to a water distribution tank (secondary castellum) should be
standardized to set the flow rate, and should be made of bronze to prevent alterations
and water theft.56 While several sizes for these off- take pipes were applied, their flow
rate or discharge was expressed in numbers of quinariae - as was the discharge of
aqueducts for that matter - one quinaria being a '5-digit' pipe or an orifice with the same
inner cross-section as the '5-digit' pipe.57
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Jansen 2002, 40, Fig II-40.
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Frontinus De Aquis, 36. The calix had a length of (at least) 12 digits, i.e. 21.6 cm (Hodge 1992, 295).

57

For the size of the quinaria pipe (inner diameter 2.31 cm) and other pipes see e.g. Merkel 2013.
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Frontinus also prescribes that the lead conduit attached to the calix should be of the
same size as the calix for at least 50 feet.58 He also writes that the calices should
be placed in a horizontal line in the wall of a castellum, but he does not specify how far
below the water surface that should be. Thus it is not known how much in liters per
second one quinaria would represent, and we do not exactly know how the water
distribution at Pompeii was realized. It is however generally accepted that the calices
were directly attached to the wall of the lead containers that were put on top of the
towers. I will come back to this issue further on.
Herculaneum, Ostia, Minturnae
Herculaneum
In neighboring Herculaneum a distribution system with water towers as in Pompeii was
applied. Two water towers have survived, on Cardo IV, one at the corner of the
decumanus maximus and one at the corner of the decumanus inferior (Fig.23).59 The
towers are presently 2.7 and 2.4 m high, the containers on top have not been preserved.
Due to the rather steep sloping of the terrain the tower on decumanus inferior is
positioned 4 m below the decumanus maximus tower, which may explain that the towers
did not need to be very high: to serve even the second story of houses further down the
slope the pressure in the conduits would readily become sufficiently high. Remains of
three more ‘private’ water towers, i.e. located in private houses, have been identified.60
Ostia
Recently a tower-like structure at Ostia may have been identified as a water tower
(Fig.24).61 Ostia with its location near the sea shore where the Tiber reaches the
Mediterranean enjoyed potable ground water 3m below the surface, for which wells were
dug during all its history. It had also three aqueducts, the channel of one carried on the
Republican south wall from the Porta Romana towards the west. The third and latest
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Of the calices none has survived. The ‘calix’ shown in Fig.6 of Fahlbusch 1989 probably relates to a fitting for

a garden fountain (G. Jansen, pers.comm.). However, for the pipe attached to the tank in Fig.21 we may be
dealing with a calix: the two pipes were positioned along a horizontal line as prescribed by Frontinus; if the in
situ pipe, which has a rather small diameter, would have been made of lead, it would have not remained
straight, so it was made of a less pliable material, e.g. bronze; to the outer end of the pipe a lead conduit of
larger outer diameter had been attached, remnants of the solder still present. Because of the considerable wall
thickness of Roman lead conduits its inner diameter may have been similar to that of the pipe, conforming
Frontinus De Aq. 105.
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Jansen 2002, 102-107; Keenan Jones 2005, 71-73; Camardo et.al. 2006, 198-199.
Jansen 2002, 106.

See Locicero 2016.
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Fig.23. Herculaneum. Water tower on cardo IV
at intersection with decumanus maximus,
north view. Remains of lead conduit behind
iron mesh.

aqueduct, built on arches, dates from the 2nd – 3rd c. CE; it reaches 2 metres above the
channel on the city wall. Large size lead conduits, diameter some 30 cm, have been
attested running below street level. The level at which the water was brought in and the
underground lead conduits are signs that Ostia enjoyed a pressurized distribution
system.
Many multi-story houses have vertical recesses in their walls, a number of which show
layers of calcareous incrustations (sinter). The sinter shows that water from the
aqueducts was led to higher stories of buildings. In Insula IV.11 in the south part of the
town near the city wall a rectangular brick tower stands in room 14 of the Portico &
Caseggiato dell’Ercole building. It measures 1.12x0.88 metres and is about 3.5 metres
high (Fig.24). It has a vertical shaft on its north-west corner, covered with a 2 cm thick
layer of sinter. The present top of the tower reaches about 1 metres below the level
where the channel on Republican wall started at the Porta Romana, and 3 metres below
the third and latest aqueduct that was built on arches. This allows for a water tower, with
a tank on top, even more elevated than it is now and maybe supplied by a siphon from
the underground distribution system. However, information is lacking about connecting
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conduits, although a number of potential customers in the neighboring buildings may
have been supplied by the tower if it really served as such.62

Fig.24. Ostia. Presumed water tower in
Insula IV.ii in room 14 of the Portico &
Caseggiato dell’Ercole building (after
Locicero 2016).

Minturnae
The old town of Minturnae in Latium was an important city on the Via Appia between
Capua and Rome where the Pons Tirenus crossed the Liris (Garigliano) river. Mathias
Döring investigates the water provision of Minturnae since 2010.63 An about 7 km long
aqueduct probably dating from the Augustean/Vespasian era led waters originating from
the western karstic Capo di Acqua springs to the Porta Gemina. The channel was some
55cm wide with walls at least 1.3 m high and 60cm thick. It is estimated that the
aqueduct's discharge was about 200 liters per second, all year long. When during the Pax
62

Locicero 2016. The alternative explanation is that tower, because of rectangular recesses , one of which

visible in Fig.17, supported beams for an elevated floor. Yet the incrustations in the vertical shafts indicate that
aqueduct water was available at the higher floor levels as rain water does not contain carbonates.
63

For aspects of Minturnae's history and water provision see Döring 2010, also Döring 2016.
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Romana the double arched Gemini gate that dates from the 3rd c. BCE had lost its
importance, the pier in the middle was adapted to serve as castellum divisorium for the
aqueduct, the north arch of the gate carrying the arriving channel (Fig.25).
Three large sized lead conduits (24, 25, and 26cm in diameter) departed vertically down
from the 2.8m diameter distribution tank, negative imprints of the conduits visible in the
east side of the construction that presently is some 5 m high. The conduits continued
underground to destinations as nymphaea and bath buidlings, and also to water towers,
one of which has been partly been preserved. Some 350m east of the castellum
divisorium remains of this water tower stand 1.5m high above the present ground level.
The construction measures 2.3 x 1.25m, vertical recesses for conduits were fitted on
three sides (Fig. 26).
The recesses measure 32x34cm, 18x23cm and 18x18cm, the wider recess taking the
arriving, probably clay conduit. The tower was about 7 metres high in the old days. A
reconstruction is given by Döring (Fig.27).

Fig.25. Minturnae. Castellum divisorium on the middle pier of the double Porta Gemina, with the partly
preserved northern arch that carried the arriving aqueduct channel. On the east façade the three
recesses for lead conduits going down (Döring 2010,158, Fig. 9.2).
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Fig.26. Minturnae. Remains of water tower (Döring 2010,160, Fig. 11).

Fig.27. Minturnae. Reconstruction of distribution system with water tower (Döring 2016, 81, Fig. 8).

So we see that water towers for Roman city distribution have been attested at Pompeii,
Herculaneum, Minturnae, and possibly at Ostia. There must have been many more.
In the next section I will turn to Palermo, Sicily, where a water distribution system that
strongly resembles the one in Pompeii functioned for centuries - into modern times.
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Chapter 2
The Historic Water Distribution at Palermo64
Palermo
Palermo, also called Città d´acqua, is located on the northern coast of Sicily. The history
of Palermo goes back to the 8-7th c. BCE when it was founded as a Punic colony.65 In the
5th c. BCE it came under the influence of Carthage. In 276 it shortly became Greek in the
wake of the Pyrrhic war (276 BCE). The Romans conquered Palermo during 1st Punic war
(264-241 BCE). Palermo prospered to become an important harbor in the Augustean era.
In 440 CE the Vandals took Palermo, while in 535 the Byzantines came into possession.
From 831 it fell under the Aghlabide Emirate of Sicily, which was a time of great
expansion, the town counting 350.000 inhabitants in 1050. The Normans conquered
Palermo in 1072 and stayed until 1192, after which it became part of the Holy Roman
Empire under the Frederic the Second of Hohenstaufen. From then on Palermo fell under
French influence (Charles of Anjou, 1266-1282), followed by the House of Aragon (12821410) and the Kingdom of Spain (1479), after which it became Austrian (Habsburg 15161713 and 1720-1735), French (Savoy 1713-1720), Spanish (Bourbon 1735-1816), and
1816-1860 ('Kingdom of the two Sicilies'), until in 1860 Garibaldi united Italy and Sicily
became part of the Italian Kingdom (Table1).

Palermo
c. BCE
8th
5th
3rd
c. CE
5th
6th
9th
11th
12th
13th
15th
18th
1860

Punic colony
Carthage
Roman conquest
Vandals
Byzantine
Arab conquest
Normans
Holy Roman Empire
Charles of Anjou / House of Aragon
Kingdom of Spain
French, Austrian, Spanish
Garibaldi / Kingdom of Italy

Table 1. Palermo, historic time table.
64
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Part of this chapter was published in BABesh Suppl. (Kessener 2013b).
For a history of Sicily and Palermo e.g. Privitera 2002.
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Hydrogeological aspects66
Palermo lies on the coastal plane 5 km to the west of the slopes of the karstic
Sagana/Monte Cuccio massif that ranges up to 1050 m.a.s.l. (Fig.28). Precipitation
dissolving the carbonate rock gives rise to subterranean drainage systems and aquifers,
the water appearing to the surface as karstic springs when meeting less permeable
layers, as is the case in the Palermo area.

Fig.28. Monte Cuccio karstic massif, west of Palermo, ranging 1050m high.

A fertile area protected by two rivers, the Kemonia and the Papireto river, was colonized
in the 7th c. BCE by the Phoenicians who named it Ziz, 'flower'. Because of the favorably
situated natural harbor at the confluence of these rivers the Greek called it Πανόρμος ,
´all harbour´. The Kemonia, a torrential river known by the Arabs as the ‘River of Bad
Times’, gave rise to frequent inundations causing sanitary problems and epidemics. In
the 16th century it was decided to deviate the upper Kemonia into the Oreto river which
discharges into the sea east of the city, while the lower section was harnessed in a
vaulted underground channel.67 The Papireto river, less wild but also cause of inundations
in times of heavy rains, was also led to the sea by an underground channel still carrying
water today.
Parts of the walls that surrounded the medieval town are standing today (Fig.29). The
principle roads, the Via Vittorio Emanuele and the Via Maqueda, cross at right angles in
the very center of the old city where four ornamental baroque fountains representing the
seasons, the Quattro Canti, were constructed in the 17th c. (1608-1661). Close to the
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See Di Cara & Romano 1998, 3-22; Di Piazza 2008, 25.
The Piazza de Ponticello in Palermo reminds of the bridge that once crossed the Kemonia river. After the
flood of 1557 which caused 3000 victims and destroyed 2000 houses, the Kemonia was diverted into the Oreto
River in 1560 (Ercoli & Rizzo 2008, 141).
67
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west walls the Normans built their Palazzo Reale. Further to the west, where the hills
start to rise towards the Monte Cuccio, the Gabriele spring complex delivered waters
from early times on.

Fig.29. Palermo, with ancient city walls (grey) and main streets of historical center (blue). Gabriele spring
complex 5 km to the west (note that north is to the right). Adapted from Google maps.
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With the Arabs came the qanats.68 These slightly sloping subterranean galleries
constructed by connecting vertical shafts led water from underground aquifers to remote
destinations where the water emerged to the surface. Palermo counts a number of
qanats, the majority west of the Palazzo Reale. Of the six qanat systems in this area the
so called Gesuitico Alto and the Gesuitico Basso still carry water and are accessible today.
Just west of these qanat systems the Gabriele spring complex is located (Fig.30).

Fig.30. Palermo, qanats.
E: Qanat Villa Tasca; F:
Qanat Scozzari I; G: Qanat
Fono Micciulla e Vignecella
(Gesuitico alto e Gesuitico
Basso); H: Qanat della
Sicchiaria; I: Qanat Scozzari
II; L: Qanat Maio (adapted
from Di Cara & Romano
1998, Tavola 10).
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Di Cara & Romano 1998, 48-75; Todaro et al. 1998, 9-11; Todaro 2002; Di Piazza 2008, 67-75.
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The Gabriele spring complex69
In 977 the Arab traveller/writer Ibn Hawqal gave a description of Palermo in his books
Surat al ´Ard (The Face of the World) and the 'Book of Curiosities', mentioning the
springs as Al Garbal (irrigating cave) from which the present name derives. The complex
consists of four springs, the Gabriele spring, the Cuba, the Nixio, and the Campofranco
spring. Nowadays, the springs are located on the premises of a water purification plant
(Fig.31). From the middle of the 18th century a wall was built surrounding the area and
vaulted galleries were constructed to protect the springs.
The waters from the Gabriele spring were used to drive water mills and were also led to
Palermo for consumption. The Campofranco waters were led to Palermo for consumption
as well. The Cuba spring is known to have provided the Norman/Saracene Zisa and Cuba
palaces in the Genoardo gardens (Fig.32). The Nixio spring formed an shallow pond
where clothes were washed by the Palermo populace, which led to unhygienic
circumstances thought to have been the cause of cholera outbreaks.

Fig.31. Water purification
plant west of Palermo with
the Gabriele, Cuba, Nixio
and Campofranco springs
(adapted from Google
maps).
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Di Cara & Romano 1998, 34-43; Di Piazza 2008, 23-40.
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Fig.32. Zisa palace, water display
fed by the Cuba spring in the
Sala della Fontana.

Castelletti70
How was the water from the springs transported to Palermo? At a spring the water first
passed a container, a ricettacolo magistrale, where the discharge was measured by
means of a horizontal line of submerged orifices (Fig.33). From there the water ran
towards the city through clay pipes called catusi. At certain intervals it was led to open
containers on top of Pompeiian-type water towers called castelletti, still to be found in
the fields and suburbs west of Palermo (Figs.34-35). The containers on top of these
castelletti primari or torri piezometriche were equipped with a covering lid to protect the
water. At Palermo the towers were often built on top of the city walls; in the city itself
the towers, now called castelletti secondarii, were erected next to walls of buildings or
just standing isolated. From these castelletti the customers were served (Fig.36).

Fig.33. Panel found near Gabriele spring with standardized pipes for measurement of flow rate by
means of submerged orifices (Di Piazza 2008, 52).
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Di Cara & Romano 1998, 76-101; Todaro et al. 1998, 13-19; Di Piazza 2008, 45-63.
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Fig.34. Castelletto in the fields west
of Palermo.

Fig.35. Castelletto 7.5 m high, western suburbs (via
Sambucia).

Fig.36. Palermo water distribution system, schematic, with castelletti primari on city walls.
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The container on top of such castelletto was called urna. The bundle of conduits that
went down from the urna, the doccionati, originally were ceramic, later also made of
steel. Each customer had his own supply line running from the urna. These conduits ran
below street level to individual customers, convents, villa’s, private houses, etc. where
the water, a trickle at times, could be collected in so-called giare, ceramic or zinc
containers, which may still be seen here and there next to the windows on the outside of
buildings. Also public fountains were connected to the system. The water ran day and
night. The towers were equipped with climbing steps and scaffolding to get up to the
urna on top for maintenance and repair, to connect customers or shut them off, and to
regulate the distribution (Fig.37).

Fig.37. Palermo water distribution with castelletti secondarii and doccionati. Castelletti of different distribution
systems and of different heights may stand side by side.

Distribution systems
There were three independent distribution systems in Palermo, each carrying the name
of the source from where the water was taken, the Corso Gabriele, the Corso
Campofranco from their respective springs, and the Corso Gesuitico from the Gesuitico
Alto and Gesuiticio Basso qanat systems (Figs.38-39). Thus it could happen that
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castelletti from individual distribution systems were built next to each other, having
different heights. Of originally some 70 water towers about 30 are a standing today.

N

Fig.38. Palermo water
distribution system. Green
Corso Gabriele; red Corso
Campofranco; blue Corso
Gesuitico. Black arrow:
Norman Palace. Extant
castelletti: fully colored
squares. Destroyed: empty
squares. Light blue band: old
city walls (after Di Cara &
Romano 2008).
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Fig.39. Palermo water distribution system, detail. Green Corso Gabriele; red Corso
Campofranco; blue Corso Gesuitico. Extant castelletti: fully colored squares. Destroyed: empty
squares. Light blue band: old city walls (after Di Cara & Romano 2008).

Some castelletti draw little attention, others cannot be overlooked, although their
function may not immediately be clear to the passer-by (Figs. 40-54). The towers were
originally climbed by means of holes cut in the walls, later iron steps were added or
metal stairs were constructed on the outside with scaffolds at the level of the urna. Large
towers had a staircase inside. Depending on the building period towers could be
ornamented according the style of the day. Because of the characteristics of the terrain
the towers reached heights ranging from 3 to 20 metres. For convenience the urna was
at times incorporated in a building, with the doccionati put on the outside walls forming a
great mass of pipes (Fig.46). Because of the karstic nature of the spring water and the
frequent occurring leaks signs of heavy incrustations are common. Once the tower was
abandoned the conduits running to the container on top were perforated (Fig.45).
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Fig.40. Castelletto (Corso Campofranco), Piazza
Capuccini, close to Norman palace. Square brick tower
with on top a metal container and pipings added later.

Fig.42.
Corso
Campofranco.
Via
Pagano,
castelletto built in city wall, cemented doccionati.

Fig.41. Castelletti of the Corso Campofranco and
Corso Gesuitico. Porta d’Ossuna, a number of towers
with stair and scaffolds, of different heights.

Fig.43. Corso Gesuitico. Piazza della Pinta, tower over
20m high, later use as television antenna post.
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Fig.44. Corso Gesuitico. Via Benedetti, three
castelletti in a row on old city wall.

Fig.45. Corso Gesuitico.Via Colonna rotta. When
the tower was abandoned the pipes running to
the urna on top were perforated.

Figs.46-47. Corso Gabriele Via R. Sandron: two castelletti about 15m and 10m high (right).
Note recesses in wall to climb the tower.
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Fig.49. Corso Gabriele. Piazza S. Fr.
Saverio/Flavio Ando, detail.

Fig.48. Corso Gabriele. Piazza S. Fr. Saverio/Flavio Ando, with
incrusted ceramic doccionati.
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Fig.50. Corso Gabriele. Castelletto 3m
high, Via Colonna Rotta (photo T. Di
Cara).

Fig.51. Via Monferena.

Fig.52. Via Santa Chiara (‘Liberty style’).

Fig.53. Via Cuccia, four urne in building, incrusted
doccionati.

Fig.54. Via Mura di Pagano, carrying street light.
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Two castelletti were incorporated in the walls of the park surrounding the Norman palace,
with the containers on top preserved to some extent (Figs.55-58). In Fig.57 a box-like
compartment with iron sides about 60x80x12cm carrying remains of hinges for a
covering plate. Inside the box a number of ceramic pipes are running down along the
sides of the box. In Fig.58 we have pipes oriented on the outside of an iron box. If one
would have an iron box similar as in Fig. 57 also in Fig.58 and vice versa, we get identical
patterns of two more or less concentric box-like compartments, with the pipes ending in
the space in between. How did this system function? A visit to the nearby village of
Fontalto did shed some light.

Figs.55-56. Two castelletti incorporated in wall of Norman Palace gardens (Corso Gesuitico).

Figs.57-58. Remains of the urna on the top of the castelletti shown above.
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Fontalto, Urna and calix
It was understood that the Palermo system functioned until the 1940s - 1950s with parts
surviving into the 1960s. Fontalto, a village near Palermo, kept the castelletti system
even into the 1970s. Although the main castelletti in Fontalto were demolished in the
early 1990s, parts of the system may still be found in the streets (Figs.59-60).

Figs.59-60. Fontalto. Metal doccionati and urna (arrow) on wall of apartment buildings.

In the Piazza Falcone Borsellino Magistrate a neglected but intact castelletto secondario
with doccionati running down from the urna allowed inspection (Figs.61-63). The urna,
about 8 metres above street level, consists of a central box-like section inside a
rectangular container 50x80cm (Fig.64). The central section shows the end of a pipe and
a drain with a stopper. The space between the central section and the outer wall is
divided into 21 subsections or ‘intermediate containers’ (vaschette), each intermediate
container having an iron conduit in its floor running down. In some vaschette a wooden
peg with a cloth had been inserted in the pipe to shut it off. In the wall separating the
central section from the intermediate containers one or more bronze tubes of slightly
conical shape allowed water to pass (Fig.65). The cross section of these tubes
determined the amount of water that would enter into the vaschetta and subsequently
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into the pipe running down. The bronze tubes, called ‘tubi idrometrici’, apparently are the
equivalent of the Roman calices.

Fig.61. Castelletto secondario 8m high at Fontalto,
Piazza Falcone Borsellino Magistrate, with steel
urna and iron doccionati.
Fig.62. Castelletto secondario at Fontalto, Piazza
Falcone Borsellino Magistrate, intact steps and
scaffolding.

Fig.63.
Castelletto
secondario
Piazza Falcone
Borsellino
Magistrate,
supplying conduit
and drain
surrounded by
21 delivery
pipes.
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Fig.64. Inside view of urna with central compartment and intermediate containers (cassettine or vaschette)
for 21 customers plus one vaschetta for the next castelletto. Some customers had been shut off with cloth
and a wooden peg. In the wall between central compartment and vaschette bronze tubi idrometrici near the
floor of the urna allow water to pass.

Fig.65. Bronze tubi idrometrici, dimensions in mm.
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In Fig.66 a reconstruction of the system is proposed. In the central section water comes
in by means of a conduit arriving from an upstream castelletto. A vaschetta draws water
corresponding to the size of one or more tubi idrometrici – one might say calices inserted in the separating wall. The water then flows into the iron delivery pipes going
down towards the individual customers, or to a next castelletto. To set the water level in
the tank the drain may have been equipped with a short overflow pipe.

Fig.66. Reconstruction of the distribution system inside urna.

The amount of water delivered per day or per hour is independent of the size of the iron
delivery pipes and is set solely by the size of the calix or calices. Individual customers
may be shut off by inserting a wooden peg with a cloth into the iron pipe. The calices are
arranged along a horizontal line so that each customer gets his fair share in case the
water level in the central section varies.71 Shutting off a customer meant that the other
customers would get some extra water unless the amount coming in or running to the
next castelletto was adapted.
For the ancient castelletti in the wall of the Norman Palace gardens a reconstruction is
now possible (Figs.67-68). Here just simple orifices in the mortar underneath the iron
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As prescribed by Frontinus for the castella at Rome (De Aq. 113).
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sides -instead of bronze calices- determined the amount of water that flowed into the
clay pipes running down.

Figs.67-68. Reconstruction of urne on the wall of the gardens of the Norman palace. Ceramic off-take
pipes were fed by central supply pipe through orifices in the cement underneath the iron separating wall.

Only later the orifices were replaced by tubi idrometrici, which was done for specific
reasons (see below). In order to quantify the flow these orifices were standardized. They
came in 5 sizes, the penna, denaro, aquila, darbo, and the zappo.72 The diameter of the
orifices was set in thousands of palmo, 1 palmo being 26 cm. The diameters related to
multiples of 2: that is 25, 50, 100, 200, and 400 thousands of a palmo, or, in penna corresponding to the cross-sectional area - to factors of 4 (Fig.69). One denaro would
correspond to 4 penna, one zappa to 256 penna.
When, in the late 1800’s, precise flow rate measurements were performed it turned out
that due to hydraulic effects for a jet emerging from an orifice this relationship did not
conform to reality. One denaro took 4.5 penna, 1 aquila 21 penna instead of 16, while 1
zappa turned out to correspond with 360 penna instead of the 256 penna that were
thought it would - or should - deliver. Therefore the size of the orifices was reduced to
correspond with the desired factor of 4 relationship. After that a system with conical
72

Di Cara & Romano 1998, 98-101.
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tubes (the ‘calices’, tubi idrometrici) was developed reducing the hydraulic effects so that
the original sizes became applicable again (Fig.69).

Fig.69. Standard sizes of orifices in thousands of palmo, in mm, and in penna, measured flow in penna (4th
column), corrected sizes in thousands of palmo and in mm to regain the desired relationship by factor of 4 in
penna (columns 5 and 6). Size of tubi idrometrici (column 7). Adapted from Di Cara & Romano 1998, 99.

The amount of water delivered was expressed for instance as 1 denaro plus 2 penna
(which is a total of 6 penna).73 The quantity of water per minute that one penna
delivered is not clear as from the remains one cannot tell whether the water level was set
at a fixed height above the orifice/calix, although it will not have been much higher than
10 to 12 cm - for the urna of the Piazza Borsellino Magistrate castelletto at least. Di Cara
& Romano present some data on the discharge, but these are based on a water level of
26 cm (1 palmo) over the calix,74 which is evidently not the case for the urna of Fig.64
and probably neither for other urne.

73

Also ½ penna was customary. For multi story houses each floor was supplied by means of a cassetta di
divisione, the upper one fed by the supplying (upstream) castelletto (Spataro 1895, 404-7); see also below for
Rome.
74
Di Cara & Romano 1998, 101.
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Organization75
The three distribution systems of Palermo, the Corso Gabriele, Corso Campofranco, and
Corso Gesuitico, were privately owned as were the corresponding springs and qanats.
Commercializing his possession the proprietor made contracts with so-called gabellotti,
selling the right to exploit a spring or part of its discharge. These gabellotti on their turn
sold their rights to one or more fontanieri who were responsible for the distribution,
adaptation, and maintenance of the castelletti and the conduits. The fontanieri were
aided in their business by garzoni, who climbed the towers and shut off or connected the
customers (Fig.70). The garzoni were called sanguisughe - ‘bloodsuckers’ - as it was
them, climbing the towers, who determined if one would get his fare share, which led to
water theft and corruption, an age long problem already reproted by Frontinus.76

Fig.70. Organization of the water
distribution at Palermo.

It is not known when the castelletti system first was introduced in Palermo. Some say
that it came with the Arabs in the 10 th c. CE. Others think that it goes back to Roman
times. Castelletto and castelletto secondario would derive from the Roman castellum
divisorium / castellum dividiculum / castellum secondarium.77
In the late 19th century the Palermo castelletti system distributed about 6 million liters
per day, 70 l/per person. With the expansion of Palermo this amount was no more
sufficient, so that in 1893 the construction of the 70km Scillato aqueduct was initiated by
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See also Di Piazza 2008, 45-47.
De Aq. 112.
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Capitò 1877, 27 mentions ‘sistema dei castelletti romani’. Di Piazza 2008, 45.
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Messrs. Biglia and Vanni. Once running, a management organization was founded, the
SAAP (Società Anonima Acquedotto di Palermo), and a high pressure distribution system
was launched that at times supplied the ancient but still functioning castelletti when the
clay catusi had become deficient because of breakage and leaks. In 1927 the Palermo
Commune acquired the Gabriele spring complex. In 1956 AMAP (Azienda Municipalizzata
Acquedotto di Palermo) was founded for the management of all public water affairs in the
Palermo region. The castelletti system was gradually abandoned, parts surviving as late
as the 1960s (Fig.71).

Fig.71. Some historical facts of Palermo water supply.

Administration
At least from the early 1900’s the administration of the castelletti system was kept in a
book. Each castelletto was described with a schematic drawing of the urna including the
subsections to the customers.78 Often there was a separate subsection where the water
from the upstream castelletto arrived, the ricettacolo. In the ricettacolo part of the water,
determined by calices, was directed to the urna, the remaining part running to the next
castelletto. The towers were identified by name and location - for instance: Ricettacolo ed
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Inspection of the administration of the Corso Campofranco was granted by AMAP which was gratefully
accepted.
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Urna Arbitrio cero, sulle mura di Porta Carini - as well as by a number on a plan (Fig.72).
The customers, utenti, were listed, with changes in assignment and names added in
time. Finally, the date when the castelletto was abandoned, abolito, was noted.

Fig.72. Ricettacolo ed Urna Arbitrio cero. Left: overview of ricettacolo and urna with 24 vaschette. Color
marking and printing by author. Right: list of clients (utenti) numbered by vaschetta (not all vaschette are
connected), concessions in penne, and list of alterations.

It sometimes makes interesting reading: ‘The Urna Porta Carini, sulle mure di San Vito
was destroyed on 9-5-1943 by aerial bombardment. The Genio Civile completed its
reconstruction on 14-6-1944’ (Fig.73, red square). A castelletto named Porta d’Ossuna,
distributing water to 35 clients, operated until after June 1953: ‘due to heavy losses in
the pipes that carried water from the urna Ingastone to the Porta d’Ossuna, this urna
was supplied by the 16mm pipe no. 21649 of the pressure network’ (Fig.74, lowest 4
lines). The castelletto Scuole Pie, with an urna having 18 subsections yet serving only 12
clients, was ‘closed on 9th of March 1965’ (Fig.75).
Today all Palermitan castelletti have been abandoned. In 2008 AMAP published a book
about the history of the water supply of Palermo (Di Piazza 2008),79 while explanatory
signs have been erected in the historical centre of Palermo (Gaeta 2014,35).80 Locations
of extant remains of castelletti known to the author are listed in Appendix 1.

79
80

Di Piazza 2008.
Gaeta 2014, 35.
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Fig.73. Urna Porta Carini. Text in red square: The urna Porta Carini was destroyed on 9-5-1943 (bombardment
by airplanes). The civil engineers completed its reconstruction 14-6-1944 (AMAP archives).
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Fig.74. Administration for the ‘Ricettacolo ed urna Porta d’Ossuna al vicolo Guccia’ (AMAP archives). The bottom
text reads: June 1953. Due to the heavy losses in the pipes that from the urna Ingastone carried water to the
Porta d’Ossuna, this urna was supplied by the 16mm pipe no. 21649 of the pressure network.
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Fig.75. Ricettacolo ed urna Scuole Pie. Text at top: ‘on 9-3-(1)965 the conduit (from Branco) of the water
(assigned) to the urna was closed’. At bottom repair events in 1914, 1943, and 1952.
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Termini Imerese
Elsewhere in Sicily the castelletti system was applied just as well. At Termini Imerese, a
town east of Palermo, castelletti are still standing, preserved as a remembrance of the
old days (Figs.76-77).81

Fig.77. Termini Imerese. Via Enrico Ianelli.

Fig.76. Termini Imerese. Via Azzarello.

The largest castelletto, ‘la Masa’, served 99 customers, with 99 pipes running down from
the urna on top (Figs.78a,b). The organization at Termini Imerese was similar to that at
Palermo, with the names of the customers and the water assigned to them kept in a
book. For the great castelletto ‘la Masa’ it was noted in the book that ‘sifoni’ should be
avoided (Fig.79).
These sifoni were nothing else than ‘U’-shaped copper tubes that could be placed over
the wall with the tubi idrometrici, one leg in the central section of the urna and the other
in the vaschetta with the conduit to the customer. When properly installed additional
water would flow to the vaschetta and thus to the customer who then received more
water than was assigned to him (Fig.80-81). In the hands of the garzoni the sifono no
doubt was the instrument - leaving no traces - to enhance their earnings.

81

Termini Imerese is also known for the Roman ‘Cornelio aqueduct’ that incorporated two siphons. The largest,
the Barratina siphon, presumably was a real siphon, transporting water across a valley where it passed an
intermediate tower 6-7m above the water level at the intake (Belvedere 1986, 123).
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Figs.78a,b. Termini Imerese. Castelletto ‘la Masa’,
via Genova, with 99 customers (‘utenti’). After
Gaeta 2014, 1.

Fig.79. Termini Imerese. Castelletto La Masa, record of the 99 vaschette. Written to the left:
‘castelletto sta bene, evitare i sifoni’ (Gaeta 2014, 36, fig.29).
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Fig.81. Operating sifono (Gaeta 2011, 10).
Fig.80. Fontaniere of Termini Imerese showing sifoni
(Gaeta 2014, p.36, fig.27).

Pompeii versus Palermo
The water distribution systems at Pompeii and at Palermo both functioned by the same
principle. Water was transported by means of inverted siphons from container to
container on top of towers. From these containers pipes went down to serve the
customers. The amount the customer received was set by the size of the calix, that is the
cross-sectional area of the calix set in the wall of the container. The only difference was
that in the Pompeii system the conduit that led to the customer - or to the next tower was directly attached to the calix. In the Sicilian system the calix discharged into a small
intermediate container in which floor the delivery pipe was installed. Thereby the amount
the customer received was independent of the size of the delivery pipe (Fig.82).
Frontinus wrote that the conduit that was attached to the calix was to have the same size
as the calix for 50 feet.82 If one attaches a larger pipe, the inner pipe resistance the
water experiences going down will be reduced, which means that more water will be
drawn from the tank so that the customer receives more than was assigned to him, an
incentive for fraudulent activities. Attaching a larger pipe to the calix means water theft,
as is explained by Frontinus. Thus Frontinus’ remarks indeed indicate that in Roman
times the delivery pipe was attached directly to the calix. This contrasts the Palermo
situation with its intermediate container between calix and delivery pipe. As the
difference in height between intake and delivery point is an important factor that
determines the debit, the ‘water theft’ effect of Frontinus mainly goes until the pipe has
reached ground level, which in its turn may indicate that the Roman water towers were
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Frontinus De Aq. 105.
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not higher than 15 metres. In Pompeii this surely is the case, in Rome, where a similar
system existed, the towers probably were higher, and larger, than in Pompeii.
For the Palermo system, with its intermediate containers, the amount of the water
delivered to the customer is independent of the size of the delivery pipe and is set by the
size of the calix only. And since the size of the delivery pipe does not matter anymore,
towers of all heights are possible, in Palermo up to 20m and higher. The Sicilian system
with the intermediate container allowed water towers of indiscriminate heights. But it
facilitated fraud with help of the sifoni that could be placed, temporarily and at wish, over
the wall with the calices.

Fig.82. Pompeii system vs Palermo system. The delivery in the Palermo system is independent of the size
of the conduit running to the customer.

Thus the only difference between the Pompeii system and the one in Palermo is the
interposition of an intermediate container between calix and delivery pipe, all other
things being equal. A Pompeiian water distribution system in modern times. The
introduction of the intermediate container was an improvement that obviously came after
Frontinus. Maybe it was an Arab invention.
Now that we have seen that a distribution system with Pompeiian-type water towers was
applied for many centuries at Palermo and other Sicilian cities the question arises
whether such systems functioned elsewhere as well: yes, they did. Example: Paris.
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Chapter 3
Paris
Paris, early days
The earliest water supply of Paris dates from Roman times when Paris, known as Lutetia,
Lutèce, was the residence of the emperors in Gaul. Under the reign of Julian an aqueduct
was constructed that transported waters from springs in the south near present day
Rungis towards the 'rive gauche' of the Seine river. This 16 km aqueduct crossed the
Bièvre river that discharges into the Seine by a bridge of which some remains of piers are
still to be seen. The aqueduct is said to have supplied the baths of the imperial palace
now known as 'Thermes de Cluny' located in the fifth arrondissement. In the wake of the
fall of the Roman empire the aqueduct came into disuse and fell into a ruinous state.83
It must have been centuries later that two water lines from springs in the north-east
were constructed by monks from nearby cloisters, the aqueduct of Belleville and that of
Saint-Germain-des-Prés.84 The waters of these aqueducts were initially distributed to a
small number of privileged customers, while the people of the growing city had to rely on
wells that were dug at their living quarters as there were no springs in the area. The
water of these 5-30m deep wells, although clear, cool, and tasteful, was in fact not very
suitable for consumption, nor for washing clothes or for cooking vegetables, due to high
contents of carbonates, sulfides, nitrates, and organic substances.85 This was caused by
percolation into the water table of materials from the dung and wastes that had
accumulated on the city's roads and terrains in the centuries of open and inadequate
sewer systems as well as from cemeteries. The situation prevailed into late 19th Century,
when Eugène Belgrand counted over 30.000 wells in Paris.86
Water carriers
Because of the low quality of the well water the profession of water carrier distributing
water from de Seine river was a long standing occupation. There were two types of
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Eugène Belgrand, author of the three volume ‘Les anciennes Eaux de Paris‘, mentions two aqueducts, the
earlier aqueduc d’Auteuil, destroyed by the Normans, that would have fed thermae situated where later the
Palais Royal was built (Belgrand 1877b, 30-38), and the more important aqueduc romain d’Arceuil that supplied
the baths of the Palais des Thermes also known as Thermes de Cluny (see Belgrand 1877b, 33-82, for an
extensive description).
84
Belgrand 1877b suggests 13th Century.
85
On the rive droite the wells were some 4-5 m deep, the more elevated rive gauche had wells of a depth
varying between 6 and 30 m. Although in those days well water must have been unsuitable for consumption,
this was not realized as the people did not understand the contamination mechanisms (Belgrand 1877b, 5-20).
86
Belgrand 1877b, 6, 23.
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porteurs d’eau: men that either carried two buckets suspended on a sling on their
shoulders combined with a crossbar, porteurs à bretelles, and those that used carts with
a barrel, animal driven or not, porteurs à tonneau (Fig.83). The porteurs à eau drew
water from the Seine and the Bièvre rivers as well as from the public fountains, fed by
the aqueducts, that were installed from the 16th Century onward saving them
transportation effort. The water carriers at times barred the locals from taking water
from the fountains which led to undesired situations like quarrels and fights that the town
officials attempted to constrain by strict regulations, sometimes prohibiting the porteurs
d’eau to tap water from assigned fountains.87 According Génieys as cited by Belgrand the
water carriers transported over 1700 cubic metres Seine water per day as late as 1829,
to be compared with the 200-290 cubic metres/24h of the aqueducts of Belleville and
Saint-Germain-des-Prés. The share carried by the porteurs à bretelles was 588 cubic
metres, the equivalent of a 2m deep swimming pool sized 25x12m, every day.88
Fig.83. Water carrier at Paris (porteur à bretelles)
Paris(eauterrefeuair.wordpress.com/2016/11/06/po
rteurs-et-porteuses-deau-a-paris/).

La Samaritaine
When towards the end of the 16th Century the city had grown the two aqueducts that
apart from the king's premises and some private customers fed a few public fountains
became increasingly insufficient.89 King Henry IV ordered pumps to be installed at the
newly built Pont Neuf (1604) to elevate its waters to a suitable height in order to supply
the royal residence Louvre and the fountains in les Jardins des Tuilleries, and thus have
more water from the aqueducts available for public fountains.90 The pumps, designed by
a Flemish called Lintlaër, became installed in a new structure called la Samaritaine
(Fig.83a).
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In a reported case the water carrier René had beaten the wine merchant Florentin Prévost and had snatched
the wig from his head and torn it to pieces, shouting several atrocious insults against him: ‘arraché et mis sa
perruque en pieces, proférant contre luy plusieurs injures attroces’ (Belgrand 1877b, 454).
88
Belgrand 1877b, 20-21; for a discussion 425-446.
89
The population of Paris is estimated to have grown from 200.000 in the 13th c. to about 500.000 early 1700.
In 1779 it was one million, then, in 1800, after the French Revolution, only just over 540.000, to rapidly
increase to 900.000 in 1825 (Belgrand 1877b, 19).
90
Belgrand 1877b, 227-242, who gives a historic overview. Also Belidor 1738, cited by Belgrand.
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The construction blocked one arch of the bridge on the side of the Louvre, which led to
protests of merchants arguing that their trade would be hampered by complicating
navigation on the Seine. The king retaliated that it was he who had the Pont Neuf built in
the first place, so the project went ahead. It was completed in 1608.
La Samaritaine became adorned with gilded statues and a clock tower and had several
dedicative inscriptions on its wall to commemorate this remarkable technical
achievement.

Fig.83a. La Samaritaine in 1750 (Bibliothèque National de France).

The piston pumps were driven by a water wheel moved by the current of the Seine; the
wheel could be moved up and down according to the water level in the river (Fig.84). The
pumps lifted the water for some 20m to the top of the building; from here the water was
led to the royal premises and later also to public fountains and associated châteaux
d’eau, elevated small size containers from where the water was distributed.91 The
amount of water that the pumps lifted was estimated to 40 pouces d’eau, that is 40 units
of discharge, equal to 786 cubic metres water per 24h, that is a bit more than 19 cubic
metres in 24 hr for each pouce.92 Repairs were executed in 1715 and the building was
91

For detailed description and illustrations of the pumps see Belidor 1738, ch.4, p. 170-185, also Belidor 1764,
ch.4, p. 35-48.
92
See below for pouce d’eau as a unit of discharge.
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reconstructed in 1772. During the Revolution the Samaritaine housed the police
commissioner and the city guards, and the pumps no longer functioned. The building was
torn down in 1813.

Fig.84. La Samaritaine, built on wooden beams driven in the river bed
next to the Pont Neuf (Belidor 1764, ch.4, tab.9 ).

The Médicis aqueduct
Not long after the Samaritaine pumps were installed Marie de Médicis, widowed queen of
king Henri IV (who had been assassinated in 1610) had an aqueduct planned to provide
her new Palais de Luxembourg and its garden fountains with water.
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After an attempt to re-install the Roman line which failed due to its derelict state the
aqueduct was inaugurated in 1624 running alongside to its Roman predecessor.
This about 13 km long aqueduc Médicis, confusingly also called ‘aqueduc d’Arceuil’ ,
tapped the same springs near Rungis as the Roman aqueduct did in the old days. It
crossed the Bièvre river by means of a new bridge where its Roman predecessor did
before.93 A few years after its inauguration public fountains were also served by the
aqueduct.
Although the aqueducts of Saint-Germain-des-Prés and of Belleville had long been
operating, it is said that only from 1624 a distribution system with a rigorous ‘Roman’
water gauging was introduced (see below).94 Because of the relatively low flow rate of
these aqueducts the number of privileged customers - concessionaires - apart from the
public fountains that were connected remained small: at the end of the 15th Century
there were 20 concessionaires, at the beginning of 17th Century 41, in 1673 just 201 and
in 1857 only 316 concessionaires.95
Pompes Notre Dame
Severe droughts in the years 1667-68-69 caused the Paris water provision to reduce to
almost nothing necessitating new measures. Private initiative, among others by Mr. Jolly,
director of the Samaritaine, led to the proposal to have a second machine hydraulique,
analogous to the Samaritaine, installed, now at the pont Notre-Dame. Before this, the
idea to enhance the discharge of the aqueduct of Pré-Saint-Germain by a factor of five
had failed because of excessive costs.96
In 1670 the plans for the Pompes Notre Dame – two machines: le Petit-Moulin and le
Grand-Moulin - were ratified by the city council that was to pay for the water delivered as
well as for the efforts to keep the pumps running.97 In 1672-3 the machines were put in
operation lifting the water 28 m above the water level of the river and delivering after
some adaptations the quantity of almost 100 pouces d’eau (Fig.85). In view of this
generous figure - the Pompes Notre Dame delivered 40 - the city decided not long after
to acquire both machines, while the constructors were contracted for necessary
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In the 19th Century Belgrand, then head of Paris' waterworks, had the new Aqueduc de Vanne (also called
Aqueduc Belgrand) cross the river on top of the Medicis bridge surpassing it 18m in height.
94
‘C’est seulement en 1624 que le château d’eau romain intervint dans la distribution et que les prises d’eau
furent jaugées rigoreusement.’ (Belgrand 1877b, VIII).
95
Belgrand 1877b, VII.
96
Belgrand 1877b, 214.
97
The Petit-Moulin was to lift 30 pouces, the Grand-Moulin 50 pouces. For a detailed description of the Pompes
Notre-Dame, Belidor 1738, 209-231.
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maintenance works. The decision proved a disillusion as soon the pumps did not produce
what was envisaged and frequent repairs were needed. In 1737 Belidor was charged to
locate defects – which he apparently spotted – and improve the pumps.98 The troubles
with the pumps did not subside,99 but notwithstanding kept operating having new pump
mechanisms recurrently installed. Then, in 1858, when the Petit-Moulin had already long
stopped functioning and the renewed pumps of the Grand-Moulin produced 50-80 pouces
d’eau in 24 hours from spring to autumn but almost nothing in winter, it was decided to
pull the Notre-Dame pumps down.100

Fig.85. Pompes Notre-Dame, etch by Charles Meryon, 1852. The Petit-Moulin is to the right. The water was
pumped up to the top story of the tower (Bibliothèque National de France).

Several more efforts were undertaken in the 18th Century to lift water from the Seine to
levels appropriate for distribution, for instance by means of piston pumps driven by
horses.101 Newly invented ‘pompes à feu’ were introduced in the last quarter of the 18th

98

Belgrand 1877b, 275.
Letter of the Commission des Travaux of September 24, 1795 to Mr. Bralle, at that time responsible for the
Pompes du pont Notre-Dame: ‘Nous avons pris communication, citoyen, de votre rapport du 25 fructidor
dernier, relatif au délabrement de la machine du pont Notre-Dame, et c’est avec un nouveau regret que nous
voyons la dépense sans cesse renaissante qu’occasionne cette caduque machine’ (We have taken note, citizen,
of your report of last Fructidor 25 (revolutionary Month of Fruits, from August 19 to September 22) on the
delapidated state of the machine pont Notre-Dame, and it is with renewed regret that we see the expenditures
that this obsolete machine provokes constantly rise (Belgrand 1877b, 287).
100
Belgrand 1877b, 291.
101
Belgrand 1877b, 298.
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Century, constructed according ‘le système de Watt’, steam engines that proved
machines of great output, ‘les pompes à feu de Chaillot’ (1781) and ‘de Gros-Caillou’
(1788) (Fig.86). Supplying public fountains they kept running until the 1850’s.102

Fig.86. Pompe à feu
de Gros-Caillou,
Quai d’Orsay. The
steam engines
pumped the water
to the top of the
tower to be
distributed
(keblo1515.free.fr/s
outerrinterdit/autres
.htm).

The political problems and the excessive and centralized bureaucratic procedures in the
years 1789-1806 led to neglect of necessary repairs causing deterioration of the water
system with severe water shortages and public fountains falling dry. At the beginning of
1800 the water provision of Paris was only about 8000 cubic metres per day of which the
aqueducts took 1250 cubic metres and the Samaritaine and the Notre-Dame pumps
together just over 1300 while the two pompes à feu did the remaining part.103
Although the number of inhabitants had much declined during the Revolution the 8000
cubic metres per day were not sufficient for the city that had thus to rely forcibly again
on the old wells and on the water carriers.104 These saw their business greatly increased
and raised their prices to such an extent that many citizens were forced to fetch water
from the Seine themselves and carry it to their houses. Then in 1806 the newly installed
emperor Napoleon issued a decree that ‘from the next 1st of July water will flow in all
fountains of Paris day and night’. The decree comprised 12 subsections that described
details, necessary repairs, and improvements.105 This was the first step towards the
modern water provision to be followed by many more. In 1822 the canal de l’Ourcq was
102

Two more pumps are known, the pompe à feu d’Austerlitz (1785) and the pompe à feu d’Auteuil (1828). In
1752 a ‘Newcomen beam machine’ (steam engine) lifted water from the Thames at river Chelsea for London’s
water provision.
103
Belgrand 1878, 17.
104
In 1800 the numberof inhabitants was 547.756 (Belgrand 1877b, 19; see also note 48). 8000 cubic
metres/day is less than 16 liters per person/day, a rather low figure.
105
Belgrand 1877b, 6.
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inaugurated, and in 1874 the 156 km aqueduc de la Vanne built by Belgrand was
completed (Fig.86a).106 The improvements did not always meet positive feelings: the
Seine water was regarded with such high esteem that when its water for distribution was
exchanged for spring water from the new aqueduc de la Vanne rumours went that the
people of Paris were being poisoned.107

Fig.86a. Bridge of the Aqueduc de la Vanne, also known as Aqueduc de Belgrand.

Distribution system
The distribution system of Paris in those days was similar to the Sicilian system, featuring
châteaux d’eau, the equivalent of the urne on top of the castelletti, and bassinets, the
equivalent of the vaschette. The 16th to 18th c. public fountains in Paris were often styled
as elevated buildings, the fountain outlet emerging at street level from one of the
adorned walls to serve the general public. In the top story the château d’eau was
installed - also called cuvette - which served a number of customers as well as the
fountain below: the building served both as water tower and as public fountain.
On the corner of the Rue St. Honoré and the Rue de l’Arbre Sec the three-story building
of the Fontaine de la Croix du Trahoir stands today (Fig.87). The château d’eau was
located on the upper story, where it supplied 15 privileged customers from 18 bassinets
leaving 3 bassinets unused. The distribution installation has long been removed Belgrand gives a detailed description of the system108 - but in Belgrand’s days the names
of the customers - concessionaires - could be seen on the walls inside, and they still are
today.109 Eleven of the fifteen conduits ran underneath the pavement in the Rue St.
Honoré. To provide all buildings of the Rue Saint-Honoré with a conduit of their own
would have been sheer impossible because of the great mass of conduits needed.
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Eugène Belgrand (1810-1878) became the director of Waters and Sewers of Paris in 1855. He initiated the
construction of the 156 km Aqueduc de la Vanne. The work started in 1866 and was completed in 1874. The
aqueduct features 36 inverted siphons and 17 km of bridges. Average slope 13 cm/km.
107
Belgrand 1877b, p. IV, note 1. For the modern water provision of Paris see for instance
eaudeparis.fr/uploads/tx_edpevents/DPAqueducsLoingvdef.pdf.
108
Belgrand 1877b, 529-35.
109
Pers. comm. P.J. Sciarone, Paris. Today the building houses three artist’s studios.
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The underground conduits could pose problems when leaks manifested themselves by
flooding a cellar or disturbing the pavement. When repairs were done it was often more
difficult to identify the leaking conduit than the concessionair who received less than the
assigned quantity, and in the process other conduits were prone to be damaged.
The diameter of the circular orifices through which the water flowed into the bassinets
was measured in lignes and pouces, one ligne equal to 2.256 mm, with 12 lignes to the
pouce, 1 pouce being 2.71 cm. The centre of the orifices was set on a horizontal line 7
lignes below the water level (1.56 cm), which means that the upper edge of a 1 pouce
orifice was just 2.3 mm (2.256 mm) below the water surface.110

Fig.87. Fontaine de la Croix de
Trahoir. Château d’eau on the third
floor, spout of public fountain at street
level (photo P.J. Sciarone, Paris).

Belgrand mentions a discharge of 19.195 cubic metres per 24 hours for one pouce, a
value equivalent to 800 liters/hr or 0.222 liters/sec.111 This was not a very rigorous
number, elsewhere 19,0 or 19.536 cubic metres /24 hr are taken by Belgrand for 1
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Measuring one 100th of millimetres (and even 1/10th ) in these circumstances would be rather impractical if
not impossible.
111
Belgrand 1877b, 50. One pouce = 19.195 m3/24hr, which equals 799.8 liters/hr = 13.33 liters/minute =
0.222 liters/sec.
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pouce.112 In terms of water discharge one pouce is equivalent to 144 lignes, which means
that a concession of 2 lignes, a not unusual figure, represented 266 liters/24h or about 3
milliliters/sec, a trickle indeed. Such water was collected in a more or less elevated
container at the premises or in the house of the concessionair who had to take great care
to prevent damage from leaks and from overflowing of the tank.
In contrast to the Sicilian system the orifices through which the water flowed into the
bassinet are positioned close to the water surface, while in Sicily it was near the bottom
of the vaschetta. Then, the French, who had their own way, had sharp edged orifices in a
metal plate, while the Sicilians in the end applied bronze 'calices'. Because of the very
small distance of the upper edge of a pouce–sized orifice and the water level the French
had to take extreme care to calm the water as turbulence and entrainment of air would
alter the discharge. To achieve this the incoming water first fell into a basin that had a
perforated screen in the middle. In the outer wall of this basin a number of equally sized
outlets discharged into a second basin positioned a little lower along it (Fig.88). In the
second basin the water flowed towards the orifices feeding the bassinets. An overflow
guaranteed a stationary and maximum water level in the central or the second basin.113

Fig.88. Water distribution
system at Paris, schematic
overview in profile and
plan. Colors added by
author. C: water supply. Z:
bassinet connected to
outgoing conduit. To the
right of supply conduit C:
overflow pipe.
(Delagardette 1773,
planche XVII).
112

Belgrand 1877b, 20: 19.536; 94: 19.0.
The discharge through a submerged orifice is proportional to the square root of the level of the water above
the orifice (the 'head'). Turbulence in the form of waves on the water surface temporarily create an extra or
lesser head. When the orifice is close to the surface of the water, waves influence the discharge more than
when the orifice is submerged deeper because the head changes are by a larger percentage.
113
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In the second basin a horizontal metal plate was at times installed at the water level
above the orifices to ban any turbulence as well as to prevent air to be entrained.114
From this basin the water flowed through the orifices of assigned size into the bassinets
and then into the vertical conduits towards the concessionaires. In times of water
shortage this could lead to undesired situations when the small diameter orifices would
get below the water line while the larger orifices would still be partly submerged and
provide water for the corresponding concessionair. Belidor discussed this problem and
proposed to change the shape of the circular orifices into rectangles. All rectangular
openings would have the same vertical height differing only in horizontal length
according to the assigned quantity.115 Thus when the water supply was low all
concessionaires would receive less water yet proportional to their grants.
Figures 89 and 90 show the arrangement for the ornamental 'Fontaine du Gaillon' that
served as distribution point as well as public fountain. It is described by Belgrand:116
La cuvette de distribution est composée de trois parties a, b, c, séparées par des cloisons.
L'eau, portée par la conduite D, tombe d'abord dans le compartiment a, où se produisent
toutes les grandes fluctuations dues à la chute, qui fausseraient la jauge. Douze orifices
circulaires jettent l'eau dans le compartiment b, et les petites fluctuations produites par la
chute sont détruites par une cloison, qui est percée d'un nombre suffisant de trous. L'eau,
dans les deux parties du compartiment b, est maintenue par deux tuyaux de trop plein c, à
un niveau constant de 7 lignes au-dessus des orifices de jauge, percés dans la cloison qui
sépare b de c; chacun de ces orifices a le diamètre voulu pour débiter l'eau attribuée à la
concession. Le compartiment c est divisé en autant de petits bassins qu'il y a d'orifices de
jauge et de concessionnaires. La conduite particulière part du fond de chacun de ces bassins.
Cet appareil de jaugeage est rigoureusement exact.

The fountain, located on the Place Gaillon (2nd arrondissement), was constructed in 1707;
it was initially named Fontaine Louis le Grand (Louis XIV). Pulled down early 1800 the
fountain was rebuilt in 1827 by the architect Louis Visconti (who’s Italian grandfather
Giovanni Battista founded the Vatican Museums in 1775) to its present state with two
basins topped by a statue of a triton riding a dolphin (Figs.91-92). The building, in which
façade the fountain was constructed, today houses a well-known restaurant. Early 19th
Century the interior showed a intricate system of conduits supplying a château d’eau at
an elevated position from where the ornamental fountain was served, and from there the
public fountain, while the concessionaires had their own individual pipe lines (Fig.93).
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As the orifices were very close to the water surface vortex formation and entrainment of air may readily
occur and reduce discharge. The metal plate may prevent the air entrainment.
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Belidor 1764, Cap.IV, Tab.3.
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Belgrand 1877a, 86-7.
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Fig.89. Château d’eau
(cuvette) of the Fontaine
Gaillon, profile. Water
flow indicated by blue
arrows. The delivery
pipes are attached to the
bottom of the bassinets
(adapted from Belgrand
1877-II, 86-7 (who
adapted from Genieys
1827, planche XXVII).
The two pipes on the
right hand side are
connected to overflows
(e).

Fig.90. Château d’eau of
the Fontaine Gaillon,
plan. Fifteen bassinets
plus two large bassinets
on the edges (adapted
from Belgrand 1877a,
86-87 (after Genieys
1827, planche XXVII)).

Fig.91. Fontaine Gaillon, 1829 (Genieys 1827,
planche XXVII).

Fig.92. Fontaine Gaillon, present state
(www.tripadvisor/Restaurant_La _Fontaine_Gaillon)
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Fig.80. Fontaine Gaillon, present state.

Fig.79. Fontaine Gaillon, 1829 (Genieys 1827,
planche XXVII).

Fig.93. Fontaine Gaillon, 1829. The supplying conduit fed the cuvette on top, from where a number of
outgoing conduits were connected serving individual customers, concessionaires, the debit set by the
diameter of submerged orifices. Water that entered the overflow in the cuvette was led into an elevated basin
from where a pipe led to the upper basin of the ornamental fountain. From there the water cascaded into the
lower basin - both basins open to air and exposed to the environment - whence a pipe supplied the public
fountain in front of the building. If necessary the elevated basin could be fed by a separate conduit. Blue
color added by author. Adapted from Genieys 1829, planche XXVII.
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Of the pentagonal 15 m high ‘Fontaine de Birague’, built in 1579 and named after his
constructor, a drawing survives of its final renovation in 1707 (Fig.94).117 Once
considered one of the most important fountains of Paris it had a pentagonal château
d’eau 12m above ground level, from where 17 lead pipes went vertically down in two
bundles (faisceaux), to the caveau, the basement, where the conduits departed
underground to the concessionaires in two opposite directions towards the Rue SaintAntoine. In 1856 the fountain was destroyed to allow for the extension of the Rue Rivoli.

Fig.94. Fontaine de Birague, with pentagonal château d’eau in the top 15m above street level (with 17
concessionaires), and two faisceaux of lead conduits running down to continue below street level. Plan of
the pentagonal chateau d’eau (cuvette) below to the left (Fig.3). D supplying conduit, C conduit to next
chateau d'eau. After Belgrand 1877b, 591, colour added by author.
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Belgrand 1877b, 590-1.
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In Paris water was made to flow from one fountain to the next, from one château d’eau
to the subsequent one, the downstream château d’eau positioned below the upstream
one, just as for the Palermitan system or the system at Pompeii. The difference with the
Pompeii system is that at Paris and at Palermo an intermediate container, the bassinet /
vaschetta, was installed between the discharging orifice (calix) and the off take pipe,
while in Pompeii there was no intermediate container of the kind.
In those days it was common to measure the discharge of springs, streams, aqueducts
and supply pipes by means of the method of submerged orifices as well. The water was
led into a square container with two compartments separated by a wall (Fig.95). In the
separating wall holes allowed the water to flow from the compartment that received the
water to the other compartment, to reduce the turbulence in the latter. In the outer wall
of this compartment a series of standard holes (pouces, lignes) that could be closed off
by pegs was arranged along a horizontal line. The number of holes open to flow, the
upstream container receiving all water and the second container just not overflowing or
stationary filled to a indicated level determined the discharge.118 Nothing else than the
discharge of orifices under a preset head.
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Fig.95. Contraption to measure the
discharge of a water stream
discharging from pipe A. Four orifices
are open to flow, two are closed by
pegs (Anonyme 1762, Jardinage,
Planche XIII, Fig.3 (detail)).
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The 18th Century Encyclopédie de Diderot et d’Alembert gives a description of the method of the ‘fontainier’
to measure the flow rate of a water stream: Le Fontainier a une boëte de fer- blanc, percée pardevant d’autant
de trous d’un pouce, demi – pouce, ligne, demi – ligne qu’il veut. Il expose cette boëte à une source, tous les
trous bouchés ; elle s’emplit & se répand ; alors il débouche le plus petit, puis le suivant, & ainsi de suite,
jusqu’à ce que la boëte laissant échapper par les trous ouverts autant d’eau qu’elle en reçoit de la source, &
demeurant par conséquent toûjours pleine, les trous débouchés lui donnent la quantité d’eau qu’il cherche à
connoître. See also Belgrand 1877b, 115 for a similar arrangement to measure the discharge of an aqueduct.
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Other European cities
At Rome in those days the water distribution system was similar to the Palermitan
situation. There it became a problem for multiple level apartment buildings to supply all
units due to the great number of pipes running from the urna that would be needed. This
problem was solved by installing only one pipe that brought water from the castelletto to
the top of the building.119 This pipe ended in a container of reduced dimensions, called
cassetta di arrivo (Fig.96).

Fig.96. Distribution system for multi level apartment buildings at Rome (after Spataro 1895, 406-7).

The amount of water that came in was set by a valve, the robinetta di mesura.120 A
conduit ran down from the cassetta di arrivo to a cassetta di divisione which on its turn
fed a cassettina di divisione for the upper apartment level of the building as well as a
conduit that went down to the level below to supply a cassetta di divisione there – and so
on (with a somewhat confusing distinction between cassetta and cassettina). In the
cassettina di divisione the water was divided over the apartments in the same way as
described for the urna on top of a Palermitan castelletto. The cassettina di divisione was
equipped with an overflow to get rid of water in case of an obstruction somewhere in the
system. The cassetta di arrivo also had an air outlet on top, and a tube at the bottom
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Or to the highest level that could be reached in relation to the level of the supplying castelletto. Spataro
1895, 406.
120
Also robinetta di misura.
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that normally would be closed except when setting the robinetta di mesura to the correct
flow rate, or for maintenance purposes. To prevent unauthorized changes the robinetta di
mesura was placed in a closed box with a number inscribed on a porcelain seal. The
cassettina di divisione, made of lead or galvanized steel, had varying dimensions,
generally not exceeding 10 cm in height and 20 cm in width.
Thus in Rome supplying individual customers in large apartment buildings was arranged
by having just one supply line and applying a distribution system ' à la Palermo' of
reduced dimensions, be it that the successive castettine di divisione ('urne' ) are
positioned one below the other. Rome's ancient water distribution system will be
discussed further on.
In Germany water towers for distribution purposes were introduced in towns from the
late 13th Century onward. Called Wasserkünste these towers had a small container on the
top story from where one or more conduits went down to continue towards fountains and
customers (Figs.97-98). The container was often supplied by lifting river water with
pumps driven by water wheels, and sometimes by an inverted siphon from an elevated
spring or stream.121
Early Wasserkünste were built in Lübeck (1294),
Ulm (1340), Bremen (1394), Augsburg (1416,
lifting water 28m).122 In Braunschweig three
Wasserkünste were built in a period of four years
(1525-1529).123 In some cases towers of the
defensive walls were turned into Wasserkünste.
The driving force behind the construction of
Wasserkünste and the development of water
raising techniques were the beer breweries that
needed good quality water for their business that
the wells could not provide.

Fig.97. Lübeck 1533, Wasserkunst. Four piston pumps driven
by a water wheel with cam shaft lifted water taken from the
river to a small tank in upper story of the 20m high tower.
From there a conduit went down to supply fountains,
customers, beer breweries. The tank was equipped with an
overflow; the statue on top could be turned into a fountain
(1847 drawing, adapted from Grabowsky 1996, 22 Fig.18).
121
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Inverted siphons supplied ‘Wasserkünste’ in Weilburg and surroundings (Döring 2005, 87, 123, 203).
Hoffmann 2000, 114. Grabowski 1996, 12-14.
Hoffmann 2000, 124.
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Fig.98. Leipzig 1564, ‘Rote Wasserkunst’.
Three piston pumps driven by a water
wheel with cranks, connecting rods, and
lever beams lifted water to a small tank in
the top. From there a single conduit went
down (1612 drawing, adapted from
Hoffmann A. 2000, 119, Fig.26).

The distribution system differed from
that in Paris and Palermo: instead of
gauging and distributing the water at
the tanks on elevated positions,
underground conduits supplied the
customers directly at their premises.
There the flow rate was set to the
desired level by means of a
Düseneichverfahren, a procedure of
nozzle gauging by means of Steften,
metal pins with an perforation of
prescribed diameter that were inserted
in a kind of a water tap. Earliest
application known is from 1412 at
Augsburg.124 As Steften of various
cities delivered different amounts of
water, gauging boxes (Eichkasten)
operating by the principle of
submerged orifices were applied
similar as discussed for Paris
(Fig.99).125

Although the water flowed day and night from the gauged nozzles this distribution
system differed little from the modern distribution systems that have the Steften
replaced by water meters measuring water quantity instead of flow rate and with stop
cocks to tap water only when needed. Earliest water meters were invented in England in
the 1820’s.126
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Hoffmann 2003, 204-205.
Müller 2006, 112-113.
126
Hoffmann 2003, 206. For the history and development of water provision in Europe in medieval and
renaissance times see ‘Geschichte der Wasserversorgung’ (Philipp von Zabern, Mainz), Band IV and V.
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Fig.99. Eichkasten. Water was made to
flow into a box with two compartments.
The separating wall had perforations
near the bottom to reduce turbulence in
the second compartment. An adaptable
orifice allowing water to flow out
(Ausfluβöffnung) was to be set such that
that water level remained at the
indicated level (Wasserstandsmarke),
the standard head. The size of the
orifice could be read from the ruler and
was a measure of the discharge
(Hoffmann 2000, 119, Fig.26).

As seen above at Paris water distribution was realized with elevated châteaux d’eau,
comparable to the tanks on top of water towers in Pompeii. Discharge measurements by
means of submerged orifices under standard head were applied in the 17th Century,
maybe earlier.127 For the similar systems in Sicily it is mentioned that these originated
either from Roman times or from the Arabs (9-10th c.). For the water distribution of Paris
Belgrand as a matter of fact refers to the ‘château d’eau romain’. He knew Frontinus’ De
Aquaeductu Urbis Romae that had been rediscovered four centuries before, in 1425, at
Monte Cassino, by the manuscript hunter Poggio Bracciolini.128 So we do not know
whether the introduction of the ‘Roman distribution system’ at Paris was based on the
rediscovery of Frontinus’ work, or maybe had been brought to Sicily by the Arabs and
then passed over to Paris and cities in Europe, or whether it was an old tradition from
Roman times and not forgotten.
Yet another great city is known for its water towers: Istanbul. The history of water
provision of Istanbul/Constantinople will be discussed in the next chapter.
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See note 53.
Belgrand referring to Frontinus: Belgrand 1877a, ch. I-IX; 16-22, Belgrand 1877b, 1, 75, 285. Poggio
Bracciolini rediscovered a great number of classical manuscripts that laid forgotten in monastic libraries in
Europe. His most celebrated discovery was the only copy of Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura (later two more copies
were found, now at Leiden University, the Netherlands), of great importance for the development of the
Renaissance and in fact of modern science (for the story of the discovery of De Rerum Natura: Greenblatt
2012).
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Chapter 4
Constantinople / Istanbul
Before Constantine the Great chose the peninsula, enclosed by the Golden Horn to the
north, the Sea of Marmara to the south and the Bosporus to the east, as his new capital
and gave it his name, the 1000 year old Greek colony Byzantium had already an
aqueduct installed by Hadrian (117-138 CE). Like Rome Constantinople was built on
seven hills, although less distinguishable from each other. The fourth and fifth centuries
brought new aqueducts channeling waters from more distant springs. The over 250 km
Valens aqueduct conveyed waters from Vize, west of Constantinople; it is the longest
single line of Roman times. The total length of all channels amounted to 488 kms, more
than Rome's eleven aqueducts put together.129
The aqueducts of Constantinople
The early Hadrianic aqueduct took its waters from springs in the Belgrade forest some 35
kms north of the city. The channel was located at some 30 m.a.s.l. on the hill-sides along
the Golden Horn. It supplied the acropolis and the early baths of Achilles and Zeuxippos,
and maybe also the imperial palace at the east end of the peninsula on the first and
second hill, like the Ottoman Kirkçesme aqueduct built on its remains did for the Topkapi
Saray.130
In about 373 CE the first phase of the Valens aqueduct was completed, entering the city
at some 70 m.a.s.l. In the 5th Century the system was supplemented by taking waters
near Vize, a town another 60km to the west. The part of the Valens channel within the
walls of Theodosius, about 5 kms west of the acropolis, was located on the crest of the
range constituting 6 of the 7 hills, with the depression between the 3rd and 4th hill
crossed by the 971m long and over 30m high two tier ‘Bozdogan Kemeri’ bridge. The
channel was located sufficiently high to provide just about the entire town with water
(Figs. 100,101).131
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For a recent inventory of archaeological findings, history, and discussion of Constantinople's water supply,
including literary sources and extensive bibliography see the important work of Crow et al. 2008. Also Crow
2012a/b, and the earlier publications of Dalman 1933, Mango 1995, and Çeçen 1991a/b, 1992, 1996 who also
discusses the Ottoman successor systems.
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Crow et al. 2008, 38.
131
Mango 1995, 12: 'Hills 1-6 form a nearly continuous ridge, gradually dropping to 70m at the summit of the
fifth hill, 60m at that of the fourth, still 60m on the third, 50m on the second and 40m on the first (in round
numbers)'.
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Fig.100. Bozdogan Kemeri, bridge of the Valens aqueduct between third and fourth hill of Constantinople.

Fig.101. Constantinople, within the walls of Theodosius. Green: aqueduct of Hadrian; blue: aqueduct
of Valens. Gray rectangles: open reservoirs. Black rectangle to the right: the roofed basilica cistern.
After Crow 2008, 110, map 12, colors added by author. The numbers indicate the seven hills of
Constantinople.
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Because of the absence of significant local aquifers and streams Constantinople was unlike Rome - dependent on climatological circumstances and susceptible to summer
droughts for which reason the many cisterns and reservoirs as known today were
constructed.132
The 6th Century Justinian Basilica cistern, now named the Yerebatan Sarayi, situated
close to the Aya Sophia, counted 336 columns, exceeding any other Roman roofed
cistern in size. Three huge open reservoirs of Aspar, Aetios, and Mokios are located on
high grounds near the Theodosian wall; with the Basilica cistern they had a total capacity
of over 850.000 cubic metres.133 Apart from the cisterns, from which water was hauled
up from the vaulted tops, or, for the open reservoirs, channeled away at ground level,
little is known about the water distribution within the city for the supply of bath buildings,
private customers, and the numerous public fountains and nymphaea from which the
populace could take their water.
Distribution
Of course the builders of Constantinople must have known the distribution system of
Rome and cities like Pompeii and Herculaneum. But neither literary sources nor
archaeological finds testify of elevated water tanks on top of Pompeiian-type towers in
Byzantine Constantinople. Stone pipe lines are archaeologically attested, of which 'it can
be consented that pipes are the remains of the high pressure water system that
distributed water within the city that came from the Valens aqueduct'.134 Just one
stamped fistula is known from Constantinople, but literary sources do refer to conduits probably from siphons.135 The Byzantine author Manuel Chrysoloras (late 14th Century)
notes in his Epistula ad Johannem imperatorem: '...and the public water pipes (demosioi
hyponomoi), of which a great many also exist there. And what should I say about the
baths (loutra), whose multitude one does not believe when told of their existence and
about the water fountains (krenai), which flow in houses and through the city?'.136
In the area of the hippodrome a large number of water conduits were found during
excavations in 1927, some dating back to the Severan period (193-235 CE).137
Constantine I imported a great number of bronze statues for the adornment of the city
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Crow mentions ‘more than 157 cisterns’ that have been documented within the city, that ‘probably represent
a small fraction of the original number’ (Crow 2012b, 122).
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Crow et al. 2008, 185, 129, 215. Crow, arguing that because of problems of water pressure the cisterns
were not completely filled up, estimates the capacity to just over 600.000 cubic metres.
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Crow et al. 2008, 143, although Crow has some reservations.
135
Crow et al. 2008, 142-3; 240. For Rome’s great number of stamped fistulae see e.g. de Kleijn 2001.
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Cited from Crow et al. 2008, 240.
137
Madden 1992, 117.
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and its hippodrome. The spina became equipped with such statues, in situ in the 12th
Century but thought to have been melted down during the Latin Empire (1204-1261) for
the production of coinage.138 Most famous is the Serpents’ Column, a tripod dedicated to
Apollo after the Battle of Plataea (323 BCE) that Constantine had removed from Delphi,
now standing, truncated as it is, between the two obelisks on the hippodrome’s spina
(Fig.102). The over five metres high three headed Serpent's Column miraculously
escaped the melt-down probably due to the fact that it had long before been transformed
to a fountain, a feature reported by 14th Century visitors, and, once it had run dry from
deficient maintenance of the water systems, because of its attributed magical power to
protect the citizens from venomous snakes.139 It is believed that the conversion into a
fountain dates from the 4th Century under the reign of Valens (364-378); supporting
evidence is the 1856 find of a lead pipe with a Greek inscription inside the column.140 The
fountain of the Serpents’ Column functioned - on and off as it surely must have been for about a thousand years, as many other fountains must have for considerable time
spans. After Constantinople was lost to the Ottomans in 1453 one of the serpent heads
lost its lower jaw, accidently or by intentional mutilation (Fig.103). Then, in 1700, the top
with the heads was separated from the column on the night of October 20 to 21, in a
mysterious and unresolved event. The truncated remnant stands today, the upper part
disappeared without a trace although a fragment of a serpents’ head is on display in the
Istanbul Archaeological Museum today (Fig.104).141
In the Notitia Urbis Constantinopolitanae, an anonymous manuscript written in the 5th
Century CE, the various buildings, infrastructures and institutions for all fourteen regions
of the city are listed.142 For water-related structures in 5th Century Constantinople this
amounted to 8 public baths,143 153 private baths, 4 nymphaea, and 4 cisterns.144 Public
street fountains are not mentioned. Rome counted 591 street fountains, Frontinus
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Madden 1992, 115. The 1000 year old bronze equestrian statue of Justinian - one hoof measured nine
inches in height - described by Pierre Gilles, residing in Constantinople from 1544 to 1548, in his book The
Antiquities of Constantinople, was put to the foundries just as well (Matthews 2012, 82).
139
According to 14th Century Russian visitors poison had been put inside the bronze, so that, ‘By virtue of the
sealed venom, the column was believed to prevent poisonous snakes from harming people or to provide cure
for those who were bitten within the city walls’ (Madden 1992, 122-3; also Majeska 1984, 254-6). See also
Strootman 2014.
140
Madden 1992, 117.
141
For history of damage to the Serpents’ Column see Madden 1992, 123-135, 137-142.
142
For a translation of the Notitia see e.g. Matthews 2012, 86-97. For an early description of Constantinople
and its monuments: Gilles 1561 (latin), english translation Ball 1729, also Byrd 2008. Twelve regions of
Constantinople were located within the 413 CE Theodosian walls, the thirteenth region located across the
Golden Horn, now Galata, the fourteenth to the very north of the city known as Blachernae. Also see Matthews
2012, 110-112.
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Regio I: Baths of Arcadius, II: of Zeuxippos, V: of Honorius and of Eudocia, VII: of Carosa, IX: of Anastasia,
X: of Constantine, XIII: of Honorius, (plus one in XIV: Baths - no further designation). For an overview of the
baths of Constantinople see Mundell Mango 2015.
144
The Notitia mentions for regio V: cistern of Theodosius, for regio XI: cistern of Arcadius and cistern of
Modestus. For a discussion of the Constantinople cisterns see Crow et.al. 2008, 126-142 and 214-218. For a
comparison with Rome Crow 2012b, 121.
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recounts,145 and we may assume that there were a great number in Constantinople as
well.

Fig. 102. Istanbul. Serpents column at the hippodrome (Livius.org).

Fig. 104. Fragment of serpent head,
Istanbul Archaeological Museum.
(Livius.org).

Fig. 103. Ottoman miniature by i-Vehbi, 1582, hippodrome with
intact serpents column. Damaged lower jaw of head to the right
(Terzioğlu 1995).
145

Kessener 2013a, 185.
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The street fountains must have been vital to the public, as it is reported that at times of
severe drought, for instance in the years 562-3 CE, there were ‘…many fights around the
fountains…’ and ‘… the public baths were closed and murders occurred round the
fountains…’.146 Some of the 4388 houses mentioned in the Notitia must have had their
own supply. Furthermore there were 20 public and 120 private bakeries which required
much water (one kilogram bread requires about 0.4 litres of water) as did the fulleries,
installations to wash and dye clothing and fabric – not mentioned in the Notitia. All these
provisions have been supplied with water.
The Valens aqueduct by its elevation could theoretically have serviced all, just by running
pipelines directly from the channel. But to provide the Byzantine nymphaea, the squirting
ornamental fountains, and the street fountains the required pressurized pipes must have
been supplied from elevated positions, and it is unthinkable that all supply pipes ran
directly from the Valens channel covering distances of up to several kms. A law of
Justinian granted the nunnery of Olympias 'three oungias of water per day', which is
interpreted as a delivery pipe 3 inches in diameter. In the Codex Theodosianus it is
specified that great houses, if equipped with a bath, cannot have more than two inches
of water, and, for reason of high rank, never more than three inches. Small houses,
without a bath, would receive just half an inch.147 As in Rome, water delivery was
obviously measured in terms of the diameter or cross section of the supply pipe, or
rather, of a calix.
Thus intermediate castella secondaria must have been installed on more or less elevated
positions - maybe on water towers - in Constantinople just as they were at Pompeii and,
probably, at Rome.148 The kastellos mentioned by the 11th Century historian Skylites
may refer to such a castella. Crow discusses this term in relation with the water supply of
Constantinople and whether these castella would represent the numerous cisterns in
Constantinople. John Skylites noted that the emperor Romanos III Argyros in 1034
ordered to have ‘renovated the holkos which bring water into the city and also the
kastellos which receive the water’. Holkoi no doubt were the aqueducts. As the many
cisterns, especially those having large capacity, roofed or not, received water from the
supplying aqueducts, the meaning of kastellos as cistern is close at hand, although the
term cisterna appears to have been used for instance in relation with the Basilica Cistern.
In a note Crow refers to an different meaning of kastellos: 'An alternative interpretation
of Skylites’ use of kastellos is that they were water towers or siphons, equivalent to the
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Crow 2012b, 129.
Crow et al. 2008, 143; 226.
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Frontinus mentions a total of 247 castella for all of Romes's aqueducts, distributing 10,409 quinariae
(Kessener 2013a, 185). For a discussion of Frontinus' quinaria as a measure of discharge see chapter 11.
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later suterazi, a characteristic feature of the Ottoman water distribution network in
Istanbul. Examples survive in the middle Byzantine period from a monastery in Pamphilia
(see Tiryaki 2010, 618-9 [discussed below]), although the correlation of kastellos with
castellum and hence public cistern is to be preferred.'149 So the meaning of kastellos is
not evident: cistern, water tower, or castellum divisorium?
Byzantine water towers?
Crow noted for the Ottoman suterazi of Istanbul that these were siphons ‘intended to
balance the pressure along the supply line, identical in function to the water-towers
known from Pompeii and elsewhere in the Roman world’.150 The inherent question is
whether the water distribution system with suterazi was developed by the Ottomans
independently, arriving at a system similar as that of Pompeii, or whether the system
was already applied by the Byzantines and was commonplace in Constantinople, to be
renewed and extended after the fall of Constantinople in 1453. Not much is known of
Pompeian-type / suterazi-like water towers from Byzantine times; literature is virtually
void, although a recent publication referred to by Crow possibly sheds some light.
What is thought to be the remains of a water tower à la Pompeii survives from the middle
Byzantine period at a monastery 40 km west of Antalya.151 The walled monastery is
located on top of a low hill and was provided with water by an aqueduct coming from the
north east. Remains of a bridge crossing the depression and leading to the monastery
were identified, but spring and course of the aqueduct are not known. A 4m high towerlike structure stands incorporated in the surrounding wall near the point where the bridge
apparently ended. A slit-like recess running vertically in the south side of the tower may
have accommodated a ceramic conduit; there is a 90 degrees elbow near ground level. A
square water tank at ground level on the north side of the tower may have been fed
either directly by the aqueduct or somehow via the tower (Figs.105-106).
However, the upper side of the vertical recess ends at the bottom a small vaulted apse
which might have served for a statue. On top of the tower, which is partly destroyed,
remains of a water tank could not be identified. So on the one hand some indications are
that the structure was a kind of water tower, a suterazi (aqueduct nearby, vertical recess
in tower wall, water tank next to tower), yet the apse and the apparent absence of a
water tank on top do not quite match this option. Until further research solves this
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Crow 2012a, 45, n.38; but see also Crow 2012b, 122.
Crow 2008, 109.
Tiryaki 2010, 455-456.
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matter the present data cannot be regarded as conclusive evidence for the use of water
towers in Byzantine times.152 The issue will be discussed further on.

Fig. 105. 'Water tower' at Byzantine monastery
west of Antalya, south view (courtesy A. Tiryaki).

Fig. 106. North view, water tank below on
right side of tower (courtesy A. Tiryaki).

The middle and late Byzantine periods knew times of decay and repair of
Constantinople's water conduits until the fourth Crusade in 1204, when the city, then
having a population of 400.000, was taken by the crusaders.153 During the rule of the
disastrous Latin Empire Constantinople declined, until Michael VIII recaptured the
pillaged city in 1261, at that time having a population of only 35.000. Constantinople
never fully recovered from the western incursion yet survived for another two centuries
until it was conquered in 1453 by the Ottoman Sultan Mehmet II.
Ottoman Istabul
The Sultan immediately set out to restore the water system, among others to supply his
new palace near the Forum Tauri, where before a great nymphaeum was fed by the
Valens aqueduct.154 Now springs of the Halkali region to the south west of the city (that
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Crow 2012a, 52.
Crow at al. 2008, 22.
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probably also fed the Byzantine city) were tapped, the water passing over the Bozdogan
Kemeri to his palace. Also the more productive Hadrianic line coming in from the north
was restored, now known as the Kirkçesme aqueduct ('forty fountains').155 Maps of the
Halkali water systems were drawn, the oldest dating from 1584 and 1607, today stored
at the Topkapi Museum. On the 1607 map, a roll 20 cms wide and almost 10 metres
long, water towers - suterazi - are depicted, maybe first illustrations of their kind
(Fig.107).156 If the Byzantines did apply hydraulic towers for their water distribution
chances are that some have been repaired by the Ottomans after the Mehmet II
conquest. Figure 108 depicts the chronology of the aqueducts of Constantinople.

Fig.107. Detail of the 1607 map of the Halkali water system. Above: suterazi, to be climbed from
the outside. Below: two suterazi with an entrance, there must be stairs inside. The thick black inkline represents the water flow, climbing up and descending from the towers . After Çeçen 1991b,
plan (harita) 3/2.
155
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Karakaş 2015 for aspects of the historic water management and administration of Ottoman Istanbul.
Crow et al. 2008, 23; Cecen 1991, plan (harita) 3/2.
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Fig.108. Chronology of the aqueducts of Constantinople (after Crow 2008, 21, fig.2.5).

Suterazi
Count Andreossy, residing in Constantinople as Napoleon's ambassador in the years
1812-1814, studied the city’s water provision of his days which he described in Book III
of his publication Constantinople et le Bosphore de Thrace printed in Paris in 1828.157
Apart from conventional aqueduct channels similar to - or repaired sections of - Roman
and Byzantine predecessors, the Ottomans constructed water transport systems, in
Istanbul and elsewhere, on the principle of communicating vessels of which Andreossy
gives a detailed description. The system consisted of piped conduits, of lead or ceramic,
running at or below ground level, the pipes at certain intervals going up and down a
water tower – a suterazi (souterazi) or pyramide hydraulique - that on top had an open
tank, similar to as in the Pompeiian system. The pipe running up discharged into the tank
while the water decanted again into the conduit going down (Fig.109). Thus a sequence
of inverted siphons was created, with the tank on top of the tower acting as receiving
tank for an upstream siphon as well as header tank for the next siphon.158 This could go
on until the destination was reached.
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Andreossy 1828, 385-458.
Andreossy 1828, 386, planche 1.
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Fig.109. Valley crossed by means of suterazi. Water flow from left to right (Andreossy 1828, planche 1).

Andreossy states that the size of the pipes should be twice that of the final orifice at the
arriving point where the water discharges, no doubt to reduce flow velocity in the pipes
and thereby friction.159 The usual distance between two suterazi is said to be about
180m, and the difference in elevation between two suterazi 18cm, that is a hydraulic
gradient of 1‰ or 1m/km.160 The cost of a conduit 'à souterazi' would according to
Andreossy be one fifth of an open channel built on arches, but then the discharge is
determined by the diameter of the pipes, while in contrast an open aqueduct channel
may of course accommodate variable flow rates.161
The tank on top of the suterazi was connected to either just the incoming and outgoing
pipe, a suterazi simple, or to more than one outgoing pipes, the suterazi composé, the
latter to distribute water towards various destinations. The water flow was measured,
Andreossy tells us, by means of orifices under a pressure head of three ‘pouces’, i.e. 7.6
cm, taken from the upper edge of the orifice. Andreossy reports that there were only two
sizes of orifice, the maçour, 4 lignes wide (9.0mm), and the lulè, 11 lignes wide
(24.8mm, about 1 pouce).162 The maçour delivered 2400 ocques in 12 hours, that is 250
l/hr or about 4.2 l/min.163 One lulè would deliver 8 x a maçour (33,6 l/min). The orifices
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Andreossy 1828, 388 : Pour qu’une quantité d’eau déterminée puisse se mouvoir librement sans perdre de
sa vitesse.
160
Andreossy 1828, 389. Interdistance deux cent cinquante picks ou quatre-vingt-seize toises; pick (or archine)
is a historical Russian unit equal to 0.71m. Toise, old french unit of length, equals 1.949 m. Difference in
elevation between suterazi: 7 pouces or 7x2.54cm = 17,78cm.
161
Andreossy reports that because of expenses the cities of Metz and Phalsbourg were served by metal conduits
with inverted siphons substituting the open channel aqueducts (Andreossy 1828, 389).
162
Lulè in French writing style, lüle in Turkish. Lüle also means ‘water pipe’ of arbitrary size. Çeçen 1992, 167
mentions for instance a ‘lüle with a discharge of eight lüles’.
163
Ligne, old french unit of length, 2.25mm; ocque, also oqa or oque, ancient unit of weight common in Turkey
and Egypt and elsewhere in the East, equivalent to 1.25 kg (or about 1.25 liters of water).
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came in the form of brass pipes, about 10 cm in length, analogous to the Palermian tubi
idrometrici and the Roman calices (Fig.110).

Fig.110. A lulè, a brass pipe about
10cm in length and 2,48cm (11
lignes) inner diameter (Andreossy
1828, planche 1).

The discharge of a spring, stream, or aqueduct, was measured by directing the water into
a container called mousslouk, which had in one wall a number of such orifices in a
horizontal row. An overflow, a depression in the wall 3 pouces above the upper edge of
the orifices would guarantee a fixed head (Fig.111).164 If the box was kept filled up to the
level of the overflow by closing or opening orifices, the discharge in numbers of lulè and
maçour could readily be established. Portable mousslouks were used to check whether
the water from one suterazi would arrive at the next suterazi, so that leaks could easily
be spotted: if on top of the suterazi the water level in the mousslouk, set with the proper
number of open lulè and maçour, just reached the level of the overflow, there would be
no leaks in the pipes.

164

Later the center of the orifices was put on a horizontal line. The mousslouk gauging system is similar to the
French debit measuring system and German Eichkasten (Fig. 88 and 92 above).
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Fig.111. Mousslouk with a number of lulè and maçour aligned along their upper edges (the drawing shows
three sizes of orifices). (Andreossy 1828, planche 1).

For distribution purposes the tank on top of suterazi was equipped with a permanent
mousslouk where lüle and maçour discharged into separate sections, equipped with the
pipes going down. The suterazi near the Yerebatan cistern (Basilica cistern) for instance
delivered water to the Topkapi palace as well as to two other destinations.
When in 1898 a medical education academy was founded by Robert Rieder and Georg
Deycke in the Gülhane hospital at Istanbul, research was initiated to investigate the
causes of dysentery that beset the city.165 As contaminated water was considered a
potential source of the disease the water system of Istanbul was mapped by Georg
Deycke and Riza Reschad. Their findings were published in an article in the second
volume of a work titled ‘Für die Türkei’ by Robert Rieder.166 The article includes a
schematic drawing of the tank on top of a suterazi (Fig.112). It is evident from the figure
that the discharge to the individual destinations was determined by orifices or exit pipes
in the wall of intermediate containers ('Nebenwasserräume'), similar as in Sicily.
We do not know when the system with intermediate containers has been developed.
Maybe it was inherited from the Byzantines when Constantinople was finally captured in
1453. But if it was already applied in those days, it must have been also the case
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Rieder 1903; Terzioğlu 1998.
Deycke et al. 1904.
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elsewhere in the east. There are no indications that in Pompeii such intermediate
containers were applied for the water distribution (chapter 1).

Fig.112. Schematic drawing of distribution tank on top of suterazi. Zuflussrohr:
ascending conduit. Abflussröhren: descending conduits. Hauptwasserraum: main
part of tank. Nebenwasserräume: intermediate containers, similar to the Sicilian
vaschette (Deycke et al. 1904, Fig.7).

Mousslouks were also applied to measure the output of dammed reservoirs, still to be
seen near Istanbul, and in some cases operating today (Fig.113-115).167

Fig.113. Mousslouk at the Sultan Mahmoud dam near Istanbul, Kirkçesme system (after Şinasi 2007).
Centre of the orifices positioned in a horizontal line. Wooden plugs to the left and right to close off lüle.
167

See e.g. Şinasi 2007.
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Fig.114. Mousslouk at Ayvat dam, Kirkçesme
system, Belgrade forest (courtesy Caner Cangül).

Fig.115. Mousslouk at Büyük dam, Kirkçesme
system, Belgrade forest. Mousslouk behind iron gate.
(courtesy Caner Cangül).

Depending on terrain characteristics and the level of the water at the start of the line the
suterazi attained heights ranging from 30 metre to just a few metres. Forchheimer, the
Austrian researcher who in the 1870's investigated the water distribution and the great
cisterns of Constantinople, mentions a suterazi 30m high, of which the rising and
descending conduits were made of lead 'to resist the pressure'.168
The common idea was that the suterazi enabled quick detection of leaks in the closed
conduits by measuring the flow rate at two consecutive suterazi, and that by the suterazi
air could be let out of the line, air that otherwise supposedly would have interfered with
the flow. Furthermore Forchheimer erroneously interpreted the function of the suterazi as
pressure reducers, claiming to be first put this explanation forward. Forchheimer thought
the suterazi of Ottoman origin, Salzenberg argued that at least some were Byzantine.169
A number of suterazi, now out of order, have survived in present day Istanbul.
Figs.116-127 depict some suterazi with location indicated (Cad.=cadessi, street;
Sk.=sokak, alley). In appendix II extant suterazi are listed. See also map of Fig.128.
At the end of the line the conduit that came from the final suterazi discharged into a tank
called Takçim,170 where the incoming water was measured and, if needed, distributed by
means of a mousslouk. Such could also be the case at the end of conventional aqueduct
channels arriving at the city.171
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Forchheimer & Strycowski 1893, 24.
Forchheimer & Strycowski 1893, 27-28: ‘Unter den zahlreichen Suterazý Konstantinopels … dürften sich
überhaupt keine vortürkischen befinden‘.
170
In Istanbul a city quarter named Taksim reminds of the original functionality that was located there.
171
As discussed above also at Pompeii the debit of the incoming channel as well as of the outgoing conduits in
the castellum aquae were monitored by a system with submerged orifices under a fixed head (Ohlig 2001, 195;
Kessener 2013a, 177; Ohlig 2016, 139-145). See also below.
169
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Fig.116. Large suterazi at Kadiköy, Istanbul, Acibadem
Cad. (courtesy M. Bildidrici).

Fig.118. Suterazi at Fatih, Istanbul, Namik Kemal
Cad. (courtesy C. Cangül).

Fig.117. Suterazi at Kadiköy, Istanbul,
Acibadem Cad., 2010 restoration.

Fig.119. Suterazi at Fatih, Istanbul , Saraçhane Park
(courtesy C. Cangül).
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Fig.120. Suterazi near the Aya Sophia, from the
mousslouk on top water was led to Topkapi palace
and 2 other destinations.

Fig.121. Suterazi at Yeniköy, Istanbul
(courtesy M. Bildidrici).

Fig.122. Suterazi at Esenler, Istanbul, Kazim Karabekir
Cad. (photo Kazim Oktay).
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Fig.123. Suterazi at Eyüp, Istanbul, Rami Kisla
Cad. , at Edirnekapi cemetry (courtesy C. Cangül).

Fig.124. Small size suterazi at Fatih, Istanbul,
Findikzade, Tevfik Fikret Sk. (courtesy C. Cangül).

Fig.126. Suterazi at Eminönü, Istanbul, Sehzadabasi
Cad. (courtesy C. Cangül).

Fig.125 Suterazi at Beykoz, Istanbul, Setüstü Sk.
(courtesy C. Cangül).

Fig.127. Suterazi at Üsküdar, Istanbul, corner Selimiye
Kisla Cad. – Tibbiye Cad. (courtesy C. Cangül).
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Fig.128. Istanbul and Bosporus region, location of 36 suterazi standing today

(istanbulium.net/2011/11/istanbulun-suterazileri.html (January 2016)).
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Kâzim Çeçen, who published a number of books on the historical water works of Istanbul,
also discusses water transport by means of suterazi, as well as the measuring
('metering') and distribution system by means of orifices under a fixed head (Fig.129).172
He mentions that the head was 9.6cm above the center of the orifice, slightly different
from Andreossy’s 7.6cm above the top of the orifice, and refers to several more sizes of
orifices (Table 2).

Fig.129. Taksim distribution chamber. Left: chamber for distributing waters to three destinations, Tophane
and Galata, each 10 lüle, and Kasimpasa 4 lüle. Right: metering system by submerged orifices under a head
of 96mm (Çeçen 1992, 176).

According to Çeçen one lüle, a pipe 26 mm in diameter, would discharge 36 l/min or
almost 52 cubic metres / 24h. Çeçen refers to historical Ottoman documents telling that
the inner diameter of a lüle was made such that a lead ball weighing 30 dirhem (= 96,15
grams) would just pass through the pipe. This ball would have a diameter of 2.53cm
Çeçen calculated, reasoning that 2,6cm would be the correct inner diameter of the lüle.
In case two aqueducts discharged into a tank to be joined into a single channel the
discharge of the water of a channel cascading into the tank was at times monitored by a
row of submerged orifices permanently installed at the very end of the channel.173 This
can be seen in a junction tank of the Ottoman Kirkcesme aqueduct which will be
discussed in chapter 11. At the east end of Istanbul’s Bozdogan Kemeri bridge remains of
a stone mousslouk may be seen in situ (Figs.130-131).
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Çeçen 1991a; 1991b; 1992; 1996.
Çeçen 1992, 70, 80, 150.
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Name of pipe

Inner

Discharge at 96mm head

diameter

(l/min)

(mm)
Çuvaldiz

4.6

1.125

Masura (Andreossy’s

9.2

4.5

Kamiş

13

9

Lüle (Andreossy’s lulè)

26

36

2-lüle pipe

36.7

72

3-lüle pipe

45

108

4-lüle pipe

52

144

8-lüle pipe

74

288

maçour)

Table 2. Orifices / pipes sizes for water metering in the Ottoman period. Also ½ lüle pipes were used, as well
as ½ masura and ½ çuvaldiz (=1 hilâl), making a system of pipes with the discharge increasing by a factor of
2 (except for the 3-lüle pipe). After Çeçen 1992, 167.

Fig.130. East end of Valens aqueduct bridge / Bozdogan Kemer. Remains of stone mousslouk with at least 5 lüle.
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Organization
In Andreossy’s time a corps of ‘Sou-Yoldji’ (‘fonteniers’) consisting of about 300 Turks
and 100 ‘Albanian Greeks’ was responsible for the management of Istanbul's
water works.174 The Great Vizir appointed a water inspector called Su-Nazari that he
chose from his palace attendants. This well paid official did not need to have any
knowledge of the business he was to administer. He relied on Greek families called

Fig.131. Detail of Fig.130. Note
depression in top to set the required
head.

Loundjidès originating from a region of Epirus not far from present day Ioannina in the
north-west of Greece, specialists in building open channel aqueducts as well as suterazi
systems. Their knowledge was transferred from father to son, without any documents or
books it is said, and from very old times on. Andreossy mentions that under Greek
(byzantine) Emperors the Loundjidès had the sole right to execute the profession of
fontenier in the capital.175 Later they became protected by an edict of Sultan Murat IV
(1623-1640), exempting them from taxes that were to be paid by non-muslims and
bestowing them with priviliges. The turkish Sou-Yoldji, Andreossy recounts, learned from
their methods, still leaving the more difficult tasks to the Loundjidès.
In Istanbul presumably about 30-40 suterazi have survived of some 500 claimed to have
been standing.176 In Edirne (Adrianapolis) on the European part of Turkey suterazi are
also still standing (Fig.132). At Selçuk near Ephesos suterazi were set up along the
Byzantine aqueduct bridge that runs towards the Basilica of St. John conveying water to
the great Ali Bey mosque nearby (Fig.133). Three of the five suterazi that Andreossy
mentions bringing water to the Genuese fortress of Kila 30km north of Istanbul (present
day Kilyos) remind of the old water line (Figs.134-135).177 In Akko (Acre, Israel) remains
174

In modern turkish su means water, yol = road; su yolu = waterway, aqueduct.
‘Sous les Empereurs grecs, les Loundjides se trouvaient seuls en possession du droit d’être les fonteniers de
la capitale’, Andreossy 1928, 439.
176
According to Bildirici, pers. comm., although the number seems a bit exaggerated.
177
Bildirici 2008.
175
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of an Ottoman water system with suterazi has been preserved to some extent.178
Suterazi are also known from North Africa, e.g. in Ottoman Algiers.179

Fig.132. Edirne. Suterazi near city center, 2011
photograph.

Fig.133. Selçuk. Remains of a suterazi for water
transport to the Ali Bey mosque next to the Byzantine
aqueduct bridge that ran towards the church of St. John.

Figs.134-135. Left, suterazi at Kilyos, ancient Genuese Kila, early 19th Century (Andreossy 1828, planche X).
Right, one of three souterazi standing today, over 15 m high. Protruding stones to climb the tower (courtesy M.
Bildirici).
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Bersche 2009.
Kameche-Ouzidane 2013; Leveau 2014, 92-95.
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Ottoman systems and modern times
Early 20th century suterazi were still being built in Istanbul. The Hamidiye water line was
put into service in 1902 by Sultan Abdulhamid II to supply regions across the Golden
Horn north of Galata. East of the Alibeyköy district, the Hamidiye Su Terazisi, also called
Su Kulesi = water tower, was incorporated in the water line, now standing crammed
amidst modern buildings (Figs.136-137).180 The tower was recently investigated by S.
Sönmezer and S. Sahin, respectively of the Mimar Sinan Güzel Sanatlar University and
Yeditepe University at Istanbul.181 The water tower served as a transfer station for the
waters coming from the north. The top of the 12m high and 4m wide tower was equipped
with a 2.6m diameter tank, its floor positioned 8.6m above ground level.

Fig.137. Tank at top level of the Hamediye
Suterazi. Two sections separated by wall.
Right: supplying pipe; top: overflow. Left:
descending conduit (Sönmezer & Sahin 2011,
Fig.3).

Fig.136. Suterazi / Su Kulesi / water tower of the
Hamediye water line (Sönmezer & Sahin 2011, Fig.3).

The tank is subdivided into two sections separated by a 60cm high walling. One section
received water by means of vertical pipe 20cm wide discharging at floor level. This
section had also an overflow, a vertical pipe ending some distance above floor level. In
the other section the floor of the tank is equipped with a similarly sized descending
conduit. The separating wall has a depression in the middle and is equipped with three
180

See also Çeçen 1992, 174-177.
Sönmezer S. and Sahin S. 2011. A digital version of the publication (in Turkish) is available on the internet
(academia.edu/SükrüSönmezer).
181
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horizontal rows of 12, 13 and 12 equally sized pipes 25mm in diameter and about 10cm
in length, allowing water to pass from the supplying section into the off-take part
(Fig.138). The three horizontal rows represent an exceptional arrangement, the usual
case being that all orifices are positioned in a single horizontal line. The upper row is
16cm below the depression in the wall, the middle row at 26cm and the lowest row at
37cm.182 The depression in the wall corresponds with the level of the overflow.
For the usual Ottoman water measurement installations as described by Çeçen the water
level above the orifices is set at 9.6cm, the standard lüle is 26mm wide and 10cm in
length, discharging 36 liter/min. The arrangement of the Hamediye suterazi differs from
the Ottoman standard mainly with respect to the water level above the orifices. Maybe
the orifices were arranged in three rows because of lack of space. The calculated
discharge per lüle would be 54 l/min for the upper row, 69 l/min for the middle row, and
82 l/min for the lower row.

183

The lüle of the upper row deliver 1.5 times more than the

Ottoman standard lüle (36 l/min at 9.6 cm below the water level ), the lüle of the middle
row 1.9 times, and of the lowest row 2.3 times. The shape of the lüle, with beveled ring,
seems to conform that of Andreossy’s observation (Fig.110).

Fig.138. Tank of the Hamediye Suterazi, with depression in separating wall and three
horizontal rows of 12, 13, and 12 lüle (Sönmezer & Sahin 2011, Fig.5).
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Sönmezer & Sahin 2011, 605.
The discharge Q (cubic m/sec) per lüle can be estimated from the formula Q = C*A*(2gH)1/2, where C is a
factor depending on orifice characteristics, A = cross-sectional area of orifice (in square metres), g=
acceleration of gravity = 9,8 m/sec2, and H is the water level above the orifice (in metres). For orifices in a thin
wall C is about 0.6; for piped orifices C is higher and may vary between 0.7 and 1. For the estimate above C is
taken as 1.
183
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By closing orifices by means of wooden plugs such that the water in the supplying section
just reached the depression in the wall, the arrangement allowed precise evaluation of
the water flow towards the outgoing line. The overflow at the level of the depression in
the separating wall sets the water depth in the supplying section and maximizes the
outgoing discharge. The maximum discharge Qmax when all orifices are open to flow
would thus be some 3640 m3/day.184
Although not quite conforming to the standard Ottoman procedure of lüles of 26mm
diameter at 9.6 cm below water level the arrangement serves very well its purpose to
monitor and measure the discharge of the water flowing towards the Galata region.
Orifices that are positioned at a lower position just deliver more water, and their capacity
may be expressed as the capacity of the orifices of the upper row times a factor for a
particular head, which in this case is set by the depression in the separating wall. From
the calculated discharge mentioned above the orifices of the middle row deliver 69/54 =
1.28 times as much as the orifices of the upper row, and of the lower row 82/54 = 1.52
times as much. Or, from the formula in note 142, the relation is governed by the square
root of the distance of the orifice below the water level. That is, for orifices of the middle
row the factor equals square root of (26/16) = 1.27,185 and for the lower row square root
of (37/16) = 1.52.
Thus for measuring water discharge the Ottomans did not restrict themselves to orifices
set on a single horizontal line under a fixed head, but realized that one might just as well
have more than one horizontal lines positioned at different levels. They must have
understood the relation between the discharge and the depth of submergence.
It is not known how long the Hamediye water line and its suterazi kept functioning. But
the mousslouk, the Ottoman instrument with submerged orifices in a horizontal row to
gauge and distribute water among a number of customers, has been applied at isolated
locations into the 21st Century. About 20 km east of the town Gazipaşa on the south
coast of Turkey the Roman town Antiochia ad Cragum is located.186 Close to remains of
piers of the only bridge that was incorporated in the 3 km Roman aqueduct that ran from
the east towards Antiochia ad Cragum, a modern concrete ‘cistern’ with two elongate
tanks was found on the upstream edge of the depression that the Roman bridge once
crossed (Figs.139-140). The tanks, at an elevation of about 330 m.a.s.l. and overlooking
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Qmax = sum of number of orifices per row times the discharge per orifice for all three rows = (12*54 +
13*69 + 12*82) l/min = 3641 cubic metres per day. Sonmezer’s estimate is 3503 cubic metres per day,
probably due to a slightly lower value taken for C (note 183) .
185
Difference of 0.01 because of rounding off numbers.
186
A visit to Antiochia ad Cragum was made in August 2016. See also Murphy et.al. 2017.
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the sea to the south, measure 210x75cm and 240x55cm and are positioned 20 cm one
below the other.

Fig.139. Bridge pier
of Roman aqueduct
of Antiochia ad
Cragum (Murphy et
al. 2017, Fig.7).

The lower tank is subdivided into six sections - intermediate containers - with
stone/concrete separating walls. A galvanized steel pipe coming from uphill ends at the
upper tank supplying it with water as sinter traces show. Ten steel pipes, inner diameter
1.7cm, arranged in a horizontal row, connect the upper tank to its lower counterpart.
Five pipes supplied a large intermediate container on the south side of the tank, and one
pipe to each of the remaining five smaller intermediate containers. Each intermediate
container is equipped with an off-take pipe, a total of six. When the upper tank received
water, each of the ten lüle would deliver equal amounts into the intermediate containers.
Thus the incoming water was distributed among the six destinations, one of which got
50%, and the remaining five each 10%. We have thus an Ottoman mousslouk, its main
purpose water distribution. As in the upper tank there was no provision like an overflow
to set the water level at a fixed height, quantitative flow rate measurement was not
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esteemed necessary, apparently the purpose of the device is just to divide the incoming flow

rate into known and fixed proportions.. From sinter traces it appeared that the water depth
in the upper tank was 10cm and the ten lüle were submerged for about 5 cm (Fig.141).

Fig.140. Modern Ottoman type mousslouk found near Antiochia ad Cragum, with a steel conduit supplying
the upper compartment, ten steel lüle connecting to the compartments to the right, and six off-take pipes
directed downhill.

Fig.141. Elevation of mousslouk, with upper tank A, and lower tank B subdivided into six intermediate
containers. From sinter traces it may be concluded that the water level was about 5 cm above the lüle.
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Inspection revealed that two lüle were blocked in the upper tank with material from
plastic bags (Fig.142). In two small size intermediate containers two off-take pipes were
also blocked in a similar way (2 and 4 in Fig. 142).

Fig.142. Plan of modern mousslouk, final phase. Off-take pipes 2, 4, 5, and 6 out of
order, pipes 1 and 3 taking respectively 75% and 25% of the incoming water.

The six off-take pipes represent the six original destinations, in a later stage only two offtake lines remained used. The wall between the intermediate containers 3 and 4 was cut
down so that the water from the lüle of container 4 spilled over to container 3, off-take
pipe 3 receiving water from two lüle. Similarly the separating wall between container 1
and 2 two was cut down as well, so that the large sized intermediate container got 6 lüle
of water, off-take pipe 1 taking 75% of the incoming water and off-take pipe 3 the
remaining 25%.
The upper tank was protected from weather and accumulation of dirt by means of a
corrugated steel sheet (remains visible on the far side in Fig.140). The intermediate
containers were not covered but equipped with make-shift strainers in the form of a
plastic maze (container 1) or of a aluminum plate with hammered perforations, with
stones placed underneath to prevent clogging of the off-take pipes (Fig.143).
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Fig.143. Intermediate containers 3,4, and 5 and corresponding lüle (from right to left). Strainer in intermediate
container 3 and 5, off-take pipe blocked with plastic in container 4. Wall between containers 3 and 4 cut down.

Fig.144. Steel off-take pipes of intermediate containers 1 and 3 extended by polyethylene piping (black to the
left, blue to the right); the connectors are protected by large stones.
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The installation is in a neglected but intact state. It must have functioned in recent years
as is evident from the modern polyethylene piping connected to the steel off-take pipes a
bit further down the slope (Fig.144). The pipes could be followed downhill to the bottom
of the depression, where now a modern highway runs, destroying the pipes as well as
remains of the Roman aqueduct bridge. The steel supply pipe could be traced uphill for
over half a kilometer. It followed the route of the Roman aqueduct as far as remains of
its channel could be identified. Maybe it even tapped the same spring that once fed the
ancient aqueduct, about a km further east. Conclusion: Ottoman suterazi and Ottoman
distribution systems were still constructed and applied in the 20th century, and even in
the 21st century.
The question rises whether water towers à la Pompeii were used solely for intra-city
distribution networks in Roman times, or whether such towers were also applied for longdistance water conveyance. The castelletti primari at Palermo did so between the
Gabriele spring complex and the city, as did suterazi in Ottoman Constantinople. A
further question is whether these systems had to meet certain criteria to function
properly. Findings at Causses-et-Veyran in the south of France, at Caesarea (Israel) and
at Aquincum (Hungary), discussed in the next chapter, show that water conveyance by
means of water towers interconnected by inverted siphons occurred also in Roman times.
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Chapter 5
Causses-et-Veyran, Caesarea, Aquincum
The pillars of Causses-et-Veyran
The village of Causses-et-Veyran, population about 600, is situated in the Hérault
department (34) in the south of France. Amidst vineyards the ‘Villa Romaine de Veyran’
and the ‘Piles Gallo-Romaines’ testify to Roman activities in the past. The pillars have a
face of dressed stones and measure about 2 m in diameter. Two pillars still stand to a
height of about 5m, while remains from two more pillars have been identified
(Fig.145).187 The distance between the pillars is about 70 metres.

Fig.145. Pillars no.3 and 4 at Causses-et-Veyran (Haurillon 2012).

The pillars have long puzzled the minds of researchers.188 In 1841 E. Sabatier reported
the find of a lead conduit on the elevation nearby and not far from the Roman villa; the
find has given the area the name ‘Champs au Plomb’. Sabatier interpreted the pillars as
‘tours trophées’, commemmorating some important Roman achievement. In the 1960s it

187
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decouverte34.com/piles-gallo-romaines (April 2016).
Haurillon 2012, 97-99.
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was thought that the pillars would have been the piers of an aqueduct bridge towards the
Roman villa, but that was contested in the 1970s. In 1994 and 1997 the idea of an water
line re-emerged, conjectured with a wooden channel constructed on top of the stone
pillars similar to the aqueduct of Los Bañales in Spain.189 That was disputed again in
1999, without definite conclusions about these mystérieuses piles.
In 2009 new investigations by J.-L. Esperou revealed that there had been five pillars in a
row, of which the most southern one, on the edge the Champ au Plomb, had been
preserved to ground level. Surprisingly, in the centre of this 2m diameter pillar a
cylindrical basin or tank with walls to a height of 30cm was found, walls and floor covered
with opus signinum. Parts of the wall in line with the other pillars were destroyed, which
led to the interpretation that lead conduits - incoming and outgoing - had been connected
to the tank and in later times been removed, which was substantiated by the lead
conduit found nearby.
In the village of Causses-et-Veyran a spring called la Source des Robinets delivers two
liters/sec today, while to the south-east towards the pillars remains of an open channel
were found.190 A 20m deep and 400m wide valley separates these remains from the Villa
Romaine de Veyran. The pillars were erected in this valley along the line between the
channel remains and the Roman villa. This valley - as is now thought - was crossed by
means of a series of six inverted siphons made of lead conduits, the pillars equipped with
open tanks on top, in which the lead conduit discharged and from where the water
entered the next siphon (Fig.146-147). Envisaging that the 70 m distance between the
pillars was a strict procedure a sixth pillar, P0 in Fig.146, is projected near the east side
of the valley. At the end of the line the last pillar (P5, with the tank in situ) served as
receiving tank for the sixth and final siphon. From here the villa - 200m further away and
a bit lower in elevation - was served, presumably also by a lead conduit. The hydraulic
gradient, 4m/400m=1%, is high compared to what Andreossy mentions for the suterazi
(1‰) but not impossibly high.191
Thus it appears that the Romans applied the system of the ‘Pompeii water towers’ at
Causses-et-Veyran just for water conveyance; in fact similar to the system of the
Ottoman suterazi, here bridging a valley 20m deep and 400m wide. Of course they could
have built a real bridge, but for a single villa it was less important to have a discharge
adaptable to varying supply. Constructing the pillars and installing the lead pipe must
189

Viartola et al. 2013. The distance between the stone pillars at Los Banales is 4.9m, the pillars reaching up to
7m. A reconstruction with a wooden channel connecting the pillars from top to top appears realistic for Los
Bañales. The 70m between the pillars at Causses-et-Veyran prohibit a similar construction.
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Haurillon 2012, 96, fig.100; ibid. 114.
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There exists no information from modern measurements about the gradient between suterazi at Istanbul.
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have been cheaper than building a bridge. One wonders, however, why the Romans did
not choose to construct a single siphon instead of 6 siphons plus towers to cross the
valley, like the much longer siphons did for Lyon not far away.

Fig.146. Reconstruction of inverted siphon with intermediate towers equipped with open tanks on top, crossing
a 400 m wide valley at Causses-et-Veyran, France (Haurillon 2012, 116).

Fig 147. Computer-reconstruction of inverted siphons with intermediate towers at Causses-et-Veyran (Haurillon
2102, 116).
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Caesarea's 'suterazi'
Roman water transport by means of consecutive siphons with water towers is also known
from Caesarea, Israel.192 Caesarea was founded in the 4th c. BCE by the Phoenicians. In
the 1st c. BCE it came under Roman influence. Herod the Great had extensive building
programs realized including the sea harbor, renaming the town as Caesarea Maritima in
honour of Augustus. It became the administrative capital of the Judaea province and
remained populated through late Roman and Byzantine times. In the 7th c. it fell to the
Arab conquerors.
Roman Caesarea had three main water lines, two from the north, the High Level
Aqueduct (with two channels I and II next to each other, built respectively 1st c. BCE and
1st c. CE), and the Low Level Aqueduct, and a third channel coming from the south
(Fig.148). Tsuk counted a total of 7 aqueducts in the Caesarean territory including a
Byzantine repair of an existing line.193

Fig.148. High Level Aqueduct, with inscription (Imp Caes Traianus Hadrianus Aug Fecit Per Vexillationem Leg
X Frete).
192
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Porath 2002, 108; 120. Hodge 1992, 243-245. Tsuk 2014, 100-104.
Tsuk 2014, 100.
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Both the High Level Aqueduct II, because of repairs, and the south aqueduct, right from
the start, were laid as terra cotta pipelines. The High Level Aqueduct II became for a
stretch equipped with three parallel 17cm diameter terra cotta conduits that were packed
in concrete (Figs.149-150). At two locations 'hydraulic devices' were found, tower-like
constructions, originally maybe 2 metres high (Fig.151). The pipes had elbows pointing
upward, the water rising up and discharging into a small tank on top. In the tank another
three pipes went down to continue by elbow pipes again in horizontal direction.194

Figs.149-150. Caesarea, High Level Aqueduct II. Because of repairs one channel became equipped with three
terra cotta conduits laid in the channel.

Fig.151. Caesarea, High Level Aqueduct II,
hydraulic device where the piped water passed
through an open tank (Hodge 1992, 243, fig. 170).

194

It is suggested that there have been more than two of these devices (Porath 2002, 110, n.10).
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The single pipe southern aqueduct, that functioned throughout the 3rd – 6th c. CE, was
equipped with similar devices of which three were found (Figs.152-153).195 At one device
the course of the pipe line, that runs below ground level, makes a turn of 90 degrees.

Figs.152-153. Caesarea, south aqueduct, hydraulic device where the piped water was made to rise and
fall about 1.5m in order to pass through an open tank (Porath 2002, 120).

The Caesarea devices and the interconnecting conduits are just a series of inverted
siphons, operating at a pressure of 1-2 metres water column. In fact they are similar to
the Causses-et-Veyran system, the Pompeii towers, the Ottoman suterazi, the Sicilian
torri piezometriche, be it that in comparison the pressure in the Caesarea pipes was low.
The Caesarea devices may just as well be called water towers, or 'Roman suterazi' for
that matter, with the modest height of about 2m.
For the water to flow there must of course have been a difference in level between one
device and the next one. Unfortunately, for the Caesarea systems no data are given
about the distance between the devices nor the difference in level between the tanks.
Porath suggests that the advantage of this system was that the conduit running
underground from one device to the next could follow the irregularities of the terrain.196
However, only if there are no high points in the underground conduit the water will flow
unimpeded. Air pockets may be trapped at such high points and reduce the head driving
the siphon, cause of lesser flow or even of a total stop and sometimes even preventing
start-up. Even changes to steeper slope should be avoided. Thus the interconnecting
195

Hodge 1992, 244 mentions 2 devices, Porath 2002, 119 mentions three. A similar device was found at Bet
She'an, Israel (Fahlbusch 2002, 62, Abb.7).
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Porath 2002, 119.
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conduitshould preferably run either horizontally, or at a slope according the gradient
needed, or rise up gradually to the next device. Sloping down regularly from the
upstream end to rise up to the other end is also a possibility, but high points and
changes to steeper slopes should be avoided (Figs.154-155).

Fig.154a,b,c. ‘Caesarea devices’ with interconnecting underground conduits, configurations that do not
interfere with water flow. Down from top: a) conduits sloping down; b) horizontal conduits; c) conduits
sloping down and up again. Not shown: conduits rising gradually up. In these cases entrained air will be
transported out of the line and does not interfere with the flow. The tanks must be arranged according to the
desired hydraulic gradient, which determines the capacity of the line.

Fig.155a,b. Configurations of interconnecting underground conduits that interfere with water flow. Above: a
change to steeper slope may trap air in a stationary pocket that is prevented to release backward because of
drag of flow; this results to overflow upstream and reduced discharge downstream. Below: high point in the
line trapping air pocket that cannot escape causing a permanent loss of head resulting to overflow upstream
and preventing water to reach the downstream tank.
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At Caearea the course of these underground pipelines have not been identified, be it that
some stretches have been excavated without giving conclusive data.197 We can only
guess how the pipes ran.
Water towers at Aquincum
However, at Aquincum, Hungary, remains of a similar system as at Caesarea may give
some clues. Originally a Celtic settlement, Aquincum was founded in the 1st c. CE as a
Roman stronghold on the banks of the Danube river on the north-eastern limes of the
Roman province of Pannonia.198 In 105 CE the legio X Gemina arrived from Noviomagus
(Nijmegen, the Netherlands) to replace the legio II Adiutrix that was to take part in the
Dacian campaign of Trajan.199 Around the fortress a city grew that became the capital of
Pannonia Inferior, having an estimated 30.000 inhabitants by the end of the 1st century.
Aquincum’s heyday occurred in the 2nd-3rd c. at what time it was the commercial centre
of Pannonia. Today its remains are located on the premises of the Aquincum Museum in
the Obuda district of Budapest.

Fig.156. Aquincum, remains of 2nd / 3rd c. aqueduct, with reconstructed section (Jamar 1991, 57, fig.28).
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e.g. for the Caesarea south pipeline (Porath 2002, 120, fig.15).
For a history of Aquincum see e.g. Póczy 1994, Jamar 1991.
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Earlier the legio II Adiutrix was sent from Italy to Noviomagus in the wake of the Batavian revolt. When
leaving Noviomagus for Aquincum it was replaced by legio X Gemina (Jamar 1991, 8).
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The castra enjoyed an aqueduct that also provided the civil settlement.200 Remains and
reconstructed sections of the 4.5 km line are now located in the middle of the 6-lane
Szentendrei roadway that runs along the museum (Fig.156). The inner city distribution
was realized by means of pressurized clay pipes, which ran underground, for some
stretches as twin conduits. Klara Póczy found four conduits on Roman street level rising
up vertically from underground.201
In a corner of the premises of the Aquincum museum a large block of mortared material
with 4 embedded clay pipes may be inspected (Figs.157-159). The conduits turn from
horizontal to vertical with elbow pipes. From the male/female joints the flow direction
may be established, that is, in two pipes the water flowed up, and in the other two it
went down. The contraption is similar to the Caesarea devices, the open tank connected
to the vertical pipes destroyed. The horizontal pipes differ in level: the incoming pipes
are positioned 65 cm above the outgoing pipes. Obviously the method according Fig.154b
was applied in reverse way, apparently because at the spot where the the block was
found the ground level rose in flow direction, so that a more elevated course of the pipes
was required.

Fig.157. Aquincum museum. Mortared block
with twin clay piping having rectangular
bends.
200
201

Fig.158. Aquincum museum. Mortared
block with twin clay piping having
rectangular bends, top view.

Póczy 1997.
Póczy 1980, fig. 52,53. For a drawing of the aqueduct of Aquincum Póczy 2006, 103.
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Fig.159. Aquincum museum. Mortared block with twin clay pipes having elbow joints, reconstruction. The
outgoing pipes ran 65cm higher than the arriving ones.

The four pipes Póczy observed rising up vertically from underground at Roman street
level show that the connecting tank must have been located above street level at some
elevated and accessible position. That is, there must have been a tower-like contraption
with an open tank on top, the pipes connected to it. We have no information of how high
these towers were, but they cannot have risen above the level of the aqueduct. From the
tanks on top water could be distributed to the baths, street fountains, individual
customers, as was the case in Pompeii. Thus, at Aquincum the inner city distribution was
realized by means of Pompeiian type water towers using clay pipes and devices as in
Caesarea. Nothing else than suterazi avant la lettre.
The examples of Causses-et-Veyran, Caesarea, and Aquincum show that water transport
by means of water towers and interconnecting siphons was applied throughout the
Roman world. The layout of the piped conduits and the height of the towers had to meet
certain conditions to guarantee sufficient flow and prevent malfunction, conditions the
Romans obviously quite well understood. Yet we are still stuck with the question whether
the Byzantine engineers also applied towers for their water provision systems. For an
indication the water provision of the basilica of St. John at Selçuk, Turkey, and its nearby
settlement will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
The Basilica of St. John at Selçuk and its Water Provision
The basilica of St.John
Some decades after the death of Christ St. John the Evangelist came to Ephesos bringing
Jesus’ mother with him. There he stayed for the remaining part of his life, until his death,
when a memorial was erected over his grave on the present day Ayasoluk hill. In the
fourth century Constantine built a basilica over his tomb which was destroyed in the fifth
century by earthquakes. It was replaced by Justinian (527-565) by a great 6-domed
basilica, a cruciform building measuring 140x110 metres (Fig.160). From then on the
inhabitants of what was Ephesos at that time settled more and more around the basilica
that stood for another 800 years, until in 1370 a violent earthquake tore it down. Its
ruins are now to be seen at the village of Selçuk.
The aqueduct
To provide church and settlement of water the probably pre-Roman Sirince aqueduct was
tapped. Coming from the hills in the east the water was led over the about one km wide
depression between the eastern hills and the solitary 83m high Ayasoluk hill on whose
southern spur St. John's Basilica was built (Fig.161).202 This was realized by means of a
typically byzantine bridge incorporating a large number of spolia, constructed between
549 and 565 CE and carrying a stone pipe line (Fig.162).

Fig.160. Plan of St. John's
Basilica at Selçuk (after
Krautheimer 1986, 243).
1- nartex
2- naves
3- ambon
4- tomb
5- absis & transepts
6- treasury
7- baptisterium
8- atrium
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The higher part of the hill is occupied by the walled ‘Byzantine/Seljuk castle’; on its very top a church had
been erected, the remaining apsis later turned into a cistern. Within the walls a mosque stands on lower
grounds.
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After the conquest by the Seljuks in the 14th century the great Isa Bay Mosque was built
just west of the church on the foot of the Ayasoluk hill, for which a new water line with
suterazi was constructed parallel to the old byzantine line, five suterazi standing today.203

0 100 200m
Fig.161. Map of Selçuk with Ayasoluk hill to the west and hills to the east. From left to right: light yellow, Artemision;
red, Isa Bey mosque; dark yellow, Basilica of St. John with entrance gate to the south; light green, Byzantine-Seljuk
castle on Ayasoluk hill; blue square, cistern; dotted blue line, remains of byzantine bridge; green, road towards eastern
hills. Contour lines below 50 masl in blue, on Ayasoluk above 50 masl dark red.

Fig.162. Byzantine aqueduct bridge in ca. 1898. In the back the Byzantine-Seljuk castle on the Ayasoluk hill
(after Wiplinger 2010, 602).
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For aspects of the history of Selçuk see e.g. Wiplinger 2010.
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Forchheimer described the 656 metres long Byzantine bridge, counting 124 piers
numbered accordingly starting from the east. A number of perforated spolia, mainly
from columns, with male/female sockets, i.e. conduit stones, were found lying about in
the surroundings or incorporated in walls of houses and of gardens on the south side of
the hill.204 Forchheimer counted some 50 conduit blocks, and observed that the equally
sized arches between the standing piers 114-117 at the foot of the Ayasoluk hill each
have their springing stones at an elevation some 40-50 cm higher towards the basilica
(Fig.163).205 Forcheimer concluded that the bridge at that point constituted a ramp
sloping up, so that a pressure conduit must have been carried on top of the bridge, a
siphon, ‘as also exists in neighbouring Smyrna’. Forchheimer did not discuss the odd
situation that the conduit, instead of being installed on the rising hill side itself - the
usual thing for siphons - was carried on top of a rising bridge 8-9 metres above the
sloping terrain.

Fig.163. Piers 114, 115, 116 and 117 on foot of slope leading to St. John basilica (pier no. 1 is at the
upstream end). Flow direction from right to left. Note springing of equally sized arches at different levels,
constituting a slope of about 5 degrees. The top of the arch rises 8 m above the terrain.
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Forchheimer 1923, 250. For Forchheimer’s text on the Byzantine bridge see e.g. Wiplinger 2010, 602-607.
The distance between the piers being 5.5 to 6 m m the slope would be about 5 degrees at this point.
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Of the presumed pressure line neither start nor ending - header tank and receiving tank have been traced. Visible remains of the bridge take their ending south of the entrance
gate of the basilica ("das Tor der Verfolgung"), next to and some distance beyond a late
antique cistern with 2nd c. columns.206 Just west of the cistern the springing of an arch is
visible. Whether the conduit stones were indeed part of a siphon and where such
pressure line would have started and where it ended has remained unanswered. To gain
more clarity the Ayasoluk hill, St. John's Basilica and Castle, were visited by the author in
2010.207
Pipe elements
In the open air depot of the excavation house north of the St. John's Basilica a total of 61
stone pipe elements together with a number of fragments, all spolia, have been laid in
rows of three (Figs.164-166). About 37-60 cm long and 38-50 cm wide the pipe elements
have a bore of 14 to 15 cm (one element has a bore of 30 cm), at times chisseled in a
tapered way from both ends to a somewhat reduced diameter in the middle. The wall
thickness measures some 10-15 cm depending on the origin of the spolia elements, some
of which carry an inscription. The pipe elements all carry socket and flange without traces
of white sealing material, and are without calcareous incrustation (sinter) in the bore.
One 90 degree corner element was seen, while a few pipe elements had a perforation
from outside to the bore, diameter 7-8 cm.

Figs. 164-166. Pipe elements from spolia on the depot of the
excavation house, original location unknown. Right: reused
Corinthian capital.
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Wiplinger 2010, 609, fig.18.
The research team from the University at Denizli had shortly finished its excavation campaign. Permission
for the visit was kindly granted by the head of the research team Mustafa Büyükkolancı of the Denizli University
through advocacy of Dipl. Ing. Gilbert Wiplinger of the ÖAI. Izzet Önal, archaeologist, and Semik Belik, master
student, assisted during the visit.
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A further 8 pipe elements were spotted lying astray on the premises of the St. John's
Basilica, three more elements were seen just outside of the main entrance gate and one
fragment near piers 114-117 of the bridge (Figs.167-170). Two more pipe elements were
spotted in the field next to the Isa Bey Mosque.208

Figs. 167-169. Pipe elements on the premises of the St. John's Basilica.

Fig.170. Pipe elements near
entrance gate to the St. John's
Basilica.
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The stone pipe elements incorporated in wall of the Seljuk mosque near the Artemision probably stem from
the lead-stone water conduit of the Artemision itself.
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Byzantine-Seljuk castle
On the terrain between St. John's Basilica and the walls of the Byzantine-Seljuk castle on
the top of the Ayasoluk hill no pipe elements were spotted. The walls of the castle are in
good condition, the west walls, with entrance gate, undergoing restoration in 2010
(Fig.171). The lower parts of the walls show a great number of spolia, some with
inscriptions. Inside the castle walls two pairs of vaulted cisterns, on the south-west and
on the south-east side, are positioned next to the castle wall on lower grounds.

Fig.171. Byzantine-Seljuk castle on Ayasoluk hill, east view. On the very top remains of byzantine church (apse)
that later was turned into a cistern. A bit lower to the left a Seljuk mosque. St. John basilica is located further to
the left on lower grounds, not visible in this figure (photo panoramio.comphotoslarge59734867).

A Seljuk mosque is situated at higher elevation, but the very top of the hill at 85 m.a.s.l.
was occupied by a Byzantine church, its apse turned into a cistern in Seljuk times
(Figs.172a,b). About 7.5 m long and 6 m wide the capacity of the semi circular cistern is
estimated some 80 cubic metres.209 The roofing is supported by a square pier and two
arches, while the walls have been widened on the inside for an extra 50 cm up to 2m
high, apparently against leaking. The cistern must have served the small hamam nearby
(Fig.173).

209

See also Forchheimer 1923, 251-2, who mentions 140m3 in regard of traces of opus signinum up to 3.5 m
above the floor of the cistern.
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Fig.172a. Apsis of Byzantine church on the very top of the
Ayasoluk hill, in later days turned into cistern.

Fig.172b. Interior of the apsecistern.

How the cistern received its water is not clear. According to the opinion of the excavators
it was fed by rain water collected on the roofing. A collecting system is not attested and
the area of the roof seems not sufficient to collect sufficient water to fill the cistern. Being
situated at the very top of the hill, more or less flat, collection of rain water from the
surrounding area would have been a difficult but not impossible task.
Four conduit stones were seen on the excavated road near the mosque, half a conduit
stone is incorporated in the surrounding east wall of the castle (Figs.174-175). Thus a
total of 78 conduit stones plus fragments have been identified, of a total of at least 1600
needed for a siphon to cross the depression.

Fig.173. Remains of Seljuk hamam near top of Ayasoluk hill. Note piping in wall (arrows).
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Figs.174a,b. Conduit stones near Seljuk mosque.

Fig.175. Conduit stone in west
wall of Byzantine-Seljuk castle.

St. John's Basilica

On the premises of the St. John's Basilica, however, water did flow, as a fountain in the
north part of the church, gutters, and baptisterium show (Fig.176-178). In the wall of the
baptisterium's piscina two orifices are incorporated some 15 cm below the rim, evidently
serving as inlet and outlet maximizing the water level in the piscina. An orifice to drain
the piscina at floor level was not readily visible (Fig.179).

Figs.176-178. St. John basilica. Fountain, gutters, piscina of baptisterium.
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Fig.179. St. John basilica, baptisterium, detail. Orifices in wall left and right of three -stepped staircase.

But how did the water get there? In the corridor east of the baptisterium and south of
the treasury chamber two vertical ceramic pipes with a diameter of about 15 cm emerge
at present floor level (Figs.180-183). The pipes are fitted in a rectangular brick structure
about 45cm wide and 120 cm long, next to the paved - a bit further arched - pass-way
leading towards the treasury chamber.

Fig.180. Baptisterium with piscina (A), and treasury chamber (B), of St. John basilica. In corridor (C) east of
baptisterium two vertical ceramic water pipes emerge at floor level (red square). Illustration taken from explanatory
panel on site, adapted by author.
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Fig.181. St. John's basilica. Corridor east of baptisterium
with arched pass-way. In front of the arch on its left side
two vertical ceramic pipes emerge at floor level, fitted into a
rectangular brick structure.

Figs.182-183. Bottom, detail of Fig.
181. Top: view from above.

With water flowing up and down in the pipes and the rectangular structure more
elevated, we are dealing with the remains of a water tower, with a tank on top where
water emerged from one pipe to go down in the other again. This is nothing else than a
'Byzantine suterazi' so to say. To serve the baptisterium nearby, the tower did not have
to be higher than one or two metres at the most. Other water towers may have existed
on the premises of the church and in the settlement around it but no remains could be
traced.
From the map of Fig.161 it can be seen that the water tower was situated close to the 40
m.a.s.l. line. So the water must have been brought up at least to this level, and water
could only have been brought up this high by a pressure line, a siphon. It must have
reached 10-15m above the top of the lowest part of the Byzantine bridge. Thus a siphon
of moderate pressure was sufficient to this end, and, by building the bridge - about 9
metres high – the Byzantines had to deal with a pressure one bar lower in comparison
with a conduit laid out on ground level.
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A Byzantine siphon
The fact that a water tower was installed on the basilica premises and probably also one
or more water towers in the surrounding settlement excludes that this siphon would also
have served the castle on top of the hill, at a level at least 30 m or even 40 m higher, if
the very top with the byzantine apse turned into cistern was to be served by it. In that
case the water tower at the basilica would have had to be 40 m high which is clearly
impossible in view of dimensions and construction characteristics. The conduit blocks
found on the premises of the castle must be regarded spolia taken from the Byzantine
siphon and carried up for construction purposes of some kind.
The question remains where the siphon started and where it ended. The bridge ran
alongside and past the late antique cistern with a roof carried by 2nd c. columns
(Figs.184-185). Springing of arches are recognizable just beyond the cistern, the bridge
carrying the piped conduit above the level of the roofed cistern. In line with the bridge a
stone block with a vertical perforation that carries remains of a ceramic pipe is located at
about 28-30 m.a.s.l. (Fig.185).

Fig.184. Remains of Byzantine bridge rising up to St. John's basilica. To the left cistern. In front to the right
springing of arches of the bridge. In the back piers no. 115 and 116 with reconstructed arch (Fig.163).
Remains
Byzantin
There isofjust
one

vertical pipe fitted in the block, so it cannot have been a suterazi in the
strict sense, as then at least two conduits would have been required, one going up, one
going down. But it may have been the start of a suterazi line, a water tower with a single
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conduit going down taking water from the receiving tank of the siphon. From there
consecutive water towers may have been erected towards the basilica and maybe to
elsewhere as conduits could go down in any direction from the tanks on top.
..

Fig.185. Stone block fitted
with ceramic pipe close to and
in line with remains of the
bridge. In the back to the left
the late antique cistern.
Remains of Byzantin

Thus, to serve the baptisterium and the associated water tower nearby the water line
making a turn of about 60 degrees to the north - would have been no problem.
The receiving tank of the siphon on its turn should have been reaching some 10 m above
present ground level, up to or just below 40 m.a.s.l., supplying the single-conduit water
tower next to it. The tower must have gained the similar but not impossible height of 10
metres. With the 5 degrees rising of the sloping bridge and a distance of about 120-140
metres between the start of the sloping at pier no.114 and the presumed location of the
receiving tank a vertical distance of 10-12 metres may be covered, which would
conveniently meet this condition (Fig.186).
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Fig.186. Google maps, St. John's Basilica. Pier 114 of Byzantine bridge below just left from the main street (A),
with consecutive piers running towards the left parallel to the south side of cistern B. C: location of block fitted
with vertical ceramic pipe. D: entrance gate of basilica, E: location of water tower. F: baptisterium.

Of course the siphon must have started at a higher elevation. To the east remains of the
Byzantine bridge start at a level a little above 30 m.a.s.l., near the first of the surviving
suterazis of the Seljuk water line that ran parallel to the Byzantine bridge (Fig.187).210
Continuing eastward in a straight line the slopes rise rapidly. No conduit stones were
spotted in the densely populated area which could only be inspected for a part because of
closed-off premises. To acquire sufficient elevation to drive the siphon the header tank
should have been positioned at 40 to 50 m.a.s.l. amidst the present day settlement. It
appeared vain to find remains of the header tank in this area of unplanned building
activities. Further to the east and somewhat to the south, just beyond the built area
limits where the hills become steeper, two springs deliver a trickle of water. On and in
the surface of the rising dirt road leading eastward into the hills (indicated on the map of
Fig.161) fragments of ancient ceramic pipes (next to modern ones) with calcareous
incrustation on the inside were spotted, indicating that a water line ran to the West that

210

The Seljuk suterazi shows only two conduits, one for incoming water, the other for outgoing water, which
means that just one conduit carried water to the Isa Bey mosque, contrasting Wiplinger who assumes, citing
Forchheimer, that the suterazi line was equipped with ‘zwei türkischen Rohrstrangen’ (Wiplinger 2010, 610).
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may have been feeding the header tank to the Byzantine siphon (Fig.188). Whether
these pipes were associated with the Sirinci aqueduct could not be established. Another
spring was found nearby on higher grounds while a modern water station had been
erected a small distance to the south at an elevation of about 100 m.a.s.l. From this
point an excellent view of Selçuk and the Ayasoluk hill was attained (Figs.189-190).

Fig.187. Seljuk suterazi, with a rising and a
descending pipe. To the right in the back remains of
piers at the start of the Byzantine siphon bridge.

Fig.188. Remains of ceramic piping, ancient (near
plastic bottle, and modern (in situ) in dirt road
leading up into the hills east of Selçuk.

Fig.189. Modern water
station in the eastern
hills at about 100
m.a.s.l. overlooking
Selçuk to the right.
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Fig.190. Overview of Selçuk from the eastern hills. Remains of Byzantine siphon bridge in the centre. Ayasoluk
hill with the Byzantine/Seljuk castle in the back; to the left remains of the St. John basilica and entrance gate.

Thus an attempt can be made to reconstruct the water line towards the St. John basilica,
with siphon, basilica water tower, and conjectural water towers (Fig.191). The siphon
would have been about 800 metres long of which 670 metres was carried on the
Byzantine bridge. The head driving the siphon is not clear; a value about 10 m seems
realistic, giving the siphon a hydraulic gradient of 12.5 m/km, a figure comparable with
that of the Yzeron siphon at Lyon (9.1 m/km), the Madradag siphon at Pergamon (12.6
m/km), and the Aspendos siphon (8.3 m/km). Some siphons have higher values, like the
Patara siphon (18.5 m/km), and the Mont d’Or siphon at Lyon (19 m/km), so that a head
of 15 m would also have been possible.211
Assuming a head of 10 to 15 metres we may estimate the amount of water that flowed
towards basilica and settlement, using the Darcy-Weisbach formula:

where Q = the discharge in m3/sec , A = cross section of conduit in m2, g = gravitational
constant = 9.81 m/sec2,

= head driving the siphon in m, Rh = hydraulic radius = D/4

for full conduit flow with D = diameter of conduit in m,

= friction factor, depending on

roughness of inner wall of conduit, and L = length of the conduit in m.
211

See e.g. Kessener 2000, 21.
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Fig.191. Byzantine siphon at Selçuk, presumptive profile. Water flow from right to left. A header tank, B receiving
tank / water tower, C basilica water tower, D conjectural water towers, E baptisterium, F conduits for local water
supply. Approximate distances and levels in metres. Vertical scale enhanced.

For the Byzantine siphon one may take D = 0.15 m, from which A and Rh may be
derived, L = 800 m,

= 10-15 m, and the friction factor , from handbooks, in view of

the roughness of the inner wall of the conduit stones of an estimated 5 mm:

~ 0.06.212

This comes down to some 14-17 litres/sec, or 1200 to 1500 cubic metres per day. It is
tempting to draw conclusions about the population of the settlement around the basilica,
assuming that the church itself would not be a great ‘consumer’, but the main
uncertainty is the consumption per capita. Figures vary widely, for Rome in its heydays it
is said to have been a high 500 or even 1000 litres per person per day (l.p.p.d.). For
Pergamon figures are some 160-190 l.p.p.d.213 If we take 200 l.p.p.d. the population
would have been 6000 to 7500 people, a sensible figure although to be taken with great
care.
The Byzantine siphon ended well above ground level, its rising section built on arches on
a rising hill side. From the receiving tank of the siphon a system of water towers served
church and settlement. It shows that siphons were a technique that continued to be used
in Byzantine times, and that also in those days water towers - ‘Byzantine suterazi' so to
say - were applied for transport and for distribution of water just as they were before in
Pompeii and elsewhere. The name of the builder of the Byzantine water line is known:
just after the basilica was constructed the technites Lazaros got order from archbishop
Johannes who was commissioned by the emperor.214
It is not known whether the Byzantine water system was functional when Ephesos came
into Turkish hands. But the aqueduct feeding the siphon must still have been running
212

Schneider 1996, 13.15.
Kessener 2000, 118, n. 38. Modern consumption for the Netherlands is 125 l.p.p.d., for Egypt it is a low 25
l.p.p.d.
214
Wiplinger 2010, 609.
213
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when the water line with suterazi was constructed alongside of the Byzantine siphon
bridge to supply the new Isa Bey mosque (Fig.192). In all probability the line tapped the
byzantine header tank. As the mosque was built on lower grounds - between 10 and 20
m.a.s.l. - the suterazi did not have to be higher than 5 to 7 m in the depression between
the hills to the east and the Ayasoluk hill.

Fig.192. Isa Bey mosque as seen from atrium of St. John basilica.

It will be clear that the St. John basilica in Selçuk was provided a) by a piped aqueduct
coming from the hills in the east, the final depression of which was crossed by a siphon,
a stone conduit with elements made from spolia, and b) that the water distribution on
behalf of the basilica and of the surrounding settlement was realized by means of
‘Byzantine suterazi’, or, as a matter of fact, by Pompeiian-type water towers, be it that
the conduits were made of ceramic pipes rather than lead.
Further examples of water conveyance and distribution with water towers and inverted
siphons may be observed at Palmyra and Apameia, and also at Milete and Perge,
functioning in late Roman / early Byzantine times and in Byzantine territory. They will be
discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Palmyra and Apameia
Aspects of the water provision of Palmyra
Palmyra, City of Thousand Columns, also known as Tadmor for both the ancient and the
modern city, is situated in the middle of the Syrian desert (Fig.193).215 There it survived
because water could be made available from underground aquifers. Publications about
the supply and distribution of water at Palmyra are scarse. Investigations are those by
Dora Crouch (1975), then Meyza (1985), and Baranski (1997).216 A plan is shown in Fig.
193.

Fig.193. Palmyra,´landmarks´ (by Attar-Aram, commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Palmyra's_landmarks
(October 2015)). Red line: city walls.
215

For a history of Palmyra see e.g. The Rise and Fall of Palmyra, in: Bryce 2014, part 4. The current fate of
Palmyra’s archaeological remains and associated violence is highlighted in numerous newsreels, e.g. Lawler
2014; also aaas.org/page/ancient-history-modern-destruction-assessing-status-syria-s-tentative-worldheritage-sites-7 (nov. 2016). The modern city became largely destroyed and was completely deserted with only
a few tenths of inhabitants having returned by August 2016 after the ISIL conquerors were ousted in preceding
March. By the end of 2016 the city was retaken by ISIL.
216
See Juchniewicz & Zuchowska 2012, 61.
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The Polish Centre of Mediterranean Archaeology of the University of Warsaw has been
excavating at Palmyra since 1959. In 2002 a trench was dug in the western section of
the Great Colonnade, revealing 8 ceramic water conduits dating from the 2nd to the 4th
Century CE as well as a sewer channel, all running about 1 m below street level.217 A
survey conducted in 2010 documented traces of the water supply within the territory of
the city.218 Furthermore a Syrian-Norwegian project called Palmyrena (University of
Bergen, Norway) investigated areas north of Palmyra. A high concentration of villages
was revealed, with water collecting systems that made an intensive agricultural and
horticultural exploitation of the hinterland possible, of great importance of Palmyra’s food
supply that continued into the Umayyad period.219
Apart from a number of wells within the city walls, 31 locations presently known but
apparently not in use simultaneously, and in addition to the well know Efqa Spring just
west of the town , there were two aqueducts that provided Palmyra with water, one from
the north, one from the west (Fig.194).

Efqa spring

Fig.194. Palmyra. City plan, with Western and Northern aqueducts (after Juchniewicz & Zuchowska 2012).
217
218
219

Zuchowska 2003.
Juchniewicz & Zuchowska 2012, 2013.
Meyer 2013. See also www.org.uib.no/palmyrena/content/02_Publications.htm
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The 7 km Western Aqueduct was constructed in the 2nd Century CE (Fig.195). It fed
pipelines running down the street of the Great Colonnade. The Northern Aqueduct,
attested by remains of a channel and a castellum aquae just outside the northern wall
near one of its towers (Fig.196) was probably built during the reign of Justinian (527565). While the Northern Aqueduct seems to have functioned mainly during Byzantine
times, the Western Aqueduct provided Palmyra of water up into the early Arabic Period
(7th- 9th Century CE).220
For the Western Aqueduct no castellum divisorium has been attested, yet numerous
pipelines have been found below street level as well as on street level, the latter believed
to date from late Roman and Byzantine times. A number of stone blocks have been found
along the north portico of the Colonnaded Street measuring about 1 x 2 metres, with
ceramic elbows turning from horizontal to vertical (Figs. 197-200). Similar to the
construction found in the St. John’s Basilica discussed in the preceding chapter the stone
blocks are bases of water towers, with some kind of tank on top where the water entered
and left again. How high the towers were can only be surmised; if they were to have fed
the Diocletian baths and the nymphaea - two nymphaea have been identified, one to the
east and one to the west of Palmyra - a height of at least one or rather two metres may
be assumed.

Fig.195.Remains of channel, Western Aqueduct
(hist.uib.no/antikk/dias/Syria/PalmyraW/Aquadu
ct/Data/page.htm?19,0 (nov. 2015).
220

Fig.196. Remains of Northern Aqueduct channel
(Juchniewicz & Zuchowska 2012, Fig.11 ).

Juchniewicz &Zuchowska 2012, 66-70.
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Fig.197. Base of water tower, Great Colonnade (Juchniewicz &
Zuchowska 2013, Fig.5 ).

Fig.198. Base of water tower,
Great Colonnade. Stone
pipeline in the back.
(hist.uib.no/antikk/dias/Palmy
ra/Vandledning/Data/page.ht
m?37,0 (nov. 2015)).

Fig.199. Great Colonnade, view
towards Monumental Arch (now
destroyed). Base of water tower
in shadow of the visitor
(kaemena360.com/360/Palmyra
(nov. 2015)).

Fig.200. Great Colonnade, base
of water tower (arrow). In the
back: Tetrapylon.
(hist.uib.no/antikk/dias/Palmyra/
SjlegadeE-Data-page.htm-19,0
(nov. 2015)).
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The stone base of Fig.201 incorporates three elbow joints, two in line with and connected
to the pipeline running along the Great Colonnade; a pipe connected to the third elbow
joint leaves at an angle of about 45 degrees crossing the street to some unknown
destination. A reconstruction of the water tower is given in Fig. 202. There is one
supplying conduit and two outgoing ones, evidence that in the tank the water was
divided and redirected, that is distributed. How this was done, by closing the outgoing
conduits by wooden bungs or by dividing the tank into separate sections with walls
equipped with orifices cannot be retraced. But surely some kind of regulation must have
existed.

Fig.201. Base of water tower with remains of ceramic conduits
attached, northern portico of the Great Colonnade, near Baths of
Diocletian.
(www.hist.uib.no/antikk/dias/Palmyra/Vandledning/Data/page.htm?1
6,0)

Fig.202. Reconstruction of water tower,
one supplying conduit and two outgoing
conduits. Height of tower unknown.

Palmyra counted 200.000 inhabitants in the 3rd Century CE, the era of the famous queen
Zenobia. The city fell to the Arabs in 633 CE (Caliphat of Rashidun), after which it
became Ommayad territory. Ommayad buildings incorporate pipe blocks from the
dismantled stone conduit, thereby cutting off this water line. But the Arabs must have
found the water provision functioning when they took the city and maybe wondered
about the city's water distribution system they encountered and were not yet accustomed
to.
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Water distribution at Apameia
Apameia, in the west of Syria between Hama and Aleppo, was founded in 300 BCE by
the Seleucids (Fig.203).221 It became Roman in the 1st Century CE. In Byzantine times it
became center of the monophysites; its heyday occurred during the fifth and sixth
centuries CE. Apameia fell to the Arabs in 638.222
Aqueduct

Fig.203. Map of Apameia. The aqueduct arrived from the north and entered the city near the
northern baths (Vannesse et al. 2014, 246, Fig.1).
221

The Mission Archéologique belge à Apamée de Syrie has executed excavation programs at Apameia for over
50 years, coordinated by the Université Libre de Bruxelles and the Archaeological Reseach Center (CReA). In
2012 site has been subject to war activities and bombings followed by extensive pillaging (Vannesse et al.
2014, 245).
222
Vannesse et al. 2014, 245.
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Apameia is known for its north-south oriented Great Colonnade, which is longer than the
one at Palmyra, 1850m vs 1200m (Fig. 204). An aqueduct coming from a spring 80km to
the north entered the city at the north gate near the bath buildings, and provided the city
with water from 47 CE onward (Fig.205). The city had an extensive water distribution
system incorporating an ‘inner aqueduct’ of early byzantine date (end of 5th Century)
running 3 m above ground level parallel to the Cardo Maximus. It is said to have carried
water at a some 500 l/sec, supplying pressurized ceramic conduits (Fig.206).

Fig.204. Apameia, north part of Cardo Maximus
(hist.uib.no/antikk/dias/Syria/Apamea/Data/page.htm?32,0 (November 2015)).

Fig.205. Apameia, north
aqueduct, bath building and
castellum divisorium (Kamash
2006, Fig. 7.5).
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Fig.206. Apameia, ceramic conduits near
‘Antiochia-gate’. Structure against wall to
the left possibly a water tower.
(hist.uib.no/antikk/dias/Syria/Apamea/Dat
a/page.htm?20,0 (November 2015)).

Vannesse mentions a ‘water tower’ of Byzantine times in the southern part of the city. It
was found in 1938 (now lost). From the water tower ‘nine’ terra cotta conduits left to
several destinations, similar to the ‘Table de repartition de l’eau publique’ described in
1941 by Lacoste.223 The spectacular find by Lacoste revealed a more or less rectangular
construction 1.5 m square, located about 180m from the colonnaded street in the south
part of the town (Figs.207-208). Vertical clay conduits are positioned in a circle around a
larger sized conduit in the center. Observing similar contraptions when visiting Hama
Lacoste noted that the water rose up from below through the central pipe, and ran down
again through twelve pipes positioned around it, towards respective destinations.224 As
can be seen from the pipe remnants in Figs. 198-199 the pipes must have run up to a
higher elevation, so that the contraption itself must have been higher. Both contraptions
evidently functioned as water towers with one large size supplying conduit and multiple
off-take pipes. The ´fontainier´ regulated the distribution maybe closing off outgoing
conduits with wooden bungs. An attempted reconstruction, available on the internet,
presents a circular set up with regulation by wooden bungs (Fig.209).

223

Vannesse et al. 2014, 247.
Lacoste 1941, 119: L’eau de la conduite mère traverse le pilier de bas en haut et sourd au centre de la
dalle ; elle s’étale dans une cuvette profonde de quelques centimétres avant de s’écouler par douze trous
disposés en couronne, dans les canalisations qui partent du pilier.
224
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Fig.207. Apameia, (base of) water tower 1.5 m wide with central supplying pipe and multiple outgoing conduits
(Lacoste 1941, Fig. VI-6).

Fig.208. Apamea, (base of) water tower (Lacoste 1941, Fig. VI-7, courtesy M. Vannesse). In Fig. 207
eight vertical off-take pipes are visible. In the picture above, of the same contraption of Fig.207, nine,
possibly ten (or even twelve?) off-take pipes (part of base broken away ) were fitted in the block.
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Kamash 2006 rightly thinks of the contraption as a secondary castellum (divisorium), the
aqueduct entering the city a considerable distance away, near the north gate.

225

Kamash

'identified' three ‘street fountains’ at Apameia (Fig.201), which, as will be clear from the
figure, are nothing else than bases of water towers.226

Fig.209. Apamea, water tower,
tentative reconstruction of regulation
with wooden bungs.
(romanaqueducts.info/scriptie2008/basi
nswithcms/cmsindex.htm (oct. 2015)).

Fig.210. Apamea, base of water tower,
erroneously identified as ‘street fountain’
by Kamash (Kamash 2006, Fig.7.15).
225
226

Kamash 2006, 134
Kamash 2006, 138.
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Thus we see that in late Roman / early Byzantine times both Palmyra and Apameia had
pressurized clay conduits and water towers that were part of the city's water system, and
that the water towers functioned as transfer stations and distribution points, just as the
suterazi did in Ottoman Istanbul. Other cities in the byzantine empire no doubt had
similar systems.227 Both Palmyra and Apameia fell to the Arabs in the first half of the 7th
century and confronted the invaders with highly developed water systems equipped with
water towers and interconnecting siphons.
In western Anatolia remains of water towers have been attested at Byzantine Miletus.228
When in the 13th Century Miletus, after a turbulent period, finally became permanent
Muslim territory the ancient aqueduct still functioned for a part and fed a pressure line
with suterazi to provide the settlement named Balat built on the Miletus´ ruins.229 A
water tower with ceramic pipes going down vertically for at least 4 metres is also known
from Perge, on the south coast of Turkey just east of Antalya (Fig.211).230

Fig.211. Perge. Heavily incrusted 4 metres
high remains of brick water tower, with at
least 12 ceramic off take pipes, negative
imprints in sinter with a few sections of 15
cm diameter pipes in situ.

In the next chapter the ancient water provision of Laodikeia ad Lycum (Turkey) will be
discussed, where a 800 metres high pressure stone siphon ended directly at a water
tower, for distribution.
227

E.g. Scythopolis (Falhbusch 2002,62).
Tuttahs 2007, 173-188.
229
Tuttahs 2007, 394-401.
230
At Perge ceramic pipes going down vertically may be seen at several locations taking water directly from an
elevated water channel that runs through the city.
228
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Chapter 8
A Water Tower at Laodikeia ad Lycum
Laodikeia ad Lycum
Laodikeia ad Lycum, in the West of Phrygia some 8 km North of present day Denizli, was
founded in the 3rd Century BCE by the Seleucid king Antiochos II.231 The city was built on
a flat hill at about 280-290 m.a.s.l., its acropolis some 20 m higher. Surrounded on three
sides by rivers the hill was without natural springs, so that a man-made water supply
was desirable from the very start.232 In 133 BCE the town came under Roman control. It
became a bishopric as early as the 2nd Century CE and was an important and wealthy
center in the Byzantine period featuring seven churches built from early 4th Century CE
onward.233
Earthquakes struck Laodikeia, one in 60 CE, two earthquakes between 284 and 305. In
494 the city was completely leveled after which the town was reconstructed again. Early
7th Century a disastrous earthquake that also struck nearby Hierapolis ruined the town
once more. The citizens abandoned the city and settled in what is now known as
Denizli.234
In 2002 an excavation program was initiated by the Pamukkale University and the Denizli
Museum (Prof. Dr. Celal Şimşek), revealing numerous findings as well as many signs of
seismic activities. An important water-related object is a marble block 0.90x1.16m dated
114 CE, with an inscription referring to heavy penalties for damaging channels and
conduits and for polluting the water.235 Meanwhile, the archaeological site of Laodikeia
was put on the tentative list of Unesco World Heritage Convention.236
A productive spring near Denizli at 433 m.a.s.l., called Başpinar, was chosen as the main
source for Laodikeia’s ancient water provision. In the 1990s a twin clay pipeline, inner
diameter 26-27 cm and interpreted as Hellenistic, came to view during construction
works at Denizli, while also the remains of a presumably Roman channel were found, 50
cm wide and 60 cm high, with calcareous deposits 10cm thick.237 Incorporating several
bridges the aqueduct arrived at the 50m deep depression that separated the city from
231

See Şimşek & Büyükkolancı 2006a; Weber 1898.
The Lykos, Aspos, and Kapros rivers flow respectively to the North-East, the North-West, and the South-East
of the hill. A saddle separates the city from the hills to the south (Şimşek & Büyükkolancı 2006a, 137).
233
Ramsay 1895, 78.
234
Kumsar et al. 2015, 9-14.
235
Şimşek 2015, 67. Also hurriyetdailynews.com/ancient-water-law-unearthed-in-laodicea.
236
whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/5823/.
237
Şimşek & Büyükkolancı 2006a, 137-140.
232
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the hills 800m to the South. The depression was crossed by a twin siphon consisting of
two parallel conduits made of limestone blocks measuring 80-90cm square and up to
100cm long having a perforation of 38-40cm. Some stretches of the siphon have been
preserved in situ; conduit stones of destroyed parts lie about in the surroundings
(Figs.212-215). An early report on the siphon is by Weber 1898.

Fig.212. Map of Laodikeia a/L, after Şimşek & Büyükkolancı 2006a, 138. Dotted blue line: arriving siphon.
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Fig.213. Laodikeia, view to the West, with stadium and South thermae. Arrow: hydraulic tower. Dotted line:
pressure line (not visible) arriving from the South (after www.pamukkale.gov.tr/en/Ancient-Cities/Laodikeia).

Fig.214. Twin siphon at Loadikeia a/L, conduit stones in situ. The header tank was located near electricity pole.
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Fig. 215. Stone conduit blocks of the Loadikeia siphon. In the back the Laodikeia hydraulic tower.

Hydraulic tower / castellum divisorium I
At the other side of the depression, at the South edge of the city hill, the siphon arrives
at a ‘hydraulic tower’, 817m away from the header tank (Fig.216-219). Numerous clay
conduits running down show that the tank on top of the tower served as a distribution
point, an elevated castellum divisorium. A great mass of calcareous incrustations testify
of abundant leaking.
The tower is built against the East wall of the South thermae next to the stadium that is
built on the edge of the city hill. The upper part of the tower with the tank has been
destroyed. The wall of the bath building adjoining the hydraulic tower was preserved
probably because the tower with its massive incrustations prevented demolition.
Two stone conduits rise on the South side (A in Fig.219). From incrustations it appears
that water flowed in one conduit only which must have been supplying the tank on top of
the tower (Figs.220-221). With the present remains ranging about 7-8m above the
ground, tower and tank may have been 2-3 metres more elevated in view of the rising
angle of the supplying conduit and the more or less conical shape of the tower, so the
original construction may have been 10-11m high.
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Fig.216. Hydraulic tower at Laodikeia a/L,
South view, with remains of wall of south
baths on left side.

Fig.218. Laodikeia hydraulic tower, North view.

Fig.217. Laodikeia hydraulic tower, behind East wall of
bath building, West view,

Fig.219. Laodikeia hydraulic tower, East view,
massive incrustations, supplying conduit rising at
about 20 degrees from vertical on left side (A).
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Castellum divisorium II
About 430 metres to the North a second water distribution station / castellum divisorium
has been preserved to a height of some 2 m above ground level (Fig.222). Largely
destroyed it consisted of at least 4 rectangular basins measuring 4x8m to 15.5x10m and
15.5x18m. Recesses in the walls accommodated clay pipes for distribution purposes.

Fig.220. Clay pipes with incrustations running down from tower,
partly covering two stone conduits A, B.

Fig.221. View to the South from top
of Laodikeia hydraulic tower with
stone conduits A and B,
incrustations in conduit A only.

Fig.222. Laodikeia a/L, 2nd castellum divisorium. Recesses in wall for terra cotta distribution pipes.
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The arrangement must have been supplied by a conduit coming from the South that,
according to Şimşek et al., discharged into the 15.5x10m basin.238 Heavily incrustated
vertical pipes of large diameter suggest supplying and/or outgoing conduits (Figs.223224).239
According to Şimşek et al. the second castellum divisorium is located at 291 m.a.s.l.240 at a
level overlooking most of the city, suitable to supply the Central, West and East baths, as
well as the nymphaea.241

Figs.223-224. Laodikeia a/L, 2nd castellum divisorium. Large incrustated vertical clay pipes in floor (photo with
9 cm red pocket knife). Photo right: Şimşek & Büyükkolancı 2006a, 142, Fig.9.

The base of the hydraulic tower, ground level 278 m.a.s.l., stands 13m below the second
distribution arrangement. These figures are slightly different from Weber 1898, who puts
the hydraulic tower at 285 m.a.s.l. and the second distribution point at 294 m.a.s.l.
(Figs.225-226).242
A profile of the siphon was produced by Şimşek in 2006 (Fig.227).243 The header tank to
the twin siphon, of which Weber found some remains on the South edge of the
depression, now gone, was located at 316 m.a.s.l., a level mentioned by Weber as well
as by Şimşek et al. In Fig.227 the profile of the siphon starts at the in situ remains of the
twin conduit, at 300 m.a.s.l.

238

For a description of the present state see Şimşek & Büyükkolancı 2006a, 142. Also Weber 1898, 3-4.
Diameters up to 54 cm for stone and 40 cm for clay pipes (Şimşek & Büyükkolancı 2006a, 144 n.47).
240
Three metres lower than Weber's indication.
241
See Şimşek & Büyükkolancı’s map above. Four nymphaea are known today, the so called Westagora
nymphaeum, the Caracalla nymphaeum, and the Septimus-Severus nymphaeum, the latter excavated in 2003
by Şimşek et al. and their team. The Stadium-nympheum was supplied by the hydraulic tower (Şimşek &
Büyükkolancı 2006a, 143).
242
Because of modern instrumentation Şimşek & Büyükkolancı’s data may be regarded the better.
243
Şimşek & Büyükkolancı 2006b, 99.
239
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Fig.225. Laodikeia a/L, N-S profile of city hill and siphon by Weber. The aqueduct arrives from the north at
C (316 m.a.s.l.), where the header tank to the siphon was located. B: hydraulic tower/first water
distribution point, 285 m.a.s.l. A: second water distribution point/castellum divisorium, 294 m.a.s.l.
(Weber 1898, 2, Fig.1).

Fig.226. Detail of figure 225. Flow direction from right to left.

Fig.227. Laodikeia a/L, profile of siphon by Şimşek et al. From left to right: (Start of) twin stone pipeline (Ikiz
Traverten Borular), road (yol), railway (tren yolu), 1st distribution point (I. Su Dagitim Terminali), 2nd
distribution point (II. Su Dagitim Terminali). Vertical axis: elevation (seviye) in m.a.s.l. Horzontal axis:
distance from start of pipeline (uzaklık) in metres (Şimşek & Büyükkolancı 2006b, 99, Fig.12). Flow direction
from left to right.
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The twin siphon
To understand the hydraulic conditions, the profile from Şimşek’s figure was adapted to
account for the header tank. Taking Weber's (and Şimşek's) 316 m.a.s.l. for the
elevation of the header tank, a hydraulic gradient line may be drawn from header tank A
to the second castellum divisorium B (Fig.228).244
Clearly the conjectured top C of the hydraulic tower at 288-289m, 10-11 m above ground
level, is well below this line (the present height of the tower is indicated by the horizontal
line below C). If the siphon’s conduit ran to the tank on top of the hydraulic tower C, and
then descend to ground level and continue to the second distribution point B the tower
should have reached up to D, that is, it should have been some 20m high. That is an
impossibility in view of the present remains. Şimşek et al. suggest that the conduit would
have a T-joint at the hydraulic tower, with the leg of the up-side-down-T feeding the tank
on top. But then the static pressure at the T-joint would correspond to the level of D, so
that the water would emerge as a impressive fountain squirting up towards D.

Fig.228. Laodikeia a/L, profile siphon by Şimşek et al., adapted, with elevations of header tank (A), 2nd
distribution point (B), and reconstructed top of hydraulic tower (C).

The hydraulic gradient line could have been steeper between A and C and then less steep
between C and B. Weber indeed states that the top of the tower should have been at
244

In the drawing of Şimşek et al. the elevation of the ground level at the hydraulic tower is 20 m below the
start of the extant twin stone conduit. In Weber's illustration the ground level at the hydraulic tower is 31 m
below the header tank /start of the siphon. The elevation of the header tank in Fig. 226 may have to be
lowered by 4-5 m. Examined by Weber over a century ago the remains of the header tank are no longer visible
today.
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least as high as the level of the second distribution point.245 But if any significant amount
of water was to flow from the tower to the second distribution point a difference in level
between the two points is needed, that is, the hydraulic tower should have reached
considerably above the level of B, say halfway between the levels of B and D, which also
does not seem realistic in view of the dimensions of the tower.
A third possibility offers itself because we have two pipe lines. There would be no
problem if each conduit supplied its own distribution point, one conduit for the hydraulic
tower, and one for the second distribution point. The height of the hydraulic tower is
dictated only by the area it had to supply, i.e. the South thermae and adjoining agora as
well as the stadium plus surroundings. It may even be that the two conduits are not
contemporary, the earliest one supplying the second castellum divisorium while later a
second conduit was added ending on top of the hydraulic tower. A dating of the city’s
structures may resolve this issue.
Weber thinks that the aqueduct and siphon both date from Hellenistic times as the flat
city hill was without natural springs, so that Antiochus II had to take measures to provide
the settlement with water.246 Whatever the case, the Laodikeia situation shows that a
large siphon could end at a hydraulic tower supplying an open tank on top that served
both as receiving tank to the siphon as well as castellum divisorium from where the
water was distributed.
How the water was measured at Laodikeia a/L, by means of orifices under fixed head,
with intermediate containers or not, we do not know - the present remains do not resolve
this issue. But it is evident that water conveyance and water distribution by means of
inverted siphons, small and large, in combination with water towers, was a technique
that, maybe, originates from Hellenistic times, and that was known and applied by the
Romans - and the Byzantines.
Was it applied in Rome itself?

245

Weber 1898, 4: Das Terrain [of the second distribution point] (Barom. Höhe 294m) überragt dasjenige bei
dem Thurme B um 9 m, so dass dieser [the tower] notwendigerweise dieselbe Höhe haben musste.
246
Weber 1898, 12.
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Chapter 9
Water Towers at Rome
Rome's hills and aqueducts
Of the fourteen districts of Rome five lay atop of hills, the other in valleys in between
(Fig.229). The approximate maximum elevation of Rome's hills in m.a.s.l. is given in
Fig.230.1 With respect to the surrounding terrain these figures must be corrected by 1530 metres.
Most aqueducts came in at a sufficiently high level to service some of Rome's seven hills,
the Aqua Claudia and Aqua Anio Novus were high enough for all.2 The Appia and Virgo
could only reach the lower parts, the Appia running below ground level for its greater
part (Fig.231).

Fig.229. The seven hills of Rome, 1835 map. The Colosseum (red) is located in the valley
between the Palatine, Caelian, and Esquiline hills (thelatinlibrary.com/historians/
narrative/romanhistory (April 2016)).
1

For approximate elevation of the hills e.g. romanoimpero.com/2012/05/colle-palatino;
thelatinlibrary.com/historians/narrative/romanhistory.html;it.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=2013033
1130535AAk8Whb;allascopertadiroma.com/2011/04/nomi-soprannomi-curiosita-relativi;
avirel.unitus.it/bd/autori/scotton/pellegrino_cattolico/topografia. The figures in the table represent averaged
data.
2
Blackman and Hodge 2004, 126.
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area's
Fig.230. Maximum elevation of Rome's seven
hills in m.a.s.l.

Fig.231. Rome’s aqueducts (romanaqueducts.info/aquasite/index.html (April 2016)).

Every aqueduct - or its branch - ended at a castellum princeps (Fig.232). In which way
the distribution of the waters was realized has not been attested by archaeological
remains: virtually nothing has survived of the arrangements that were installed in these
castella although the numerous finds of (stamped) fistulae indicate that pipeline systems
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were commonplace.249 From such a castellum princeps the pipes must ran down (A in
Fig.232) to destinations such as baths and ornamental fountains as well as to secondary
castella. These castella no doubt must have been positioned at more or less elevated
locations, connected to the castellum princeps or to a further secondary castellum by
means of pressure lines inverted. Thus, in constrast with the general view inverted
siphons must have been common place at Rome.250 As an example the water provision of
the Colosseum and of the Meta Sudans fountain built next to it will be discussed.

Fig.232. Remains of the castellum princeps of the ‘Aqua Claudia and Anio Novus’ by Piranesi. Note the
recesses for descending lead conduits in the wall at the left side of the castellum indicated by A (‘incavi per
le fistole dell’Acqua’). In the back the Porta Maggiore (D).

The water provision of the Colosseum
The Flavian Amphitheatre, known as Colosseum presumably because of the 35m colossal
statue of Nero erected next to it, stands in the valley between the Palatine, Esquiline,
and Caelian hills. When its construction was completed in 80 CE it had a system of water
provision with lead conduits serving 44 fountains at ground level. Fountains at the second
level were served as well, and as is thought that even as high as the third level water
flowed, that is some 25-30 metres above the surrounding grounds (Figs.233-234). Later
249

See de Kleijn 2001 for a list of stamped fistulae.
Hodge 1992, 147: ‘siphons are very rare on the Rome metropolitan network’; Longfellow 2011, 220, n.28:
‘only four inverted siphons previously had been recognized in Rome’.
250
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this very complex water system was simplified by shutting off the conduits to the higher
levels.251

Fig.233. Water distribution
system of Colosseum (adapted
from Corazza & Lombardi
2002, Fig.1).

Fig.234. Colosseum, ground
level (III ambulacro), recess for
lead conduit on behalf of a
lacus; to the left reconstruction
of lacus (Corazza & Lombardi
2002, Fig.8).

The amphitheatre was possibly supplied from the Esquiline hill, although authors also
have postulated that the water came from the Caelian hill where Nero´s branch of the
Aqua Claudia, the Arcus Caelimontani (Arcus Neroniani), built in 62 CE, ran west crossing
the valley between the Caelian and Palatine hills by means of a siphon carried on a
bridge (to be replaced in Flavian times by a channel on a high 4 story overpass)
(Fig.235).252 As the Colosseum stands isolated in the valley water provision to the higher
levels by was only possible by means of pressurized conduits.
251

Corazza & Lombardi 2002, 48-58.
Schmölder-Veit 2011, 7. For a discussion of the republican and the later more copious imperial water
provision for the Palatine hill and its domus see the article of Schmölder-Veit 2011.
252
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Fig.235. Detail of a 1557 map by Beatrizet–Lafrery, with Arcus Caelimontani, Colosseum, and Meta Sudans
(adapted by author).
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Rome’s Meta Sudans
The same argument is valid for the nearby Meta Sudans fountain to the southwest of the
Colosseum, both the early Augustean Meta Sudans and the later Flavian one that
replaced it.253 The Flavian fountain had a large size lead conduit rising up vertically in the
middle of the construction to the top at a height of 16-17 metres above ground level
(Fig.236). Water spilled from the top to descend on the conical, marble clad outer surface
making the structure glisten, hence the adjective sudans, 'sweatening'.254 The only
solution was to have the fountain fed by an inverted siphon probably from the Esquiline
hill, although authors also have suggested that the water came from the Neronian
aqueduct on the Caelian hill as proposed for the Colosseum.255
Longfellow citing Panella discusses the idea that the Meta Sudans ‘was part of an
inverted siphon’ crossing the depression between the Caelian and Palatine hills. The
endpoint of the siphon would be ‘considerably lower than its starting point’ so that ‘the
pressure in the system would have made it possible for some water in the pipeline to
climb the vertical conduit at the center of the cone’ (Fig.239).256 We must think here of a
siphon crossing the valley, with a T-branch feeding the Meta Sudans. This would mean
that the flow from both exits, one on the top of the fountain and one at the endpoint on
the Palatine hill, would be mutually dependent. For one thing this would restrict the
elevation of the outlet on the Palatine hill to below the top of the Meta Sudans if the
Palatine were to receive substantial amounts of water. Moreover, shutting off the
fountain for instance by means of a tap installed in the line feeding it would result in
more water reaching the Palatine hill while also the supplying castellum would readily
become filled to the brim and overflow. Shutting off the supply at the castellum would
both stop the flow to the Palatine hill as well as to the Meta Sudans. Both situations are
highly undesirable, so that the Meta Sudans probably had its own siphon, another siphon
feeding the Palatine.257
253

The Augustean Meta Sudans was destroyed by the 64 CE fire, its remains buried by Nero on behalf of the
mile-long portico for his Domus Aurea (Longfellow 2011, 28). The construction of a new Meta Sudans was
probably initiated by Titus and completed shortly after Domitian became emperor in 81 CE. Its remains
survived until the 20th century. They were destroyed in 1936 for the new Via dell'Impero. Before it was torn
down archaeological investigations were performed in 1933 by Colini (Colini 1937). Later Panella investigated
its foundations that go down to a depth of 9 metres (Longfellow 2011, 35; Panella 1990, 1996). Further
research was performed in 1986-2003 by Zeggio and Pardini (Zeggio and Pardini 2007).
254
Meta is often translated as a post marking the ends of the spina in a Roman stadium. It may also represent
a conical mill stone or a cone of cheese (Longfellow 20011, 217 n.70). Meta-Sudans-type fountains are rare,
examples are only known from Djemila (ancient Cuicul) in Algeria (Fig.237) and from Thugga (Longfellow 2011,
218 n.84). For many decades Rome’s Meta Sudans was depicted on imperial coins, often in combination with
the Colosseum (Fig.238; Longfellow 2011, 39-48 and 218 n.84).
255
See Longfellow 2011, 219 n.14. Schmölder-Veit 2011, 7 suggests that a stamped fistula found in the area of
the Claudius temple may have been part of the conduit that fed the fountain. For an overview of the
archaeological remains see Longfellow 2011, 34-37.
256
Longfellow 2011, 36-37.
257
Several reconstructions have been made of the Meta Sudans, but how the water emerged from the top is
not elaborated upon. To have the complete conical surface glisten from top to bottom the water should spill
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Fig.236. Du Pérac 1621, fig. 15. View on the Arch of Constantine and the Meta Sudans. In the back the Palatine
hill, to the right the Arch of Titus. Vertical recess to accommodate the large size leaden conduit.

Figs.237-238. Meta Sudans at
Djemila, Algeria. Vertical recess
for rising conduit. Right:
Sestertius of Titus, with
Colosseum and Meta Sudans
(rogerpearse.com/weblog/2015/1
1/25 /the-meta-sudans-and-thedjemila-fountain-in-algeria
(October 2016)).

over the upper edge slowly and evenly at a uniform rate to all sides. The large diameter vertical conduit would
surely enable a slow rising of the water in sufficient quantities but the uniform spilling required a perfectly
horizontal orientation of the edge (or maybe of a ring of orifices), a remarkable engineering feat 17 metres
above ground level.
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Fig.239. Remains of the Meta Sudans, 1860-75 ca., photograph by Altobelli & Molins. Central recess for rising
lead conduit.

Water towers at Rome?
The examples above show that pressure lines were common at Rome. One wonders why
Pompeiian type hydraulic towers seem not to have been the choice for Rome’s water
distribution, but apparently none have been found.258 Frontinus' de Aquis is commonly
referred to when discussing Rome's water distribution.259 He mentions the numbers of
secondary castella for each aqueduct, totaling 247, that delivered 9687 quinariae.260 Of
this amount about 18% was apportioned nomine Caesaris, 37% for private purposes,
and 45% for public use. Public use included 591 laci taking 1333 quinariae, an average
within rather narrow limits of 2.26 quinariae per lacus. Frontinus mentions that the laci
received water from two different aqueducts, so that in times of supply problems of one
channel the laci would still receive water from the other.261 The 18 castra mentioned by
Frontinus received a modest 279 quinariae, ranging from 4 to 50 quinariae per castra.

258

De Kleijn 2001, 36 suggests this possibility: ‘Maybe the castellum looked like the water towers of Pompeii’,
also considering ‘small reservoirs with feed and outlet incorporated at certain height in other buildings’.
259
For Frontinus de Aquis Urbis Romae (or De Aquae Ductu Urbis Romae) see e.g. Grimal 1944 (text and transl.
in French.); Rodgers 2004 (text and transl. in English plus commentary); Del Chicca 2004 (text and italian
transl., commentary); Hunink 2013 (transl. in Dutch); Letzner and Merkel 2013 (transl. in German).
260
The quinaria is the unit of water discharge used by Frontinus, by some estimated to 0.4 liters/second but
much debated. For a discussion see chapter 11.
261
From 2.04 to 2.46 quinariae per lacus (De Aq. 81, also Kessener 2013a, 185, n.40). If Rome’s laci
discharged their water into a basin having an overflow as in Pompeii, the size of the runnel in the wall and
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Some discussion has arisen about the meaning of castra used by Frontinus. Bruun
thought that castra possibly may be explained as lacus.262 Wilson in his turn, because
castellum is the diminutive of castra, suggested that Frontinus’ castra - instead of
military camp - would represent (large sized) reservoir cisterns which would then serve
the greater number of castella as points of distribution.263 Moreover the number of known
military camps does not fit Frontinus’ 18 castra. However, reservoirs fed by an aqueduct
are filled from the top – at a level at or below to the supplying aqueduct channel - and
emptied from the bottom, so that filling a cistern means loss of water level, how high
filled up the reservoir may be.264 Apart from hauling it up by man or animal, taking water
from a reservoir was done by means of large sized stopcocks near floor level as e.g.
found in cisterns at Rome and at Carthage.265 An alternative installation is the
‘piezometric tower’ of the 127x76m Fildami open reservoir at Constantinople, by which
water was taken at some 1 m below the (varying) level in the reservoir, to discharge into
a vertical shaft communicating with a channel at ground level.266 Such a loss of head
may be considerable, the three great open reservoirs in Constantinople for instance were
10-12m deep as was the Fildami reservoir.267 Supplying castella from a reservoir means
that these castella must be positioned below the floor level of the reservoir, an
undesirable situation due to the loss of head which restricted the city area that could be
served. The fact that according to Frontinus the castra received 4 to 50 quinariae means
that they must have been supplied by upstream castella or maybe directly out of an
aqueduct. But four quinariae seems a bit low thinking of filling reservoirs with a capacity
of hundreds or even thousands of cubic metres.268 Wilson’s suggestion that castra were
reservoir cisterns in water distribution networks serving castella thus seems a
questionable matter. Blackman and Hodge also discussed the issue, stating that it would
be indeed unlikely that Frontinus’ 18 castra would be military camps with remains of only
one castra, the Castra Praetoria, having survived. They suggested that ‘police station’

traces from incrustation would be an indication of how much water each fountain received, that is, how much
liters/sec two quinariae would represent. The challenge is to pinpoint basins of laci at Rome.
262
Bruun 1991.
263
Wilson 2007, Crow 2012b, 122.
264
Moreno Gallo 2016 presumes that the reservoirs served as settling basins for the removal of debris and
suspended particles that would collect at the reservoir's floor, the outlet being at the same level as the intake,
referring to the giant 60.000 cubic metres Carthage reservoir (15 chambers 7.4x104 m) as an example
(Moreno Gallo 2016, 122). One wonders why not a very much smaller provision would serve the same purpose,
while with the intake and outlet at the same level a function as reservoir is out of the question.
265
Lanciani refers to a 90 pound bronze stopcock associated to a cistern on the Palatine (Wilson 2007, 114).
266
Crow at al 2008, 133-137.
267
At Constantinople the great Aetius and Aspar reservoirs on the fifth and sixth hills are positioned at about 60
m.a.s.l. close to the Valens aqueduct channel running at just a bit higher level. The reservoirs could
conveniently be filled from the aqueduct. The Bozdogan bridge starts on the fourth hill at a similar level of
about 60 m.a.s.l., the reservoirs’ floors being at some 50 m.a.s.l., so question is whether in times of drought
the more densily populated areas east of the bridge’s end could at all be supplied from these open reservoirs if
not by inverted siphons. See e.g. the maps with contour lines by Crow et al, 2008, 111-113.
268
Wilson 2007, 440 thinks of reservoirs this size.
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would be a more probable meaning, and also argued that Bruun’s explanation of castra
as lacus ‘seems remote from its primitive meaning’.269
The pozzo circolare at the Porta Viminalis
How then Rome’s secondary castella looked like, Pompeiian type water towers or not,
remains uncertain. However, we may have an indication. Near the Porta Viminalis, close
to Termini Station, a round structure, 2.75 m diameter, still stands 4.7 metres high
(Figs.240-242). Lanciani reports that a great number of lead pipes had been found in the
surroundings - without being able to determine where they came from.270 He refers to
the structure as ‘una specie di torrino, o pozzo circolare’ - a kind of small tower or
circular water pit - located alongside the road coming from the Porta Viminalis.271
Lanciani, who published a tentative drawing of the structure (Fig.243), states that it
never could have served as a castellum divisorium. But he continues that from two
openings in the wall of the tower lead pipes emerged (the black dots in Lanciani’s
drawing), to conclude that, as there is no channel directly connected to the tower, these
pipes could only have been fed by a siphon, and that taking water from the pozzo could
only have been done by means of buckets.272

Fig.240. Porta Viminalis, early 20th c. Left: ‘pozzo circolare’. Remains of city walls in center
(romasparita.eu-foto-roma-sparita-files-2011-05-romasparita_7625).
269

Blackman & Hodge 2004, 119.
Lanciani 1881, 307.
271
Lanciani 1881, 307, dating the structure 'not long after the building of the Aqua Marcia'.
272
The pipes would have been 40cm in diameter, reduced to 15 cm by incrustations. But see commentary of
Ashby 1935, n.330.
270
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Fig.241. 'Pozzo circolare' at Porta Viminalis,
present state, south view (in the back, left:
Termini Station; to the right: remains of city
wall).

Fig.242. 'Pozzo circolare' at Porta Viminalis,
north view.

Furthermore Lanciani describes the 1.2 m high door opening, now closed off by an iron
gate, and mentions that the inside and outside of the structure was covered by
tenacissimo calcareous incrustation, on the inside so heavy that the light down in the
pozzo was obscured.273 Ashby noted basically the same facts, adding that the history of
the tower and its destination are little understood and that it was ‘recently identified as a
small republican tomb’; in a note he observes that because of the presence of the lead
pipes a more logical explanation would be that the structure had been a pumping station
rather than a well for a house.274
In Lanciani’s drawing the two square openings to the right of the entrance in Fig.241 fail.
The fistulae may have emerged from these openings, openings that were cut from above
into the stone block leaving a 8-10 cm separating wall in between. The rectangular
depression in the floor of the entrance, at similar level as the bottom of the two square
openings, shows a protrusion that may be the remains of a similar separating walling, so
Lanciani's fistulae indeed may have been located there.
273

Lanciani 1881, 308: Nell’interno, le incrostazioni sono così potenti, che l’intera luce del pozzo è stata
otturata.
274
Ashy 1935, 183, n.332. The pumping house interpretation was proposed by von Gerkan.
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Fig.243. Drawing by Lanciani (Lanciani 1881, Tav. VI, Fig.2a). The square openings in the wall
in Fig.241 are not depicted.

Today, contrasting Lanciani's observations, no incrustations (sinter) may be seen on the
outside of the tower. The opening on the north-east side, with recent brick repairs, is
located above the top of the square openings. It allows some light into the tower.
The inside of the tower has a diameter of 1.4 metres, and extends some 20-40 cms
below the present ground level, its bottom consisting of dust and dry sand. A little below
the square openings it narrows to 1m because of inwardly projecting parts of the stone
building blocks (Fig.244). Some 8-10 cm above these projecting parts traces of sinter
about 1 cm thick may be observed, reaching up to the upper side of the square openings
(Fig.245). The bottom of the square openings also show traces of sinter. No incrustations
may be observed on the inner walls below the protruding stones. Fig.246 presents an
elevation of the pozzo circolare.

Fig.244. Inwardly projecting parts of ashlars about
8 cm below bottom of the square openings

Fig.245. Enhanced presentation of about 1 cm
calcareous incrustations above the projecting parts
reaching up to the top of the square holes. No
incrustations to be seen below the projecting parts.
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Fig.246. Elevation of the pozzo circolare at Porta Viminalis, dimensions in cm.
Blue dotted line: approximate inside diameter. About 10 cm below then bottom
of the square openings the stone blocks have inwardly projecting parts, carrying
the floor of a tank, now disappeared (drawing by author).

Lanciani, however, noted that the inside of the ‘pozzo’ was 'very heavily' incrustated,
such that when looking down into the pozzo the light was obscured: he did not see
anything (n.228 above). This means that there must have been some kind of opening to
look down into, but that the opening was not very wide (surely not 1 m wide as it is
now), so that very little light entered it. If one imagines that the inwardly projecting
stones carried a slab some 8-10 cm thick (not shown in Fig.246) with its top side covered
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with sinter and having a hole some tenths of centimeters wide connected to an incrusted
vertical pipe, Lanciani’s description makes sense: he got the impression that the inside
was extremely incrustated, and making an attempt to look down through the hole he
could of course not see anything.
Thus we have a 1.4 metres wide basin, a water tank, as is shown by the incrustations in
the upper part of the tower. It was fed from below, by a vertical conduit, a siphon. From
this tank outgoing conduits were fed that emerged through the square openings and the
depression in the entrance floor. A Pompeiian type water tower of large proportion. How
the distribution towards the outgoing conduits was realized cannot be determined. When
or why the stone slab, in situ in Lanciani’s days, disappeared we do not know. How deep
the tower was on the inside and how high it stood on historic grounds cannot be
established without excavation. But the structure was not a well, not a pumping station,
not a tomb, it was a hydraulic tower with a distribution tank, a castellum divisorium – for
large sized fistulae. All indications are that inverted siphons were routine business in
Rome, and that water towers did exist.
In the next chapter the function of the Pompeiian type hydraulic towers in general is
discussed.
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Chapter 10
Hydraulic Towers
One might wonder why the Romans did not apply the ‘water tower system’ for water
conveyance more widely which would have been much cheaper. But the open channels
on arches they constructed over long stretches could accommodate a variable discharge
in contrast with the water tower system. Also friction in closed conduits is generally
higher than in open channels which means that the hydraulic gradient and thus the slope
must be steeper thus losing height more quickly.275
But what exactly was the function of these ‘hydraulic’ towers, apart from being
distribution points or plain transfer stations? This has been extensively discussed in
scholarly literature, and the general idea followed by almost all authors is that the towers
acted as pressure reducers. Other ideas went that the towers served to release air, or
that the towers would alleviate pressure shocks and effects of water hammer.276 Some
authors relate the towers to Vitruvius’ colliquiaria or colliviaria.277
Pressure reduction
The notion that the towers functioned as pressure reducers is long standing. Hodge gives
a fair account of the reasoning in relation with Pompeii, which goes back to Kretzschmer
and earlier.278 Kretzschmer argued that the Roman water taps, because of their
construction, would be pushed apart when the water pressure gets too high: with the tap
opened the water would enter the insert exerting pressure onto the end with the handle,
tending to push the insert out of the cylinder (Fig.247).279 According to Kretzschmer this
would occur when the pressure would be over 0.6 bar, i.e. more than 6m of water
column. As the castellum divisiorium at Pompeii is positioned about 35 m above the
lowest point of the city (Fig.248) it was thought that the maximum pressure in the lead
conduits would be 3.5 bar, which the taps would not be able to withstand.280 By means of

275

Moreno Gallo thinks that arcades and bridges were constructed for publicity reasons to stress the great
achievements of these works, where in many cases the water could very well have been transported by
pressure lines, these works being invisible to the general public (Moreno Gallo 2016,118).
276
Hodge 1992, 233-238, 302-303; Peleg 1996, 35; Ohlig 2001, 30-31; Nikolic 2008, 320-321; Monteleone
2007; Nikolic 2011, 443; Haurrilon 2012, 113; Desalles 2013, 219. Part of this chapter will be published in
BABesh Suppl. (Kessener 2017, forthcoming).
277
E.g. Nikolic 2011, 443. For an examination of Vitruvius’ text about these terms see Kessener 2001 (see part
II). For experiments on pressure lines and Vitruvius, Kessener 2016 (ibid.).
278
Kretzschmer 1960, 61; Kretzschmer 1992, 71-2; also Ramsay 1895, 49.
279
Water under pressure in a container or in a conduit exerts a force in all directions. The pressure is usually
expressed as force per surface area, e.g. N(ewton)/cm2, Pa(scal), kgf/cm2, bar, metres of water column, with 1
bar = 10 N/cm2 = 100,000 Pa = 1.0197 kgf/cm2= 10.197 metres of water column.
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Ohlig 2001, 89 Abb.IV.4: Porta Vesuvio 42.6 masl, Porta di Stabia 8.5 masl. Distance 800m.
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the towers - not higher than 6 m - the pressure in the conduits would not exceed the
height of the towers, thereby effectively reducing the pressure in the line.

Fig.247. Roman (a) vs. modern (b) water tap cf. Kretzschmer 1960, 51, Abb.1 (adapted by author). The
conical rotating part of the modern tap to the right is secured from being pushed out by a nut (often with a
cup spring for water tightness and easy turning). The Roman taps have a cylindrical construction in which a
tube with two perforations is inserted. The taps are closed on their lower side by a soldered cap. Inside water
pressure tends to push the insert out of the cylinder.

Fig.248. Profile of Pompeii ground level along the Via Stabiana. Difference in level between Porta Vesuvio
(+ 42.5 m.a.s.l.) and Porta di Stabia (+8.5) is 34m. Castellum divisorium is located at the Porta Vesuvio; tower
1 at the Vico delle Nozze d’Argento, tower 4 at the Via dell’Abondanza (after Ohlig 2001, Abb.IV.4).

Hodge, adding hydraulic arguments, argued as follows (Fig.249).
“Suppose (fig.166(a)) a pipe leaves a header tank and runs downhill for a considerable
distance before ending in an open spout. The head operating at this spout will again be h
(say, in this example, 5 m), the vertical column of water supported, or the sum of the
distances the header tank is raised above the ground and the height lost by the pipe in
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its downhill course. Now suppose (fig.166(b)) that at this point the pipe discharges
instead into a tank raised 1 m above the ground … The head immediately before this tank
will be 5 m, but on the downstream side of it, 1 m. Thus the head has been reduced from
5 m to 1 m and the static pressure in the pipe is accordingly less.”

Fig.249. Hodge 1992, 236, Fig. 166.

Thus according to Hodge the Pompeiian water towers, and for the same reason the
Ottoman suterazi, acted as pressure reducers, a provision that could be repeated ‘in
indefinite sequence’. 281
But there is a misunderstanding here. Roman aqueducts, supplying castella divisoria,
always ran, day and night. Thus at Pompeii the castellum divisorium received water for
24 hours a day, so that, as the castellum was no storage tank, the water in the city
conduits always flowed. Imagine a water conduit that runs down in a straight line from
the castellum divisorium at the highest point of the town to the low part of the city at the
Porta di Stabia, where it discharges into the open at a level of about 35 metres below the
castellum (Fig.250). Closing off the conduit at its very end would indeed generate a static
pressure of 3.5 bar at that point. But the castellum would immediately overflow, a very
undesirable and unwanted situation damaging the building and flooding the surroundings.
As said, the aqueducts ran continuously and the water in the city conduits always flowed
(except of course in case of damage or repairs). So we must consider the situation that
such water conduit is open to flow and not closed off at the end. And when the water
flows through such conduit, the static pressure, governed by the hydraulic gradient line
281

Hodge 1992, 235-8, reasoning followed e.g. by Nikolic 2008, 320.
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which runs parallel to the pipe itself, becomes zero.282 In a physicist's view the potential
energy of the water in the castellum is partly transformed in kinetic energy of the water
stream emerging at the end of the conduit and partly dissipated into heat by friction at
the pipe's wall due to viscosity and turbulence of the water.

Fig.250. Schematic overview of a Pompeii conduit without water towers running from castellum divisorium to
Porta di Stabia and water discharging into the open. With the conduit having a constant slope and a fixed
diameter the hydraulic gradient runs along the pipe itself and the static pressure is effectively zero
everywhere along the pipe. The difference in height of 35 m between castellum and the end of the line is
irrelevant with respect to the static pressure inside the conduit.

Hodge’s reasoning is problematic at this point, as he assumes that the water pressure at
the end of the line in his Figure 166a corresponds to the difference in level between the
water in the tank and the end of the conduit where the water comes out (in his figure it
is 5 metres / 0.5 bar). This is not correct: at the end of the line, where the water comes
out into ambient atmosphere, the water pressure is zero. If there would be any water
pressure at this point, the water would squirt out in all directions, and it does not. The
water just flows out as a water jet directed along the axis of the final part of the conduit.
The velocity of the water may be determined with the Darcy-Weisbach formula (see
chapter 6 above). In ambient atmosphere the water jet will be submitted to gravity and
take the characteristic curved course of a free falling object.
One may think such conduit being substituted by an open channel. A side branch of such
open channel would of course not be suitable to supply any point above the location
where it is connected to the channel. A solution would be to have such open channel built
on arches at, say, the level of the uppers story of buildings close by, and tap the channel
where it is needed. On the acropolis of Aspendos an open channel ran from the receiving
282

The hydraulic gradient is an imaginary line connected between two water levels. The static pressure in a
conduit of constant diameter that connects two differing water levels (and thus flow of water is established) is
governed by the vertical distance between the hydraulic gradient line and the conduit at that point. The velocity
of the flowing water is related to the square root of the difference in height between start and end of the line,
plus factors like diameter and length of the conduit, wall roughness, viscosity, turbulence. The magnitude of the
water velocity can be quantified with the Darcy-Weisbach formula. Velocitv of the water is related to its
momentum (mass times velocity), sometimes confusingly called 'kinetic pressure'. It is directed parallel to the
velocity and does not exert force onto the wall of a conduit laid out in a straight line.
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tank of the siphon to the nymphaeum 300 m to the south at 3-5 m above ground level.
At Milete the ‘Nymphaeum Aqueduct’, an open channel, ran 6 m above ground level
through the town to provide the nymphaeum and the Capito Thermae with water at the
required level. In Apameia a channel three metres above ground level served the north
half of the town.283
At Pompeii the water was made to flow through inverted siphons to and from open tanks
on top of consecutive towers. The inverted siphons substituted an open channel on an
arched support running from one tank to the next. The hydraulic gradient line runs from
the tank on top of the first tower to the tank on the second tower and so on. The
pressure in the water conduit between two towers now corresponds to the vertical
distance between hydraulic gradient line and the conduit, several metres of water column
(Fig.251). Thus the Pompeii towers maintain the pressure; they do not reduce the
pressure. A system with inverted siphons connected to water towers with open tanks on
top is meant to maintain the pressure, to a pressure considered necessary to serve the
customers.
The water level in the tanks on top of the towers can of course never be higher than the
level in the supplying castellum divisorium, just as a channel on arches can never be
located higher than where it starts at the intake. Water towers positioned close to the
supplying castellum may therefore have lesser height. To what level in buildings the
water is to arrive is set by the height of the tower it is connected to. In a town with a
terrain sloping steadily down as in Pompeii the water towers needed not be higher than 6
m. In Palermo, however, with its undulating terrain the height of water towers varied
from three to twenty metres (Fig.252).

Fig.251. Pompeii situation: conduit with water towers, schematic. The static pressure inside the pipe
corresponds to the vertical distance between pipe and hydraulic gradient line, which is related to the height
of the towers. The water level in the tanks on top of the towers cannot surpass the horizontal line.
283

Aspendos: Kessener 2000, 116. Milete: Tutthas 2012, 199; 212. Apameia: see chapter 6.
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Fig.252. Water conduit with water towers on hilly grounds. The static pressure is related to the height of the
towers which varies according to the rise and fall of the terrain.

Inverted siphons in aqueducts to cross valleys instead of building a bridge are nothing
else than a substitute for a bridge. An aqueduct bridge is constructed exactly for the
purpose to keep the level of the channel unchanged as much as possible when crossing a
valley, only compensating for the slope required for the water to flow. Maintaining
pressure – that is, preserving the water level - is what siphons are all about.
Of course the conduits between the towers are pressurized. This means that it was
possible to connect a branching line directly to the conduit, as is attested for the Stabian
baths at Pompeii. It was found under the pavement next to the baths, and presumably
fed a reservoir on the roof of the thermae that thus also functioned as a water tower, a
castellum.284 On the premises of the Pompeii depot a large size lead conduit with a
branching pipe attached to it may be seen (Figs.253-254).285

Figs.253-254. Fistula 20x30cm, Pompeii depot. A 7-8 cm fistula branching off at about 30 degrees. Probable
flow direction from right to left.
284
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Larsen 1982, 45.
See also Fassitelli 1972b, 46-47. Maybe it is the conduit that was found near the Stabian baths.
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At Laodikeia a/L a ceramic pipeline branched off from the stone siphon. When visiting
Laodikeia a/L in 2000 the fields east of the deepest part of the siphon happened to have
been ploughed just recently. Along a stretch of several tenths of metres starting close to
the stone siphon and along a line at right angles with it numerous fragments of clay
pipes, heavily incrustated inside, had come to light. Two pipe elements were found
undamaged and joined, the jointing intact. Apart from the white expanding mix to have
the male/female joints watertight, a lead sleeve about 10 cm wide and 5-8 mm thick had
been applied on the outside of the joint (Figs.255-256). Several dislodged lead sleeves
were found lying about. The ceramic conduit was obviously fitted to withstand elevated
pressures. It was connected to the stone siphon at a point where it was 40-50m deep.
Investigations in the area may reveal its ancient destination.

Figs.255-256. Laodikeia a.L. Two clay pipe elements, 20cm
diameter, with 15 cm wide lead sleeve fitted around the intact
joint. Right: several lead sleeves plus two ceramic pipe elements
found near the lowest section of the twin siphon.

The conclusion of all this is that water towers have nothing to do with pressure reduction.
On the contrary, water towers maintain the pressure. They maintain the pressure to the
extent as desired or deemed necessary. That the towers would serve to release air is
nonsense because if air would be entrained into a conduit at an arbitrary tower-tank it
might just as well be entrained at the next tower. Of course at Pompeii air may be
entrained at the castellum divisorium where the pipes go out at an angle close to the
horizontal. But the off-take pipes at the containers on top of the towers went down
vertically which hampers and even prevents air entrainment because of the upward force
the air bubbles would experience in the vertical conduits. If any air would still be
entrained and transported to the tank of the next tower, then air bubbles in the rising
conduit will tend to expand on their way up because of diminishing pressure. Water will
be forced down passing alongside the bubbles, to some extent giving rise of pressure
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surges and maybe some splashing over the edge of the tank.286 In this way the towers
would not alleviate pressure shocks but be the cause of pressure shocks.287 When
equipped with gauging units, the towers would of course facilitate the spotting of leaks in
the underground conduits when the flow rate at one tower differs from that of the next.

Roman water taps
But there is more to the erroneous reasoning that the towers would act as pressure
reducers. That is the idea that the Roman taps were not able to withstand substantial
pressures. As discussed above Kretzschmer argued that the taps would burst at a
pressure of over 6 m of water column, while also he suggests that the lead conduits
could split open. And that would be the reason why the Pompeii towers were not higher
than 6 m, so that the towers would function as pressure reducers.288
Roman taps consist of a hollow bronze cylinder with two pipes attached to it half way and
at square angles to its length. Into the cylinder a second bronze cylinder, the insert, is
fitted, a pipe with two perforations corresponding to the pipes attached (Figs.257-258).
Onto the pipes the lead water conduits, the fistulae, were soldered.
The insert in the cylinder can be turned by means of a large sized handle that is usually
equipped with a square opening, to close and open the tap at quarter turns. At the lower
end the cylinder is closed off with a cap soldered onto it. With the tap opened, the water
would enter the pipe of the insert, exerting pressure onto the insert´s end with the
handle, tending to push the insert out of the cylinder. For water tightness the insert
should fit closely into the cylinder, resulting to some extend of friction between insert and
cylinder, so that the taps could not be turned easily with the fingers. According to
Kretzschmer that would be the reason for the oversized handle with the square hole: an
iron bar could be fitted into the opening to facilitate turning the tap. The friction that
prevents easy turning of the handle would of course to some extent prevent the insert
from sliding out of the cylinder.
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In the rising conduits the expanding air may cause water to be pushed out of the conduit where it discharges
into the tank, causing some water to be ejected out of the tank resulting to incrustations on the tower walls
(see also Ohlig 2016, 162).
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For the relatively low height of water towers for city distribution this effect is small and are not to be
considered a danger. Things change for high pressure conduits with leaks, because the leaks are also the cause
of pressure surges from air bubbles escaping (Kessener 2000, 126-9; Kessener 2001, 114 n.46; also Kessener
2005). For the great siphons air is unavoidably entrained at the header tank, while air in the conduit at start up
constitutes a great danger to the integrity of the line Vitruvius warns against and suggests remedies for
(Kessener 2016, 273, see Part II).
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Peleg however states that from experiments it had been shown that the Pompeii lead pipes were resistant to
pressures up to 18 Bar (Peleg 1996, 35).
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Some resistance for the tap to break apart from pressure must therefore be assumed.
We do not know how much that would be, but repeated turning of the handle decreases
friction because of wear and tear, so that in time the handle could be turned with less
effort, but the insert would pop out more easily.
This problem must have been noted by the Romans. Inspection of taps in the Pompeii
depot reveals that the taps were secured against pressure. This was achieved by
hammering a dent in the lower end of the tap at a point that corresponds with a groove
in the insert.289

Fig.257. Roman tap with insert, lead conduit soldered to it on the right (Pompeii depot).

Fig.258. Insert with groove at the lower end (Pompeii depot).
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Jansen 2002, 51 mentions such a procedure. See also Fassitelli 1972a,b. Alternatively a hole fitted with a pin
protruding in the groove would also be an efficient way to secure the taps, although leaking may then occur.
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The resulting protrusion in the inner wall of the cylinder that extends in the groove would
prevent any movement of the insert along the axis of the cylinder, but allow turning of
the tap. The tap could be operated, but the insert could not be removed. Fassitelli
proposed a procedure for securing the insert into the cylinder, noting that because of a
high content of lead the ductile consistency of the bronze material allowed for easy
deforming by means of physical force, i.e. hammer blows (Fig.259).290

Fig.259. Procedure for hammering a
dent in a Roman tap proposed by
Fassitelli (Fassitelli 1972a, 10).

Kretzschmer did note a groove in the insert of the large tap found in the Nemi lake and
wondered if it was meant for securing the insert by means of a pin from being pressed
out. But he still assumed that the Pompeii taps would burst at pressures above 0.6
bar.291
A well preserved leaden distribution box in the Pompeii depot has two taps attached to it
(Fig.260). The tap in the back is in the closed position, the other is in the open position.
On the lower side of both taps a dent is visible, confirming the procedure described
above to secure the taps and prevent the insert from being pushed out (Figs.261-262).292
The dents are not patent, there is no connection from the outside to the inside of the
cylinder, so that securing the insert with a pin is not likely. Of course hammering the
dent with a sharp pointed pin as depicted in Fig.259 is hazardous in the sense that the
wall may become perforated and the tap will leak. In Fig.261 a slight circular depression
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Fassitelli 1972a, 8-10. The material of an investigated cylinder comprised 73.7% copper, a high 18.5% lead,
7.7 tin, and some trace elements (iron, arsenic, aluminum), Fassitelli 1972b, 19.
291
Kretzschmer 1960, 52, Fig.3; 61.
292
A dent is also visible in Fig. 233.
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is visible around the dent. This may be an indication that the tool to hammer the
indenture was adapted to prevent perforation (Figs.263-264). If the blow would be too
strong the greater diameter of the tool would prevent perforation.

Fig.260. Lead distribution box with two taps attached. The supplying conduit was connected to the upper left
side of the box (Pompeii depot).

Fig.261. Dent at down side of tap in front
of Fig.260.

Fig.262. Dent at lower side of tap in the back of Fig.260.
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Fig.263. Reconstruction of tool for hammering a dent while
preventing perforation (author).

Fig.264. Indenture preventing insert from
sliding out of cylinder (detail of Fig. 227
adapted by author).

Some Roman taps have an insert that protrudes through the bottom of the cylinder, the
insert secured by a pin on the outside part (Fig.265).293 Roman taps with a conical insert,
very much resembling modern taps and most likely secured with a pin at the lower end,
did exist as well (Fig.266).

Fig.265. Roman tap from the isle of Ponza.
The insert protrudes through the cylinder
and is secured by a rectangular pin.
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Fig.266. Rome, Museo della Civiltà Romana,
Roman tap with conical insert.
(ancientwatertechnologies.com/2013/01/13/hydr
aulic-devices/ (Jan.2016)).

Fassitelli 1972b, 50.
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It means that because of this securing procedure the Roman taps could withstand
considerable pressures. How high we do not know, and experiments have not been
performed, but the taps could surely withstand several bars of pressure. The drawing of a
Roman tap by Kretzschmer in Fig.238, without dent and without a corresponding groove
in the insert must be considered incomplete. The 12.8 cm long insert of a tap found in
Germany and shown in the 1971 Haberey publication has no groove (Fig.267).294
Probably the end part of the insert with the groove broke off when dismantling the tap. It
may have led Kretzschmer out of the garden.

Fig.267. Insert of Roman
tap found in Reidt,
Germany. The end part of
the insert including the
groove was removed or had
been broken off (after
Haberey 1971, 11, Fig.84).

Once a tap was assembled and the dent was hammered it could not be taken apart,
unless with great force and with damage to insert and dent. Because the force with which
the dent is hammered is more or less arbitrary the deformation of the tap's outer wall
may vary, but turning the tap will in all cases be more demanding than before the dent
was put in. This explains why the taps could not be operated with the fingers and why
the insert has a relatively large head equipped with a square opening to assist in turning
the tap by means of an iron bar or something similar. A tap found at Pompeii has an iron
nail bent around the handle, a sign that the taps were resistant to turning and at times
could get jammed (Fig.268).
What it comes down to, is that it is erroneous to argue that the Pompeii towers
functioned as pressure reducers and that the taps could not withstand pressures higher
than 0.6 bar. Roman taps resisted to much higher pressures, and water towers by their
nature maintained pressure to a desired level and did not reduce pressure. And so is the
idea that the Pompeian water towers, the Ottoman suterazi, and other ‘hydraulic towers’
294

Haberey 1971, 117, Fig.84. The insert is not shown in Haberey 1965.
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were acting as pressure reducers - a long standing notion based on presumption and not
on proven facts, a factoid, or, as the Germans say, 'Ein Faktoid', a misguided paradigm,
repeated recently again by authors.295 And so is the hypothesis that the Vitruvius’
colliquiaria or colliviaria would be the equivalent of these towers.296

Fig.268. Pompeii depot. Tap with iron nail bent around jammed head (courtesy Gemma Jansen).

Turning to the water distribution of ancient Rome, how did the Romans monitor and
measure the water flow rate of the aqueducts?
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E.g. Monteleone 2007; Wiplinger 2010, 594. For a discussion of 'Faktoid' see Ohlig 2016, 243-4, n.2 where it
is noted that 'archaeology is for obvious reasons prone to create a number of factoids'. Some have it as
'eminence based versus evidence based facts'.
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Vitruvius 8,6,6 states, discussing siphons in lead water conduit systems: etiam in ventre colliquiaria sunt
facienda, per quae vis spiritus relaxetur (also in the venter colliquiaria are to be installed, by which the air
pressure is relieved). The idea that venter is the lowest part of a siphon (venter is in fact the siphon as a whole)
and that the Roman water towers functioned as pressure reducers (which is incorrect), has led to the
assumption that colliquiaria (a hapax) are equivalent to the Pompeiian water towers. For a discussion about
Vitruvius' texts about the conveyance of water see Kessener 2001, 2005, 2016. Some authors propose that
vis spiritus was not meant to be air-pressure but a more generalized idea of force. Lewis for instance relates
spiritus with the pneuma of the Stoics,'the pervasive force that binds all matter' (Lewis 2000, 349). Ohlig
proposes that spiritus represents ‘nach antikem Verständnis die Kraft’ that moves the water, leaving the
meaning of colliquiaria to the ‘Technik-Historiker’ (Ohlig 2006, 324).
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Chapter 11
Roman Water Monitoring
The arrangement to monitor the water flow of the Hamediye suterazi discussed in
chapter 4 presupposes a basic understanding of the relation between discharge from a
submerged orifice or calix and its distance below the water surface. Frontinus is aware of
the effect, noting: ‘Also, as to setting the calices in place, it should be the practice to
arrange them in a straight line, not to place one party's calix lower and another's higher.
The lower one takes in more, while the higher one draws less because the flow of water
is carried off by the lower one’.297
Clearly it was known to the Romans that the further below the free water surface the
orifice was placed the more water flowed through the orifice. It would have been no
problem to compare the discharge of two orifices set at different levels below the water
surface and evaluate their relation: just have the emerging water decant into some kind
of container, one for each orifice, start and then stop the flow simultaneously after some
arbitrary time. By comparing the two collected water quantities the relation may be
easily established: for instance, the same orifice positioned four times as deep would
deliver twice as much.298
Frontinus and calix
As noted above Frontinus reports that for distribution purposes the calices should be
placed in a horizontal line in the wall of the castellum. This makes sense as it would be
obvious for the onlooker that only the cross-section of the calix would determine the
amount of water that was delivered.299
It is accepted that, on the one hand, as the Romans were unable to adequately measure
the velocity of water flowing in aqueducts because of inaccuracy of their time keepers
Frontinus' numbers of quinariae for the discharge of Rome's aqueducts do not make
much sense. And, on the other hand, as it is not known at what standard distance below
the water surface in the castella the Romans placed the calices we do not know how
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Frontinus De Aquis 113, 1-2 (translation Rodgers 2004).
We know from the formula describing the discharge Q from an orifice of cross-sectional surface A under
head h that Q = C*A *(2gh)1/2 with C a factor depending on the orifice (shape of) and g = gravitational
acceleration (= 9.8 m/sec2). Thus all other things being equal Q varies with the square root of h, and with the
surface area A of the orifice.
299
Frontinus De Aquis 113.
298
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much one quinaria would be in litres per second.300 The flow rate that one quinaria
represents has been subject to numerous publications.
Several proposals have been made about such a standard distance, the 'head' above the
calix. In 1817 Prony proposed the length of the calix, 22 cm, as standard head (the
depth of submergence), a notion followed by Rondelet in 1820. Di Fenizio 1916 argued
that the top of the largest commonly used fistula, the centenum vicenum, should be at
least just below the water line, concluding that a head of 12 cm above the centre of
orifices would be sufficient, a view later worded by Pace (Fig.269).301

Fig.269. Di Fenizio’s proposal for the submergence of the quinaria. The largest diameter fistula must be
below the free water surface.

Bruun is right to say that the 12 cm would only be a minimum as greater depths would of
course also meet this condition.302 So one cannot say how much a quinaria would
represent in liters per second because the standard head is not known.
But there is more. Frontinus writes that the fistula that is connected to the calix should
be of the same diameter as that of the calix, for at least a length of 50 feet.303 This may
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For an overview of the history of attempts to determine how many litres/sec one quinaria represents see
e.g. Bruun 2004; Cioli 2010; Bruun 2013 (in German); Keenan-Jones et al. 2015; also below. Kessener 2013a,
185 for an alternative method by determining the size of overflow orifices in the wall of basins of street
fountains at Rome – if such basins can be retraced (see also n. 216).
301
Rondelet 1820, xiv; Di Fenizio 1916; Pace 1983, 65-67.
302
For a discussion see Bruun 2013.
303
Frontinus de Aquis 106. Bruun 2013, 169 n.31 refers to a calculation by Merkel of the discharge of a calix to
which such 50 feet fistula is attached at the end of which the water is flowing out freely. For one quinaria this
calculation results to 0.11 l/sec (9.5 cubic m/24 hr), much lower than prevailing estimates. Merkel assumes
that the 50 feet fistula attached to the calix is laid out horizontally, with the water level of 12 cm above the
calix representing the driving head for the entire stretch of 50 feet. This is unrealistic. Fistulae departing from
castella often went down vertically (e.g. the water towers of Pompeii), whereby the head between calix and the
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be an indication of the maximum height of castella,304 but does not take into account the
elevation of the customer at who’s premises the line ends. The larger the difference in
elevation between castellum and customer, the more the customer will receive, all things
like diameter of calix, conduit and length of conduit being equal. Also the further away
the customer, the longer the line, the less will be delivered (Fig.270).

Fig.270. Customers A to D served by secondary castellum on top of water tower, diameter of conduits being
equal. For the same length L of conduit A positioned higher will receive less than B. Positioned on the same
level C will receive more than D for the shorter conduit length L1.

This criticism to the standard head was already put forward in 1877 by Belgrand.305 It
means that the painful procedure to have all calices in the castellum arranged in a
horizontal line would not make much sense, although for the bystander it may have
looked fair enough.306 Di Fenizio does not seem to take the observation by Belgrand into
account in his deliberations. Only when discharging into free air - no conduit attached to
it - the calix under fixed head represents a reliable standard.
For the castellum divisorium at Pompeii it has been shown that the incoming and
outgoing water was monitored by means of submerged orifices arranged in a horizontal
line and under fixed head. The water arriving from the aqueduct channel was held back
by a lead weir, at the upstream side of which the water level was kept 13 cm above the
castellum floor. The water passed the weir flowing freely through submerged orifices.
With a line of quinariae at floor level, the head above the centre of the orifices would
indeed have been some 12 cm.307 Yet, from Frontinus we have the only quantified data
for aqueduct discharges – for Rome, and in quinariae. Frontinus states that he measured

fistula’s end is much higher. In case the full 50 feet fistula would be vertical the discharge of a quinaria calix
would be more than 10 times as much.
304
Kessener 2013b. Bruun 2013, 169 n.31
305
Belgrand 1877a, 85; Cioli 2010, 11.
306
But Frontinus was aware of the problem, see below.
307
See chapter 1, Fig.12, n.47. Ohlig 2001, 2014, proposes elongate horizontal slits. Yet a number orifices,
quinariae, would be sufficient with regard to the required area open to flow while reducing the risk of
deformation of the lead screen (Kessener 2013, 177).
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the discharge of aqueducts at their start, at settling tanks, at the city border, but we do
not know what exactly Frontinus measured or how he did it. But the discharges he gives
are always in quinariae. Does that make sense?
Accurate time keeping is not a precondition to measure the discharge of flowing water.
The so-called ´direct discharge´ methods apply measurements of depth and area in
situations of flow through orifices under fixed head discharging into free air, or of flow
over a weir, either submerged or as a free flowing cascade. Measurement of the water
velocity is not required. The Romans very well knew these methods as is attested for the
castellum divisorium at Pompeii - submerged orifices under fixed head - discussed above,
as well as for the castellum divisorium at Nîmes - water cascading freely over a weir.308
The Nîmes situation will be discussed here in some detail.309
The Nîmes castellum
The 1st Century 50 km long aqueduct with the famous Pont du Gard that provided Nîmes
of water ended at a castellum divisorium that was situated about 50 m above the city
(Fig.271). The very end of the channel (the ‘entrance channel’) was equipped with a
movable sluice gate, over which the water cascaded into the round basin, 5.5 metres in
diameter and 1.3 metres high.
The entrance channel to the castellum shows significant incrustations, on the side walls
and, remarkably, on the underside of the stone slab that covers the channel at this point
(Fig.272). Because the covering stone prevented lifting of a sluice gate above the top of
the channel, it consisted of two parts, a lower one fixed to the channel's floor and sealed
by a lead rim (remains in situ), and a second part that could be moved up and down.
The 1910 reconstruction of the entrance channel by Stübinger features a windlass with
cranks equipped with two chains to operate the movable part (Fig.273).310 Iron bars
behind the sluice gate fitted in six square holes in the covering stone are thought to
prevent intruders from entering the city via the aqueduct. Hodge discusses the sluice
gate reproducing Stübinger’s figure, stating that ‘the reason for this complicated
arrangement remains obscure’.311
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Nîmes: Kessener 2006, 2014; Pompeii: Ohlig 2002, 2016.
See for extended discussion Kessener 1995, also 2006.
Stübinger 1910, as cited by Haberey 1971, 116.
Hodge 1992, 287.
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Fig.271. Nîmes castellum divisorium. Diameter 5.5 m, depth 1.3 m. Ten outgoing conduits, three drains in
the floor to be closed off by stone lids. The aqueduct channel entered the basin below the slab with the six
square holes and two larger orifices (in front to the left).

Fig.272. Entrance channel of Nîmes castellum, 120 cm wide, 127 cm high. Calcareous
incrustations 15-17 cm wide on the side walls and on the underside of the covering stone.
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Fig. 273. Nîmes castellum divisorium, reconstruction by Stübinger 1910 (after Haberey 1971, 115).

Stübinger’s windlass would be suitable to pull up the movable part of the sluice gate, but
once pulled up it is impossible to lower it because the water pushes the plate against the
fixed part and the chains cannot exert a downward force. Wooden poles would do a
better job as with these one can exert forces both pulling up and pushing down.
Moreover the incrustations on the underside of the covering stone extend beyond the six
square holes and beyond the position of the sluice gate. The bottom of the square holes
is formed by the incrustations, which is inconsistent with iron bars extending through the
holes down to the channel floor. The channel floor at this point is plainly flat and does not
show any provision for fixation of the bars in the floor like depressions or holes
corresponding with the square orifices in the covering stone. The Stübinger
reconstruction must be considered mistaken.
The incrustations on the walls and on the underside of the covering stone show that the
sluice gate was operated in such a way that the free surface of the water cascade just
touched the underside of the - in time incrusted - covering stone. The movable plate may
be thought to have been operated by means of wooden poles fixed to it, the poles
extending through the two large orifices that correspond with vertical grooves in the side
walls. The plate could then be lowered and lifted by means of a lever beam. The required
rotation point for the lever beam may have been a stone block fastened onto the
covering stone by iron inserts protruding in the six square holes and fixed with molten
lead (Fig.274). The position of the movable plate thus represented the vertical thickness
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of the cascade falling into the castellum, and consequently was a measure of the water
discharge.312

Fig.274. Double sluice gate at Nîmes castellum with movable plate operated by a lever beam. The movable part of
the gate was operated in such a way that the free surface of the cascade falling over the weir into the castellum just
touched the covering stone (in drawing no incrustations in entrance channel). The position of the movable plate was
a measure of the discharge of the aqueduct into the castellum.

Taking the present seasonal discharge of the spring at Uzès that fed the aqueduct as a
measure for its Roman output it can be established that the thickness of the cascade
varied between 20 and 35 cm, accounting for 210 to 450 liters per second for the newly
built channel. The function of the weir was also to substantially slow the water down in
front of it for a reliable gauging. One could of course take the area A = L*D of the
cascade as a measure of the discharge, L being the width of the channel and D the depth
of the cascade falling over the weir. But then an error would be introduced that increases
with the thickness of the cascade. If the cascade would be twice as thick the discharge Q
increases by a factor (2)3/2, that is 2.83 times as much, but the area A would only
increase by a factor of 2. As a measure of discharge A would be 1/1.4142 (1/square root
of 2) too low, that is, represent only 70% of the real discharge. For a cascade three
times as thick the area A would represent only 58% of the real discharge.
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The discharge Q of a cascade of thickness D over a weir having a width L is proportional to (D)3/2: Q =
K*L*(D)3/2, with K a factor depending on weir characteristics. For this relation to give a realistic data care must
be taken to slow the water down in front of the weir to eliminate factors of water velocity that also determine
the discharge: the greater the velocity of the water in front of the weir, the higher the discharge. For Nîmes L=
1.2 metres, K having an estimated value of 1.6 to 1.9.
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So the Nîmes weir is a gauging apparatus, that, once calibrated, the castellarius very well
could use to determine the discharge of the aqueduct and decide which outgoing conduits
were to be served. Calibration may have been performed by a rather simple procedure.
When collecting the water cascade of a certain thickness, or a section of it, in a container
and simultaneously having the outflow of a quinaria orifice under standard head (or of a
septenaria representing two quinariae, or a larger fistula) collect in a second container,
comparison of the collected volumes after pulling both containers away from their water
streams at the same instant gives the number of quinariae the cascade delivers.
Thus the castella of both Nîmes and Pompeii had quantitative gauging facilities installed,
at Pompeii orifices under a fixed head, and at Nîmes a cascade freely falling over a weir.
Both examples represent direct discharge methods.
Yet we still do not know what the quinariae figures of Frontinus do represent.
Quinaria
Frontinus gives quantitative data in quinariae for the discharge of all 9 aqueducts of his
time, the Appia, Anio Vetus, Marcia, Tepula, Julia, Virgo, Alsietina, Claudia, and Anio
Novus. Only for the Appia Frontinus gives extra details: he mentions 1825 quinariae for
the discharge and tells us that it conforms to a water level of five feet in a channel one
and three quarters feet wide. The corresponding 5x1¾ square feet area matches the inner
cross sectional surface of 1825 quinariae pipes. Thus it is thought that Frontinus just
measured the water depth at some point in the Appia channel and multiplied by channel
width to calculate the number of quinariae in surface area, and without knowing the
velocity of the water these figures do not make sense.
In de Aq. 65 to 73 Frontinus discusses the flow rate of the aqueducts, one at a time,
from the start (caput) to the delivery at Rome and to the castella in Rome. De Aq. 79-86
treats the aqueducts from the delivery point at Rome to the final destinations, the inner
city distribution. De Aq. 86 discusses both the Aqua Claudia and Aqua Anio Novus
because their waters were combined. Measurements were taken at the intake (caput) for
the Anio Vetus, Marcia, Claudia, Anio Novus, at settling tanks (piscinae) where Frontinus
states that gauges were permanently installed, often located near the 4th, 6th and 7th
milestone (Anio Vetus, Marcia, Tepula/Julia, Virgo, Claudia), at junctions (Appia).
Frontinus compared his data with the official records discovering frauds and illegal
tappings. Between caput and piscina water could officially be diverted, the amounts in
quinariae mentioned by Frontinus which in some way he also must have measured. The
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delivery (erogatio) before entering the city is stated for all aqueducts. For the inner city
distribution - sections 79 to 86 - Frontinus mentions the amount that arrives at the city,
which does not always correspond with the delivery mentioned in de Aq. 65 -73, no
explanation given.313
We do know that the slope of Roman aqueducts generally decreased on approaching the
destination, with considerable variations along their course. Blackman has made an
inventory of the bed slopes of four great aqueducts of Rome (Anio Vetus, Marcia,
Claudia, Anio Novus).314 The bed slopes vary more than 100-fold, for the Aqua Marcia,
ranging even from 10-4 to 10-1, a thousand fold. Shallow bed slopes of course relate to
large water depths because the water flows slower, which may be compensated by
widening the channel. Yet, the water depth varied greatly along the course of these
aqueducts. For de Aqua Marcia Blackman calculated that the water depth varied from 0.5
metres at the very start to almost and over 2 metres at several locations, more than 4fold. At the end of the Aqua Marcia the water depth was about one metre Blackman
concluded. Frontinus’ data show a decrease in quinariae from source to city for all
aqueducts. This is sensible enough taking losses, leaks, diversions, and thefts into
account, and no one would expect an aqueduct to deliver more water at the end than
was put in at the beginning. This, however, does not comply with water levels being
higher at the end of the line than at the start, and even higher in between, if one
supposes that Frontinus just took his measurements from the water levels in the
channel. Simply for this reason the idea that Frontinus just measured the water depth in
the channel and multiplied by channel width to calculate the number of quinariae cannot
be maintained. Then how did he do it?
Frontinus took his measurement for the Aqua Appia at the junction with the Augusta
branch, at the ‘Twins’ near the Spes Vetus.315 There must have been some kind of tank,
where the waters of the two channels decanted in and left again to continue in a single
channel. The tank was never found, but a good example is a junction tank of the
Ottoman Kirkçesme aqueduct at Istanbul constructed by Sinan on or along the remains
of the Roman Hadrian line (Fig.275). No remains of the Appia have been found outside
Rome, but inside the walls three sections have been identified. A 103 m stretch, 11/3 feet
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For the Appia the flow rates correspond: delivery outside Rome 704 quinariae (Aq. 65), for inner city
distribution (Aq. 79) 699 quinariae + 5 diverted in name of Caesar = 704; Anio Vetus: delivery outside Rome
1348 quinariae (Aq. 66), but in Aq. 80 Frontinus states that 1508.5 quinariae were distributed inside the city,
while 169+404 quinariae were already diverted, i.e. a total of 2081.5 quinariae arriving at the city. Marcia,
Julia, Claudia, Anio Novus: no correspondence; Tepula, Virgo, Alsietina: correspondence.
314
Blackman 1978.
315
Frontinus de Aq., 65,3: ubi iungitur cum ramo Augustae. Translation by Rodgers 2004, par 65, ‘where it
joins with the branch called Augusta; Del Chicca 2004, 53, ‘dove l’Appia si congiunge col ramo dell’Augusta’;
Letzner & Merkel 2013, 47, ‘wo sie sich mit dem Zweig der Augusta vereinigt’.
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wide in a corridor 5½ feet high with a ½ foot vault was found by Fabretti in 1675 and
later again seen by Lanciani in 1876.316 In 1867 a section of channel 6 feet high and two
feet wide with a pointed roof was reported by Parker.317 Finally a stretch was spotted by
Lanciani in 1888, no dimensions given.318 So Frontinus’ water level of five feet at the
point where he took his measurement matches the vertical dimensions of the Appia
channel within the town, if only just. The channel must have been nearly full.
Did Frontinus then take his measurements by a direct-discharge method? Did he apply
the Pompeii method, by counting 1825 quinariae, under a fixed head and open flow? Or
did he, as in Nîmes, make the water fall over some kind of weir, and then took the crosssectional area of the cascade falling over it and expressed this in quinariae? The sheer
number of quinariae orifices in a horizontal row to measure the discharge of the
aqueducts of Rome does not make the Pompeii system very realistic. For the Aqua Appia,
1825 quinariae in a row, with 3 cm distance between centers (7 mm walling in between),
would make a line of almost 5.5 metres, an impractically large figure.319 Would then a
system as at Nîmes, with, or even without a weir, be a possibility?

Fig.275. Junction tank of the Ottoman Kirkcesme waterline at Istanbul, joining two channels to a single
one (after Çeçen 1992, 69).
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Fabretti 1680; Lanciani 1881. Also Ashby 1935, 68 for an overview. Fahlbusch 1982, 147 referring to Ashby
mentions a channel slope of 0.05%.
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Parker 1876, 9.
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Van Deman 1934, 27.
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Taylor 2000, 33 suggests that Frontinus may have applied the submerged orifice method with large
diameter pipes. Indeed Frontinus mentions 22 centenariae and 1 quadrigenaria as the equivalent of the 1825
quinariae, and one wonders why he felt urged to do that. Allowing for 5 cm walling between the orifices or pipes
the 22 centenariae in a horizontal row would require a spatial distance of some 4.5 metres, comparable to the
impractical 5.5 metres for the 1825 quinariae.
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When an aqueduct of width w ends at a reservoir or tank the water in the channel just
before cascading into the tank, without a weir, will have a certain average velocity V and
a height h (Fig.276).

Fig.276. Aqueduct discharging freely into a
reservoir. Water stream with average
velocity V and height h, channel width w.

Of course the discharge would be h*w*V or A*V, A being the cross sectional area of the
water stream. The average water velocity V is notoriously difficult to determine
depending on many factors like slope of channel, characteristics of wall material,
turbulence etc., while higher values of h result to higher average velocity of the water.
To determine the number of quinariae from A (even while knowing how much one
quinaria would be) is a complicated business. However, inserting a weir of sufficient
height so that V would be much reduced would greatly facilitate the procedure. As seen
above this was done by the Romans at the Nîmes castellum divisorium where the depth h
of the cascade over the weir crest was a good measure of the discharge of the aqueduct
into the tank.320
As discussed above if one would collect the total amount of water discharged by the
channel into the tank for a certain period of time while also having one quinaria pipe
delivering water under the standard head simultaneously into a container, comparison of
the volumes would give the number of quinariae the aqueduct delivers, no time piece
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See above, also Kessener 1995. It is the height of water above the weir crest upstream from the weir that is
important. The weir is just there to cause 'critical' flow conditions.
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needed.321 In this way a set up with a weir of a certain width can be calibrated for any
thickness of the cascade falling over the weir. Once calibrated a simple measuring stick
indicating the number of quinariae according the water level would be the gauge, similar
as in Nîmes. This method of water gauging is still practiced today in Iran for the
discharge of qanats, discussed here shortly.
Qanats
Qanats represent an ancient method in arid areas to tap remote water tables and
transport the collected water to settlements and desired locations (Fig.277).322 Slightly
sloped tunnels are constructed by connecting vertical shafts underground. This water
provision system is said to have originated from ancient Persia as early as the 7th
Century BCE spreading to the East in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Western China,
and to the West in countries as Jordan, Syria, the Arabian peninsula, North Africa, and
Spain, and later to the new world.323 Qanats have also been found in Luxemburg.

Fig.277. Diagram of qanat, plan and elevation. (1) Infiltration part; (2) Water conveyance
part; (3) Open channel; (4) Vertical shafts; (5) Small storage pond; (6) Irrigation area;(7)
Alluvial material; (8) Layers of fertile soil; (9) Groundwater surface/ water table; (10)
bedrock (after www.waterhistory.org/histories/qanats/, Fig.1 (April 2016)).
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Or any larger diameter pipe. The crucial point is that both discharges should start and stop at the same
moment.
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See e.g. Wulff 1968, Lightfoot D.R. 1996a/b, Lightfoot 2000, Yazdi & Khaneiki 2013, Wessels 2014, Grewe
2014, 108-112, Leveau 2014, 95-98. Eslamian et.al. 2017, Döring 2017, Wessels 2017. Also ‘Qanat Irrigation
Systems’, a 2003 publication of the Iranian Centre for sustainable Development (Cenesta) available on the
internet. Some twenty articles on qanats in Iran, Egypt, Maroc, France, Mexico, Spain, Portugal, Lybia, Syria,
California, Luxemburg, have been published in 'Wasserversorgung aus Qanate', Schriftenreihe der FrontinusGesellschaft, Heft 26 (ISBN 3-9806091-2-X). For a further list see romanaqueducts.info/aqualib/qanatlit.html.
323
Qanats have regional names and are known as kettara in Marocco, karez in Afghanistan and Pakistan, falaj
in Arabia, foggara in North Africa, galerias in Spain, qanat romani in Syria and Jordan. How the shafts were dug
may be seen in ‘Afghan Nomades’, a film by Ella Maillart of her 1939 voyage by car from Geneva to Afghanistan
with Annemarie Schwarzenbach (DVD ISBN 90 59390 82 2).
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In the late 1960's qanats provided 75% of the water used in Iran.324 Qanats could
acquire lengths of up to 100 km, taking decades to construct. Because of the shafts
around which the excavated material is deposited qanats are characteristic marks in the
landscape (Fig.278). These days qanat systems are increasingly endangered because
diesel pumped wells lead to depletion of the water table and the drying up of the qanats,
whence abandonment of the system after which the tunnels deteriorate because of lack
of maintenance. Programs have been initiated to rehabilitate and reinstate qanats as well
as modernize the tunnels, e.g. in Iran, Syria, Iraq, Oman, Marocco.325

Fig.278. Shafts of fogarra (qanat) in the Sahel, near Akabli, Algeria
(georgesteinmetz.com/collections/algeria-oasis-collection/ (April 2016)).

The discharge of Iranian qanats was measured, and - when running - still is measured,
with a scaled frame in combination with a weir put in the water stream (Fig.279).326 An
interview with am Iranian practitioner who’s family had been in the qanat business for
five generations put it as follows when asked ‘How do you measure the volume of flow?’:
‘To do so, we have a scaled frame. First of all, we level the bottom of the ditch just
where we are to measure the flow, because to get an accurate result the slope should be
zero and water moves very slowly through the scaled frame. Now with the help of the
marks engraved on the frame we can measure how much water is flowing.’ Measurement
324
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Wulff 1968.
Wessels 2014; Yazdi & Khaneiki 2013, 11-34.
Yazdi & Khaneiki 2013, 289, Fig.87.
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of discharge of a water flow by means of a weir is an old practice that may date from
millennia ago. Another example where this method was applied may be found at
Carthage.

Fig.279. Scaled frame to measure the discharge of a qanat. The water flow is made to pass through a narrowed
opening to have the water pond up and reduce flow velocity ahead of weir and frame. The frame is calibrated with
scales on both vertical and horizontal axis (after Yazdi & Khaneiki 2013, 289 Fig.87).

Carthage
The 2nd Century aqueduct that supplied Carthage took its water from springs in the
Zaghouan mountain range about 50 km to the South, where a sanctuary was erected
over the main spring. On its way to Carthage the 0.9 m wide and 1.75 m high channel
had to cross the Miliani depression for which a 17 km long bridge with piers up to 30 m
high was constructed (Fig.280a,b). In Severan times a second spring was tapped at Ain
Djouggar, another 33 km to the South. The Ain Djouggar channel joined the Carthage
line at Moghrane some 5 kilometres downstream from Zaghouan. The total length - from
Ain Djouggar to Carthage - amounted to 90 km, from Zaghouan the line was 65 km
long.327
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Some authors state 132 km for the total length, but this is a misunderstanding. Hodge for instance refers to
a length of 84 km for the Moghrane-Carthage section only (Hodge 1992, 348), which seems overestimated.
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After a long period of destructions and restorations in Byzantine and Arab times the
aqueduct became in disuse in the 17th century and became employed as stone quarry. In
the 19th Century, under French rule, the aqueduct was restored once again, the channels
repaired and bridges substituted by inverted siphons, to provide Tunis with water
(Fig.281). Also springs at Bargou further to the South were tapped by a modern line.
Today about 70 km of the ancient aqueduct runs as in the old days, serving local
populace on its way North before supplying the city of Tunis (Figs.282).

Fig.280a. Channel of the Carthage
aqueduct.

Fig.280b. Carthage aqueduct, crossing the
17 km Miliani plains on 35 m high bridge.
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Fig.281. 1928 map of the water provision of Tunis. The restored ancient aqueduct took waters from
Zaghouan and from Ain Djouggar as is the old days (blue trajectory). The two lines came together at
Moghrane (map from en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zaghouan_Aqueduct (March 2016)).
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Fig.282. Section of the
Carthage aqueduct with
running water; basin
communicating with the
channel on behalf of the
local populace.

The ancient junction at Moghrane again joins the two branches. Ahead of the single
channel the discharge of each line is gauged by measuring the depth of a cascade falling
over a weir with a simple dipstick (Fig.283).

Fig.283. Carthage aqueduct. Junction
of the Zaghouan and the Ain Djoukar
channels. Just ahead where the waters
are joined into a single channel the
discharge of each aqueduct is gauged
by measuring the depth of a free falling
cascade over a weir with a scaled
dipstick.
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So gauging of water discharge of aqueducts by means of a cascade falling over a weir is
a reliable and universally applied method. Was it done for the Aqua Appia? Would the
gauging system of Nîmes or of Carthage, a weir installed at the very end of the channel
with a cascade falling freely into a basin, be a possibility? Frontinus’ data might then
represent the area of the cascade falling over the weir, that is a cascade five feet high
and one and three quarters feet wide, as wide as the channel.
Gauging the Appia
But a weir of substantial height could not have been accommodated at the end of Appia
channel, a channel not much higher than five feet. If we assume that the cascade would
have been five feet high, there simply is not enough space. And without a weir a 5 feet
high water cascade falling freely into the junction tank near Spes Vetus must be
considered unrealistic because the channel would be filled to the brim not far upstream
from the exit and become pressurized leading to overflow and damage to the aqueduct
(Fig.284).328

Fig.284. Appia channel with cascade 5 feet high cascading into tank. In Roman
feet: A=1¾, B=5, H=6 (maximum). The discharge would be an unrealistic four
cubic metres/sec, but first the channel would overflow not far upstream.
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Only after a few metres upstream the water level in the channel would surpass the height of the channel,
leading to damage and overflow. See appendix 3.
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One could of course imagine that Frontinus meant that it was not a 5 feet high cascade
that discharged into the tank, but that the water level ahead of a weir was 5 feet high,
equal to both the height of the weir plus the height of the cascade falling over it
(Fig.285).329 The discharge of the cascade over such weir then should amount to 1825
quinariae in volume/time, while the total area occupied by weir plus cascade would have
to be 1825 quinariae in surface area. The question is, whether these two figures can be
reconciled. To see whether this would be realistic one needs to have an estimate of the
quinaria measure in liters/sec, and see whether the discharge of 1825 quinariae would fit
with a weir of substantial height.

Fig.285. Appia channel with water level 5 feet high ahead of a weir of height C. The height of the
cascade over the weir would be B minus C.

As noted above several attempts have been made in the past to quantify the value of one
quinaria as discharge measure. For aqueducts it has been argued that Frontinus just took
the wetted area in the channel and divide this figure by the area of one quinaria pipe. As
mentioned above, without knowledge of the flow velocity of the water this does not make
sense, and as the Romans did not have accurate clocks velocity measurements were not
329

Also a system with a plank or board inserted from above with the water passing underneath, the board
creating a head upstream of it (of possibly 12 cm), would meet similar spatial problems. See e.g Rondelet
1820, xiv;. Hodge 1984; Cioli 2010, 11.
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possible, so Frontinus’ figures do not make sense.330 De Kleijn for instance thinks that
the quinaria was not at all appropriate to measure a water volume: ‘die von ihm
(Frontinus) verwendete Maβeinheit, die quinaria, war eigentlich überhaupt nicht dazu
geeignet, ein Wasservolumen zu bestimmen’).331
Rabun Taylor proposed that Frontinus may have had an idea of the water velocity in the
channel by means of some kind of ‘hydraulic variant of a wind-sock’ to gauge the speed
of flow.332 A simple vane on a stick hinged at the top would perfectly do the job, the vane
sufficiently immersed in the water at square angles to the flow. As the vane will be
pushed by the flow to a certain angle, the angle will be a measure of the flow velocity.
When the deviation angle and thus the velocity of flow would be ´right´, the cross
section of the water in the channel would be the gauge - in quinariae - of the aqueduct´s
flow rate. But what velocity of flow would be ´right´? Moreover, how and where could
Frontinus have managed to access the 16.5 km Appia channel at some point, a channel
that would have been almost filled to the brim, a channel that ran underground for
almost its entire length,333 and find the desired stretch in complete darkness?
A number of authors have - from archeological data - attempted to calculate the flow
rate in cubic metres per second (dimensions of channel, bed slope, water levels deduced
from sinter traces), and then divide by the number of quinariae mentioned by Frontinus.
The 1978 estimate by Blackman for the (maximum) discharge of the four largest
aqueducts (Anio Vetus, Marcia, Claudia, and Anio Novus) must be considered a realistic
procedure.334 It led to a value of 32.8 cubic metres/day per quinaria or 0.38 liters/sec as
upper limit for the quinaria measure.
Falhbusch estimated the total discharge for 7 aqueducts, resulting to a value between
0.25 and 0.45 liters/sec.335 The Fahlbusch figures are biased by the fact that he took the
width of the channels from archeological data, but assumed a water level in the channel
by dividing Frontinus´ quinariae figures as surface area by the width of the channel,
reasoning that Frontinus just measured the cross sectional area.336
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Hodge 1992, 299. See also Keenan-Jones et al. 2015 for a discussion.
De Kleijn 2013, 214. For water volumes de Kleijn is right. But Frontinus was interested in water discharge,
nowadays expressed in cubic metres per day or liters per second.
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Taylor 2000, 38.
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Except for a stretch on low arches near the Porta Capena, van Deman 1934, 25. Access by means of
inspection shafts would have been possible, but what would guarantee that the speed of flow at such spot
would be ‘right´?
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Blackman 1978.
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Fahlbusch 1982, 147.
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Kessener 2006, 356.
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Several authors like Eugène Belgrand, Thomas Ashby, and later Deane Blackman &
Trevor Hodge and also Christer Bruun concluded that it is impossible to have an exact
measure for the quinaria in liters per second (Fig.286).337
However, we may have some kind of estimate, not an exact measure, based on the
archaeological data of aqueducts and water levels deduced from sinter traces, of which
the Blackman and maybe also the Taylor figures appear the most reliable. Thus one could
limit the quinaria value to 30-35 cubic metres per 24 hours, that is between 0.35 and
0.41 liters per second. Then the 1825 quinariae would represent a discharge of 639 to
748 liters per second. A cascade 1¾ Roman feet wide (51.8 cm) falling over a weir would
then have to be 75 to 82 cm high to accommodate such flow rate. The resulting weir for
the Appia channel would then reach 66 to 73 cm high, so that the wetted surface area of
1825 quinariae upstream from the weir would match a discharge of 1825 quinariae. It
may seem a solution, but we would immediately run into problems, because for lesser
discharge, say just a trickle, the wetted area upstream from the weir would be equal to
the area of the weir, that is, 814 or 960 quinariae, while the real discharge would be just
about zero. We must conclude that Frontinus’ 1825 quinariae for the Aqua Appia as area
of a cascade over a weir plus the area of the weir does not represent a realistic gauging
methodt, just as is the area of a cascade without a weir.

Fig.286. Some authors on the value of the quinaria.
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Prony 1817, 417; Belgrand 1877a, 85-87; di Fenizio 1916, 316; Ashby 1935 cited by Cioli 2010, 14;
Blackman 1978; Fahlbusch 1982, 160; Taylor 2000, 39; Blackman & Hodge 2004, 22; Bruun 2013, 171.
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We have seen above that the quinaria pipe as a gauge for distribution purposes does not
make much sense because of the elevation of and the distance to the customer that is to
be served, while for the aqueducts measuring the speed of flow meets severe objections,
not only while Roman time keeping was not accurate enough. Although the findings at
Pompeii and at Nîmes indicate that the Romans knew and applied direct discharge
methods it is not immediately evident that these methods were used for the great
aqueducts of Rome with their large number of quinariae Frontinus says he measured.
Although the weir method must be considered a candidate this is not so for the Appia,
and we are stuck with the Frontinus' area of 5 by 1¾ feet.
Of course Frontinus, when coming into office, did not install the gauges for the aqueducts
himself. If not already permanently put up by his predecessors, enabling him to compare
measurements taken in his presence with the data of the existing official records, gauges
could be installed by his experienced co-workers already there when he got the job and
who of course were highly skilled in the art of water management evident from their
aptness to fraudulence.338 The gauges were installed where channels discharged into
tanks, either settling tanks or junctions, or at the start where the water first entered the
channel.
In town the aqueducts ended in a castellum princeps, often fitted as a nymphaeum
equipped with ornamental features and fountains, from where the waters flowed towards
secondary castella for distribution. In 1761 Piranesi published a treatise about the
remains of the castellum of the Aqua Julia titled Le Rovine del castellum dell´Acqua
Giulia.339 Apart from a number of etches the treatise contains explanatory texts and
notes. From the castellum a number of fistulae departed as well as two channels towards
the Esquiline that could alternatingly be closed off by sluice gates. Cascades emerged at
the front on three different levels and decanted in a basin that extended along the two
sides of the castellum (Fig.287).340 The waters that fell into the basin in front of the
castellum discharged again into a channel which Piranesi assumed to be a sewer (cloaca,
D in Fig.288). The water first passed a perforated lead screen interpreted as a strainer.
However, the lining of channel D in Fig.288 is suggestive for opus signinum, and of
course it would be a waste not to use the substantial amounts of water that cascaded
into the basin: the ‘cloaca’ must have been a supply channel. At Ephesos for instance
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Frontinus on fraud: De Aq. 112-115. For fraud in Constantinople: de Kleijn 2016.
The castellum, also referred to as the Nymphaeum of Alexander Severus, was adorned with the two marble
statues, the ‘Trophies of Marius’, that in 1590 Pope Sixtus V had moved to the Campidoglio where they stand
today. It had for long been accepted that the castellum was the endpoint of the Aqua Julia, but in the 1980’s it
turned out that Julia’s channel did not run high enough. The present view is that it was supplied by the Aqua
Claudia and/or Aqua Anio Novus, conforming the 1680 opinion of Fabretti (Longfellow 2011, 194, n.126).
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Fig.287. Piranesi 1761: Tav. X of Le Rovine del Castello dell’ Acqua Giulia. Three cascades at different levels,
B, E, and G, discharging into the basin at the front of the castellum.

Fig.288. Piranesi 1761: Rovine del Castello dell’ Acqua Giulia, Tav XIV. At the right hand side of the basin in
front of the castellum (A) the water passed a lead screen (C) to be discharged into channel (D), according to
Piranesi a cloaca. The depicted part of screen (C), which apparently was wider, counts 77 equally sized
orifices arranged in 6 horizontal rows.
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the nymphaeum Traiani on the Curetes street was drained through a channel in front of
the rectangular basin (Fig.289). The channel crossed the Curetes street at right angles
and then supplied the residence of Gaius Flavius Furius Aptus in Hanghaus 2 as well as
the late 3rd Century nymphaeum near the Celsus library before running to the harbor to
supply stone sawing workshops.341, 342

Fig.289. Nymphaeum Traiani on the Curetes street at Ephesos. From the channel in front of the
rectangular basin water could be taken. It drained to the right passing underneath the Curetes street.

The central niche of the ornamental nymphaeum of Aspendos had a fountain, attested by
two 25cm stone elbows that were installed on the back side of the central niche. The
fountain decanted into the basins in front where two 40cm wide ceramic conduits led
waters probably towards the bath buildings in the plain South-East of the acropolis
(Figs.290-292).343
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Quatember 2006, 75 and Fig.7; Wiplinger 2006a, 35-38; Wiplinger 2006b, 125-6.
By an edict of proconsul Antoninus Albus the sawing of stones was prohibited because the waste material of
the process threatened to silt the Ephesos harbor (Wiplinger 2006a, 38).
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Figs.290-292. Aspendos Nymphaeum, central niche, originally with statue and fountain. To the right above:
25cm diameter stone elbow joints at the back of the central niche, of conduit system that fed the fountain.
Below: 40cm ceramic pipes to drain the basins in front of the nymphaeum.

The strainer that is depicted by Piranesi, 'la cui forma si è desunta dall´antico', consists
of a screen with equally sized holes arranged in horizontal rows. As seen above for the
Hamediye Suterazi at Istanbul such installation could very well serve as a gauging
instrument to monitor the flow that went down the channel. So we may ask, is Piranesi´s
screen a gauging instrument? Were Frontinus' gauges similar installations? Was the
discharge of aqueducts measured by installing a screen at the end of the channel where
it decanted into a basin, the screen equipped with quinaria sized holes in parallel rows?
And how would such system comply with Frontinus´ numbers for the Aqua Appia?
The area of 5x1¾ feet mentioned by Frontinus for the Appia exactly matches the cross
sectional inner area of 1825 quinaria pipes. But it is simply impossible to accommodate
1825 quinaria pipes with their thick pipe wall into that area.344 As discussed above
Frontinus - and his water men – were fully aware of the relation between discharge
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through a submerged orifice and the water level above it, the head. And they were quite
capable to quantify this relationship with simple means.
If a number of quinaria orifices or quinaria pipes/calices were to be arranged in a vertical
column at equal distance from each other one could very well establish the discharge
when only one orifice would be submerged, then two orifices, and so on (instead of
orifices one may also think of pipes or calices). Taking as a reference the discharge q of
just one submerged orifice, an orifice under some arbitrary ‘standard’ head H, and call it
one quinaria, it is easy to estimate the summed up discharge of two, three, four, etc.
orifices with help of the formula Q = C*A*(2gH)1/2 (Fig.293).345 In the old days plain
measurements would do just as well and even be more accurate.346

Fig.293. Total discharge of a number of orifices positioned equidistantly one above the other. Distance
between orifices = H, orifice diameter = A; B = H - A.

It will be seen that there is a relation between the total discharge from a number of
orifices positioned one above the other and the water level, the total head. The total
head thus represents the number of submerged orifices, which on their turn represent
the total discharge of all orifices, expressed in quinariae. When the head would be 4H,
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For the orifice 2H below the water surface the discharge equals C*A*(2g2H)1/2 = (2) 1/2 * C*A*(2gH)1/2 =
(2)1/2 times discharge q of orifice H below the water surface, and so on. For clarity H in the figure is taken as
the distance between the downside of orifices instead of between the centre of the orifices which would result to
a minor corrections for q and Qtot maintaining their interrelation. For low values of H with respect to orifice
diameter some correction may also be indicated, as the head above the upper edge of the orifice may differ
significantly from the head at the lower edge. See Schneider 13.38.
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Plain measurements: as already noted have the water from the orifice under head H collect in a container,
and do this also and simultaneously for the water flow from the orifice under head of for instance 2H. Then stop
the flow from both orifices at the same instance. The volume collected from the orifice at the greater head
divided by the volume from the orifice under H gives the relation.
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the total discharge would be 6.14 quinariae. In case of 8 orifices above each other, the
total discharge for a head of 8 H would amount to 16.32 quinariae. If one would put a
number of say 10 columns next to each other, then the total discharge of all columns at
head 8H would just be the discharge of one column times the number of columns, or
163.2 quinariae.
So there is another option for the gauging of aqueduct discharge. A screen having
orifices placed in a rows one above the other, similar as for the Hamedyie suterazi
(Fig.294).

Fig.294. Aqueduct discharging into a reservoir with perforated screen put at the
very end of the channel.

If a screen with perforations is installed at the end of a channel - the screen functioning
as an obstruction - then the water level in the channel will rise and the speed of flow will
be reduced. The screen of Fig.294 counts 6 columns of 11 orifices, or - vice versa - 11
horizontal rows with 6 orifices. In the figure 8 rows of orifices are below the water
surface that just reaches up to the 9th row. For clarity water is shown to emerge only
from the bottom row of 6 orifices and from the 8 orifices of the column on the right hand
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side. Two orifices of the upper row are blocked with a wooden peg. Taken the discharge
standard of 1 quinaria to be the discharge of the upper submerged orifices (which does
not have to be the Roman standard), each column of 8 orifices delivers 16.32
quinariae.347 The total discharge Qtot may now very easily be determined. 6 columns of
16.32 quinariae minus 2 quinariae (the ones blocked by wooden pegs) deliver a Qtot of
6 * 16.32 – 2 = 97.92 – 2 = 96 (95.92) quinariae.
Once such screens were standardized by the number of columns of quinaria sized orifices
(1¼ digiti diameter), the orifices put at a certain distance above each other, the columns
set at a certain distance from each other, and the discharge of each orifice set against a
certain standard value of the quinaria, they could be installed permanently at the end of
channels where these discharged into tanks. Frontinus indeed states that permanent
gauges were installed at the settling tanks of the Anio Vetus, Marcia, Tepula/Julia, Virgo,
and Claudia.
The water level h behind the screen could easily be read from the level of the orifices
from which just a trickle of water emerged, maybe aided by inserting some pegs in
orifices in the row below. The experienced castellarius could conveniently determine the
discharge of the aqueduct in quinariae, and quite quickly tell, just from the water level,
how much water the aqueduct delivered.
Lochplatten
Such screens, installed at tanks, surely when made of lead, of course have disappeared.
But perforated screens, Lochplatten, have been attested at the Piscina Cardito, the
largest cistern of Pozzuoli. The twin cistern, capacity over 4000 cubic metres, was fed by
the Roman Campana aqueduct that took its water from the crater of Mount Gauro.348
Sometime between the 3rd and 5th Century CE the largest tank, 55 by 15.5 metres, was
subdivided into 6 sections separated by walls. Between the sections perforated stone
screens were installed which have been preserved. The stone screens counted up to 90
holes 2 cm in diameter arranged in horizontal rows and vertical columns (Fig.295a,b).
According to Mathias Döring the tank was used for fish farming, the screens, not being
strainers, allowing circulation of water while separating species of fish.349 Fahlbusch on
his turn postulates marble Lochplatten with 2 cm perforations in relation with water
conveyance in the Villa Hadriana. Lochplatten also have been attested at Pergamon and
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The standard quinaria unit was the discharge from a quinaria orifice under some unknown standard head,
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at the villa San Vincenzino at Cecina, Italy.350 In the En 'Ami tunnel in the water
catchment area for the water supply of Caesarea, Israel, a stone screen was found in a
wall between the main channel in the tunnel and a feeding channel associated with an
inspection shaft. The screen counts nine round 10 cm diameter holes in three columns of
3 holes in six rows one above the other (of 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, and 1 holes) and may have been
applied to gauge the inflow into the main channel.351 So perforated screens were
manufactured in Roman times; they could very well have been applied for water gauging.
If indeed a perforated screen was applied for the Aqua Appia we have to see whether the
numbers given by Frontinus can be reconciled with such a system. A perforated screen
(lead, wood, stone, with or without calices) installed at the channel’s end at the junction
tank of the Appia cannot have been wider than 1¾ feet, the width of the channel
Frontinus says it was, and should be at least 5 feet high. How many quinaria sized
orifices the screen could have held depends on the spacing between the orifices. Too
small a spacing would endanger the integrity of the screen, too large could limit the
orifices below the number needed.

Fig.295b. Dimensions of Lochplatten at
Pozzuoli. Diameter of perforations 20mm (left,
98 orifices) and 18 mm (right, 84 perforations)
(After Döring, 2012, 235).

Fig.295a. Perforated screen, Lochplatte, at Pozzuoli,
Piscina Cardito, in situ. (After Döring, 2012, 235).
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Fahlbusch 2008, 294 n.232.
Siegelmann 2002, 134-135 and Fig.9. Interpreted as filter and as barrier to prevent access to the tunnel via
the shaft (there are eight shafts to the tunnel without such barrier) it could very well have served to gauge the
inflow into the main channel.
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To see whether this is a realistic procedure it may be sensible to use the Roman system
of measurement, the digitus and the pes - 16 digiti to the pes - as Frontinus did for the
definition of the fistulae and calices, which would conform Roman practice.352 With 1¼
digitus for the diameter of a quinaria orifice and allowing for ¼ digitus of material
between orifices (about 4.6 mm) the 1¾ pes width of the channel would accommodate
16 to 18 orifices, with respectively 2 digiti or 1 digitus free space next to the walls of the
channel on either side. But with only 4.6 mm of material between orifices the screen
would maybe not be stable enough. With ½ digitus between orifices, 9,2 mm, the screen
would be stronger, and one could accommodate exactly 16 orifices, and 15 or 14
columns more conveniently. With ¾ digitus material between orifices, 13.8 mm, the
distance between orifice centers would amount to 2 digiti, allowing for 13 orifices or 14 if
only just. So an arrangement with 14, 15 or 16 columns with 1¾ digitus interdistance,
1¼ digitus for the diameter of the orifice and ½ digitus between orifices, seems a good
option. The 5 pedes for the water level that Frontinus mentions would allow for a
maximum of 45 rows of orifices if the same distance is taken vertically between orifices.
The screen would then have 720 orifices for 16 columns, and 675 for 15 colums, and 630
for 14, substantial numbers indeed.
Now one may determine for any water level in the channel the discharge in quinariae for
each column of orifices, the quinaria as unit of delivery being a quinaria orifice under a
head of a yet unknown number of digiti. The challenge is to see how many columns of
quinaria orifices open to flow for a water level of 5 pedes would deliver the 1825
quinariae Frontinus mentions (the quinaria as unit of delivery, unit value to be
determined), while matching the 1825 quinariae (as simple unit of surface area)
equivalent to the area of 5*1¾ square pedes Frontinus calculated. One may compare the
results for 14, 15 or 16 columns of orifices. Then see for what standard unit of quinaria
(delivery, i.e. a quinaria orifice under a head of x digiti, with x= for instance 4, or 5, 6, or
7 digiti) the total discharge for each number of columns would be.
The results are shown in Fig.296. It will be seen that the calculated discharges vary
widely, from 1478 to 2235 quinariae. Remarkably, 16 columns of 45 submerged quinaria
orifices represent a discharge of 1825 standard quinaria (quinaria under a head of 6
digiti). It must have been a sheer coincidence that the calculation gave almost exactly
1825 quinariae as a result, and of course the formula Q = C*A*(2gH)1/2 that was applied
for the calculation may have to be corrected somewhat for very low or very high heads
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as well as for interference from neighboring orifices, so adaptations may be needed to
some extent.353 Also because of the thickness of the screen or in case calices were fitted
in the screen the orifices must be regarded as pipes, also with consequences for the
discharge per orifice.354 But that does not affect the general picture.
The calculated wetted area of 1836 quinariae behind the screen is of course the same for
all numbers of columns, its value differing only 0.6% from Frontinus value of 1825
quinariae. The calculated 1874 quinariae for 15 columns of 45 orifices differs a mere 2
percent and may be realistic as well; here the standard quinaria refers to the discharge
of one quinaria under 5 digiti head. It will be clear from the table that a standard quinaria
with a head of 4 digiti and less, and with 7 digiti head and more, are not to be
considered, as the discharge in quinariae is either far too large or too low. Also the
figures for 14 columns are too much out of range.

Fig.296. Discharge of 14, 15 and 16 columns of 45 orifices of quinaria size.
Calculated wetted area behind the perforated screen equals 1836 quinariae ,
corresponding closely to Frontinus’ water level of 5 pedes. Standard quinaria
(discharge) taken for a head of 4, 5, 6, and 7 digiti.
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Clemens, Technical University, Delft.
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The conclusion is that for the Appia aqueduct discharge measurement by means of a
perforated screen is a realistic procedure and can be reconciled with Frontinus' numbers.
Taking that the Romans did not know discharge formulas applied for the calculations,
they had to rely on quantitative measurements of the kind mentioned above to calibrate
their perforated screens. Once calibrated against their standard quinaria (under a head of
5 or 6 digiti) they would know, from their measurements, the discharge in quinariae of
any number of columns for any number of submerged orifices.355 And because they had
to rely on measurements, their calibration would be more realistic and more exact than
the calculations performed above. If all screens were to be made in the same way and
with the same arrangement of orifices, the number of columns adapted to the width of
the channel, it would be a simple task to know the discharge of any aqueduct from the
water level behind the screen, the castellarius maybe even knowing the numbers by
heart.
Frontinus and gauging
Frontinus stated that gauges were set up permanently at piscinae for a number of
aqueducts. No installations of the kind have archaeologically been attested at Rome. But
there is an example from later time. In the junction tank of the Ottoman Kirkçesme
waterline at Istanbul shown in Fig.275 the channel to the West, left in the picture, is
equipped with a measuring installation: a weir with a number of standard orifices in a
horizontal row, a mousslouk, at the very end of the channel (Figs.297-298). The
installation in Fig. 297 is not in view because the water flow was too large when the
picture was taken, overflowing and hiding the modest contraption. But Çeçen notes:
'However, the West branch flows in only slightly above the water galleries. The water
raises at the weirs and the flow of the branches is measured here with the help of lüle
under 96 mm of water exactly as is done in measuring chests. As these lüles are covered
during periods when water is abundant they cannot be seen’.356
This suggests that both channels were monitored by means of a mousslouk, but in
Fig.297 the shape of the surface of water emerging from West branch, with a depression
in the middle, is indicative for the installation that is hidden beneath the water. Fig.298
represents a reconstruction of the installation, the screen equipped with a depression. In
the figure there are 6 lüle one of which is closed off by a wooden peg. The stone plates
extending into the tank left and right from the channel may have served the caretaker to
put his tools and pegs on.
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Presenting the quinariae figures for the Aqua Appia Frontinus mentions that the water
level of 5 pedes in the 1¾ pedes wide channel is also the equivalent of ‘twenty two
centenariae plus one quadrigenaria or 1825 quinariae’.357 The 5 x 1 ¾ square pedes
amount to 2240 square digiti that match 1825 (+½) quinariae (quinaria as surface
measure) as well as 22 centenariae plus 1 quadrigenaria when taken as surface area
(diameters taken from Frontinus and calculated with π = 22/7). The figures do not
exactly match the capacity of 22 centenariae plus 1 quadrigenaria as given by Frontinus,
that is 1813 39/72 quinariae, on which difference Frontinus does not comment upon.
But why does Frontinus mention the 22 centenariae plus 1 quadrigenaria at all? He could
have taken any other combination of fistulae sizes adding them up to the desired amount
of 1825 quinariae. However, it may an indication that measuring screens were equipped
with orifices larger than quinaria size.

Fig.298. Junction tank of the Ottoman
Kirkçesme aqueduct at Istanbul, detail,
West branch discharging into the tank,
reconstruction with less abundant water
flow in the channel. A mousslouk is
installed at the very end of the channel,
here with 6 lüle of which one is closed
off by a wooden peg. The water level in
the channel just reaches the depression
in the weir.
Fig.297. Junction tank of the Ottoman Kirkçesme aqueduct at
Istanbul, detail, West branch discharging into tank. Depression
in surface of water flow visible in center corresponds to the
depression in the wall of the mousslouk installed at the very end
of the channel.
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The question of course is: was it possible to accommodate the required number of
centenariae orifices in such screen? With the same method as applied above (the deeper
the orifice is submerged, the higher the discharge) it turns out that a column of four
centenariae orifices one above the other would deliver about 11 centenariae. Two such
columns of centenariae can be conveniently accommodated in a 5 by 1¾ pedes screen
leaving enough space for quadrigenariae and smaller sized orifices. So screens with a
number of columns of differently sized orifices may very well be applied as discharge
measuring devices once calibration has been performed according the state of the art.
The standard screen may have been equipped with several columns of orifices, the
orifices differently sized for each column. In that way the number of orifices would be
reduced and the discharge could be determined more quickly. The orifices would be the
ones that the castellarii preferably used: the quinaria, duodenaria, vicenaria,
quadrigenaria, centenaria (and possibly the centenum vicenum). But this is speculation.
One may enumerate aspects of aqueduct gauging by means of a screen with orifices, a
method to monitor and measure the discharge of an aqueduct that does not require time
measurement. The discharge can be expressed in standard quinaria unit, which unit is
set by a quinaria orifice under a specific standard head. Indications are that this standard
head is 6 or possibly 5 digiti. By simple measurement of how much an orifice of arbitrary
dimension and under arbitrary head would deliver during an arbitrary time span and
comparing the volume with what one standard quinaria produces in the same time span
(opening and closing the orifices simultaneously) the capacity in quinariae of the orifice
can be readily established. Calibrated screens with such orifices can be installed at the
intake where the waters from source or spring enter the channel, or at settling tanks or
junction tanks, where the aqueduct’s waters decant into and depart from.
When a channel flows at full capacity, that is, when it is filled to the brim and the water
flows slowly, gauging the flow with this method is problematic as the water level will rise
because the screen is an obstruction. The channel may overflow upstream from the
screen or even cascade over it. Thus Frontinus was not able to measure the intake of the
Aqua Virgo because, as he says, the ‘water enters the channel with too gentle a
current’.358 Although gauging screens have not been attested archaeologically at the end
or start of Roman aqueduct channels, we do have the example from Ottoman times in
the Kirkçesme junction tank.
When attempting to determine a value in liters per second for the quinaria, taking for the
head 6 digiti, a number best fitting with Frontinus‘ data for the Appia, we still run into
358
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problems because of the formula C*A*(2gH)1/2. Now it is the factor C that plays a rôle
when A , H, and of course g are set. C is a factor that represents shape and
characteristics of the orifice (Fig.299). C is always less than 1; the value of C based on
experiments may be found in handbooks.359 For sharp edges orifices C may be set at
0.61. For orifices with rounded edges - nozzles so to say - it can get as high as 0.97.
Accumulation of dirt at the edge at the upstream side may lead to a higher values (by
rounding of the edges) but also to lower values (by reducing the area open to flow). It is
not clear why Di Fenizio took the value of C = 0.75 for his calculations; comparing the
discharge for C = 0.61 and for C = 0.75 the difference would amount to almost 25%.360

Fig.299. Value of C as function of orifice characteristics.

However, it is a non-relevant issue to attempt to exactly know how much one quinaria
would represent in litres/sec. The important thing is that the Romans - and Frontinus had the means and the knowledge, without having to measure the velocity of flow and
without having to measure time, to accurately determine the discharge of aqueducts.
Their standard unit was the quinaria, the discharge of a submerged orifice (or calix) of
1¼ digiti diameter under a preset head. Indications are that the gauges they had
installed, and gauges were already there when Frontinus came into office, either looked
like weirs, or like screens with perforations, perforations possibly but not necessarily of
equal size. Both kind of installations could be calibrated by simple but efficient timeindependent measurements.
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E.g. Schneider 13.38.
If we assume that the Romans had screens of lead we may think of sharp edged orifices as the most
probable option. Taking C = 0.61 the quinaria measure under 6 digiti head would be 34.7 m3/24hours or 0.40
litre/sec for gauging the discharge of aqueducts. In case the head for the standard quinaria would be 5 digiti, a
value that still would fit with Frontinus’ Appia data - but less conveniently - the result would be 27.2 m3/24
hours or 0.31 litre/sec. These values are consistent with the estimates of Blackman that are in fact the most
reliable because he determined the discharge of aqueducts from archeological data only and compared with
Frontinus’ data (Fig.195 above). For calices which are in fact a pipe C must again be adapted.
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Castella
The delivery to customers from castella had its own problems. The castella, a primary
castellum at the end of an aqueduct or a secondary castellum fed by a primary one, were
located at elevated positions like at Pompeii on top of towers. The orifices or calices were
installed on a single horizontal line as Frontinus instructs. As noted above the length of
the conduit to and the level of the location where the pipe ended - a tank or a secondary
castellum - affect the discharge, so that one cannot tell how much in litres/sec a
consumer would receive for each quinaria, a vital criticism, as noted above already
worded by Belgrand in 1875 (p. 190). Because of this and in contrast to gauging screens
where water flows freely from the orifices the quinaria measure for the delivery from
castella cannot be determined in an exact way.361
Frontinus was aware of this problem. After discussing in De Aquis 31 to 34 the changes
in diameter the watermen made to the 12-, 20-, 100-, and 120-pipes (reducing the 12and 20-pipes somewhat and enlarging the 100- and 120-pipes, the smaller pipes used for
delivery and the larger ones for supply, sign of fraudulent activities) he continues in par.
35:
Memineramus omnem aquam, quotiens ex altiore loco venit et intra breve spatium in
castellum cadit, non tantum respondere modulo suo sed etiam exuberare; quotiens vero
ex humiliore, id est minore pressura, longius ducitur, segnitia ductus modum quique
deperdere; <et> ideo secundum hanc rationem aut oneranda<m> esse erogatione<m>
aut relevanda<m>.362
This section has given rise to vague and confusing interpretations by translators.
Rodgers 2004:
‘We remember that water coming from a higher place and reaching the delivery-tank
within a short distance does not merely correspond to the expected quantity but rather
exceeds it; coming from a lower place, that is with lesser head, and over a greater
distance, it is diminished in quantity by the slowness of the channel. Accordingly the
water must be "burdened" or "relieved" in respect to delivery’.
Rodgers adds in a note:
"Accordingly" is disappointingly vague, and it is not at all clear what means of adjustment
Frontinus had in mind when he speaks of "burdening" or "relieving."
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Rodgers apparently interprets ductus as an open channel. But ductus may just as well be
a piped conduit, which seems more appropriate just after the sections 31-34 about the
changes of fistulae made by the watermen. Del Chicca indeed notes in one of her
comments on De Aquis, referring to Vitruvius 8,6,1: ‘ductus autem aquae fiunt generibus
tribus: rivis per canales structilis, aut fistulis plumbeis, seu tubulis fictilibus’ (the
conducting of water can be done in three ways: by gutters through masonry channels, or
by lead pipes, or by ceramic tubing).363 Castellum is translated by Rodgers as delivery
tank, but are delivery tanks not usually fed from a castellum princeps or from an
upstream secondary castellum by means of lead pipes? So for ductus we may think here
of lead pipes, closed conduits. The translation of pressura (‘head’ with Rodgers) by plain
‘pressure’ might thus be more appropriate, although ‘head’ is also used for closed
conduits, e.g. for siphons to indicate the difference in elevation between header tank and
receiving tank. Del Chicca on her part uses the more general term condotta for ductus,
and pressione for pressura. A recent translation of De Aquis in Dutch language also uses
pressure (‘druk’).364 In contrast the 2013 German translation by Letzner and Merkel
translates pressura with Gefälle, that is ‘slope’, obviously having an open channel in mind
as Rodgers does, while ductus is thought to be related with modum and not with
segnitia, ductus modum being translated as Durchfluss, discharge.365
Confusion accumulates with the last sentence, especially about the expressions oneranda
and relevanda. Letzner and Merkel: ‘Diesem Verhältnis entsprechend muss also der
(Norm-) Abfluss entweder vergröβert oder vermindert werden’ (according to this ratio the
(standard) discharge must be enhanced or reduced). Del Chicca: ‘sicché, in base a
questo principio, bisogna apportare correttivi all’erogazione, riducendola o agevolandola’
(thus, based on this principle, the discharge must be corrected, reducing it or facilitating
it). Hunink (Dutch): En zo moet men volgens dit principe verzwaring of verlichting
toepassen bij de leverantie (And in this way one has according to this principle to apply
burdening or alleviation of the supply), adding a note similar as in Rodgers (above).
When thinking of lead fistulae conveying water and in view of Fig.270 things may become
clear:
‘We remember that water coming from a higher place and reaching the tank [of the
customer] within a short distance does not merely correspond to the expected quantity
but rather exceeds it; coming from a lower place, that is with lesser pressure, and over a
greater distance, it is diminished in quantity by the slowness of [the water in] the
363
364
365

Del Chicca 247, on canales.
Hunink 2013, 62.
Letzner and Merkel 2013.
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conduit. According to this reasoning the delivery [of water to the customer] must be
reduced or enhanced ’.
So it is evident that Frontinus at least qualitatively knew the relation between distance to
and elevation of the customer or a secondary castellum and the quantity of water
delivered. He also says that adaptations had to be realized to have the supplied water
quantity according to what was agreed upon. And for that there was only one option:
reducing or enlarging the off take pipe, that is applying a smaller or larger diameter calix
- and the fistula attached to it. Frontinus regretfully does not explain how he did that, or
how he determined what size of calix to take. But once calix and conduit had been
installed a simple procedure may have given the solution: measure the discharge of the
installed conduit at the client’s premises, compare it with the discharge of the agreed
number of standard quinariae, and use the fraction (discharge at the client/ discharge of
the agreed number of standard quinariae) as correction factor for the new calix. For
instance, if the installation delivers half a quinaria instead of one quinaria, the new calix
must deliver twice as much: it must be a septenaria.
Measuring the discharge at the end of an installed conduit may have been a simple
procedure, similar as was done in medieval times: have a box fitted with a number of
orifices in one of its walls at a distance below the upper edge equivalent to the standard
head and have it filled by the conduit to be measured. Closing off orifices while the box
stays filled to the brim or to an indicated level, the number of orifices open determines
the discharge of the conduit. When we think of Frontinus’ advice to attach a fistula to the
calix of the same size as the calix and that for a distance of 50 feet (De Aquis 105),
having a larger conduit attached behind the 50 feet fistula must have been common
practice, as everybody understands that a narrower pipe would reduce the discharge to
the disadvantage of the consumer. So the adaptation may have been a limited effort and
readily achieved. Thus, after all, the quinaria unit does make sense, also for delivery
from castella to consumer.
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Chapter 12
Epilogue I
The Pompeii system of water distribution has remained in use at isolated locations today.
In some villages of the Allgäu region, in southern Germany east of the Bodensee, water
distribution is realized by means of shafts with containers on top. Called Teilsäulen
(‘divider columns’) these shafts were made of wood, stone, and later steel, and were fed
with water from a spring, by gravity.366
Water arrives in the center of circular steel containers from a vertical pipe, the rising
section of an inverted siphon. In the container a metal sheet separates the central
section from a number of secondary compartments around it, the equivalent of the
French bassinet or the Sicilian vaschetta, to the bottom of which the outgoing conduits
are connected. The sheet is provided with orifices that determine the flow rate to each
secondary compartment, and thus to the customer or to the next Teilsäule. The water
flows continuously, day and night (Figs.300-305).367

Fig.301. Water distribution by means of
Teilsäulen, detail (adapted from Müller 2000, 77,
Fig.16b).

Fig.300. Water distribution by means of
Teilsäulen (Müller 2000, 77, Fig.16b).

366

367

Müller W. 2000, 2006.

The images 303 - 305, of Teilsäulen that are presently in function, may be found on http://www.allgaeu-

humor.de/teilsaeulen-teilsau-allgaeu.htm (September 2016).
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Fig.302. Water distribution with Teilsäule at Fastenoy Allgäu, Bayern (after Müller 2000, 78, Fig.17).

Fig.303. Teilsäule at Lindenberg – Ruppenmanklitz, Allgäu (Bayern), 2014. One outgoing
conduit discharges continuously in the concrete container.
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Fig.304. Teilsäule, protected against freezing at Gottratzhofen, Allgäu (Bayern), 2014.

Fig.305. Teilsäule 4.5 m high at Scheidegg, Allgäu, serving 4 customers (2015).

We do not know when the intermediate container was added to the Pompeiian
distribution system with water towers and elevated tanks. But it was a major
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improvement that made Frontinus' instruction to have the outgoing conduit of the same
diameter as the calix for at least 50 feet redundant, and deceit - maybe - more difficult.
Moreover the installation process was easier as the elevation of the customer became
irrelevant. And although we do not know when the Roman system was first introduced
we must realize that it was applied for over two thousand years, into our days.
In the present study it has been shown that prevailing concepts about Roman water
systems and water distribution call for adjustment. In contrast with the common view the
Pompeii towers did not reduce water pressure; on the contrary: they maintained the
pressure, to the extend as judged necessary or the local situation called for. The same is
the case for the Ottoman suterazi, the Sicilian castelletti, the French châteaux d’eau, the
Teilsäulen, and so on. As is the function of Roman siphons in particular, and inverted
siphons in general.
Secondly, unlike the prevailing view Roman taps were secured against breaking and
could withstand considerable pressures. Because of specific construction characteristics,
a dent protruding into a groove of the insert, the taps resist rotation and cannot be
turned with the fingers, which explains the oversized head with the square opening to
assist turning with a rod or something similar.
Thirdly, in this contribution it has been shown that the Roman system of water
measurement in units of quinariae, numbers for the discharge of Rome's aqueducts given
by Frontinus, reflect reliable and accurate gauging instruments. These instruments could
take the form of a weir over which water cascades, as at Nîmes, of orifices arranged in a
horizontal row and submerged under some standard head as in the Pompeii castellum, or
of perforated screens erected at a channel's end, as demonstrated in this thesis. These
instruments could be calibrated against the standard quinaria unit with simple means,
without measurement of time or of the velocity of water. With a perforated screen the
longstanding question what exactly Frontinus meant with 1825 quinariae for the
discharge of the Aqua Appia can be reconciled with a realistic situation. Although the
longstanding question of how much one quinaria would be in terms of litres per second
cannot be answered exactly, which is in fact of no importance, indications are that the
most reasonable value lies between 25 and 35 cubic metres per 24 hours.
Fourthly, the system of conveyance and distribution of water by means inverted siphons
in combination with open tanks at elevated positions was known and applied in both
Roman and Byzantine times, and is attested by archaeological evidence at Causses-etVeyran, Aquincum, Caesarea (Isr), Pompeii & Herculaneum, Laodikeia a/L, Rome,
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Ephesos/Selçuk, Palmyra, Apameia, Perge. This system was inherited and applied on a
grand scale by the Ottomans and their predecessors who had learned from the
Byzantines. Investigation of extant suterazi in Istanbul and elsewhere may possibly
reveal Byzantine origin of some towers. From Renaissance times onwards similar systems
functioned in European cities for centuries.
With the invention of the steam engine, and later the combustion engine and electrical
motors, efficient high pressure water pumps became available. Water could be pumped
in great quantities to large containers positioned at high elevations, often on top of what
we recognize as the water towers of the modern era. From these containers water could
then be distributed - by gravity - to an ever increasing number of customers. Because of
rising costs and growing demands customers became charged by the volume of water
they took, not by flow rate assigned to them as in the old system. Easy-to-turn water
taps to open and close off water conduits were installed at the customer's premises,
where water metering equipment, developed to be fitted onto the supplying conduit,
became commonplace.368 Water could thus be led to customers directly from the water
mains in the streets, rendering the bundles of conduits departing from open tanks on
elevated positions obsolete. The large containers on top of modern water towers acted as
storage tanks to meet peaking water demands and also to maintain water pressure to
ensure safety of the water jeopardized by leaking pipes (Fig.306).

Fig.306. Water tower near Nijmegen, the
Netherlands. Built in 1960 it is 40 metres high and
has a capacity of 800 cubic metres.
368

For water metering instruments and their development see e.g. Hoffman 2003, Müller 2006.
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Today computerized pressure pumps instantly responding to demand make the elevated
storage tanks redundant. The water towers, styled according the fashion of the day neoclassical, Jugendstil, expressionistic, modern - are becoming increasingly outdated
although many water towers are still in operation. Being characteristic architectural
landmarks, abandoned water towers find renewed use as private residence, hotel,
museum, art gallery, restaurant/café, cinema, planetarium, and other, reminding us of
the old, gravity driven water distribution systems (Fig.307).369

Fig.307. Water tower at Hamburg, Germany, today planetarium (Schmidt
2013, 255, Abb. 113).

369

See, for Germany, Schmidt 2013.
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Roman Water Distribution
and Inverted Siphons
- until our days -

Part II
High Pressure Siphons
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Preface
This section is about high pressure inverted siphons, pressure conduits incorporated in
ancient aqueduct systems to convey large amounts of water across deep and wide
valleys, without constructing a bridge. The section consists of five articles, published over
the years, starting with the results of the investigations on the Aspendos aqueduct and
its remarkable siphon with two intermediate hydraulic towers, and the subsequent
comments by Deane Blackman and Yehuda Peleg followed by my response. The second
article discusses the texts of Vitruvius about water conveyance and pressure lines in
Book VIII of his work De Architectura Libri Decem. In the third article – an English
translation of a Dutch article - the physics and hydraulics of siphons are treated. The
fourth article discusses the three bridges of the Aspendos siphon, of which the largest,
500m long bridge has been interpreted as traffic bridge apart from carrying the stone
pipeline. It will be shown that the bridge did not serve as a traffic bridge but was built
solely for the stone conduit. In the fifth and most recent article the results of large scale
experiments with pressurized conduits at Delft Hydraulics Laboratories and the
consequences of air-water interaction as may occur in ancient - and modern - pressure
lines are presented.
The Aspendos aqueduct with its 1660m stone siphon incorporating two almost 40m high
hydraulic towers was constructed in the early 3rd c. CE. Founded in the 5th c. BCE by the
people of Argos and already mentioned by Xenophon and Thucydides Aspendos had
survived for seven centuries without an aqueduct. It depended on rainwater collected in
cisterns and on two natural springs that still run today, on the southern and western
flank of the acropolis hill. The southern spring has an underground springhouse, probably
Hellenistic, described here for the first time. A similar springhouse at nearby Sillyon was
noted by Lanckoronski. A floor with opus signinum plus parts of low walls close to the
western spring are the remains of a tank indicating that the water of this spring was used
in Roman times and maybe earlier.
The early water provision of Aspendos will be discussed first, followed by the publications
mentioned. The articles have given rise to criticisms and scholarly discussions, which
appear rather speculative and are not supported by hydraulic arguments. Furthermore it
will be shown that in contrast to the common view the texts of Vitruvius on pressurized
conduits and the expressions he used - one is a hapax legomenon - can be very well
explained, and conform modern hydraulic theory.
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The Early Water Supply of Aspendos – a Hellenistic Spring Chamber?
Introduction
Aspendos is located about 50 km east of Antalya c. 10 km from the south coast of Turkey
between the ancient cities of Sillyon and Side. In 1890 K. Grafen Lanckoronski was first
to publish an extensive description and plan.370 Aspendos was founded as a colony of the
Argides who according to Greek legend came to Pamphilia after the Trojan War. Already
known to Thucidides and Xenophon it began minting its own coins as early as the 5th c.
BCE at what time the city was named Estvedys (Fig.308).371
The Aspendos acropolis lies about 60m above sea level close to the ancient Eurymedon
river that flows east of it. The acropolis occupies an oval, flat topped hill with steep
slopes on all sides, ranging about 30 m above the surrounding plains that extend c. 1.5
km to the north where the mountains begin. The Eurymedon was navigable up to the city
making it an important inland port from where wheat, wool, oil and salt were exported.372
The road from Antalya to Side crossed the river by means of a bridge probably from early
times on, Aspendos, by its location, commanding the land-traffic.373

Fig.308. Silver stater from Aspendos, 465-430 BC. Warrior advancing right, holding shield / ΕΣΤ, triskeles;
to lower left, head and wings of eagle (www.asiaminor coins.com/pamphilia/aspendos/#4698).

Surrendering to Alexander the Great in 333 BC the Aspendians paid a heavy ransom to
avoid sacking of the city. Two centuries later it came under Roman rule after which it
lasted another three centuries before Aspendos reached its heyday in the 2-3rd c.AD
when extensive building projects were realized including the aqueduct. Today the 15m
high ruins of the nymphaeum and the monumental entrance hall of the basilica dominate
the skyline of the acropolis that some years ago became fenced off on all sides for
preservation purposes. None of the remains stand higher than the two ‘hydraulic towers’
370

Lanckoronski 1890, 85-124.
Lanckoronski 1890, 85. Before Alexander the Great the Persians and Greek controlled Aspendos
alternatingly, afterwards it came under influence of the Ptolemies, Seleucids, and Attalids, until in 133 BC it
became part of the Roman Empire.
372
Strabo 15.4.2; Pliny, NH 31.73.
373
A 13th c. Seljuk bridge, built on the ruins of an Roman predecessor, crosses the Eurymedon river two km
south of the Aspendos acropolis (Kessener 2011, 82).
371
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that were incorporated in the aqueduct’s siphon crossing the plain between the
mountains in the north and the acropolis. With the aqueduct, constructed in the 3rd c. CE,
Aspendos enjoyed an abundant water supply that served the acropolis and its marble
clad nympheaum as well as the bath building and gymnasion in the plain south east of
the acropolis. Yet, for at least 7 centuries, until the aqueduct was put into operation,
water had to be drawn from other sources.
The early water supply of Aspendos
As the acropolis is located on top of a hill surrounded by plains, Aspendos in its early
days depended for an important part on rain water collected in cisterns.374 Lanckoronski
counted 15 cisterns, located mainly to the east side of the acropolis, which seems
reasonable enough as the flat top gently slopes down in that direction (Figs.309-310).

Fig.309. Remains of
cistern, along road just
south-west of basilica H
on Lanckoronski's map
of Fig.310.
374

As was the case for nearby Sillyon that for all its history had to rely almost completely on cisterns never
acquiring an aqueduct.
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Fig.310. Map of Lanckoronski with cisterns (blue circles), two springs (squares A and B), water tank (C).

Lanckoronski did not report on the two springs halfway up the western and southern
slope of the acropolis, still flowing today (A/B in Fig.310). In the 90’s of last century both
springs delivered each c. 35 l./min. Close to the western spring remains of a floor and
low walls with opus signinum are indicative of exploitation in Roman times (Fig.311). On
the south slope near the steep edge of the acropolis a stream of water emerges from an
outlet set in a modern construction (Fig.312). It is fed by a plastic hose that runs from a
low vaulted opening hidden in the shrubs in the back.
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Fig.311. Western spring (A on map), water emerging from wall falling into stone sarcophagi. Remains of walls
and floor of water tank with opus signinum nearby.

Fig.312. South spring (B on map). A plastic hose runs from vaulted channel in the back (arrow) to the water
outlet of the modern construction.
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The opening appeared to be the end of a c. 15m long tunnel running south to north, c.
1m high and 30-50cm wide, vaulted for its initial 5m, then flat topped (Figs.313-315).
The tunnel gives access to a 3x3m underground chamber having a pointed roof of
squared stone blocks with 2 horizontal stone beams for extra support (Figs.316). In the
back (north) wall a 30cm wide opening gives way to an at least 10 m long and narrowing
gallery (Sickergalerie) from where a stream of water emerged that was led into the
plastic hose (Fig.317). Known by the locals the ancient spring chamber was exploited to
provide their modern construction with water.

Figs.313-315.Tunnel behind spring construction on south edge of acropolis. From left to right: tunnel entrance,
initial 5m section with vaulted roof, 10m section with flat topped roof.

Figs.316-317. V-shaped roof of spring chamber with supporting stone beams. Right:
Sickergalerie in north wall of spring chamber (with red flashlight on left side).
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The spring chamber with its V-shaped pointed roof must be dated pre-Roman, maybe
Hellenistic, as probably also is the 10m stretch of tunnel with the flat topped roofing; the
5m vaulted section may be a Roman extension. The arrangement looks similar to the
spring chambers with pointed roofs in the steep south edge of the Sillyon acropolis
described by Lanckoronski, who mentions similar constructions for a spring house at
Tusculum and for the Burinna spring house on mount Oromedon at Kos (Fig.318).375

Fig.318. Left: Aspendos. Spring chamber on south edge of acropolis with 15m tunnel and Sickergalerie. Right:
Sillyon. Spring chambers with tunnel, BCD ‘Wasserkammern’ (Lanckoronski).

A short distance west of the modern spring construction and located at about the same
elevation two stairways lead up to the flat plain of the acropolis. One flight of stairs is cut
right into the rock; the second one, a bit further to the west, constitutes a masonry
construction, a three way zigzag stairway with intermediate floors. The top flight of stairs
is supported by a brick arch fixed against the vertical edge of the acropolis (Figs.319320). The middle flight counting 23 steps is supported by an arch with stone voussoirs
and has remained intact, the lower flight of stairs being demolished for a substantial part.
In the 1990s the stairway was still used by the locals.

375

Lanckoronski 1890, 75. See also Tölle-Kastenbein 1990, 27. For the Burrina spring house see Ross 1861,
389-391 and Tab. V, who dates it Hellenistic or earlier; Fahlbusch 1982, 195, Abb. 1.
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On top of the acropolis near the end of this c. 8m high stairway a square construction,
with two arched sides 2.4 m wide and two blind walls, supported a water tank as a 30 cm
layer of opus signinum on top of the 60 cm thick floor suggests (C in Fig.299).

Figs.319-320. Two stairs giving access to the acropolis at the south edge, one cut in the rock (left), the other
built as masonry 3-flight construction, upper stairway supported by brick arch (right).

Figs.321-322. Right: brick arch of upper stairway seen from below. Vertical 28cm diameter ceramic pipe
(arrow). Left: detail.
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A 28 cm diameter ceramic pipe, in situ, wall thickness 7cm, ran vertically down at the
east side of the stairway, a stretch of 1.5 m in situ (Figs.321-322). The pipe may have
been part of a system to haul up water from the spring to the elevated water tank on the
acropolis’ edge.
When the Argides chose the flat hill overlooking the plains as their acropolis the springs
may have been a decisive factor providing them with water from the very start. When
the population grew cisterns were constructed to catch rain water to guarantee a
sufficient availability of water. In times of water shortage the inhabitants of Aspendos
may have resorted to the Eurymedon river flowing c. 1km to the east. But it must have
been an arduous and in times of unrest dangerous task to bring water from the river up
to their stronghold.
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Modern Pressurized Pipeline Systems and
Roman Hydraulic Technology1
H. Paul M. Kessener
Keywords: Roman aqueducts, pressurized conduit, inverted siphon, static pressure, lead
pipes, stone conduit, Vitruvius, air entrapment, water hammer
Abstract
Efficient transport of water has always played a key role in the exploitation of water
resources, whether for domestic use or for industrial and agricultural purposes, as well as
for the conveyance of waste waters. In August 2002 a colloquium was held at Delft, the
Netherlands, initiated by Delft Hydraulics Institute and the Technical University at Delft,
together with major Dutch organizations responsible for state waste water handling, to
discuss problems of pressure losses in national sewer pipeline systems.
Investigations over a period of ten years (1990-2000) had shown that unexpected air
entrapment at local high points of an important waste water line accounted for major
losses in discharge capacity. It was calculated that the prevention of air entrapment could
reduce the operational energy costs up to thirty percent, apart from envisaged costs for
redesigning and installing a new pipe line because of insufficient capacity.
Ancient pipeline systems were usually applied for transport of fresh water. These gravity
driven conveyance systems operated at times under conditions of fully filled conduit flow
at considerable pressures, up to 19 bar. In this article problems arising from air
entrapment for ancient pressurized conduit systems are discussed, as well as the solutions
the Roman engineers applied to cope with these problems. Ancient literature of Vitruvius,
who mentions proposals how to handle related problems, is referred to.
Introduction
In August 2000 a colloquium was organized by Delft Hydraulics Institute and the
Technical University at Delft, in which the Dutch 'Waterschappen', institutions responsible
for the transport of waste water, took part. Subject: pressure losses in waste water
pressure conduits. From investigations by the Hoogheemraadschap West Brabant (HWB)
over a period of more than ten years it had appeared that entrapment of air at local high
1

Translation of ‘Moderne Persleidingen en Romeinse Hydraulische Technieken’, Rioleringswetenschap 4 (2004),
4-44 (with some relevant later references added).
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points in a waste water pressure line had given rise to substantial pressure losses
resulting to reduction of the transport capacity.
In Roman times water transport was realized by means of aqueducts. Less known is
that in the old days also pressure lines were applied. Problems from entrapment of air
were in those days just as common as they are today. In this article the ancient
pressure conduit systems are discussed, the problems that may occur, and the solutions
that the ancient engineers applied. First some remarks about the problems occurring in
modern pressure lines.
Pressure losses in modern waste water pressure conduits2
It is generally assumed that the transport capacity of (waste) water pressure lines does
not change with steady operation of pumps. In reality the capacity often drops below
the designed value, which however may remain unnoticed because the pump capacity
was over-designed, or because there were insufficient means to adequately assess the
circumstances prevailing in the conduit. Producers of pipe line systems often refer to
wall roughness as the most important factor for pressure loss, while the effects of bio
films, corrosion, deposits, incrustations, and scaling often gain less attention.
For the 60 kms long waste water pressure line ('Afval Water Persleiding', AWP)
running from Moerdijk to Bath near the Rijn-Schelde canal, transporting 15,000 cubic
meters waste water per hour in 800-1800 mms diameter concrete pipes, pressure
losses appeared larger than planned, with considerable variations in time. The
capacity of the pipe line was substantially reduced, which had to be compensated by
higher output of the pumps. It was envisaged that an additional pipe line system
would have to be constructed in the future.
Investigations revealed that incrustations and scaling only had a minor effect on pipe
resistance, and that in contrast bio films were cause of less resistance due to decrease
of wall roughness.3 Deposits of material on the pipe floor could be problematic at low
flow velocities, but this was not observed in the system that was investigated.
Surprisingly large volumes of gas were found at a number of high points in the AWP
line. This gas consisted mainly of nitrogen, in contrast with methane and carbon dioxide
one had expected from bio-fermentation processes in the waste water. It turned out
that plain air had accumulated in the line. The unavoidable conclusion was that air had
been entrained at the intakes, and that air pockets had developed at high points. The
2

Kamma & van Zijl 2002.
Although thick and unevenly formed bio films may lead to reduction of the pipe diameter and thus of flow
rate.
3
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air pockets had caused loss of pressure and decrease of capacity, especially in noncontinuous operational circumstances. From these unexpected results one could
calculate that prevention of air entrainment at the intakes could reduce operational
costs by 30 percent, not regarding possible costs from redesigning and renewing the
existing pipe line system or even building a new one.

Roman aqueducts
In Roman days water was conveyed over in some cases great distances by means of
aqueducts: mortared open channels with a regular downward slope from spring to
destination, often a city. The oldest aqueduct of Rome, the Aqua Appia, was
constructed in the third Century BCE. During the Pax Romana (2nd c. CE), an era
without great political turmoil, prosperity increased enormously. Almost every town,
large and small, acquired an aqueduct or gained more aqueducts to meet the rising
demand for water because of growth of the population, the increasing number of public
and private bath buildings, and the higher luxury level in general.4 In Gallia alone there
were more than 300 aqueducts.5
Running water became a standard provision financed by the emperor or by
benefactors who were often mentioned in an inscription. The aqueduct often took its
end at a nympheum, an ornamented public fountain, or in a castellum divisorium, a
more modestly decorated distribution tank (Fig.1,2).6

Fig.1. Nymphaeum at
Aspendos, a wall 15x30 m,
1.5 m thick.
4

Aqueducts exclusively built for water mills are known. Near Barbegal in France, not far from Arles, are the
remains of a complex with 16 water mills. The vertical wheel mills were located on a hill side in two parallel
rows of 8 mills one below the other. The mills were supplied by a separate aqueduct (Sellin 1983, Hodge 1992,
Leveau 1996. For a history of water mills see e.g. Reynolds 1983, also Kessener et al. 2007).
5
Hodge 1992, 1.
6
For nymphaea, in vogue in Asia Minor, see s.g. Dorl-Klingenschmid 2001. Nymphaea could be quite large. The
nymphaeum at Aspendos, a relatively small town at the south coast of Turkey, consisted of a stone wall 30 m
long ,15 m high, and 1.5 m thick, marble clad and richly ornamented with statues and fountains. These
nymphaea were object of intercity rivalry. In the west often castella divisoria are encountered, distribution
tanks. Two have been preserved in rather good condition allowing insight in Roman distribution techniques: the
Nîmes castellum, end point of the aqueduct ot Nîmes (see Kessener 1995, Fabre et al. 2000), and the castellum
of Pompeii (e.g. Ohlig 2002, 2003).
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Fig.2. Castellum divisorium at
Nîmes, diameter 5.5 m. Ten
openings for outgoing conduits in
the wall. The three openings in
the floor were closed off by stone
lids. They discharge into a single
channel.

Usually the course of an aqueduct ran at least for a part through mountainous or hilly
terrain. To guarantee the water flow tunnels and bridges were constructed while the
channel was at times cut straight out of steep rock facades (Fig.3). One might say that
the aqueduct channel had to slope down in such a way that a bowling ball, when given
a slight push at the start, would roll all the way to the end by itself. For the Cologne
aqueduct that was a distance of 95 kms. For the aqueduct of Constantinople, that
counted over 50 bridges, it was even over 250 kms. Great achievements of surveying,
design, and planning.7 The often anonymous engineer, who had been given the task of
bringing good quality water to the city and to solve the problems encountered, stayed
in the background.8

Fig.3. Channel of the aqueduct
of Side, cut out of the vertical
Rock face next to the Manavgat
river.
7

See e.g. Grewe 1985, 1998.
This was not always the case. In the first half of the 2nd Century CE a 17 km long aqueduct was planned for
ancient Saldae, the present Bejaja in Algeria. A 428 m tunnel had to be constructed to pass a mountainous
ridge. This was done by digging from both sides meeting in the middle. At some instance the joint distances
dug from each side was longer than the width of the ridge. A Roman army engineer named Nonius Datus was
called in, who then solved the problem. This achievement was commemorated in a tripartite inscription, now in
front of the town hall of Saldae. Three keywords are manifest: Patientia, Virtus, and Spes: patience, virtue, and
trust, qualities that according to Nonius Datus characterize the able engineer. A copy of the inscription is in the
Museo della Civitá at Roma, another in the Museum für antike Schiffahrt at Mainz. See de Waele 1996, Grewe
2002.
8
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The channels, that could gain considerable lengths (Table 1),9 were usually mortared,
with robust foundation and walls, and often covered by an arched roofing (Figs.4-6).
The dimensions varied substantially; large aqueducts could be inspected from the
inside.10 Regularly spaced openings in the top of the channel allowed access to the
channel, when running underground by means of a vertical shaft (inspection shaft,
regard, Einstiegschacht) (Fig.7).
kms
Constantinople
Carthage
Cologne
Rome (Aqua Marcia)
Rome (Anio Novus)
Lyon (Gier)
Rome (Aqua Claudia)
Lyon (Brevenne)
Rome (Annio Vetus)
Rome (Aqua Traiana)
Pergamon (Kaikos)
Nîmes
Arles
Cherchel

Turkey
Tunesia
Germany
Italy
Italy
France
Italy
France
Italy
Italy
Turkey
France
France
Algeria

>250
95
95
91
87
75
69
66
64
58
50
50
48
45

Table 1. Length of some aqueducts.

Fig.4. Cross section of the channel of the
Brevenne aqueduct of Lyon (Burdy 1993).

Fig.5. Inside view of the Brevenne
aqueduct (photo J. Burdy).

9

For Constantinople: see Cecen 1996, Crow 2012; Carthago: Rakob 1983; Cologne: Haberey 1972, Grewe
1986 and 1988; Rome: van Deman 1934, Ashby 1935, Blackman 1978; Lyon: Burdy 2002; Pergamon:
Garbrecht 1987; Nîmes: Fabre 2000; Cherchel: Leveau/Paillet 1976; Arles: Leveau 1996.
10
Inside dimensions of the channel of the Aqua Marcia (Rome): 90x240 cm (bxh); channel of the Brevenne
aqueduct (Lyon) 80x180 cm; Carthago 85x190 cm; Nîmes 120x166 cm; Cologne 70x142 cm; Aspendos
(Turkey): 50x90 cm; Mont d’Or (Lyon) 44x71 cm; Patara (Turkey): 40x35 cm.
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To cross depressions the aqueduct channel could be carried on arches for long
distances to guarantee that the water arrived at its destination. The aqueduct of
Carthage ran on top of piers over 30 meters high to cross the 17 km Miliani plain
(Fig.8).11 To cross the campagna the aqueducts of Rome were carried on endless rows
of arches of which some sections still stand. To save costs some of the later channels
were positioned on top of earlier ones so that building yet another line of arches could
be avoided. The inner walls of the channels were covered with a special kind of
mortar, opus signinum, a water tight material relatively resistant to dilatation and
shrinkage.12 As the Romans preferred 'hard' water the channel walls became covered
with calcareous incrustation (sinter) that could gain considerable thickness over the
decades (Fig.9).13

Fig.6. Channel of the Carthage aqueduct.

Fig.7. channel fo the Cologne aqueduct,
with inspection shaft (photo K. Grewe).

11

Rakob 1983.
Malinowski 1979, 1996.
13
The 120 cm wide channel of the Nîmes aqueduct shows calcareous incrustation (sinter) up to 50 cm wide,
sign of many centuries of operation. In later times large sinter blocks were used for construction purposes. In
contrast the Gier aqueduct of Lyon lacks any incrustations. The incrustations of the Cologne aqueduct were of
high quality. In medieval times the remains of the Cologne aqueduct found use as a quarry. The 30 cm thick
sinter that had grown each year for about 1 mm was taken out in long parts to be reworked as columns and
altar slabs. Polishing revealed a structure similar as travertine showing the yearly seasonal incrustation. It was
regarded as valuable material and traded to countries as England and Denmark. In several churches in the area
around Cologne columns and altar pieces of this 'aqueduct marble' may be found, for example Kreuzweingarten
near Euskirchen (Fig.10). In the Lebuinus church at Deventer, the Netherlands, a number of large sinter slabs
are incorporated in the balustrade of the choir. At Maastricht the St. Servaas church features a number of
columns made of aqueduct marble. See also Grewe 1992, 2014. Unworked sinter slabs from the Aspendos
aqueduct were applied for two nearby Seljuk graveyards.
12
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Fig. 8. Carthage aqueduct, channel on arches crossing the 17 km Miliani plain.

Fig.9. Cologne channel, 30 cm
incrustations on walls and floor.

Fig.10. Kreuzweingarten, Germany. Altar
slab of aqueduct marble.
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The gradient or slope of the channel varied for each aqueduct and per section of an
aqueduct. The 50 km long Nîmes aqueduct had an average slope of 35 cm per km (Figs.
11,12). Downstream of the Pont du Gard for a stretch of 10 kms on very hilly and
mountainous terrain the slope is only 7 cm per km, a precision even today considered as
very high.14 In contrast, the aqueduct of Carthage has a gradient of 95 m per km for the
first 6 kms from the spring at Zaghouan, and even steeper slopes are known
(Figs.13,14).15

Fig.11. Nîmes aqueduct, Pont du Gard.

Fig.12. Pont du Gard, 2002 flood.

14

The Pont du Gard is with over 49 m the highest aqueduct bridge of the Roman world. After extensive repairs
in recent years the bridge may be visited but not walked. The channel may be ensued for a distance both
upstream and downstream from the bridge.
15
For a section the slope of the Aspendos aqueduct is estimated to have been 140-150 m/km (Kessener 2000).
The Carthago aqueduct is one of few Roman aqueducts that for a part functions today. It is kept by the Tunesia
government and conveys water for a distance of 70 km (1990: 150 liters/second) on behalf of the local
populace and for the water provision of Tunis (Fig.14).
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The amount of water that was conveyed could be quite large. The eleven aqueducts of
Rome had a joint discharge of more than one million cubic meters per 24 hours,
comparable with the water consumption of Paris in the 1970s. The 95 km Cologne
aqueduct conveyed over 21,00 cubic meters to Colonia Agrippinensis. Also Nijmegen,
Noviomagus, had a modest 7 kms long aqueduct that ran from Berg en Dal to the castra
of the legion on the Kops Plateau / Hunerberg.16 From ancient literature it is evident that
the Romans were proud of their aqueducts. The Roman author Frontinus meant that in
comparison the Egyptian pyramids were insignificant.

Fig.13. Aqueduct of
Carthage, channel just
downstream of spring at
Zaghouan, gradient
95m/km.

Fig.14. Aqueduct of
Carthage, water provision
for local population.

16

Schut 2002.
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Inverted siphons / pressure conduits

The Roman engineer had only one force available to transport water over long
distances: gravity. He just had to make sure that the water could flow downstream
from start to finish. The challenge was to build a channel that met this condition,
which called for precise surveying over great distances and the construction of
occasionally very long tunnels and bridges. Whenever a valley was too wide to be
circumvented or too deep to be crossed by a bridge the engineer took to construct
an 'inverted siphon' (in Dutch language duiker or zinker), for convenience called
'siphon'. With a siphon the water was made to flow to the other side of the valley
by means of a closed conduit according to the principle of communicating vessels.
Water from the aqueduct entered a 'header tank' (reservoir de fuite,
Einlaufbecken) where it went into a piped conduit. This conduit ran down the slope
of the valley, to go up again at the other side where it ended in a 'receiving tank'
(reservoir de chasse, Auslaufbecken) at a level somewhat below the header tank
(Fig.15). The technique with such pressure lines originates from Hellenistic times.

Fig. 15. Inverted siphon. Header tank / Einlaufbecken; receiving tank / Auslaufbecken; conduit /
Druckleitungsrohre); driving head / Druckverlust.

In the lowest part of the valley the conduit was often installed on a 'siphon bridge' to
have the river or stream there pass without damaging the line. Depending on the
depth of the valley the pressure in the conduit could be considerable (Table 2).17
The longest single pressure line (maximum pressure 14 bar) is that of Smyrna,
present day Izmir, 4.400 meters. Highest known pressure was reached in the
Madradag-siphon at Pergamon, 19 bar (Fig.16).18

17

Smyrna: Weber 1899; Lyon: Burdy 1991, 1996, 2008; Pergamon: Fahlbusch 1982, Garbrecht 1978, 1991,
Manvroudis 2015; Alatri: Laurenti 1987, Lewis 1999; Aspendos: Kessener & Piras 1997, Kessener 2000, 2011,
2016; Termini Imerese: Belvedere 1986; Oinoanda: Stenton & Coulton 1986; Laodikeia a/L: Weber 1898;
Patara: Stenton & Coulton1986.
18
Of the conduit of the 2nd c. BCE Karabunar siphon of Smyrna virtually nothing has remained due to the
enormous population increase. When visiting Smyrna in 2003 the author found just two conduit stones next to
a house on a road built alongside the course of the siphon. In contrast the course of the Hellenistic Madradag
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Hydraulic
City

Aqueduct

Siphon

Material of

Length (m) Max depth

conduit

gradient

(m)

(m/km)

Smyrna (Turkey)

Kara-Bunar

Kara-Bunar

clay/stone

4400

158

1.1 (?)

Lyon (France)

Yzeron

Craponne-Lyon

lead

3600

91

9.2

Lyon

Mont d'Or

d'Ecully

lead

3500

70

3.1

Lyon

Brevenn

Grange-Blanche

lead

3500

90

4-5.6 (?)

Pergamon (Turkey)

Madradag

Madradag

lead

3250

190

12.6

Alatri (Italy)

Alatri

Alatri

lead

3000

100

9 (?)

Lyon

Gier

Beaunant

lead

2660

122

3.0

Lyon

Yzeron

Grezieux-Craponne

lead

2200

33

3.2

Aspendos (Turkey)

Aspendos

Aspendos

stone

1670

45

8.3

Termini Imerese (Sicily)

Cornelio

Barratine

lead

1300

40

3.8

Lyon

Gier

Soucieu (le Garon)

lead

1210

93.5

?

Laodikeia ad Lykum (Turkey)

Laodikeia

Laodikeia

stone

800

50

26

Lyon

Gier

St. Genis

lead

700

79

8.3

Lyon

Gier

St. Irenée

lead

575

38

4

Oinoanda (Turkey)

Oinoanda

Oinoanda

stone

500-700

22

6-16 (?)

Lyon

Mont d'Or

Cotte-Chally

lead

420

30

19

Patara (Turkey)

Patara

Delik Kemer

Stone

260

20

18.5

Table 2. Length, maximum depth, hydraulic gradient of some classical siphons. For gradients with
(?) the exact location of header tank and/or receiving tank is not known.

Fig16. Profile and plan of the Madradag siphon at Pergamon, 2nd c. BCE (after Fahlbusch 1982).

siphon of Pergamon (2nd Century BCE) has not been disturbed and can be walked entirely, in rather hilly and
difficult terrain where one also passes bridges of later Roman aqueducts.
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The four aqueducts of Lyon had nine siphons. The Gier aqueduct, with 75 km the longest
of Lyon's aqueducts, had four. The siphons were up to 120 m deep and 3.5 km in length
(Figs.17,18). For the required capacity nine to eleven 20 cm diameter conduits made of
lead were laid out parallel. The amount of lead for these siphons which all together had
a length of 16.6 km, was huge; it is estimated to have been 10 to 15,000 tons.19 The
lead has disappeared of course to be reused for roofs of churches, dwellings, and other
matters, but a number of header and receiving tanks have survived, some partly
restored, as well as parts of sloping ramps and of siphon bridges (Figs.19-20).

Fig.17. Schematic profiles of
the four siphons of the Gier
aqueduct, Lyon (after Burdy
2002).

Fig.18.Siphon bridge called
'Pont de Beaunant', of the
3.5 km Yzeron siphon of the
Gier aqueduct, 120 meters
below the header tank
(Burdy 1996).

19

See e.g. Hodge 1992, 156.
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Fig.19. Header tank and downward ramp of the Yzeron
siphon of the Gier aqueduct, Lyon, present remains.

Fig. 20. Reconstruction of
header tank and sloping
ramp, siphon with 9 parallel
lead conduits running down
(after Haberey 1972).

The material of the siphon conduits were diverse: lead, stone, terra cotta, or
combinations of these. They were assembled from prefabricated pipe elements having
varying lengths, 40-70 cm for terra cotta pipe elements, 50-100 cm for perforated stone
blocks, up to 3 meters for lead pipes. The lead pipes were either cast or - more often made of leaden sheets that were bent around a wooden pole and soldered at the seam.20
The pipe elements were joined by bringing the end of one pipe element into the
somewhat larger end of the next (for terra cotta conduits) or by means of socket and
flange (for stone and terra cotta pipes). The up to 1 meter square conduit stones of the
siphons at Aspendos, Patara, and Laodikeia ad Lycum are of the latter type, as are the
smaller 50 cm cubic conduit stones at Oinoanda (Figs.21-24).21 The Smyrna siphon is
said to have been made of stone conduit elements alternated with terra cotta pipes. The
joints were sealed with an mixture of live chalk, oil, and herbs, that expands when
moisturized.22 Conduit elements made of lead could be joined with the socket and flange
20

For Roman soldering techniques, see e.g. Hodge 1992, 307-309.
The pipes were, depending on the quality of the water, subjected to calcareous incrustations - just as the
open channels. Over the years the cross section open to flow was reduced. For the piped conduits the
incrustations could take a peculiar oval shape. At the upper side of the pipes incrustation would be less due to
entrainment of air, while sand and pebbles would do so at the lower side. The estimated 3000 conduit stones of
the Aspendos siphon that was ruined by an earthquake were reused for the construction of a bridge to cross the
nearby Eurymedon river (Grewe / Kessener / Piras 1999). A number of conduit stones, with incrustation, can be
seen in the fabric of the remains of the Roman bridge and of the Seljuk counterpart that was built on its ruins.
22
Malinowski 1979, 1996.
21
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system, either with a stone element in between, or by means of a lead sleeve slid over
both ends, although the majority of the lead conduits consisted of elements that were
soldered to each other.

Fig.21. Pipe element of the Aspendos
siphon, 90x90x50cm, with 28 cm bore.

Fig. 22. The DelikKemer stone siphon of
the Patara aqueduct on 'cyclopean wall'.

Fig.23. Twin stone siphon at Laodikeia a/L, near Pammukkale, Turkey, section sloping down. The
header tank was located near the electricity pole on top of the hill.
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Fig.25. Incrustations in stone conduit of siphon at Laodikeia a/L.

Fig. 24.Stone conduit in situ of siphon near
city wall of Oinoanda.

Sections of pressure conduits of siphons have been preserved. The 33 lead pipe
elements that had been recovered from the Rhône river over the years 1570-1825 and
that now are in the Arles museum were investigated in 1992 by J. Hansen of Denmark
(Fig.26).23 The pipes, with an inner diameter of 10-12 cm, are three 3 meters in length
and have a lead seam along their length. The pipes were parts of a siphon crossing the
Rhône on the river bed between Arles and Trinquetaille. The pipe elements were fixed to
each other by inserting one end into the next and driving a large nail through both ends.
The joint was then sealed with a thick layer of lead soldered onto both ends that also
covered the nail that is still to be seen in some pipe elements and must have hampered
the flow to some extent. Hansen noted that the joints were not weak points in the line
('waren nicht das schwache Glied der Kette'), and indication for the superior soldering
techniques of the Romans.
Such lead conduits may be regarded as made of homogenous material. This is not the
case for conduits with joints sealed with the expanding mix. The tensile strength of
this material is much lower than that of stone, lead, or terra cotta, the material the
pipe elements are made of. These conduits are susceptible to bursting at the joints.

23

Hansen 1992. A 90 cm long fragment of a lead conduit, diameter 31-34 cm and with inscription, is all that
remained from a find of about 10 tons of lead conduit that was retrieved in 1980 from the Rhone river near
Vienne at extremely low water level. Regretfully the pipes have been melted down without prior investigation.
The find shows that also at Vienne the Rhône river was crossed by a siphon (Burdy & Cochet 1992).
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Fig. 26. Lead conduits of siphon retrieved from the Rhône river near Arles, Arles Museum.

Thus the ancient pressure conduits can be divided into two categories. Cat.I conduits
are made of lead, with soldered joints. These conduits can be regarded as
'homogenous, the tensile strength of the material of the pipes is equal in all directions
everywhere along the conduit '. Cat.II conduits have joints sealed with the weak
expanding mix (resistive to pressure but with a low tensile strength). These conduits
must be considered as 'not- homogenous'. How do these two kinds of conduits counter
internal pressure? The internal pressure required to burst a pipe of homogenous
material perpendicular to its length is twice as high as the pressure to burst the pipe
along its length.24 Homogenous pipes therefore always burst along their length, like a
sausage in a frying pan. Cat.II pipes are prone to burst at the joints because of the
low tensile strength of the sealing material. The choice of the material for a siphon's
conduit thus determined which precautions had to be taken to guarantee proper
functioning of the siphon and prevention of damage. In order to have an idea what
could happen in siphons the effects of the flow of water in the pressurized conduits
must be evaluated. Crucial factors are static pressure, forces generated by the flow of
water, effects from presence of air in the conduit, the occurrence of pressure surges
and water hammer.

24

Theoretically a pipe can burst in two ways; along its length, or perpendicular to its length. The minimum
pressure P(l) to burst along its length equals P(l) = t(p)·d/R, with t(p) = tensile strength of the material of the
pipe wall perpendicular to pipe axis, d = pipe wall thickness, and R = diameter of the pipe. To have the pipe
burst perpendicular to its axis the pressure must at least be P(p) =2·t(l) ·(d/R)·(1+d/R), with t(l) = tensile
strength along pipe axis. For pipes made of homogenous material (Cat.I conduits) t(p) = t(l), from which
follows P(p) > 2·P(l). Homogenous conduits will always burst along their length when the inside pressure gets
to high, while for Cat.II conduits, with t(p) > t(l), this is not self-evident.
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Static pressure
For a siphon filled with water - not flowing - only static pressure has to be reckoned with.
The static pressure p (in Newton/m2 or kgf/m2) at any point in the conduit is related to
the vertical distance h between that point and the free surface of the water±

(1)

with
ρ = specific mass of water = 1000 kg/m3
g = gravitational acceleration = 9.81 m/sec2
h = vertical distance below free surface of the water in m
For a conduit full of water the water pressure p exerts forces perpendicular to the pipe
wall along its circumference, which forces are evened out as long as the tensile strength of
the pipe wall is sufficiently high. This is true for both categories of conduits provided that
for cat.II conduits displacement of a pipe element along the conduit-axis is prevented by
the next pipe element and so on. Things change, however, when there is a bend in the
line. On the pipe element at the bend the static pressure exerts an net outward force
along the bisector of the bend angle, with magnitude F :

(2)
with
p = static pressure inN(ewton)/m2
A = cross-section of conduit in m2
α = angle of the bend
For an angle of 180 degrees, a 'U-turn', this force is at its maximum (sin(α/2)=1), while
for a straight conduit, with α = 0, this force is of course zero. For a bend of 30 degrees in
a 28cm diameter conduit at a pressure of 40 m water column, which is the case for the
Aspendos siphon where the conduit turns from going down the hill side to horizontal, this
force F becomes:

or about 1275 kgf, a substantial force.
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For vertical bends with the conduit changing direction from going down to horizontal
or from horizontal to going up such force may be readily countered by an adequate
foundation of the conduit. For the 3250 m long and 190 m deep Madradag-siphon at
Pergamon the forces must have been considerable. This siphon consisted of pipe
elements of cast lead, some 3 meters long and joined by means of lead sleeves slid
over neighboring pipe ends. The 17.5 cm inner diameter conduit was kept in place by
having each individual pipe element fitted into a perforated stone slab and burying the
entire conduit underground. At the two vertical about 20 degree bends on top of two
intervening hills, the Caputlu Tepe and the Kaleardi Tepe, 136 and 146 meters below
the header tank, the force from static pressure is directed upward because the conduit
changes from rising up to going down. Here the fixation stones were extra large
(respectively 1,5 cubic meters and 2.3 cubic meters) to compensate for the upward
force from static pressure of about 11,000 and 12,000 Newton at these points
(Fig.27).25

Fig. 27. Madradag siphon of Pergamon. Top of Kaleardi Tepe. Perforated stone slabs for secure the
lead pipes. The larger stone is located on the very top of the hill, where the conduit makes a vertical
bend. In the back the acropolis of Pergamon.

25

Fahlbusch 1982, 73.
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For pressure lines of the Cat.II the force from static pressure exerted on a pipe element
that makes up a bend will be diverted to the neighboring pipe elements, but only as far
as the sealing material can keep the pipe elements together. Additional means had to
prevent the pipe element to be pushed out of position. This could be achieved for
vertical bends by having the conduit laid on a solid foundation or by adding mass to
enlarge the weight, as was done at Pergamon on the top of the intervening hills. For
horizontal bends increasing friction forces with the underground by adding sand ballast
or by building a supporting wall pushing back would be a possibility. Stone pipe
elements are known to have been fastened to each other by metal clamps as was done
for the Delik Kemer siphon at Patara (Fig.28). For conduits of Cat.I, made of lead and
soldered together, such precautions were not needed as these conduits are of
homogenous material, and at bends the forces from static pressure are being
transferred away from the bend via the pipe wall. The conduit as a whole may need to
be fixed to prevent it from sliding out of place, but the conduit would only burst along
its length where pressure is highest: in the lowest part of the siphon.

Fig. 28. Patara siphon. Holes for metal clamps in lateral sides of conduit stones.

Effects from the flow of water
Forces exerted onto the conduit from the flow of water are generated by friction between
the water and pipe wall ('drag'), and, at bends, by the force that is needed to change the
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flow direction ('inertial thrust'). Because the velocity of the water directly at the pipe wall
is zero, the drag is mainly determined by viscosity and turbulence. Assuming that wall
roughness and conduit diameter are the same all along the conduit, each pipe element will
undergo a force in the direction of the flow. This force has a certain value per unit of
conduit length.
In an operating siphon the velocity of the water will have a certain, constant value. This
means that there is no net force operating on the flowing water, which in its turn means
that the energy lost by drag (drag force times conduit length) is equal but opposite to the
loss of height between header tank and receiving tank, the head. For the stone siphon of
Aspendos, with a length of 1670 meters and a head of 14.5 meters this means about 5,24
N per meter of conduit (diameter 28 cm). For the average length of a pipe element of 50
cm this represents a force of 2.62 N which is the equivalent of a weight of 270 grams.
This force can be neglected compared to the friction forces between the conduit stones
and the foundation on which they are positioned.
At bends in the conduit the direction of flow changes whereby a force is exerted onto the
conduit element that makes up the bend ('inertial thrust'). This force is related to the
change of direction of the momentum p of the water (p = mass times velocity) and tends
to push the conduit element out of position. To be precise, this is the force that has to
exerted by the conduit element onto the flowing

water to the effect

that the direction of flow changes. It may be represented by a vector along the bisector of
the angle of the bend, taking that the magnitude of the velocity of the water does not
change. The force F needed to change the momentum of water moving in the conduit with
a fixed velocity v and that goes around a bend of β degrees equals (see appendix 4):

(3)

with
A = cross-section of the conduit (m2)
ρ = specific mass of water (kg/m3)
v = mean flow velocity of the water (m/sec)
β = angle of the bend
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The mean flow velocity v can be estimated with the formula of Darcy-Weisbach:
(4)

where
g = gravitational acceleration = 9.81 m/sec2
ΔH = difference in level between start and end of the conduit (m)
Rh = hydraulic radius of the conduit = D/4 for full flow
D = diameter of the conduit (m)
L = total length of the conduit (m)
λ = friction factor related to the roughness of the inner wall of the conduit
(dimensionless, related to the irregularities of the inner surface of the pipe, to be
determined from handbooks, e.g. Schneider 1996).

The flow velocity in ancient siphons was not very high. For the 1.670 meters long
Aspendos siphon with its 28 cm diameter stone conduit, a wall roughness of at least some
mm's (stone conduit, λ ≈ 0.043) and a ΔH of 14.5 meters the flow velocity for maximum
discharge is about 1 m/sec (average walking speed), which is also the case for the 3.250
meters long Madradag pressure line at Pergamon, with wall roughness less than 1 mm
(lead conduit , λ ≈ 0.026) and a ΔH of 45 meters.26
This means that for instance for the horizontal bend of 55 degrees in the siphon at
Aspendos, the required force equals about 6 kgf.27 The friction forces between the heavy
conduit stones and the foundation on which they are laid is much larger than this force.
The magnitude of this force is also small compared to the forces from static pressure. It
implies that for ancient siphons the effects of flow can be neglected and no measures were
needed to prevent the line to break apart at the bends from inertial thrust. This may of
course not be the case for high flow velocities that occur in modern systems.
Air
There are several reasons why the presence of air in the conduit may interfere with the
operation of a siphon. At the start-up of a siphon air may accumulate in air pockets at
the downstream side of high points (Fig.29). These air pockets, depending on how far

26

Flow velocity similar as in the AWP between Moerdijk and Bath (above) (Kamma en van Zijl 2002, 61).
With ρ = 1000 kg/m3, diameter of conduit = 28 cm, water velocity = 1 m/sec, and β = 55 degrees it follows
that F = 2·1000·π/4·(0.28)2·12·sin(55°/2) = 57 Newton, or a force equivalent to a weight of about 6 kilograms.
27
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below the header tank they occur, reduce the pressure difference (the head) between
start and end of the siphon. The siphon then delivers less water than envisaged, and it
may even be so that the siphon does not start at all and the header tank just overflows.
In deep siphons such air pockets will be compressed, while some of the air may be
driven into the water (as in a closed soda bottle), whereby this effect is reduced.

Fig. 29. Air pockets at the downstream side of high points. In case the total vertical height of the
compressed air pockets HBC + HDE exceeds the available head to drive the siphon HST, the siphon will
not start: water will not flow.

As indicated above the Madradag siphon of Pergamon has two high points corresponding
with the two intervening hills, the Çapultu Tepe end the Kaleardi Tepe. Because of the
high static pressure at these points, some 140 meters below the header tank and 100
meters below the receiving tank, the air pockets were compressed to such a extent that
the discharge of the siphon was reduced to only 90 percent of its maximum value, which
may not have been noticed by the designers. However, an additional problem had to be
reckoned with. At the header tank air may be entrained into the conduit and transported
down to the air pockets, enlarging their volume (Fig.30). This results in a further
reduction of the head driving the siphon which in the end may even lead to a total stop
of water flow.28 But, at the downstream side of the air pockets there is a transition of a
partly filled conduit (the water passes underneath the air pocket) to full conduit flow. At
this point, of considerable turbulence, air may again be entrained with the water flow
further down the conduit, reducing the volume of the air pockets. Whichever process is

28

The intake at the two meters deep header tank of the Madradag siphon was positioned not far below the
upper edge of the tank (Fig.30). The entrainment of air could not be avoided at this point. Entrainment of air at
intakes is a problem that is not easy to resolve, see e.g. Knauss 1983. The header tank of the Madradag siphon
is partly destroyed but may be inspected.
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more significant determines what will happen. And what happens is determined by the
conduct of air and air bubbles in the conduit.29

Fig. 30. Header tank of the Madradag siphon at Pergamon, situation 1913 (after Garbrecht 1978/1987).
Depth 2 meters. In front recess where supplying triple piped aqueduct arrived. After passing a perforated
wall the water entered the siphon by means of the orifice in the back positioned not far beneath the
upper edge of the tank.

The conduct of air bubbles in conduits is related to the size of the air bubbles, to the
diameter of the conduit, the slope of the conduit, the velocity of the water, the
roughness of the inner wall, and the viscosity of the water. For a conduit sloping
down at an angle α an air bubble will be transported with the flow if the flow
velocity is larger than a critical value Vcr (Fig.31).

Fig. 31. Air bubble in conduit
sloping down. The air bubble
will be stationary, i.e. not go
with the flow nor against it
(but it will rise to the upper
side of the conduit) if the
drag force from the flowing
water Fd equals the rising
force Fu of the air bubble in
water times the sinus of
slope angle alfa.

29

One may ask why the course of the Madradag siphon runs over the tops of intermediate hills and not around
them to avoid high points in the line. By choosing the hill tops the static pressure was reduced as much as
possible, but more probably this trajectory was preferred to prevent damage by environmental events. Along
the entire course the terrain slopes down on either side of the conduit, whereby damage from torrential rains
and storms is prevented: the conduit runs on the local watershed.
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It can be deduced that:30
(5)

with
g = gravitational acceleration = 9.81 m/sec2
Db = bubble diameter (m)

α = slope angle
Cb = 'drag coefficient' of air bubble

From formula 5 it can be seen that the larger the air bubble will be the faster the water
must flow to entrain it. Also the steeper the slope, the less readily air bubbles will go
with the flow. As air bubbles tend to accumulate at the upper side of the conduit one
must correct for the fact that the flow velocity near the conduit wall is less high, which
for small bubbles has a greater effect than for large bubbles. The result is that the
average critical velocity Vm,cr above which small bubbles close to the conduit wall will
go with the flow is higher than for larger air bubbles, and that Vm,cr is related to the
diameter of the air bubbles, to the diameter of the conduit, and to the wall roughness.31

Things get increasingly complicated when air bubbles coalesce to large air pockets. Of
large air pockets, also called 'slugs', it is known that the rising velocity in sloping conduits
is larger than in vertical conduits, with a maximum for a slope of about 40 degrees
(Fig.32).32

Fig. 32. Rising velocity of
large air pockets ('slugs') in
sloping conduit compared
with rising velocity in vertical
conduit. Maximum velocity at
a slope of about 40 degrees
(after Falvey 1980, 52)

30

Falvey 1980, 48. For convenience the value of Cb often is often set to 1. An alternative formula for Vcr is
used by Kamma & van Zijl 2002, 56: Vcr = 1.23·(g·Db·sinα)1/2, (with Cb = 0.88).
31
Vm,cr = ((log(3.4·Dc/k)/(log(15.1·Db/k)) · (4·g·Db·sinα/3)1/2 with Db = diameter of air bubble, Dc =
diameter of conduit, k = wall roughness (Aksoy 1997).
32
Falvey 1980, 50, 61-65.
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In conduits sloping down slugs may move upward against the flow, a process called 'blow
back', that is accompanied by a high degree of turbulence. Such slugs may at their front
side collect small air bubbles increasing their size, while at the back side small air
bubbles may be entrained again with the flow thereby reducing the slug volume.33 The
behavior of air bubbles and slugs as function of the slope angle and flow velocity is given
in Fig.33.

Fig.33. Conduct of air
bubbles / air pockets in
closed conduits as function
of downward slope angle
(after Falvey 1980, 29).
Qw=flow rate; D= conduit
diameter; g= 9.81m/sec2.
The problematic section is
the 'Slug Flow Region'
(yellow): small bubbles
move with the flow, air
pockets move against the
flow.

As the conduit of the Madradag siphon at the header tank has a downward slope much
steeper than the slope downstream of the high points, air was less readily entrained into
the conduit at the header tank but rather more easily at the downstream side of the air
pockets. Thus, after start-up the siphon developed to full capacity on its own. We may
doubt whether the designers were aware of this phenomenon. But the siphon operated as
expected and brought water to the acropolis on top of the hill, no doubt to the
amazement and wonder of her people.
For the Grezieux-Craponne-Lyon siphon of the Yzeron aqueduct of Lyon (not to be
confused with the Yzeron-siphon of the Lyon's Gier aqueduct) a different situation
existed. Here also there was a high point in the line, that in this case could not be
avoided because of the topography (Figs.34-35). The sloping of the terrain just
downstream of the high point is much steeper than at the header tank. Air would thus be
33

Baines & Wilkinson 1986.
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readily entrained at the header tank but only sparingly from the air pocket that had
formed at the high point at start-up. It may be calculated that, assuming that a closed
conduit would have run along the entire trajectory including this high point, the siphon
would start up for only 60% of its maximum discharge. And that, because air
accumulated increasingly at the high point, the siphon would after some time come to a
complete and definite stand-still.

Fig. 34.The Grezieux-Craponne-Lyon siphon of the Yzeron aqueduct at Lyon, plan and profile.
Distances and elevations in meters.

The Romans solved this problem by having the conduit run over a nearby hill, on which
they built a tower, 16 meters high, with sloping ramps and an open tank on top. The
conduits (the siphon consisted of a number of parallel lead pipes) discharged into the
open tank where the air entrained at the header tank was released and formation of an
air pocket at the high point was prevented. From the tank on top of the tower the lead
conduits went down again to rise up at the other side of the valley.
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Fig. 35.Topography at the high
point of the Grezieux-CraponneLyon siphon. The dotted line is a
alternative course: high point in
the line could not be avoided.

By means of this 'hydraulic tower' the siphon was divided into two subsequent siphons
with lengths of respectively 2.200 meters (Grezieux-Craponne) and 3,600 meters
(Craponne-Lyon). Regarded as one siphon system it is with 5,800 meters the longest
of Roman times. Of the tower two impressive piers have been preserved today, locally
known as 'les Tourillons' (Figs.36-38).

Figs. 36-37. Remains of the hydraulic tower 'les Tourillons' of the Grezieux-Craponne-Lyon
siphon, south view, early 1900, and north view, 2003.
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Remnants of more piers are still visible at ground surface. According to Jean Burdy, who
investigated Lyon's aqueducts, the top of the tower would not correspond exactly to the
hydraulic gradient line between header tank and receiving tank but some distance above
it. Thereby the head between the container op top of the tower and the receiving tank at
Lyon, the longer and more problematic section of the siphon, was increased.34

Figs. 38. Reconstruction of 'les Tourillons' (Burdy 1991, 94). Visible remains in black.

There is another siphon from Roman times that incorporates even two 'hydraulic towers':
the siphon at Aspendos on the south coast of Turkey (Figs.39-39a). Along the course of
this 1,670 m siphon there are no natural high points. But the stone conduit was just as
well led over sloping ramps to an open tank on top of two subsequent towers, some forty
meters high (Figs.40-42).35
The towers are located at horizontal bends in the line, 16 degrees for the 'north tower',
and 55 degrees for the 'south tower'. The containers on top of the towers must have
been positioned at the hydraulic gradient line between header tank and receiving tank.36
However, there is no obvious reason to build such enormous towers with unavoidable
open tanks on top in order to prevent formation of air pockets and to guarantee flow,
which would not have been required if there had been no towers. The towers of Aspendos
were built for another reason, which, however, also related to air.
Apart from air pockets at high point that may reduce the discharge of a siphon or even
cause a total stop, air in pressurized conduits may lead to 'water hammer' effects. Water
hammer may be defined as a 'pressure surge due to a substantial and sudden change in
the velocity of the water´, for instance by rapid closure of a valve. Water hammer is the

34

Burdy 1991.
The towers are among the highest buildings of Roman times. They are located north of the acropolis of
Aspendos (50km east of Antalya). In the central part of the towers stairs led to the top, now accessible to a
height about 15 m giving a impressive view onto the surrounding terrains.
36
In case a closed conduit would have run over the towers at their present height of 28 m, one may calculate
that the siphon would not start up because of air pockets at these high points. Originally the towers have been
higher, therefore the towers must have been equipped with open tanks to prevent air pockets, and, with the
conduit having a fixed diameter all along its length, the open tanks must have been positioned along the
hydraulic gradient line between header tank and receiving tank.
35
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driving principle of the 18th c. invention of the 'hydraulic ram'. With the hydraulic ram,
which applies a self-repeating automatic shutting of a valve, part of a water stream that
comes down from a height h may be lifted to a height ten to forty times h.37

Fig.39. Aspendos siphon, plan.

Fig.39a. Aspendos siphon, profile. Receiving tank 14.5 m below header tank.

Ancient pressure conduits were not fitted with valves or shutters. However, water
hammer may also be the result of just the presence of air in the line, by interaction of
water with the water flow,38 or, from air escaping from leaking spots. In case in a
pressurized conduit a (compressed) air bubble that is transported with the flow passes a

37
38

Stern 1983, 177-179.
Schnappauff 1966.
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leaking spot, air will be released out of the conduit. Because the compressed air escapes
much faster than an equal volume of the much heavier water, the water column behind
the air bubble will be accelerated when the air escapes. As soon as the air bubble is
depleted or has passed the leaking orifice, water will leak out again at lower pace and
the water in the conduit will be decelerated.

Fig.40. Aspendos siphon, north tower.

Fig. 41. Aspendos siphon, north tower, detail.
Note person standing above the arch.
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The magnitude of the pressure surge that is caused can be estimated with
Joukowski's law:39

(6)
with
dH = pressure increase in meters of water column
c = sound velocity in water ≈ 1000 m/sec
dV = difference in flow velocity of the water upstream from the leaking spot just
before and just after the escaping of air out of the conduit (m/sec)
g = gravitational acceleration = 9.81 m/sec2

dV may be determined from continuity arguments, as the decrease of the volume
of air in the conduit is related to the velocity of escaping compressed air through
the leaking spot:
(7)
where
Ac = cross-section of the conduit in m2
Va = velocity of the compressed air that escapes through the leaking spot in m/sec
Ah = cross=section of the leaking spot in m2
Va is set by characteristics of air flow through small orifices under high pressure.40 For
instance for a leaking orifice 12 mm wide and conduit pressure of 40 meters of water
column as for the Aspendos siphon (about 400 kPa) the air flow through the orifice is
about 0.05 cubic meters per second. This results in a velocity of escaping air of 440
m/sec, which is supersonic (noise). Thus
dV = Va · Ah · Ac-1 ≈ 0.8 m/sec, and
dH = 0.5 · 1000 · 0.8 / 9.81 = 39 meters of water column.
This means that for the Aspendos siphon, 40 meters deep, and apart from factors that
may have a reducing effect such as the presence of many more air bubbles in the line,
water hammer from escaping of air through a leaking spot 12 mm in diameter leads to a
sudden pressure increase - a pressure surge - of almost 100%.

39

See e.g. Falvey 1980, 57-77. Automatically operating air release valves may result to water hammer effects,
which effects can be reduced by proper dimensions of the orifice through which air escapes.
40
Falvey 1980, Fig.45.
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Fig. 42. Aspendos siphon, view from acropolis to the north. Two tier bridge and south tower with 55
degrees bend. Large siphon bridge, north tower, and header tank in the back.

Leaking spots could not be avoided in stone pipe lines - this in contrast to lead
conduits - because when installing the pipe elements the joints were covered with
the expanding mixture after which the elements were pushed into place against
each other. A rigorous check to see whether the joints were watertight was not
possible; the only thing one could do was to remove excess material from the joint
on the inside of the conduit before installing the next pipe element. Only after the
entire siphon had been finished and put into operation the quality of the joints
became clear. At Aspendos abundant calcareous deposits hanging down from one of
the arches of the over 500 meters long bridge between the two hydraulic towers
indicate that the siphon must have leaked considerably.

The release of compressed air out of a leaking conduit went with noise and water
spluttering around, which must no doubt have made an impression on the passerby who got an idea of the elevated pressure in the conduit. Inside the conduit the
resulting pressure surges traveled both upstream and downstream, causing a
sudden increase of the forces that tend to push Cat.II pipe elements that make up
a bend out of position, on top of the forces from static pressure. Reflection of
between air and water (e.g. from air bubbles and slugs) cause pressure waves to be
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superimposed resulting to even more forceful pressure surges. Such pressure surges
may occur repeatedly, in the end exceeding the forces that keep the conduit intact. A
minor displacement of a conduit element at a bend could result to cracking of the sealing
material and the occurrence of an additional leak, whereby the inflow into the conduit at
the header tank was enhanced and with it the entrainment of air, so that pressure
surges / water hammer effects would occur more frequently.

In the end the leaks could get so large that water entered the conduit faster than the
incoming aqueduct supplied, so that large slugs would periodically form and move
with the water flow. The siphon then entered the final phase of its destruction,
whereby all water that at the header tank flowed into the conduit would come out at
such newly formed leaking spots, alternated by noisily escaping of compressed air.

The start-up of siphons, especially the Cat.II siphons, thus had to be carried out with
extreme care, as such problems could easily occur if not first all air was slowly driven
out of the conduit. At an uncontrolled, rapid start-up, when large amounts of water
suddenly are introduced into the conduit, air pockets will form and move with the water
to be increasingly compressed on their way down towards and in the horizontal and
deepest part of the siphon. Once arrived in the rising section these slugs tend to move
up faster than the water, extending in volume because of the decreasing pressure and
forcing water to move backwards beneath the slugs, a process similar as the 'blow back'
discussed above. This causes pressure surges to develop in the rising part of the siphon
but also in the horizontal part, with rapidly moving spray plugs alternated by stagnant
flow, and forceful expulsions of air and water from the end of the conduit, endangering
the integrity of the line. Furthermore oscillations of the water column could occur during
uncontrolled start up, that added to the forces onto the conduit elements.41
At Aspendos the two hydraulic towers were built at horizontal bends. Hereby the siphon
was split up into three consecutive siphons, effectively taking the bends out of this
Cat.II siphon. This prevented damage at the bends from static pressure, and, more
important, from water hammer effects and pressure surges. The choice of the Roman
engineer to design the siphon with horizontal bends led to the construction of the
hydraulic towers.
The towers had to be fitted with open tanks on top at these artificial high points that had

41

See Ortloff and Kassinos 2003. Ortloff mainly discuss problems at start up and argue that the Aspendos
towers were built to divide the siphon into three to shorten the length per siphon, so that there would be less
problems during start up due to oscillations of the water. They do not explain why the towers were built at
bends in the trajectory, nor why much longer siphons exist, without towers.
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to reach up to the hydraulic gradient line. From topographical arguments it can be
deduced that the siphon, with two horizontal bends and with two enormous towers, was
cheaper to build than a siphon that went in a straight line, without bends and without
towers.42
Vitruvius
The Roman architect Vitruvius (25 BCE) treats in book VIII of his ten books on
architecture (De Architectura Libri Decem) the means for water conveyance of his days.43
He also describes the technique of siphons and the problems that may occur, and
proposes how to solve these problems. He advises to fill siphons carefully and slowly, as
otherwise a 'very strong air(pressure)' (vehemens spiritus) may arise that endangers the
line. At start-up of Cat.II siphons Vitruvius recommends to first introduce ashes into the
conduit to seal possible leaking spots. This sealing procedure, on the principle that dry
organic material expands when moisturized, gets stuck in the leaking orifice and closes it
off, has survived into our time as the recipe for mending leaking car radiators. For the
ancient siphons it was not the loss of water that was the main problem, but the water
hammer effects and pressure surges at uncontrolled start-up and from air escaping that
could endanger the line. Furthermore, Vitruvius recommends to install 'colliquiaria' in the
siphon, means to release air from the conduit (colliquiaria facienda sunt, per quae vis
spiritus relaxetur). The expression colliquiaria does not occur elsewhere the entire Latin
literature, so that its meaning is not evident from other texts which has led to many
speculations.44 From the hydraulic arguments above it will be clear that Vitruvius refers
to provisions to release air in order to guarantee a continuous water flow.45
Discussion
The problems that occurred in the ancient pressurized conduits were caused by static
water pressure, and, more important, by effects from the presence of air in the siphon,
both at start-up as well as during operation. The kind of problems that occur is related to
the properties of the conduit, consisting either of homogenous material (soldered lead
conduits, Cat.I), or of non-homogenous materials (conduits put together from prefab

42

See Kessener 2000. The Aspendos aqueduct and its siphon were investigated during field campaigns in 1996
and 1998 bu S.A.G. Piras and the author. Permission for the research was granted by the Ministery of Culture
at Ankara. The campaigns were supported by NOW, Pol Geotechniek at Heteren (Instruments, Mr. W, van Kan),
Virtus architects at Nijmegen (data analysis), Delft Hydraulics (hydraulic analysis, Ir. J. Wijdieks, Ir. R.
Lemmens). Results were presented at the 19th and 20th International Symposium of Archaeological Surveys and
Excavations at Ankara.
43
Translations of Vitruvius' Libri Decem are available in several languages, e.g. Fensterbusch 1976 (German),
Peters 1997 (Dutch), Rowland 2001 (English).
44
Fahlbusch & Peleg 1992, Lewis 1999, Kessener 2001, also Ohlig 2006.
45
Kessener 2003. Following the investigations by HWB experiments were started about the behavior of air
pockets and gas bubbles in rising and declining conduits with high points.
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pipe elements made of stone, ceramics, Cat.II). The archaeological findings show that
the ancient engineers were well aware of the problems and knew how to cope with them.
For the Cat.I siphon of the Yzeron aqueduct at Lyon a hydraulic tower was built at a high
point to release air so that a stand-still of the siphon - without the tower - was
prevented. In the Cat.II siphon at Aspendos two hydraulic towers were incorporated at
horizontal bends, to prevent damage from static pressure and from water hammer
effects. For the ancient siphons gravity was the only driving force available, whereby the
head, the difference in level between header tank and receiving tank, could not be very
large and problems caused by air became quickly manifest. In the modern systems, with
high-pressure pumps and superior conduits such problems may remain unnoticed for
long periods of time and confront the engineer with unexplained capacity reductions. But
the principles that lie at the base of modern pressure lines do not differ from those of the
old days: the laws of nature are unchanging.
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Fig. 1 Aspendos. Roman Eurymedon bridge, reconstruction. After Harmeling – Stitz – Mesenburg 1999.

The Triple Siphon at Aspendos and its Bridges
Paul Kessener
Introduction

Siphons in aqueducts

Water has always played an important role in the history
of mankind. Ariston men hydor (Pindaros, 5th century
BC) – most important of all is water. From Hellenistic
times and earlier water was delivered by aqueducts over
great distances to far away towns. Many Hellenistic cities
occupied hilltops, and water brought in by piped aqueducts
from the nearby mountain range often had to pass a saddle
to reach the town. The solution was installing an inverted
siphon, a pressure line according to the principle of water
finding its own level. For their open channel aqueducts
the Romans preferred to construct bridges to pass valleys,
but when the valley was too deep or too wide they also
applied siphons, which often crossed the deepest part of
the valley over a bridge. At Roman Aspendos, the 1.5km
wide plain between the acropolis and mountains in the
north was crossed by a stone siphon. It was split up
into three consecutive siphons by two hydraulic towers
ranging up to 40m high, each siphon having its own
characteristic bridge. A 4th century earthquake ruined
the siphon as well as a traffic bridge crossing the nearby
Eurymedon river. The Romans built a huge new bridge
across the river using the stone conduit elements of the
siphon. When later this bridge was destroyed the Selçuks
built a bridge on its ruins, once again with spolia from the
siphon, still standing today.

Aqueducts, either open channels or piped conduits, are
artificial waterways. Gravity, the main driving force
for aqueducts, dictates that one had to make sure that
the water would flow downhill at all times. This meant
for one thing that the start of an aqueduct had to be
more elevated than the end of the line. To guarantee a
continuous and sufficient sloping, the trajectory had to be
carefully surveyed. To cope with valleys and mountains
artefacts like walls, bridges, arcades, tunnels, and siphons
were constructed. Typically, a siphon started at the socalled header tank (‘Einlaufbecken’) where the water was
led into a closed pipe. The conduit went down the valley
often passing a river or stream by a ‘siphon bridge’.1
Then the conduit went uphill to end at the receiving tank
(‘Auslaufbecken’), where the water was fed into the next
section of the aqueduct (Fig. 2). Down in the valley an
elevated pressure reigned in the pipes. The pipes were
made of lead, ceramic, stone, or wood. Some 60 siphons
are known from classical times.2
Aspendos
Aspendos, of origin a Greek colony known from at least
500 BC, is situated about 50km east of Antalya, Turkey.
In 133 BC Aspendos came under Roman rule. Its heyday
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The aqueduct
Lanckoroński’s ‘Wasserleitung’ focuses on two towers,
with sloping ramps, 924m and apart, and a 500m bridge
in between (Fig. 5). Today the towers are about 30m high
(Fig. 4. 10). The ramps are oriented at an angle, 55° for
the south tower and 16° for the north tower. A two-tier
bridge connects the south tower to the acropolis. Neither
the header tank nor the receiving tank had been identified
by Lanckoroński, who noted that a stone conduit had
carried the water to the top of the towers into an open
tank, from where the water went down again, with the
three consecutive siphons as a result, all being part of
one siphon system. It was not known why the towers
were built or where the water came from. In 1994 a
research project was initiated, with field campaigns in
1996 and 1998, to survey and map the aqueduct and
siphon.4
The 19km long aqueduct, with five bridges, five tunnels,
and a siphon, incorporates all elements of Roman aqueduct construction. It was fed by two springs, at 550
and 450MASL, both delivering about 30–40l/sec in the
1990s. The aqueduct channel, 55–60cm wide and 90cm
high on the inside, is largely destroyed, remainings in situ
at several locations. It could be deduced from the layering
of a block of calcarous incrustation (sinter) that had come
out of the channel as a negative imprint, that the aqueduct
was in use for about 150 years.

Fig. 2 Inverted siphon. After Burdy 1994, Fig. 8.

occurred during the 2nd and 3rd century AD, when the
aqueduct was built. The wide and shallow depression
between the acropolis and the hills to the north was
crossed by an inverted siphon.
At the end of the 19th century Count Lanckoroński from
Austria visited Aspendos on his tour through Pamphilia
and Pisidia.3 Aspendos occupies a flat-topped hill
60MASL, 30m above the surrounding plains, which were
swampy areas in earlier times. It has steep slopes on all
sides. On his map Lanckoroński indicated a ‘Wasserleitung’ at the north edge of the city. Two buildings 15m
high dominate the Aspendos skyline of today, the entrance hall of the basilica, and the nymphaeum, endpoint
of the aqueduct, a marble clad wall 1.5m wide and 35m
long, with niches for statues and fountains and with
basins in front, demonstrating the pride the city took in
having running water on top of the acropolis (Fig. 3).

The siphon and its towers
Header tank and receiving tank of the siphon were
identified in 1996 the complete siphon system could
be surveyed with a theodolite. Apart from the two
bridges seen by Lanckoroński there is a third bridge,
between header tank and the north tower. Total length
of the siphon is 1,670m, divided by the two towers
into 592, 924 and 154m sections.5 From the profile
it can be seen that, today, the towers reach well below
the hydraulic gradient line (Fig. 6). There must have
been open tanks on top6, so the towers had to reach
the hydraulic gradient line from which can be deduced
that the north tower had been 40m in height and the
south tower 38m. Except for the bends the towers are
of identical design, with a spiral staircase that led to the
very top in the central section.7 The towers were meant to
eliminate destructive forces by static pressure and water
hammer at the bends. To pass the valley without bends
the siphon would have required longer and higher bridges
leading to higher costs. The Aspendos siphon must be
considered an outstanding example of Roman hydraulic
expertise.8

Fig. 3 Aspendos. Nymphaeum. Photo: P. Kessener.

Fig. 4 Aspendos siphon. North tower, present state.
Photo: P. Kessener.

Fig. 5 Aspendos siphon. Towers and bridge. After Lanckoroński 1890.
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Fig. 6 Aspendos siphon.
Profile. Vertical dimensions
enlarged.
Artwork: P. Kessener.

The low bridge
From the header tank at the village of Sariabali the stone
conduit ran downhill sloping steadily at 14°. At the
bottom, remains of a wall 2.4m wide indicate where the
conduit turned horizontally from where it was carried
towards the north tower on a 5m high bridge. Four
limestone conduit stones 90 x 90m square and 50–60cm
wide with a 28cm perforation are lying nearby. One
conduit stone shows a cutting from the outside to the bore
as is also seen in the stone pressure conduits at Patara
and Laodikeia a/L and other places. The purpose of
these cuttings, which during operation of the siphon are
closed off by mortared stone plugs, remains unclear.9 The
2.4m wide bridge had eleven piers (2.4 x 2.5m), eight
of which are standing today, made of mortared rubble
and occasional dressed stones at the edges, with signs
of ‘Fugenstrich’ mimicking ashlar blocks. The twelve
4.5m arches have a single layer of bricks. After 80m the
bridge continues as a 2.4m wide and 3m high mortared
rubble wall that becomes increasingly lower in relation
to the rising terrain (Fig. 7). The course of the bridge and
the wall is slightly curved, apparently because higher
grounds east of the direct line between the start of the
bridge and the north tower allowed for a lower bridge
and wall.

Fig. 8 Aspendos. Reconstruction of upstream (north) end of
main bridge carrying stone conduit. Artwork: P. Kessener.

standing today, in three stretches of 8, 11, and 10 arches
counting from the north. The south end of the bridge
has disappeared except for the intact arch extending
from the 46th pier. From this point the over 3m high
remains of a 2.4m wide wall that carried the pipe line
towards to south tower still stand. To the north the start
of the bridge has been preserved intact in good condition,
several stone blocks in situ on top. At the start the bridge
rises 2.4m above the terrain and is 4.7m wide. Only
after 7m, above the centre of the first arch, the bridge
gains its 5.7m width. Taking that the wall arriving from
north tower was 2.4m wide as was the wall to the south,
one may reconstruct the transition to the main bridge at
its northern end (Fig. 8). A similar situation must have
occurred to the south. The 5.7m wide bridge, giving ample
access to the stone conduit, is also thought sufficiently
wide to have served as a road bridge crossing the swampy
area between the acropolis and the mountains to the
north.10 However, as the bridge narrows to 4.7m at both
ends while adjoining a 2.4m wide wall, easy access is
denied, so road traffic must be excluded except maybe for
pedestrians. Moreover, access to the pressure line, vital
to the water supply of the city, is unlikely to have been
permitted without authorization.11

The main or large bridge
After the stone conduit ran up and down the ramps of
the north tower it continued in a straight line to the
main bridge on a 180m wall of which scarse but evident
traces remain. The main bridge, for its greater part 15m
high, is made of large conglomerate blocks quarried
nearby and a rubble core (Fig. 9). The 510m bridge is
5.7m wide, the top layer of blocks protruding 10–15cm
over the piers and arches on either side. Apart from
the beginning and the end the bridge had 46 piers (3.6
x 5.4m) and 47 arches (7.1m wide). As was the case
in Lanckoroński’s days 32 piers and 29 arches are

Fig. 7 Aspendos. Wire model of low bridge and wall (Autocad, extant remains in red). Artwork: P. Kessener.
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Fig. 9 Aspendos siphon. Main bridge. Photo: P. Kessener.
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Fig. 10 Aspendos. South tower and two-tier bridge. Edge of the acropolis to the right. Photo: P. Kessener.

The two-tier bridge

Spolia

From the main bridge the conduit ran on top of the
2.4m wide wall for about 120m. Rising on the 2.7m
wide ramp of the south tower to the open tank on top,
the conduit descended on the other side only halfway
down, to continue on a two-tier bridge (Fig. 10). The
central part of the tower stands at about 130m from the
steep NW slope of the acropolis, on which the remains
of the 1.8 x 2.35m receiving tank rise to a height of
4.5m. All piers of the bridge are standing today, all but
one of the arches have been destroyed. The 2.4m wide
piers were constructed of mortared rubble with bricks at
the edges, the arches having a single layer of bricks. On
the bridge itself the pipeline rose at an angle of about
1°, facilitating air to escape when filling the siphon, a
token of hydraulic expertise.12 From the receiving tank,
14.5m below the header tank, an open channel ran on
top of the acropolis towards the nymphaeum. At 3m
above the highest ground of the acropolis the channel’s
elevation was sufficient to supply the nymphaeum as well
as the entire city. From the Darcy-Weisbach formula the
discharge of the siphon can be calculated at 65l/sec or
5.6 million liters per 24 hours, from which the population
of Aspendos in the 2nd–3rd century may be estimated at
roughly 11,000–18,000.13

The 1,670m Aspendos siphon must have had over 3,000
conduit stones; along the course of the siphon only 11
were found. Where did they go? Conduit stones may be
seen incorporated in the Selçuk road bridge crossing the
Eurymedon 2km south of Aspendos. Used until a few
years ago by local traffic this 4.4m wide bridge crosses
the river by means of five arches, with an additional two
arches on the left bank to account for flood conditions. It
has a remarkable parallel shift in the middle of the river
commonly explained as an improvement for defence. On
closer inspection, the ramp on the left and the foundations
of several piers are of Roman origin. Moreover, a ramplike Roman construction on the right riverbank with one
partly intact arch indicates the existence of an earlier
bridge, of larger dimensions. The ruins of this bridge
were used by the Selçuks for the foundation for their own
bridge. The Selçuk architects decided on a zigzag course
as on the left side of the river the upstream sections of the
Roman piers remained in satisfactory condition while on
the right side only the downstream remnants were stable
enough. On further inspection a large number of conduit
stones are incorporated in the Roman moles still present
on both sides of the river.14 Furthermore, the largely
intact Roman breakwater on the right bank incorporates

Fig. 11 Aspendos. Selçuk Eurymedon
bridge. After Harmeling et al. 1999.
Yellow: Roman remains.
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a considerable number of conduit stones. In the end, over
250 pipe elements were counted in the Roman remains,
while only 15 were seen incorporated in the fabric of the
Selçuk bridge.15

bridge measures 220m, not much shorter than the 260m
Roman bridge, rising to about 15m above the riverbed.
A Selçuk inscription was set in the parapet above the first
pier on the downstream side, near the right bank (Fig.
12). Counting the three slabs in 1996 there were at least
five slabs20, while according to S. Fikri Erten, founder
of the Antalya Museum, it initially consisted of six.21
In 1998 the three remaining slabs were put back in the
new parapet. The slabs mention ‘a ruler of sea and land,
son of Sultan and martyr Keyhüsrev (Kaykhusraw), son
Sultan Kiliç Arslan’, from which it follows that Sultan
Alaeddin Keykubat (1220–1237), the son of Keyhüsrev
(1192–1196 and 1205–1211), who was the son of Kiliç
Arslan (1155–1192), must have been the builder of the
bridge, probably shortly after he conquered Alanya in
1221. The three sultans lie buried in the well preserved
mausoleum in the Alaeddin Mosque at Konya.

The Roman bridge
With the bore showing calcareous incrustations these
conduit stones must have carried water for a prolonged
time. The Roman bridge must have been built after the
aqueduct and its siphon had gone out of use. Possibly
the Aspendos siphon was destroyed by some disastrous
earthquake like, for instance, the one occurring in Cyprus
in 363 AD. This earthquake, maybe also involving a
tsunami, could well have devastated the siphon and its
towers, while also ravaging the road bridge crossing
the Eurymedon. As the Aspendians, of course, did not
want to lose their position dominating the east-west road
traffic, their first interest would have been to rebuild the
bridge. What could be more convenient than taking the
stone pipe elements from the destroyed siphon, lying in
their thousands, nearby and neatly cut? Presuming the
aqueduct was built in the late 2nd/early 3rd century AD
destruction by the 363 earthquake fits in with its life span
of 150 years. Then, after the disaster, the Romans built
their new bridge in the second half or late 4th century.
Later, in turn, this bridge was destroyed, its ruins serving
as foundations for the Selçuk bridge.
When inspecting the Selçuk bridge in the early 1990s on
behalf of planned restoration works, divers discovered
bars of iron, furnished with a square hole at one end and
a hook at the other.16 The 55–60kg bars, three brought to
surface, measure 140cm in length with a 7 x 7cm square
hole and had served as fixation elements (Spannanker)
for the foundations of the Roman piers, some seen in situ
by the divers in slots cut in the stone.17 The reconstructed
Roman bridge, 9.6m wide and 260m long, rises 4.1m
above its Selçuk counterpart (Fig. 1).18 The river, between
the moles on either side, was crossed with three arches,
two 15m arches and a 23.5m arch in between, dimensions
deducted from the distance between the moles and the
in situ remains in the river as well as from arguments of
symmetry.19

Zusammenfassung
Die dreifache Druckleitung von Aspendos und
ihre Brücken
Die dreifache Druckleitung des Aquäduktes von Aspendos mag mit seinen beiden bis zu 40 m hohen „hydraulischen Türmen“, die durch statischen Druck und
Wasserschlag verursachte destruktive Kräfte an scharfen Biegungen der Leitung verhinderten, als singuläres
und außergewöhnliches Beispiel römischen HydraulikFachwissens betrachtet werden. Zwischen dem Einlaufbecken und dem Auslaufbecken verfügte die Druckleitung über drei konventionelle Brücken unterschiedlicher
Länge, Höhe und Breite. Dazwischen lagen die Türme
mit schrägen Rampen, an denen die steinerne Wasserleitung hoch und nieder lief zu einem Freispiegelbecken
oben auf den Kronen. Der Aquädukt und die Druckleitung wurden im späten 2./frühen 3. Jahrhundert errichtet
und funktionierten über 150 Jahre, bis sie wahrscheinlich durch ein Erdbeben im Jahr 363 n. Chr., das auch die
Straßenbrücke über den nahegelegenen Fluss Euryme-

The Selçuk bridge
It may have been an earthquake again, perhaps combined
with a great flood, that caused the Roman bridge to
collapse, when we don’t know. After the consolidation
of Selçuk power in the region early in the 13th century,
the river crossing was renewed once more. The Selçuks
decided that the ruins of the Roman bridge were
sufficiently stable to serve as foundations, which must
have saved them considerable effort. They designed a
bridge of lower height, using the left ramp of the Roman
bridge as it was. They made their way across the river in
a hop, skip and jump fashion, building their five-arched
bridge half as wide as its Roman counterpart with a parallel
shift in the middle of the river, applying the pipe elements
of the Aspendos aqueduct once again (Fig. 11). Their

Fig. 12 Aspendos. Selçuk bridge before 1998 restoration, parapet with 3 inscription slabs. Photo: P. Kessener.
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The Aspendos Siphon and Roman Hydraulics
3DXO.HVVHQHU
INTRODUCTION
Aspendos is located about 50 km east of Antalya
approximately 10 km from the south coast of Turkey between the ancient cities of Sillyon and Side.
,Q  . /DQFNRURQVNL ZDV ILUVW WR SXEOLVK DQ
extensive description and plan.1 Aspendos was
founded as a colony of the Argides who according
to Greek legend came to Pamphilia after the Trojan War. Already known to Thucidides and Xenophon it began minting its own coins as early as the
5th century BC at what time the city was named
Estvedys.2 Surrendering to Alexander the Great
in 333 BC the Aspendians paid a heavy ransom
to avoid sacking the city. Two centuries later it
came under Roman rule. It lasted another three
centuries before Aspendos reached its heyday in
the 2-3rd century AD when extensive building
projects were realized including the aqueduct
that is equipped with an inverted siphon incorSRUDWLQJWZR¶K\GUDXOLFWRZHUV·3
THE AQUEDUCT AND SIPHON
/DQFNRURQVNL OLPLWHG KLV  GHVFULSWLRQ RI WKH
aqueduct to the towers of the siphon and the bridge
in between as well as the bridge leading to the
DFURSROLV· HGJH WKDW UDQJHV  P DERYH WKH VXU-

rounding plains.4 Investigations by the author and
his team in the 1990s led to mapping of the aqueduct and identification of the entire siphon system.5
Water from two springs in the mountains to the
north at 550 and 450 masl was led to the city by a
NPFRQYHQWLRQDO5RPDQDTXHGXFWFKDQQHO
cm wide and 90 cm high on the inside (ILJ).
The aqueduct incorporated five tunnels and four
major bridges. There were two two-tier bridges, one
15 m high and about 70 m long, now completely
destroyed, and another 22 m high and 125 m long
with three lower and eight upper arches, two upper
arches on the left bank of the Kisik Dere that it
crosses are still standing (ILJ).7
A vertical shaft could be identified associated
with one of three tunnels, of the other two tunnels
the entrance was found, and one exit (ILJV). The
slope of the channel varied from an estimated 190
m/km to a gentle 5 m/km.8
The channel was heavily incrustated because
of the carstic springs feeding the aqueduct, especially in the steeper parts downstream from the
springs. Annual layers of up to 5 mm thick were
found covering the channel floor at some locations (ILJ  PLGGOH). From a block of sinter that
had come out of a destroyed section of channel it
could be concluded that the aqueduct functioned
130-150 years. Graves at two Seljukian cemetries

)LJ/HIW5HPDLQVRIFKDQQHOVODEVRIopus signinumFRYHUHGZLWKVLQWHUGLVORGJHGIURPZDOOV
5LJKW'LPHQVLRQVRIFKDQQHO SKRWRDQGGUDZLQJDXWKRU 
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)LJ0DSRI$VSHQGRVDTXHGXFWLQVHWVLSKRQ GUDZLQJDXWKRUEDVHGRQWKHWRSRJUDSKLFDOPDSRI7XUNH\ 
5LJKW5HPDLQLQJDUFKHVRIEULGJHFURVVLQJ.LVLN'HUH SKRWRDXWKRU 9RWLYHVWRQHIURPSLHUQRZO\LQJLQULYHU
EHGEURQ]HOHWWHULQJSODWHUHPRYHG FRXUWHV\+)DKOEXVFK 
QRW IDU IURP WKH DTXHGXFW·V FRXUVH KDG KHDG
stones made of sinter slabs as negative imprints
of the channel (ILJULJKW).
7KH  P ZLGH GHSUHVVLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH
acropolis and the hills to the north was crossed
by means of the siphon. The two towers with
sloping ramps, positioned at sharp bends in the
line, give the siphon its remarkable appearance
(ILJV). This singular construction is not known
from elsewhere in the Roman empire, although
we have the elevated tank with sloping ramps at
¶OHV7RXULOORQV·QHDU/\RQ QRWDWDEHQG DQGWKH
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remarkable tower with a vertical shaft at Termini
Imerese, Sicily.9
The conduit of the Aspendos siphon was made
of perforated limestone blocks that ran over the
top of the towers, where the water poured into an
open tank and from where it entered the next section again, dividing the siphon into three consecutive siphons (ILJ).
Why the Aspendos towers were built has
remained subject to speculations (table 1).10 Some
argue that damage to the siphon from static pressure and inertial thrust at sharp bends in the

)LJ  9HUWLFDO VKDIW RI WXQQHO QHDU WKH  P KLJK
+DFL .D\DVL PRXQWDLQ 'LPHQVLRQV  [  FP
VTXDUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ GLDPHWHURIVKDIWFPHVWL
PDWHGOHQJWKRIWXQQHOP SKRWRDXWKRU 

VLSKRQ·V FRXUVH ZDV DYRLGHG E\ EULQJLQJ WKH
water up to its own level (Fahlbusch, Hodge,
Blackman/Peleg)11. Venting of air and pressure
reduction has also been brought forward as motives
to build the towers (Hodge, Fahlbusch)12, as well as
distribution purposes à la Pompeii (Smith,
Nikolic )13. Water-hammer effects from air bubbles
in the line escaping from leaks have been put forward (Kessener)14, a notion that was subsequently
opposed by Blackman/Peleg as well as by Smith
and Nikolic.15 Smith proposed that splitting up the
siphon would facilitate expulsion of air at start up
as well as aid in maintenance (draining only that
part of the siphon where repairs are needed). Ortloff thinks that splitting up the siphon would reduce
effects of sloshing at start up.17 Nikolic proposes
that - among other things - the towers would have
served as look-out posts for guards equipped with
hand-held catapults to protect the siphon (for prolonged stay the guards would need water, therefore
the water was brought up to the top of the towers),

)LJ/HIW(QWUDQFHRIFPZLGHWXQQHOQHDU$NND\D7HSHFKDQQHOIORRULGHQWLILHG DUURZ 0LGGOH
)ORRURIFKDQQHODERXWNPGRZQVWUHDPIURP*|NFHS×QDUVSULQJFPVLQWHUZLWKPPOD\HUV5LJKW
+HDGVWRQHVRI6HOMXNLDQJUDYHVPDGHRIVLQWHUVODEVWDNHQIURPFKDQQHO SKRWRVDXWKRU 

)LJ$VSHQGRVVLSKRQZLUHIUDPHKRUL]RQWDOYLHZ5HGH[WDQWUHPDLQV5HFHLYLQJWDQNPEHORZ
KHDGHUWDQN'RWWHGOLQH+\GUDXOLFJUDGLHQW GUDZLQJDXWKRU 
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)LJ2YHUYLHZRI$VSHQGRVVLSKRQVHHQIURPDFURSROLV SKRWRDXWKRU 
Aspendos towers (triple siphon, towers at horizontal bends)
/DQFNRURQVNL
release of air/reduce ¶IULFWLRQ·¶VRXWHUD]L·
Fahlbusch 1982/1991
release of air/reduce static pressure/eliminate impuls forces
Hodge 1992
eliminate sideways inertial thrust/act as surge tank
Kessener 2000
prevent damage at bends from water-hammer by air-water escaping from leaks
Blackman/Peleg 2001
QRZDWHUKDPPHUSUHYHQWGDPDJHIURPVLGHZD\VLQHUWLDOWKUXVW¶LQFRPSUHKHQVLEOH·
Orthloff 2003
reduce effects of water oscillations at start up by dividing siphon into three
Smith 2007
no water-hammer/expel air at start up more easily (3rd tower missing?)/towers à la
Pompeii/facilitate maintenance
Nikolic 2008/2011

no water-hammer/observation posts for guards to protect the siphon/towers à la Pompeii/euergetic monument

7DEOH([SODQDWLRQRIWKH$VSHQGRVWRZHUVE\VRPHDXWKRUV
or that the towers served as a monument for its
financier (why then build two towers?). The towers
have also been related to the texts of Vitruvius
about aqueducts,18 which texts, however, have been
judged as being incomprehensible and inadequate.19
RE-EVALUATION
This situation calls for a re-evaluation of the functioning of siphons and the effects that may occur
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at start-up and during operation. The question is,
how to proceed? Smith argues that the old systems cannot be viewed with the eyes of the modern hydraulic engineer:
It is important to emphasize here the absolute
imperative of treating ancient pipe and pipeline hydraulics on their own terms and not as
modern hydraulics simply transferred to an
ancient setting. 20

)LJ$VSHQGRVVLSKRQSODQ GUDZLQJDXWKRU 
For one thing, the level of scientific knowledge in
ancient times does not match that of today. However, the forces of nature, which in our days have
EHHQ WUDQVODWHG LQWR ¶WKH ODZV RI SK\VLFV· KDYH
not changed in 2000 years, nor in the lifetime of
the universe. Just over 3 centuries ago Isaac Newton described the forces of gravity, yet at all times
the apple has fallen from the tree. Gravity has
always been there, although even today we do
not know ZK\ it is there, and maybe we will
never know. Yet the effects from the forces of
nature on ancient pipelines must be regarded as
similar to the effects on their modern counterparts. Secondly, whatever else, efficient high
pressure pumps have been developed only when
steam- and combustion engines and electricity
became commonplace say a century or two ago.
Before that time large water conveyance systems
were of perforce gravity driven - and many still
are - while the materials that were applied to
¶PRGHUQ· SLSH OLQH V\VWHPV ZRRG VWRQH VWHHO
cement, ceramics) are similar to those of the old
days (wood, stone, lead, mortar, ceramics). It
appears certainly useful to investigate what kind
of problems are encountered in modern pipelines
- and how these problems are coped with - to
have an idea of what happened in the past. The

)LJ&RQGXLWVWRQHRIWKH$VSHQGRVVLSKRQ
SKRWRDXWKRU 
modern solutions may differ from those in the
old days, but the nature of the problems must
perforce be regarded similar.
FILLING A SIPHON
It will be clear that, when filling an empty siphon
to make it start, the air in the conduit will be, and
must be, expelled. During this initial phase the
air will be simply driven out of the sloping sections as the water rises, but in the horizontal part
water and air will be in the pipe simultaneously
for some period of time.21 Complications arise
when there are high points in the line, at the
downstream side of which air pockets may form.
To what effects this all would have for the classical siphons has been speculated upon but has
largely remained unclear. Simulation experiments
for the Aspendos siphon with CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) were performed by Ort-
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loff and Nikolic, the latter because of hardware
problems unfortunately restricted to filling the
downward leg of the siphon, while Ortloff focused
RQ RVFLOODWLRQV RI WKH ZDWHU FROXPQ ¶VORVKLQJ· 
when quickly introducing the last bit of water in
an almost completely filled siphon. 22 Physical
scale model experiments meet problems because
the properties of water and air that cannot be
scaled down. Full scale experiments are thus to
be preferred to know what may happen.
DELFT HYDRAULICS LABORATORY
,QWKHVDNPSLSHOLQHLQWKH1HWKHUODQGV
for the transport of sewage water functioned at a
rate much less than was expected. This had to be
compensated for by applying higher capacity
pumps leading to increased costs. It took 10 years
of investigation to determine that - unexpectedly air had been entrained at the intakes and accumulated at high points causing considerable energy
loss reducing the discharge.23 Subsequently, experiments have been performed at Delft Hydraulics
/DERUDWRU\LQWKH1HWKHUODQGVWRVKHGPRUHOLJKW
onto the behavior of air and air bubbles in closed
conduits and related problems.24
In one experiment a 22 cm inner diameter Perspex pipe turning from horizontal to a downward sloping was made to transport water at a
velocity of about 1 m/s, the dimensions of the pipe
fortuitously similar to those of ancient siphons
(ILJ). Air was introduced in the horizontal section at a certain pace with the resulting air bubbles
in the conduit moving with the flow. Depending
on flow conditions and the influx of air, an air
pocket formed at the bend, a situation similar to
the formation of air pockets at the downstream
side of a high point when filling a siphon. The
water passed underneath the air pocket, flowing
as if in an open channel, but, due to the reduced
cross section available, at a higher velocity than
in the fully filled section. At the down side of the
air pocket, a transition to full conduit flow occurred
- a hydraulic jump - associated with a high degree
of turbulence. Air bubbles may form and for a part
are entrained and transported down with the flow.
The amount of air that is transported away compared with the upstream input of air determines
whether the air pocket will increase in length, be
stationary, or will be depleted.
Bubbles that are formed in the hydraulic jump
PD\FRDOHVFHWRIRUPODUJHUEXEEOHVFDOOHG¶VOXJV·
Once formed, these slugs tend to move upstream
against the flow, back to the air pocket again.25 This
SURFHVVLVFDOOHG¶EORZEDFN·7KXVRQO\SDUWRIWKH
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)LJ$LUSRFNHWLQFRQGXLWVORSLQJGRZQ
/HIW:DWHUIORZSDVVLQJEHORZDLUSRFNHW
5LJKW+\GUDXOLFMXPS SKRWRDXWKRU 
air entrained at the hydraulic jump is transported
away from the air pocket, and that mainly in the
form of air bubbles of reduced size. The process of
high degree turbulence, air entrainment, and blow
backs is accompanied by pressure surges and forces
exerted on the conduit (ILJ). For a stationary air
pocket permanent turbulence, blow backs, and
reduction of debit may prevail for long periods of
time. In favorable conditions air pockets at high
points may get cleared away once the siphon has
started so that the siphon develops to full capacity.27
On the other hand, the siphon may come to a complete standstill when the air pocket increases in size
to the extent that the loss of head caused by the air
pocket becomes larger than the head driving the
siphon.28 In case an air pocket is stationary the
siphon may keep running but at a lesser degree
than designed.
In another experiment at Delft, a 500 m siphon
was constructed from 15 cm diameter steel pipes.
For convenience the conduit was laid as two parallel lines with a U-turn at 250 m. At three locations Perspex windows were installed to be able
to inspect the flow located at the start, at the end
of the horizontal section, and 50 m upstream
from the end. At the end the conduit consisted of
a reinforced flexible hose that sloped up and was
laid across the 2 m high edge of a steel cargo container which served as receiving tank. Difference
in height between inlet and outlet was about 8 m.
Air could be introduced into the conduit at the
start of the horizontal section.
When a small amount of air was introduced,
air bubbles - of small size as compared to conduit
diameter - were transported with the water and
duly came out at the other end, the water emerging in a steady flow. A different situation occurred

)LJ'LDJUDPRIDLUSRFNHWLQVORSLQJFRQGXLWZLWK¶EORZEDFN· GUDZLQJDXWKRU 
when the amount of air was increased such that
only part of the cross section of the conduit was
occupied by the water. The flow of water now
became irregular, with periods of almost stagnant
flow and a distinct air/water interface (the water
surface in the conduit below the air), alternated
ZLWKDLUZDWHUPL[WXUHV ¶VSUD\VOXJV· RFFXS\LQJ
the entire cross section of the conduit and travelling downstream at high speed. This could be seen
through the window at the downstream end as
well 50 m upstream (ILJ). The water emerged at
the receiving tank either abruptly at high velocity,
or not at all, while the flexible hose laid over the
wall of the cargo container jumped up and down
at great force because of considerable pressure
transients.
In contrast, when the end of the conduit was
laid level with the horizontal section (no rising
section), the air-water interface stayed intact at all
times, while the water came out at the end in continuous and regular fashion. Clearly the section
of conduit sloping up to the edge of the cargo
container was the cause of the phenomenon of
spray slugs and pressure transients.

ANCIENT SIPHONS
What are the consequences for ancient siphons? All
classical siphons have a section that slopes up to the
receiving tank. At an uncontrolled start up water
may hit the upward leg and form a rising plug of
water while there still is a great amount of air in the
horizontal section. Air in the horizontal part gets
stuck and air pockets will form due to undulations
of the water. These air pockets or slugs will get
pushed towards the upward leg. As seen in the first
Delft experiment, slugs tend to move against the
flow in a conduit sloping down, giving rise to blow
backs. 9LFH YHUVD in an upward sloping conduit,
slugs will rise much faster than the water which
perforce has to pass downward underneath the
slug. This gives rise to increased undulations in the
horizontal section progressively causing turbulence
that develops upstream such that spray slugs may
form occupying the entire conduit and traveling at
high speed down the line, which, as seen above, is
DFFRPSDQLHG E\ SUHVVXUH VXUJHV DQG ¶H[SORVLYH·
discharge alternated by zero outflow.
7KLVLVZKDWPD\KDSSHQZKHQ9LWUXYLXV·DGYLFH
to slowly fill a siphon is not followed. Slowly filling
a siphon may take days, not minutes or hours, as is

)LJ6SUD\VOXJPRYLQJDWKLJKYHORFLW\)URPOHIWWRULJKW$LUZDWHULQWHUIDFH !!VHF KLJKVSHHG
VSUD\VOXJPRYLQJWRWKHULJKW VHF DLUZDWHULQWHUIDFH !VHF  SKRWRVDXWKRU 
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wave that travels both upstream and downstream
the conduit (ILJ).
This condition may occur at start up, when air
and water are simultaneously in the conduit, or,
when running, if air is entrained into the conduit at
the header tank. These pressure surges - at rapid
start up or during operation - will add to the static
pressure that reigns in the conduit. For the AspenGRVVLSKRQZLWKLWVGHELWRIDSSUR[OVHFLWFRXOG
be shown that from a 1 cm2 leaking spot in the
horizontal section (static pressure of about 4 bar),
water would escape at 2 l/sec.33 Air from a passing
air bubble would escape at a speed of 50 l/sec, and
once depleted or passed gives rise to a sudden pressure increase of almost 100%.34
ENTRAINMENT OF AIR

)LJ:DWHUKDPPHUIURPDLUHVFDSLQJWKURXJK
OHDNLQJRULILFH GUDZLQJDXWKRU 
for instance stated by Gandenberger: ‘$OWH3UDNWLNHU
«IOOHQLKUH5RKUOHLWXQJHQVHKUODQJVDP6LHEHQ|WLJHQ
RIW7DJHIUHLQH5RKUOHLWXQJYDQNP/lQJH·29
)RUWKHP$VSHQGRVVLSKRQWKLVZRXOGPHDQ
DILOOLQJWLPHRIKRXUVDOPRVWDGD\IRUWKH
3,250 m siphon at Pergamum it would be at least
two days.30
SHOCK WAVES
There is another phenomenon that may give rise
to pressure surges.317KDWLVOHDNLQJVSRWV/HDNing spots through which water may escape from
the siphon, and air - if there is air in the line. Air
weighs about 800 times less than water, so that
under pressure air escapes much faster from a
leaking spot than water, allowing the water inside
the conduit to speed up.32
Once the air bubble is depleted or has passed
WKH OHDNLQJ VSRW WKH ZDWHU ¶FORVHV· WKH OHDNLQJ
spot because it escapes at much lower speed, so
that the water inside the conduit suddenly has to
slow down to its original speed. This gives rise to
a pressure transient,  water hammer - a shock
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Was air entrained at the header tank of running
siphons? For water hammer effects to occur when
running, that is a FRQGLWLRVLQHTXDQRQ. If the intake
would be right at the water surface in the tank:
yes, air will be entrained. If the intake is below the
water surface, it depends. A vortex may form, like
when a bathtub is emptied. Vortices may cause
only a disturbance of the water surface or collect
floating trash, but also air bubbles may be pulled
down, or even an air core may form sucking continuously air into the line. This process is very complicated and is influenced by many factors.35 To
prevent entrainment of air, the intake must be
sufficiently deep beneath the water surface. So
called submergence laws have been developed to
estimate the minimum submergence. The faster
the water is taken in, the deeper the submergence
must be. In table 2 the estimated and the required
submergence for three classical siphons is given.
The condition of sufficiently deep submergence
appears not to be met.
There is also archaeological proof that air was
indeed entrained in classical siphons. Figure 13
shows a heavily incrustated stone conduit of the
WZLQ VLSKRQ DW /DRGLFHD DG /\FXP in situ. The
incrustation (sinter) is thickest on the sides but
less thick at the top. That is because at the top
side entrained air has prevented sinter deposits
to a considerable extend.37
In another conduit stone, dislodged from the
lowest part of this siphon, a hole had been cut
from the outside to the bore (ILJ ).38 The hole
was cut after several cm sinter had been built up.
When the stone plug was put in, a pocket underneath remained. There is no sinter build-up in
this pocket, only to a little extend on the walls.
This means that air must have been permanently

locked in the pocket preventing sinter depositing.
As air under pressure will dissolve into water
(compare a bottle with soda) there must have
been a continuous supply of air to the pocket,
which can only be if air was entrained at the
header tank. The thin sinter on the wall of the
pocket also shows that pressure surges occurred
causing variation of pocket size, wetting the
walls of the pocket to some extent.
Third example: Aspendos siphon. A few conGXLW VWRQHV DUH VWLOO O\LQJ DORQJ WKH VLSKRQ·V
FRXUVH /DQFNRURQVNL QRWHG DERXW RQH RI WKHP
‘(LQHQ GHU :DVVHUOHLWXQJVTXDGHUQ« ¾ von Sinter
gefüllt … die gebliebene Öffnung gleich einem
Dreieck mit gerundeten Ecken und eingezogenen
Seiten.‘39 A conduit stone with this remarkable
sinter was indeed found (ILJ). One side of the
triangular sinter shows accumulation of debris,
covered again with a thin layer of sinter. Obviously that must have been the bottom side of the
conduit element. Thus the top side of the triangle
was at the upper side, and again, entrained air,
6LSKRQ
Pergamon
/\RQ *LHU
Aspendos

6XEPHUJH FP
HVWLPDWHG
10
30
20

needed
75
80
100

7DEOH(VWLPDWHG IURPDUFKDHRORJLFDOGDWD DQG
QHFHVVDU\VXEPHUJHQFHWRDYRLGDLUHQWUDLQPHQWDW
VRPHKHDGHUWDQNV

Fig. 13. In situFRQGXLWVWRQHZLWKVLQWHURIVLSKRQ
DW/RDGLFHDDG/\FXP SKRWRDXWKRU 

always at the top of the conduit, had prevented
deposition of sinter to some extent.
LEAKS IN SIPHONS
Did siphons have leaks? The stone siphons, with
their many conduit elements sealed with expanding mix, did. The mixture was applied when the
conduit elements were put into place, the joint
disappearing from view. The only thing that
could be done was to skim the joint on the inside
to a smooth surface, while the sealing could only
be put to the test after the entire siphon was completed and filled with water. At Aspendos sinter
hanging down from one of the arches of the large
siphon bridge can only be explained from water
HVFDSLQJWKURXJKOHDNV$W/DRGLFHDDG/\FXPD
mass of sinter can be found adhering on the sides
of stone conduits in situ at several locations (ILJ
). At Patara incrustations on the cyclopean wall
that carried the stone siphon testify that here
water also escaped from the siphon through
leaks. The combination of air entrainment and
leaks may give rise to pressure surges during
operation as we have seen above.
WHAT ARE SIPHONS MADE OF?
The question is of course, are these pressure surges/
water hammer effects harmful to the conduit of
siphons at all or in anyway detrimental? The
answer is: it depends. It depends on the material
the siphon is made of. Siphons are either made of
lead pipes, soldered together at the joints, or are put
together of ceramic, stone, or even lead pipe elements, the joints being sealed with the classical
lime/oil mixture.40 It has been shown that the soldered joints of lead conduits are in fact as strong as
the pipes themselves.41 The lead material as well as
the lime-oil mixture have a high compressive
strength, that is, resistive to pressure, so that water
tightness is guaranteed. However, while the tensile
strength of lead is similar to its compressive
strength, for the lime/oil mixture it is not: its tensile
strength is low, it breaks easily.42 This means that
lead conduits with soldered joints differ significantly from conduits made of pipe elements with
the joints sealed with lime/oil mixture. When the
inside pressure gets too high the leaden conduits
will burst along their length, and not at the joints.
In contrast the pipelines made of ceramic or stone
elements are highly susceptible to bursting at the
joints, to avoid which, special precautions must be
taken. Thus siphons may be subdivided into two
categories. Catergory I, siphons with lead conduits
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)LJ&RQGXLWVWRQHRIVLSKRQDW/DRGLFHDDG/\FXP ULJKWSLFWXUHWDNHQVRPH\HDUVDIWHUOHIWSLFWXUH 
)LQJHUSRLQWVWRRULJLQDOLQVLGHZDOOEHIRUHVLQWHUEXLOGXS$LUSRFNHWXQGHUQHDWKVWRQHSOXJFORVLQJKROH
IURPWRSWRWKHERUH%HORZ5HFRQVWUXFWLRQRIVLQWHUEXLOGXS SKRWRVDQGGUDZLQJVDXWKRU 

)LJ&RQGXLWVWRQHRI$VSHQGRVVLSKRQZLWKWULDQJXODUVLQWHUEXLOGXS SKRWRDQGGUDZLQJDXWKRU 
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)LJ/HIW6LQWHUKDQJLQJIURPDUFKRIODUJHVLSKRQEULGJHRI$VSHQGRVVLSKRQ5LJKW&RQGXLWRIVLSKRQ
DW/DRGLFHDDG/\FXPPDVVRIVLQWHURQOHIWVLGH GRWWHGDUHD  SKRWRVDXWKRU 
and soldered joints, and category II, siphons with
conduits put together from pipe elements and the
joints sealed with exanding mix. Remarkably, Vitruvius also distinguishes between the two categories:
par. 4-7 on category I siphons,43 and par. 8-9 on category II siphons.44 And for category II siphon Vitruvius advises to slowly fill the conduit and try to
seal the leaks by introducing ashes into the line at
start up.
The pressure surges from uncontrolled start up
and from air escaping from leaks endanger the category II conduits, not so much in its straight sections, but especially where there is a bend. This is
because the inside pressure exerts an outward force
onto the element that constitutes the bend, which
force cannot entirely be compensated for by the low
tensile strength of the sealing material. Especially,
repeated pressure surges - at rapid start up or during operation - constitute a risk, as a small displacement of the conduit element at the bend may cause
the sealing material to crack, creating a leaking spot
leading to even more pressure surges. Not without
reason does Vitruvius advise to strengthen the
bends of category II siphons with bands or sand
ballast, (not so for category I siphons) and - for vertical bends - to have the bend made of large stone
blocks of special quality, VD[RUXEUR, undoubtedly
known for its strength.45
The majority of classical siphons is generally
laid out in a straight or almost straight line from
header tank to receiving tank, but not so for the
Aspendos siphon with its two horizontal bends.
The alternative to strengthening this category II

siphon at these bends is to take the bends out of
the siphon all together, that is either have a course
without bends, or splitting the siphon up at the
bends. The latter means bringing the water up to
its natural level. This is what was done at Aspendos with its two towers, a singular case, not
known to Vitruvius who lived two centuries earlier. It was apparently done for economical reasons: because of characteristics in the terrain
(hills, depressions) the course as it is - with the
bends plus the towers - was cheaper to build than
to proceed in a straight line.
DISCUSSION
Pressure surges in siphons did occur, resulting
from interaction of air and water, above all at
rapid and uncontrolled start up, but also during
operation because of air entrainment at the
header tank and leaking spots. These pressure
surges could be detrimental to the conduit, in
particular when made of pipe elements sealed
with the expanding lime/oil mixture, and especially at horizontal bends. At Aspendos it was
FKRVHQWRKDYHWKHVLSKRQ·VFRXUVHODLGRXWZLWK
two sharp horizontal bends. To eliminate this
danger, it was decided to take out two horizontal
bends all together, which meant splitting the
siphon into three consecutive siphons. That was
the reason for building the towers at Aspendos.
What then about the explanations mentioned
above? Forces from sideways inertial thrust at the
bends are negligible,47 and ´release of air´ does
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EPILOGUE

)LJ7RUUHGLFRPSUHVVLRQH KHDGHUWDQN RI%DUUD
WLQDVLSKRQDW7HUPLQL,PHUHVH6LFLO\ SKRWRDXWKRU 
not make sense because on top of the towers air
would be entrained just as well into the next section. Surge tanks are no issue as the header tank
had an overflow that would limit the water level
inside the tank, and there were no valves in
siphons.48 Reduction of oscillations can only play
a role at rapid start ups, contrasting with VitruYLXV· DGYLFH LQ ZKLFK FDVH RVFLOODWLRQV GR QRW
occur. Smith´s explanation that the towers facilitate the removal of air at start-up as well as draining only part of the siphon (stop-cocks?) for
maintenance seems reasonable but not really necessary, and why then build towers at horizontal
bends and why are the towers not evenly spaced
along the trajectory?49 There are no indications
that towers served as distribution points à la
Pompeii, there are no signs of piping running
vertically down from the tanks on top, and there
was no need at both ends of the siphon as there
DUH QDWXUDO VSULQJV 1LNROLF· KLJKO\ LPDJLQDWLYH
proposals that the towers served as look out
posts for guards, or as euergetic monument for
its financier - why two towers? - give no explanation why the towers were built at horizontal
EHQGVWKH\DUHOHIWWRWKHUHDGHU·VMXGJHPHQW
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7KHK\GUDXOLFWRZHU ¶WRUUHGLFRPSUHVVLRQH· RIWKH
1,300 m Barratina siphon at Termini Imerese constitutes the header tank of the siphon that, according
to its researcher Belvedere, was a - theoretically possible - real siphon (ILJ).50 It would have led the
ZDWHURYHUWKHWRSRIDQLQWHUPHGLDWHWRZHUP
DZD\DWWKHRWKHUVLGHRIWKHYDOOH\PDERYHWKH
level of the header tank. Accumulation of air at this
intermediate high point would be detrimental to
the functioning of the siphon.
Interestingly, in the floor of the header tank on
top of the hydraulic tower, a 90 cm diameter 12 m
long shaft runs vertically down. The shaft connected at its lower end to the 40 cm lead conduit of
the siphon. Because the shaft is much wider than
the lead conduit, the water in it flowed much
slower that in the pipe, so that entrainment of air at
the header tank was prevented, supporting BelveGHUH·VWKHVLV,WZRXOGEHDVLQJXODUFDVHRI5RPDQ
hydraulics. Yet, not all has been said about this
siphon, and there are indications, to be discussed
elsewhere, that may shed a different light.
7KHUHDVRQIRUWKH&UDSRQQHWRZHUDW/\RQKDV
been put forward as means to release air from an
air pocket at an unavoidable intermediate high
point that would otherwise completely have
blocked the flow, a view that is supported by
Nikolic.51
,Q WKH DXWKRU ·V  SXEOLFDWLRQV WKH
water hammer effects from air entrained at the
header tank and escaping from leaks was put forward as the main cause of problems. The Delft
experiments have shown that especially during
start up, category II siphons are most at risk, both
due to air-water interactions in the conduit and
WRZDWHUKDPPHUHIIHFWVDVGHVFULEHG9LWUXYLXV·
description of problems that may arise in siphons
are realistic and his advice to slowly fill the
siphons and seal the leaks at start up are of
upmost importance and testify of a high standard
of hydraulic expertise in Roman times.
NOTES
1

 /DQFNRURQVNL
 /DQFNRURQVNL%HIRUH$OH[DQGHUWKH*UHDWWKH
Persians and Greek controlled Aspendos alternatingly,
afterwards it came under influence of the Ptolemies,
Seleucids, and Attalids, until in 133 BC it became part
of the Roman Empire.
3
 )RU ¶LQYHUWHG VLSKRQ· RU ¶VLSKRQ· LQ DUFKDHRORJLFDO
sense see e.g. Hodge 1992, 499 (index).
4
Ward Perkins limited description in the 1950s as well
(Ward Perkins 1955).
2

5

 .HVVHQHU3LUDV.HVVHQHU
All figures are by author, unless indicated otherwise.
7
 ,QWKHEULGJHZDVVWLOOLQWDFWIRULWVJUHDWHUSDUWZLWK
two lower arches, three upper arches and five piers standing. The votive stone was incorporated in one of the piers
RIWKHORZHUDUFKHVWKDWFROODSVHGLQ
8
The slope of aqueducts varies considerably, from 7cm/
km for sections of the Nîmes aqueduct, to 90 m/km for
the first part of the Carthago aqueduct. A slope of 190
m/km is exceptionally steep.
9
 /\RQ %XUG\  7HUPLQL ,PHUHVH %HOYHGHUH 
7KHUHDUHDOVR¶K\GUDXOLFWRZHUV·NQRZQIRUWKHVLSKRQ
DW 6DLQWHV )UDQFH  DQG DW 0HWK\PQD /HVERV  ZKLFK
have not yet been extensively researched (Saintes:
6PLWK D  FLWLQJ 7ULRX   0HWK\Pna:


10

Nikolic 2008,127-148).

 /DQFNRURQVNL)DOKEXVFK)DKOEXVFK
+RGJH.HVVHQHU%ODFNPDQ3HOHJ VHHDOVR.HVVHQHU 2UWORII.DVVLQRV    6PLWKD 
6PLWKE1LNROLF
11
 )DOKEXVFK+RGJH%ODFNPDQ3HOHJ
2001, 411-414.
12
Fahlbusch 1991, 153.
13
 6PLWKD6PLWKE1LNROLF

14
Kessener 2000, 131.
15
See notes 1 and 3.

Smith 2007b, 240-241.
17
Ortloff 2002, 424-425, 428.
18
Vitr. De arch.
19
 1RWDEO\ 9LWUXYLXV·H[SUHVVLRQVYHQWHUYLVVSLULWXV, and
FROOLTXLDULD have led to numerous debates. For discusVLRQDQGOLWHUDWXUHVHHHJ/HZLV.HVVHQHU
2KOLJUHFHQWO\1LNROLF
20
Smith 2007a, 8.
21
Some horizontal sections of siphons are known to rise
slightly in flow direction, presumably to facilitate the
H[SXOVLRQRIDLUDWVWDUWXS$W/\RQWKHKRUL]RQWDOVHFtions of the siphons of the Gier are claimed to rise
towards the header tank (Smith 2007a, 25). At Aspendos the horizontal section between the south tower and
the acropolis rises at 1 degree. In contrast the 924 m
stretch between north and south tower is horizontal.
22
 1LNROLF   2UWORII.DVVLQRV  WKH
Aspendos siphon - assumed without towers - filled up
to the receiving tank, leaving the header tank 14 m
above the water level in the conduit.
23
Kamma/van Zijl 2002. It was considered to install a
new pipeline parallel to the existing one, a very expensive procedure.
24
Pothof 2011.
25
In figure 9 on the far right a slug that moves upward
against the flow is visible in the conduit. While moving
against the flow slugs may collect small air bubbles at
its front side and increase in size, while at the same
time air bubbles may be entrained in the water again
at its rear end and move down with the flow.

From the formula in figure 10 it can be seen that the
¶FULWLFDOYHORFLW\·QHHGHGWRFDUU\DLUEXEEOHVZLWKWKH
flow down the line increases with bubble diameter and
with slope angle.
27
 %HFDXVH RI DLU SRFNHWV DW KLJK SRLQWV WKH 0DGUDGDù
siphon at Pergamum is thought to have started at
about 90% capacity, and to have evolved to full capacity while running (Kessener 2000, 125).

28

 /RVVRIKHDGYHUWLFDOGLVWDQFHEHWZHHQWRSDQGERWWRP
of air pocket. Head driving the siphon: difference in
height between header tank and receiving tank.
29
Grandenberger 1957, 99 as cited by Nikolic 2008, 50:
‘*DQGHQEHUJHUFRQILUPVWKDWPRGHUQSLSHOLQHVWRRDUHILOOHG
VORZO\WRSUHYHQWSRVVLEOHGDPDJH«´
30
Filling the Aspendos siphon in one day would require
1.2 l/s (liter/sec) for the about 104 m3 of water needed.
At normal operation the siphon would transport about
OV,QKLVXQILQLVKHG&)'VLPXODWLRQIRUWKHILOOLQJ
of the Aspendos siphon Nikolic assumed that water
was led into the empty conduit at full flow conditions,
LHOVZKLFKGRHVQRWVHHPUHDOLVWLFLQYLHZRI9LWUXYLXV·DGYLFHIRUVORZO\ILOOLQJDVLSKRQEXWUDWKHULV
representative for an uncontrolled rapid start up procedure (Nikolic 2008, 252-285).
31
 6HHDOVR.HVVHQHU
32
Specific mass of air (at 0 degree C and 1 bar pressure,
i.e. at sea level): 0.00129 g/cm3VSHFLILFPDVVRIZDWHU
= 0.998 g/cm3. That is 774 times as much.
33
 -XVWDERXWRIWKHVLSKRQ·VFDSDFLW\DORVVWKDWFRXOG
conveniently be compensated at the header tank.
34
Kessener 2000, 129.
35
See e.g. http:/ZZZSXPSVRUJFRQWHQWBGHWDLODVS["
id=2188.

The submergence S must be at least the diameter D of
the intake, plus a factor that depends on D as well as on
v, the speed of water in the conduit: S = D + c · D1/2 · v,
where D = diameter of inlet pipe, v = velocity of water
in conduit, c = constant. See http://www.pumpfundamentals.com/help11.html.
37
Entrained air will be transported down the line at the
top side of the bore. At the bottom there is a groove,
where sinter building was reduced because of debris
rolling with the water. See also Kessener 2001.
38
Many such holes have been found in stone siphons
(and ceramic pipelines). The holes were closed off by
stone plugs when the siphon ran. The function of these
holes is not clear, various proposals to explain them
H[LVW 6HH IRU D GLVFXVVLRQ HJ 1LNROLF   DOVR
%\N\×OG×U×P
39
 /DQFNRURQVNL
40
The mixture expands when in contact with water, thereby
PDNLQJWKHMRLQWVZDWHUWLJKW 0DOLQRZVNL 
41
Hansen investigated 33 lead pipes (12 cm diameter,
length 3m) that had been retrieved at Arles from a
Roman siphon crossing the Rhône river, noting that the
soldered joints are not to be considered as weak spots
in the line: ´waren nicht das schwache Glied der Kette´
(Hansen 1992, 478).
42
Tensile strength of 100% pure lead is 13-20 MPa (Newton/mm2), relatively low compared to other metals, the
FRPSUHVVLYHVWUHQJWK03D/HDGDOOR\VZLWKDVPDOOHU
percentage of tin or silver or other metals- Roman lead
must be regarded as an alloy - have a much higher compressive strength, up to 50 MPa. The tensile strength of
modern mortars is about 2-5 MPa, only 10% of the compressive strength of 20/40 MPa, as is the case for the classical lime-oil mixture (Malinowski, pers. comm.) See e.g.
http://www.ahm531.com/labconcr.html.
43
Vitr. De arch. 
44
Vitr. De arch.$OUHDG\QRWHGE\/HZLVZLWKRXW
DSSUHFLDWLQJWKHLPSRUWDQFH /HZLV 
45
 /HZLVVXJJHVWVUHGWUDFK\WH /HZLV 

Kessener 2000, 120.
47
Kessener 2000, 125.
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48

A sudden closure of a valve may be the cause of a
¶VXUJH·DVZHOODVZDWHUKDPPHUEXWFODVVLFDOVLSKRQV
are not known to have been equipped with valves.
49
Smith 2007 indeed conjectures a third tower where the
large bridge has collapsed, but only ruins of bridge
piers have been found there (ILJDOVR/DQFNRURQVNL
ILJ 
50
 %HOYHGHUHILJV
51
 .HVVHQHU1LNROLF
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Epilogue II
There is one aspect of ancient pressurized conduits, for inverted siphons and water
distribution systems alike, that calls for attention. That is the fact that the conduits,
those made of stone or ceramics, often have vertical holes communicating from the
outside to the bore. When a stone siphon was in operation the holes were closed off by a
mortared stone plug, while holes in ceramic pipes were closed off by a lid shaped like the
pipe wall. It is not clear whether the lead pipes also had such provision. The lead
conduits of great siphons, of Lyon for instance, or of the Madradag siphon at Pergamum,
have all disappeared, no doubt melted down and the lead reused.376 But the 3 meter long
and 10 cm diameter lead pipes dug up from the Rhône river and now at the Arles
Museum do not show any such orifices.377 Nor are any such holes to be seen in the
surviving lead conduits of the Pompeii water distribution network.
The 500 m long and 20 m deep stone Delikkemer siphon at Patara siphon was for its
deepest part carried on a 10 meter high cyclopean wall (Fig.323, also p.315, Fig.22).

Fig.323. Delikkemer siphon at Patara. In situ
stone pipe line on cyclopean wall. Conduit stones
90x90 cm, varying thickness averaging 50 cm,
with a bore of 28cm.
376

For the aqueducts of Lyon and their great siphons, Burdy 2002. For a recent overview of historic
investigations on the Madradag siphon near Pergamon see Manvroudis 2015.
377
Hansen 1992.The pipes are thought to have been part of a siphon crossing the Rhône river.
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Of the stone conduit about 90 meter is in situ on the cyclopean wall; conduit stones
fallen off are scattered on both sides of the wall. Nine of the conduit stones in situ on the
wall have vertical holes from the top to the bore, about 10cm diameter and tapered to 57 cm at the bore (Fig.324).

Fig.324. Conduit stone of the Delikkemer siphon with 15 cm vertical hole from the top to the bore. Fixation
holes for metal clamps to secure the sealing plug, and to fasten the conduit stones to its adjoining
counterparts.

The plugs in the holes of the Patara siphon have all disappeared, signs are that apart
from being mortared the plugs were secured with a metal bar fitted over the plug and
fixed with lead. The 90 m long in situ section, which includes the lowest point of the
siphon, counts 182 pipe elements and has nine vertical holes spread over a distance of
35m starting at 40m from the upstream end.378 There are a further four holes, carved
from the side, in three adjoining conduit stones at the lowest point of the siphon; one
hole is tapered to 1cm diameter but does not communicate with the bore (Fig.325). It
seems obvious that these holes were made to empty the conduit for maintenance and
repairs. The Patara siphon indeed shows signs of repairs, executed after the great
earthquake in 68 CE that destroyed the siphon and interrupted Patara's water supply.
Only after a delay of 30 months the line was finally restored.379 Specially shaped blocks
378

Counting from the upstream end, holes are in conduit stone no. 86, 92, 96, 98, 104, 113, 126, 136, 155.
The earthquake is mentioned in an inscription set above two gates in the cyclopean wall on which the stone
conduit was installed. The inscription mentions that a triple siphon of thick-walled clay pipe elements was
constructed after the earthquake as back-up (Sahin 2007, 108-109). Büyükyıldırım observed intact clay pipe
elements 41cm long, outer diameter 29cm, wall thickness 8cm (Büyükyıldırım 1994, 59, Fig.5.8).
379
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could be inserted from above (Fig.326). Falhbusch suggested that these blocks were a
carrier for a sliding valve to stop the water flow, which does not make very much sense
as pressure surges may arise from closing such valves. It is much more convenient to
divert water at the header tank than to stop the flow midway with overflow of the header
tank as a result.380

Fig.325. Delikkemer siphon at Patara, in situ stone pipe line on cyclopean wall, deepest part of siphon.
Lateral holes to drain the conduit. The lower hole in the figure tapers to 1 cm without communicating to
the bore.

Fig.326. Delikkemer siphon. Specially shaped conduit stone for repair works.
380

Buyukyildirim 1994, 55; Fahlbusch 1982, 85, fig.50b.
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A number of conduit stones of the in situ downward sections of the twin Laodikeia siphon
(see chapter 8, Fig.214) also have vertical holes. The left line (viewed in flow direction)
has 82 conduit stones, with 15 vertical holes unevenly spaced and of varying diameters.
One hole had a stone plug inserted that came in view after removing accumulated debris
(Figs.327-328).381

Fig.327. Twin siphon at Laodikeia a/L. Conduit stone with vertical hole at the joint.

Fig.328. Twin siphon of
Laodikeia a/L, left hand line.
Hole on the joint, closing
plug in situ.
381

Counting from the upstream end the 15 vertical holes were observed in conduit stone no. 2, 4, 7,8, 11, 16,
26, 29, 30, 32, 35, 37, 39, 46 (with stone plug in situ), and 68. Twelve holes were cut at the joint between
stones, three in the middle of the conduit stone.
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The right hand line counts 70 conduit stones having 14 holes (plus one undetermined).
There are twice holes in three adjoining stones, and one hole with plug in situ
(Fig.329).382 A small number of conduit stones were made from spolia, column drums.
The lowest section of the siphon has been partly preserved. One lateral hole could be
observed in the left hand line (Fig.330).

Fig.329. Twin siphon of Laodikeia a/L, right hand line. Hole at
joint of conduit stones, closing plug in situ.

Fig.330. Twin siphon of Laodikeia a/L,
left hand line, lowest part of the
siphon. Lateral hole, at joint between
conduit stones.

The stone siphon at Hippos-Susita, Israel, has 14-16 cm round holes every 1-2 meter.
According to Tsuk et al. the holes were closed by wooden bungs and topped with a
stone.383 A section of a stone pressure line on exhibition at the Ankara Archaeological
Museum shows a plug fixed with mortar in situ. A number of the astray pipe elements of
the Aspendos siphon and of the siphon at Kybira show orifices as well, and also
elsewhere such holes have been reported in stone pipe elements of siphons.384 The holes
are mostly circular, but rectangular holes have also been observed.
Several contradictory explanations have been given for these holes. Lewis proposed that
the hole found in a stone pipe element near the great Karabunar siphon at Smyrna, the
hole tapered to a 1 cm orifice at the bore, would be part of an air valve, a 'mushroom
382

From the upstream end in conduit stone no. 2, 3 (with stone plug), 5, 14, 17, 18, 19, 30, 35, 39, 42, 54 (?),
64, 65, and 66, all on the joint except three.
383
Tsuk et a. 2002, 208, Fig.1 and 3. Also Meshel et al. 1998, Figs. S4 to S16.
384
Reported by Lanckoronski for Aspendos. An inventory of stone pressure lines and associated pipe blocks is
given by Stenton & Coulton 1986.
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valve', to release air at high points.385 This seems sensible enough, be it that the many
holes that have been found in the downward legs of the Patara siphon and of the
Laodikeia a/L twin siphon are not at high points that these siphons lack anyway. The
multitude of holes led Fahlbusch to propose that the holes were related to a system to
clean the inside of the conduits from incrustation by means of hot vinegar, for which
Fahlbusch assumed that the holes were evenly spaced along the line: they are not.386
Büyükyıldırım suggested that the Patara holes were closed by heavy stone blocks with a
protrusion fitting in the holes, to counter the static water pressure.387
Hodge mentions the possibility that the plugs could function as safety valves in case the
pressure would get to high because of water hammer effects.388 But once the plugs would
have popped out the siphon would immediately start leaking heavily and the resulting
and uncontrolled water flow would cause more damage to the line than a pressure surge
would possibly do. It has also been proposed that the holes served as prodding orifices to
get rid of obstructions that hamper flow and reduce the capacity of the line, which is also
the opinion of Tsuk et al. who think the cleaning was done manually.389 The 14-16 cm
holes in the Hippos-Susita line would maybe have allowed a workers hand and his arm
into the bore, but the holes of the Patara siphon taper to 5 cm and surely did not allow
such. Schwartz thinks that the vertical holes, being sealed off from above, would
constitute a hollow from which accumulated air cannot escape, creating an aircushion to
diminish effects of pressure surges, identifying them as Vitruvius' colliquiaria.390 Nikolic
considers the possibility that the holes would function as giant whistles when at start-up
the siphons were filled with water and the air had to be driven out.391 From the tone one
would know how far the conduit was filled and be able to close the holes at the point
where the water had risen to. Yet when filling the siphon slowly - conforming the advice
of Vitruvius - the conduit itself would of course allow air to flush out conveniently from
both legs, without the holes.392
The observation that the holes, both for the Laodikeia siphon and - to lesser extent - for
the Patara siphon, appear to be clustered in groups of two and three in neighboring
conduit stones or with a conduit stone without a hole in between, is suggestive for a
diagnostic procedure in case of obstructions. Upstream from an obstruction the water
385

Lewis 1999, Fig.3. Here the hole tapered to a small opening of about 1 cm diameter at the bore. The 10 cm
holes in the Patara siphon are tapered to about 5-7 cm preventing an adult hand to enter the bore. See also
Kessener 2001, 53, n.87.
386
Fahlbusch 1989a.
387
Büyükyıldırım 1994, 54-55.
388
Hodge 1992, 38.
389
Tsuk et al. 2002, 208.
390
Schwarz 2006,333. In some cases the stone plug protrudes into the inside of the bore, preventing
accumulation of air (pers.observation).
391
Nikolic 2008, 304. Whistles? With Vitruvius´advice to slowly fill siphons the air flow would be negligible.
392
For a general discussion of the holes see Hodge 1992, 37-40; Nikolic 2008, 300-305; also Nikolic 2011, 341.
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pressure will be high, but downstream it will be low, and, if the siphon is emptied at its
lowest point, even zero. To find the problematic spot two or three holes close to each
other may be cut, and the downstream hole from which water will not emerge with high
pressure must be beyond the clog. Some poking with a rod may have finished the job.
Holes in ceramic conduits are found in low pressure city distribution systems, see for
instance Fig. 197 for Apemeia. The holes are thought to have served for manually
removing excess sealing material from the joint on the inside of the conduit when
constructing the line, the opening then closed off by a ceramic lid.393 Another explanation
is that the lids would not be completely airtight so that in time air that might interfere
with the flow would gradually be expelled from the conduit.394 And of course the holes
may have had a function to get rid of clog-ups. Proper operation of inverted siphons
requires that such holes must have been tightly closed, but once closed the holes are of
no importance, although some interference with the flow may occur from plugs
protruding into the bore.
The functioning of the ancient siphons and related Roman literature is the subject of the
studies in part II, from which some conclusions may now be drawn.
Conclusions
First, the text of Vitruvius on siphons, with his distinction into two categories of conduits,
fully meets the physics of pressurized conduits. Although Vitruvius may have relied on
Greek writers, his description of the problems that may occur in siphons is concise but
adequate as are the measures he proposes to solve those problems.
Secondly, the most hazardous phase in operating ancient siphons is the start-up phase.
Uncontrolled rapid filling may lead to vehement pressure surges to the detriment of the
conduit. The pressure surges find their origin in the far-end leg of the siphon where the
conduit rises again, and are caused by the interaction of air and water subjected to
gravity. Pressure surges and 'spray plugs' moving rapidly downstream may develop
backwards in the conduit, towards the upstream leg of the siphon. Vitruvius´ advise to
fill siphons slowly and carefully, to secure the conduits at bends, and to seal leaks by
introducing ashes in the line at the very start of the filling procedure is intelligent and in
fact mandatory.
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Tölle-Kastenbein 1994, 41, Fig.46; for a discussion of holes in ceramic pipelines 46-72.
Tölle-Kastenbein 1994, 72 mentions numerous needle-like orifices around the lid 'zur zusätzlichen
Entlüftung' at Olynthos.
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Thirdly, entrainment of air into the conduit at the header tank of running siphons was
unavoidable in the old days and may be the cause of pressure surges from leaking spots
endangering the line, and of formation of air pockets at high points that may lead to a
standstill if not special precautions are taken. The precautions may take the form of an
intermediate tower with an open tank on top, as was done at Craponne for the Yzeron
siphon at Lyon, to prevent a standstill. Such provisions are the colliquiaria that Vitruvius
mentions in his text. The water towers at Pompeii with their open tanks on top and their
counterparts the Ottoman suterazi are not to be regarded as colliquiaria; they serve as
distribution points and check points to spot leaking spots and have nothing to do with the
release of air.
Fourthly, the hydraulic towers at Aspendos with their open tanks on top are positioned at
horizontal bends in the siphon´s trajectory. The water pressure in the tanks at these
bends is zero so that forces from pressure surges and water hammer at start up and
from leaking spots are absent at the horizontal bends and disruption of the stone conduit
is prevented.
Fifthly, in contrast to the common view the great bridge of the Aspendos siphon did not
serve as a traffic bridge.
Six, a spring chamber on the south edge of the Aspendos acropolis dates from Hellenistic
times or maybe earlier. It still functions today. This spring and a second spring half way
up the western edge of the acropolis may have been a decisive factor for the Argides to
choose the flat hill for their settlement before the 5th Century BCE when Aspendos had
already started to mint her own coins. Then, in the 3rd Century CE, the Aspendians have
left us with their remarkable and unique inverted siphon.
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Appendix1
Extant castelletti at Palermo
Via La Masa
Via Rossini
Via Cipressi
Via Pagano
Via Mura di San Vito (3x)
Via Colonna rotta (2x)
Via mura Montalto
Via F.D. Guerazzi (Zisa)
Via R. Sandron (2x)
Via Filippina
Via dei Biscottari
Via Cutelli
Via Benedetti
Via Cesare Battista
Via Schiopettieri
Via Monte Ferena
Via Sambucia
Via Cuccia (2x)
Via Mura di Pagano
Via Pagliarelli
Piazza Flavio Ando
Piazza Cappucini
Piazza Morgese
Piazza Beati Paoli
Piazza Indipendenza
Piazza della Pace
Piazza Zisa
Piazzetta della Pinta
Piazzetta Santa Chiara
Porta Montalto
Porta d’Ossuna
Porta Sant’Agata
Albergo delle Povere
Facolta di Scienze Politiche
Mura del Palazzo Reale (2x)
Villa Trabia
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Appendix 2
Some extant suterazi at Istanbul (with thanks to M. Bildirici and M. Göksu, 2015)
City quarter

Street

Kadiköy

Nuh. Caddesi

Kadiköy

"Depolu Suterazi"

Esenler

Nezahat Akpinar

Edirnekapi

on the premises of the Edirnekapi cemetry

Üsküdar

Nuhkuyusy Cadessi

Üsküdar

Selimiye Kisla Cadessi/ Tibbiye Cadessi

Üsküdar

Cinili camii Sokak.

Üsküdar

Dogancilar Cadessi , in front of Imrahor mosque

Anadolu Hisari

Set üstü Sokak.

Anadolu Hisari

Otagi tepe Cadessi, next to minaret of Muhassi Sinan mosque

Beykoz Pasabahce

Sehitlik Cadessi

Kadiköy - Merdivenköy

Tekke alti Sokak.

Beyoglu

Taksim Asker ocagi Cadessi, in front of Divan Hotel

Beyoglu

Piyale pasa stad. Sokak.

Besiktas

Bebek insirah Sokak.

Fatih - Yavuz Selim

in the garden of the Yavuz Selim mosque

Fatih - Sehremeni

Deniz apdal cesme Sokak.

Fatih - Findikzade

Tevfik Fikret Sokak.

Fatih - Aksaray

Namik Kemal Cadessi

Eyüp

Rami Kisla Cadessi , on the Necati bey cemetry

Merter

Ali Riza Gürcan Cadessi, in the garden of Metropol Center

Esenler

Kazim Karabekir Cadessi / Nihan Sözen Cadessi

Eminönü

Sehzadebasi Cadessi, in the garden of the Sehzadebasi mosque

Eminönü-Sultanahmet

Divanyolu Cadessi / Yerebatan Cadessi

Eminönü-Sultanahmet

Atmeydani Sokak, in the courtyard of the Sultanahmet mosque

Fatih

Ayvansaray Cadessi

Eyüp

Yagvedut Cadessi

Sariyer

Yeniköy yali Sokak.

Topkapi

Edirnekapi Cadessi , on the premises of Temiz marble workshop

For further reference see istanbulium.net/2011/11/istanbulun-suterazileri.html
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Appendix 3
Estimate of the water level in the channel of the Aqua Appia upstream from a basin in
which a water stream of 5 feet a high and 1 ¾ feet wide freely cascades.1
Starting with the assumed water level at the outflow of the aqueduct it is possible to
calculate the water depth as function of the distance upstream from the outflow of the
aqueduct. It is envisaged that it highly undesirable that the conduit becomes fully filled
or even pressurized since this would imply damage to the channel with possible outflow
through the inspection shafts. The proposed calculation may give clues about the
likeliness of the hypothesis that the Appia channel indeed had a free cascading outflow
into a basin as may be suggested by Frontinus' text.
The water depth as a function of the distance upstream in the aqueduct is defined by the
following differential equation:

dh
=dx

With
Q
h
C
R
kn
ib
G
Hmax
x

Q2
C 2 (h)A2 (h)R(h)
Q2
1- 2
gA (h)h(x)

ib -

(eq.1)

discharge in m3/s
water depth in m
12R(h)
C = 18 10 Log(
)
Chezy’s coefficient (m1/2/s) (defined as )
k
n
hydraulic radius
equivalent sand roughness (Nikuradse) of the walls (m)
channel slope (dimensionless)
gravitational acceleration (9,813 m/s2)
maximum inner height of the channel
distance upstream from the point of free outflow (m)

Given the observed free outflow depth the discharge can be calculated with the notion
that at the outflow the flow is critical, this implies that the Froude number equals 1:

Fr =

Q2
=1
gA2 (0)h(0)

Þ Q = gA2 (0)h(0)
(eq.2)

Now of course there are some uncertainties, for instance with respect to the dimensions
of the channel and the roughness of walls and floor, which will have effect on the
reliability of the calculations. In order to quantify this uncertainty a Monte Carlo based
approach has been applied. 2 This implies that for the geometric dimensions, the bottom
inclination, the wall roughness and the observed water level at the outflow are regarded
as stochastic variables to which a probability density function (prdf) has been assigned
(e.g. ib N(,), a normal distribution with a mean value  of and a standard deviation of
 (Table.1).

1
2

With many thanks to Prof. F.R.H.L. Clemens, who made the calculations available.
See e.g. www.palisade.com/risk/monte_carlo_simulation.asp
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variable
Observed water
level
Bottom inclination
Width of the
channel
Wall roughness
Maximal height

symbol
h(0)


1,50 m


0,05 m

ib
b

0.0015
0,525

0.0002
0,025 m

kn
Hmax

0,001
1,8 m

0,0005 m
0,025 m

Table 1. Variables for Monte Carlo simulation.
Equation 1 is solved by numerical integration for N random combinations drawn from the
pdf distributions with the values as indicated in the table. For each individual calculation
the length over which a free surface flow exists is calculated. This has been done 8000
times.
Fig.1 shows the shapes of the 8000 backwater curves over a length of 1000m.

Fig.1. Backwater curves as calculated using eq. 1 in a Monte Carlo simulation with
n=8000.
As can be seen a wide variety in terminal water depth occurs. From the backwater curves
the length over which a free surface (i.e. no surcharging of the conduit occurs) has been
derived.
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Fig.2. Probability density function (pdf) of the length of the free surface.

Fig.2 shows clearly that the length over which a free surface could have been present is
limited, the mean value is 4.12 m with a standard deviation of 0.34 m.
The distribution of the length of the free water surface is almost Gaussian with a slight
tail for the lower end of the interval. In Fig.3 the probability density function prdf is
compared to a pure Gaussian distribution.
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Fig.3. Fit between de probability density function (prdf) of the length of the free surface
and a Gaussian prdf.
From Fig.3 can be seen that the probability that the length of the free water surface
being larger than 5 m is about 3 ‰. For this reason, the hypothesis that the Aqua Appia
had a free outflow is considered incorrect.
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Appendix 4
Forces on a conduit from water going around a bend
A water flow in a closed conduit of fixed cross-section A having a bend of angle β
will exert a force F directed outward on the element that makes up the bend along the
bisector of the bend (Fig.1).

F
Fig.1. Water flow in closed conduit having a bend of an angle β.

Imagine the water passing a point p of the conduit ahead of the bend. After some
arbitrary time Δt a column of water of length L metres will have passed point p, with
L = v·Δt, v being the average velocity of the water in metres/sec. The momentum P of
this column of water equals P = m·v = ρ·A·L·v kg·m/sec, where A·L represents the
volume of the water column, ρ is the specific mass of water (ρ ≈ 1000 kg/m3). P is a
vector.
The column of water L goes around a bend of β degrees. For a constant velocity v
and fixed cross section A of the conduit we have a stationary situation. The magnitude of
P before and after the bend is the same, only the direction of vector P changes. From the
figure it follows that the change of momentum ΔP = 2·ρ·A·L·v·sin(β/2).
The force F needed for this change of momentum is derivative of P with respect to
time t: F = dP/dt. As we have a stationary situation dP/dt = ΔP/Δt , for any time span
Δt. Thus F = ΔP/Δt = 2·ρ·A·L·v·sin(β/2)/Δt = 2·ρ·A·v·Δt·v·sin(β/2)/Δt =
2·ρ·A·v2·sin(β/2) N(ewton).
This force F must be exerted onto the water by the wall of the conduit, that is by
the conduit element that makes up the bend. Or, the other way around, F is the force
that the conduit element experiences. If it does not resist this force, the element will be
pushed out of place and the conduit will break apart.
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- p r e s s u r e s u r g e s 2 63 - 2 7 1, 3 3 0 - 33 6, 3 57
- s i p h o n 13, 1 5, 1 3 6, 2 33, 2 53 - 2 60 , 2 8 5,
3 1 4n 2 1, 31 5, 3 1 8, 3 22, 33 0- 3 33, 34 2 - 3 46,
3 5 0, 3 51, 35 4, 3 58, 36 0, 3 62 n 22 36 8, 37 1
- s i p h o n an d t o p o g r ap h y 258 - 26 0
- s i p h o n b r i d g e s 25 4 - 2 57, 3 4 1 - 3 46
A t t al i d s 2 3 4n 3 7 1
A u g s b u r g 7 8, 7 9
A u g u s t a b r an c h 19 6
A u s l au fb e c ke n 3 1 1, 34 1, 3 46
A u t e u i l , a q u e d u c t o f 62, 68
A ve l l a a q u e d u c t 1 8
A ya S o p h i a 7, 8 3, 9 7
A ya s o l u k 1 2 2 - 1 2 4, 1 25, 12 7, 1 28, 13 5, 1 36 , 13 8
A yv at d am 95
b ac kw a t e r 3 75
B ai ae 1 8
b ake r i e s 86
B al a t 14 9
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b ap t i s t e r i u m ( b as i l i c a o f S t . Jo h n ) 1 2 2, 12 9 1 3 1, 1 33, 13 4, 1 37
b ar ( p r e s s u r e ) 3, 4, 9 , 11, 32 , 54, 55, 5 8, 6 3,
1 3 1, 17 4 , 1 76, 1 7 7, 18 1n 2 88 , 18 3, 1 8 6, 24 2,
3 0 2, 3 11, 357
B ar an s ki 1 3 9
B ar b e g al 3 04
B ar g o u 2 0 2
B ar r a t i n a s i p h o n 58 n 8 1, 3 61
b as i l i c a 7, 82, 8 3, 8 6, 93 ( c i s t e r n ,
C o n s t an t i n o p l e ) , 10, 1 02, 1 2 1, 12 2 - 13 8 , 1 41
( o f S t . Jo h n , S e l ç u k) , 2 3 4, 2 3 5, 3 42
(Aspendos)
B as p i n ar 1 5 0
b as s i n e t 69 - 73 , 76, 22 6
b at h ( s ) 1 8n 42, 2 0, 1 79 ( P o m p e i i ) , 29, 62
( P ar i s ) , 81, 83 , 84, 86 ( C o n s t an t i n o p l e ) , 1 2 1
( A q u i n c u m ) , 14 1, 1 4 3; ( P al m yr a ) , 1 44, 14 5
( A p am e i a) , 1 53 , 15 4, 1 5 6 ( La o d i ke i a a / L ) , 1 6 2
( Ro m e ) , 2 11 ( E p h e s u s ) , 2 3 5, 3 04 ( A s p e n d o s ) ,
3 0 3, 3 22 ( t o w n )
Baths of Achilles 81
B a t t i s t a 7 2, 37 2
B a t t l e o f P l a t ae a 84
Be an G . E . 1 3
b e d s l o p e 1 9 6, 2 07
b e e r b r e w e r i es 7 8
Be l l e vi l l e , aq u e d u c t o f 62, 63 , 66
Be l g r ad e f o r e s t 8 1, 95
Be l g r an d E . 62 , 63, 69, 7 0, 7 2, 7 3, 75, 80 , 19 0,
2 0 8, 2 23
Be l i d o r B. 6 7, 7 2
Be l ki s 2 5 8
b e n d ( s ) 4, 1 2, 1 3, 1 5n 40, 12 0, 2 6 4 ( ve r t i c al /
h o r i z o n t al b e n d s ) , 2 65 ( s h ar p b e n d s ) , 2 8 4,
3 6 0, 3 61, 37 0, 3 71 ( i n c o n d u i t ) , 3 18 - 3 2 2, 3 7 8
( fo r c e s o n ) , 32 9 - 3 3 6, 3 42, 3 5 1, 3 53, 35 5
(Aspendos siphon),
Bi è vr e r i ve r 62 , 63, 66
b i o - fi l m 3 0 3
b i s h o p ( r i c ) 1 37 , 15 0
Bl ac h e r n ae 84
Bl ac km an D. 5, 1 3, 1 68, 1 9 6, 2 07, 20 8,
2 2 2n 3 60, 2 3 3
b l o o d s u c ke r 52
b o r e ( o f c o n d u i t s t o n e ) 1 25, 3 15, 34 3, 3 46 , 35 7,
3 6 2n 3 7, 36 4 - 3 6 6, 3 68 - 37 0
B o s p o r u s 81, 9 9
b o x ( d i s t r i b u t i o n / g au g i n g ) 45 , 46, 79, 8 0, 9 2,
1 8 3, 1 84, 22 5
B o zd o g an K e m e r ( V al e n s aq u e d u c t ) 8 1, 8 2, 8 9,
1 0 0, 1 01, 16 8
B r a u n s c h w e i g 1 2, 7 8
b r e a kw a t e r 3 45
Bremen 78
B r é ve n n e , aq u e d u c t 3 0 6, 3 12
b r i c k 7, 1 8n 45 , 20, 27, 4 1, 1 3 0, 13 1, 1 49 , 17 1,
2 3 9, 2 40, 34 3, 3 45
b r i d g e 2, 3, 32 , 15 0, 1 7 4n 27 5, 1 7 9, 2 33, 2 3 4,
3 0 5, 31 1 - 3 14 ( g e n e r al ) , 6 2, 6 4, 6 6, 69
( P ar i s ) , 81, 82 , 87, 10 0 - 1 02 ( C o n s t an t i n o p l e ) ,
1 0 6, 1 07, 11 1 ( A n t i o c c h i a ad C r ag u m ) , 113 ,
1 1 4 ( C au s s e s - e t - V e yr an ) , 10 3, 1 2 2 - 1 26, 1 3 1 1 3 6, 1 38 ( By za n t i n e , S e l ju k) , 16 3, 1 68
( Ro m e ) , 2 01, 2 0 2 ( C ar t h ag e ) , 25 4 - 2 57
( A s p e n d o s ) 3 09 ( P o n t d u G ar d ) 3 33, 33 9, 3 4 2 3 4 6, 3 50, 35 8, 3 63 n 4 9, 3 7 1 ( A s p e n d o s )
b r o n ze 2 0, 2 5, 2 6n 58, 46 - 48 , 50, 71 ( c al i c e s ) ,
8 3, 8 4n n 1 3 8 - 9 ( s t at u e s ) , 16 8 n 2 6 5 ( s t o p c o c k ) ,
1 8 1, 1 83 ( t a p )
B r u u n C h r . 5, 1 6 8, 1 69, 18 9, 2 08
b u c ke t 1 8n 42, 6 3, 1 69
B u d ap e s t 10, 1 1 9
B ü y ü k d am 95
B ü y ü k d e r e ( s t r e am ) 2 48
B ü y ü k yi l di r i m G . 3 65 n 3 7 9, 36 9
B u r d y J. 1 2, 31 6, 3 2 9, 3 42
B u r i n n a 2 39
b y zan t i n e 1 0, 3 1, 8 3, 8 6, 2 29 , 23 0, w a t e r
t o w e r s : 8 7 - 90, 9 3, 9 5, 1 0 2, 1 03, 11 5, 1 21 1 2 4, b y z an t i n e / s e l ju k c as t l e : 12 7 - 1 32,
P al m y r a : 1 41, A p am e i a: 1 44 - 14 6, 1 4 9,

L ao d i ke i a a/ L: 1 5 0, 15 9, C ar t h ag e : 2 0 2,
b y zan t i n e E m p i r e : 10, 1 4 9, b y z an t i n e s i p h o n :
1 3 2, 1 35 - 13 8
B y za n t i u m 8 1
c ad e s s i 9 5, 3 73
C ae l i an h i l l 1 60 - 16 3, 1 6 5
C ae l i m o n t a n i , a r c u s 1 63, 1 64
C ae s a r e a 1 0, 1 1 1, 1 12, 11 5 - 1 21, 21 6, 2 29
c al c ar e o u s i n c r u s t at i o n / d e p o s i t 27, 12 5, 1 3 4,
1 5 0, 1 53, 17 0, 1 71, 19 2, 3 07 , 30 8, 3 1 4n 21 ,
3 3 3, 3 46
c al i b r at i o n / c al i b r at e 1 9 5, 201 , 21 9, 2 2 1, 22 2,
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C al i fo r n i a 1 9 9n 3 22
C al i p h at o f Ras h i d u n 1 43
c al i x / c al i c e s 2 5, 2 6, 4 6, 4 7, 4 9 - 5 1, 53, 60 , 61,
7 1, 7 6, 8 6, 9 2, 1 88 - 19 0 ( a n d F r o n t i n u s ) , 2 1 3,
2 1 6- 2 19, 22 2, 2 2 3, 22 5, 2 29
C al l e b at L. 1n 6
C am p a n a aq u e d u c t 2 1 5
C am p o f r a n c o 3 5 ( s p r i n g ) , 38 - 41, 52, 5 3 ( c o r s o )
c an al d e l 'O u r c q 68
c an al i b u s l i g n e i s ( Fa ve n t i n u s , P al l ad i u s ) 2 9 8
C ap u a 28
c ap u t ( o f aq u e d u c t ) 1 95
C ar a c al l a n ym p h ae u m 15 6n 2 4 1
C ar o l i n g i an 1 n 6
C ar o s a, b a t h s o f ( C o n s t a n t i n o p l e ) 8 4n 1 43
C ar t h ag e 6, 7, 3 1, 1 68, 2 0 1, 2 02, 20 4, 2 05 ,
3 0 6- 3 10
c as c ad e ( fo r g a u g i n g ) , g e n e r al 19, 7 4, 2 09 , 21 0,
2 2 1, 2 29, 37 4, N î m e s : 19 1, 1 9 3 - 1 95, Is t an b u l :
1 9 7, 1 98, q an a t s : 1 99, C a r t h ag e : 20 4, 2 05 ,
A q u a A p p i a: 20 6, 2 0 8
c as s e t t a d i ar r i v o 77
c as s e t t a d i d i vi s i o n e 51 n 7 3, 7 7
c as s e t t i n a/ e 48 , 77, 78
c as t p i p e s 2 63
c as t e l l ar i u s 19 , 19 0n 3 07, 19 5, 2 1 5, 2 19, 2 2 1
c as t e l l e t t o / i 9, 1 1, 3 6 - 43, 45 , 46 - 49, 5 1 - 5 4, 5 8,
5 9, 6 9, 7 7, 7 8, 1 11, 22 9, 3 72 ( P al e r m o , l i s t
o f)
c as t e l l u m / a 3, 7, 8, 1 0, 1 8 - 2 6, 2 9, 4 9, 5 2, 8 6,
8 7, 9 5, 1 4 1, 14 5, 1 4 8, 1 53, 1 5 5- 1 59, 16 1,
1 6 2, 1 65, 16 7 - 1 69, 17 3 - 1 80, 1 88 - 19 5, 1 98 ,
2 0 9, 2 10, 21 5, 2 19, 22 1, 2 23 - 22 5, 2 2 9, 30 4,
3 0 5n 6
c as t e l l u m aq u a e 21, 95, 1 41
c as t e l l u m d i vi s o r i u m 3, 7, 18 , 19, 20 - 2 3, 2 9,
3 0 4, P al m yr a: 1 4 1, 14 5, Lao d i ki e a a/ L: 15 3,
1 5 5- 1 59, Ro m e : 16 9, 1 73, P o m p e i i : 1 74 - 17 8,
1 8 0, N î m e s : 19 1 - 1 9 3, 1 98, 3 0 5
c as t e l l u m p r i n c e p s 7, 8, 1 61, 1 62, 20 9, 2 24
c as t l e , b y z an t i n e / s e l ju k 12 2, 1 23, 12 5, 1 27 1 2 9, 1 32, 13 6
c as t r a 12 0, 16 7, 1 6 8, 1 69, 3 1 0
C as t r a P r ae t o r i a 1 6 8
c at e g o r y/ c at . ( o f c o n d u i t s ) 3 1 7, 3 18, 32 0,
3 3 3/ 3 36, 35 8 - 3 6 1, 3 70
c at u s i 36, 5 3
C au s s e s - e t - V e y r a n 1 0, 11 1, 1 1 2 - 1 14, 11 7, 1 2 1,
229
Ç e ç e n K . 89, 1 0 0, 1 05, 21 9
C e c i n a, It al y 2 1 6
C e l s u s 21 1
c e m e t e r y 62 ( P a r i s ) , 2 50 / 250 n 20 ( S e l ju k)
c e n t e n ar i a 1 97 n 39 1, 2 20, 22 1
c e n t e n u m vi c e n u m 18 9, 2 2 1
c e r am i c ( c o n d u i t s / p i p e s ) 1 5, 3 8, 4 3, 45, 5 0, 8 7,
9 0, 1 3 0 - 1 35, 1 3 8, 1 40, 14 1, 1 43, 14 5, 1 46 ,
1 4 9n 2 30, 1 8 0, 2 11, 21 2, 2 24 , 24 0, 2 4 1, 33 5,
3 4 1, 3 54, 35 8, 3 62 n 3 8, 3 6 4, 3 70
c e r am i c e l b o w p i p e s 1 16, 1 20 , 12 1, 1 4 1, 14 3
C h ai l l o t , p o m p e d e 6 8
c h ai n 1 8 ( b u c k e t c h ai n ) , 1 91 , 19 3 ( s l u i c e g a t e )
c h am p s d u p l o m b 1 1 2
c h an n e l 5, 7, 1 8, 2 1, 26 - 29 , 32, 81, 8 6, 9 1, 9 5,
1 0 0, 1 02, 11 1, 1 13, 11 5, 1 16 , 14 1, 1 4 9, 15 0,
1 6 3, 1 67 - 16 9, 1 7 7 - 17 9, 1 90 - 1 98, 20 1 - 2 12,
2 1 4- 2 17, 21 9 - 2 2 1, 2 24, 23 7, 3 05, 30 6 - 3 11 ,
3 3 7, 3 39, 34 2, 3 45, 37 4
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c h â t e a u ( x) d 'e au 6 4, 6 6n 94, 6 9, 7 0, 72, 7 3, 7 5,
7 6, 8 0, 2 2 9
C h e z y ( c o e ffi c i e n o f t ) 3 7 4
C h i n a ( q a n a t s ) 19 9
c h o l e r a, o u t b r e ak o f 35
c h u r c h 1 22, 12 3, 1 2 7 - 1 29, 1 3 1, 1 37 ( S e l ç u k ) ,
1 5 0 ( L ao d i ke i a a/ L) , 3 07 n 13 ( s i n t e r ) , 3 13
c i s t e r n ( a / s ) 2, 7, 1 8, C o n s t a n t i n o p l e : 8 2 - 8 4, 8 6,
8 7, 9 3, 9 5, A n t i o c h i a a d C r a g u m : 10 6, S e l ç u k:
1 2 2, 1 23, 12 5, 1 27, 12 8, 1 32 - 13 4, R o m e : 1 6 8,
P o z zu o l i : 2 15, A s p e n d o s : 2 33 , 23 5, 2 3 6, 24 1
c l am p ( m e t al ) 2 8 4
c l o ac a 20 9, 21 0
c l o c k ( n o t ac c u r a t e ) 1 1, 2 06
Codex Theodosianus 86
c o i n ( a g e ) 8 4, 1 6 5n 2 54, 2 3 4, 3 50, 37 1
c o l l i q u i ar i a / c o l l u vi ar i a / c o l l i vi ar i a 14, 1 6, 1 7 4,
1 8 7, 2 68 n 6 5, 2 7 1, 27 2, 2 92 / 29 8 ( an d
V i t r u vi u s ' t e xt ) , 33 5, 3 69, 37 1
c o l o n n ad e , c o l o n n ad e d s t r e e t 14 0 - 1 42, 143 ,
1 4 5, 1 46
C o l o s s e u m 1 0, 1 60, w a t e r p r o vi s i o n o f : 16 2 - 1 6 6
c o l u m n ( w at e r c o l u m n ) 3, 11 , 14, 11 7, 1 74 ,
1 7 5, 1 78 , 18 1, 3 18, 33 1, 3 32 , 33 4, 3 8 7, o f
o r i fi c e s fo r g au g i n g : 1 2 4, 12 5, 1 3 2, 1 39, 1 8 1,
2 1 3 - 2 19, 22 1, 2 2 6, m i s c al en e o u s : 5 1, 307 n 13,
3 6 8, 3 78, 38 4
c o m b u s t i o n e n g i n e 2 3 0, 35 4
c o m m i s s u r a 29 1 ( V i t r u vi u s ) , 2 91 n 6 6 ( s p l i t t i n g
o f)
c o m p a r t m e n t ( i n w a t e r t an k) 4 5, 4 8, 76, 8 0,
1 0 8, 2 26
c o m p r e s s e d ai r 5, 6, 3 2 3, 330 , 33 2 - 3 3 4
c o m p r e s s i ve s t r e n g t h 3 5 8, 3 6 2n 4 2
c o n c e s s i o n ai r e s 6 6, 6 9, 7 0, 7 2, 7 4, 75
c o n c r e t e 1 06, 1 0 7, 1 16, 22 7, 3 03
c o n d o t t a 2 24
c o n d u i t , c at e g o r i e s o f 2 63, 2 8 4, 3 11 - 33 6 , 3 5 8 3 6 1; 37 0 ( f o r c e s o n ) , 2 8 3 ( j o i n i n g l e a d
c o n d u i t s ) , 2 84 n 31 ( b u r s t i n g o f c o n d u i t f r o m
i n t e r n al p r e s s u r e ) , 3 5 5 - 38 0 ( e f fe c t s o f ai r i n
conduit),
c o n d u i t e l e m en t 3 14, 3 1 5, 32 1, 3 3 4, 3 39, 3 4 1,
3 5 8, 3 60, 37 8
c o n d u i t s t o n e 1 5, 1 2 4, 1 25, 1 2 8, 1 29, 13 4, 1 37,
1 5 1, 1 52, 21 1, 2 46 ( A s p e n d o s s i p h o n ) ,
3 1 1n 1 8, 31 4, 3 2 0 - 3 22, 34 3, 3 4 5, 34 6, 3 48 ,
3 5 7, 3 58, 36 4 - 3 69 ( h o l e s p e r p e n d i c u l ar t o
c o n d u i t a xi s )
c o n i c al s h a p e , o f t u b e / c al i x 4 6, 5 0, t o w e r 1 5 3,
o f M e t a S u d an s 1 6 5, i n s e r t o f t a p 17 5, 1 85 , o f
t ap e r e d / fu n n e l - s h ap e d h o l es i n c o n d u i t s t o n e s
2 6 7n 6 5, 36 4 - 3 6 9
c o n n e c t i n g r o d a n d c r a n k 79
C o n s t an t i n e 81 , 83, 84, 1 2 2, 1 66
C o n s t an t i n o p l e 1, 2 n 8, 7, 80 - 90, 93, 9 5, 1 0 2,
1 1 1, 1 68, 20 9, 3 05, 30 6, 3 36 , 37 9, 3 8 0, 38 4,
3 8 5, 3 87 , a q u e d u c t s 8 1- 8 4, 8 6, 8 8, 1 0 1,
1 6 8n 2 67 , b at h s 81, 83, 8 4, 8 6 , r e s e r vo i r s
8 2 - 8 4, 8 6, 8 7, 9 3, 9 5 , 16 8n 2 6 7 , f al l o f 8 7
c o n s u m e r ( w at e r ) 3, 7, 9, 20 , 13 7, 2 2 3, 22 5
c o n s u m p t i o n ( w at e r ) 3 5, 62, 1 3 7, 31 0, 3 47 n 13
( d ai l y)
c o n t ai n e r , i n t e r m e d i at e 9, 4 6, 4 8, 6 0, 6 1, 9 3,
9 4, 1 0 7, 1 07 - 1 1 0, 1 59, 22 8, o n t o p o f w at e r
t o w e r : 20, 2 1, 2 5, 2 6, 36, 38 , 40, 41, 4 5, 4 6,
6 0, 6 1, 1 8 0, 32 9, e l e va t e d : 6 4, 7 1, 7 7, 7 8,
9 3, 2 2 6, 2 30, a n d g a u g i n g : 7 6, 9 2, 9 3, 9 4,
1 5 9, 1 88, 19 5, 1 98, 21 3n 3 46 , p r e s s u r e i n : 17 4
c o n t am i n a t i o n 6 2
c o n ve y an c e ( o f w a t e r ) 1, 8 - 1 0, 1 2, 1 4, 1 11 ,
1 1 3, 1 38, 15 9, 1 74, 18 7n 2 96 ( V i t r u vi u s ) , 1 9 9
( q a n a t s ) , 2 1 5, 2 2 9, 23 3, 3 02 , 33 5, 3 5 4
C o r n e l i o aq u e d u c t 5 8n 8 1
c o r r i d o r 13 0, 1 3 1, 1 97, 34 7n 1 1
c o r r o s i o n 3 03
corruption 52
c r an k 7 9, 1 91
c r i t i c al 32 4, c r i t i c al fl o w : 19 8, 3 7 4
c r o s s s e c t i o n ( p i p e , c h an n e l ) 4, 5, 2 5, 46, 5 0,
6 0, 8 6, 1 0 4n 18 3, 1 3 6, 1 88, 1 9 5, 1 98, 20 7,
2 1 2, 3 06, 31 4, 3 18, 32 1, 3 32 , 35 5, 3 5 6, 37 8

C r o u c h D. 1 3 9
C r o w J. 1, 2, 7 , 81 - 84, 8 6 - 9 0, 1 6 8, 3 06
c r u c i f o r m 1 22
c r u s ad e 8 8
C u b a 3 5 ( s p r i n g ) , 3 5, 3 6 ( p al ac e )
C u i c u l 1 65 n 2 54
c u r a t o r aq u ar u m 1, 25
Ç u val d i z 10 1
c u ve t t e 6 9, 72 - 75, 14 6
D ac i a n c am p ai g n 11 9
d 'A l e m b e r t s e e Di d e r o t
d ar b o 50
D ar c y - W e i s b ac h ( fo r m u l a o f ) 13 6, 1 77, 22 3,
2 5 8, 3 22, 34 5
De A r c h i t e c t u r a Li b r i De c e m ( V i t r u vi u s ) 1, 1 5,
2 3 3, 3 35
De l C h i c c a F. 1 n 6, 19 6n 3 1 5, 2 24
De l f t H yd r au l i c s 6, 1 5, 23 3, 2 4 2, 30 2, 3 55 , 35 6,
361
De l i k ke m e r ( s i p h o n ) 31 2, 3 1 5, 3 20, 36 4 - 3 66
d e l i ve r y p i p e 4 7, 4 9, 6 0, 6 1, 7 3, 8 6
De l p h i 8 4
demosioi hypnomoi 83
d e n ar o 5 0, 51
De n i zl i 1 2 5n 20 7, 1 5 0
De n m a r k 3 0 7n 1 3, 3 1 6
d e n t 1 82 - 18 6, 2 2 9
d e p o s i t ( c al c ar e o u s / s i n t e r ) 1 , 15 0, 3 3 3, 35 7,
358
De ve n t e r 3 0 7n 1 3
De yc ke G . 9 3, 3 8 7
Di Fe n i zi o C . 1 8 9, 1 90, 20 8, 2 22
Di d e r o t e t d 'A l e m b e r t 76 n 11 8
d i g i t ( i , i s , u s ) 2 5, 2 1 5, 2 17 - 2 2 2
Di o c l e t i an b a t h s ( P al m yr a) 1 4 1, 1 43
d i p s t i c k 2 04
d i r e c t d i s c h a r g e ( m e t h o d ) 12 , 19 1, 1 9 5, 19 7,
209
dirhem 100
d i s c h ar g e , m e a s u r i n g 4, 5, 9 , 11, 12, a t
P o m p e i i : 2 5, 2 8, a t P al e r m o : 3 2, 36, 51, 5 2,
6 0, a t P ar i s : 6 2, 6 4, 6 6, 7 0 - 7 2, 7 6, 80, at
I s t ab u l : 91 - 9 3, 9 5, 1 00, 1 0 1, O t t o m an : 105 ,
g e n e r al : 18 8 - 1 9 0, at N î m e s : 19 1, 1 94, 19 5,
Q an at s : 1 9 9 - 20 1, C a r t h ag e : 2 0 1- 20 4, A p p i a &
F r o n t i n u s : 2 05 - 21 0, w i t h s c r e e n : 2 1 2 - 21 9,
2 2 1- 2 25, i n A l l g ä u : 2 2 7, o f s i p h o n & ai r 32 2,
3 2 3, s i p h o n o f Y ze r o n aq u e d u c t 3 2 7, 32 9, o f
A s p e n d o s s i p h o n 34 5, De l ft e xp e r i m e n t 3 55 ,
3 5 6, o f f r e e o u t fl o w fr o m c h an n e l 3 7 4
d i s t r i b u t i o n b o x 1 83, 1 8 4
d i s t r i b u t i o n p o i n t 14, 72, 14 9, 1 5 3, 1 56 - 1 5 9,
1 7 4, 3 61, 37 1
d i s t r i b u t i o n s ys t e m 3, 4, 6 - 10 , 18, 22 - 2 7, 3 0, a t
P al e r m o 37 - 40 , 49, 52, 5 3, 6 0, P al e r m o v s
R o m a n 6 1, at P a r i s 66, 6 9, 7 1, 7 6, a t Ro m e
7 7, G e r m an t o w n s 78 - 80, a t Is t a n b u l 8 3, 8 7,
1 0 0, 1 11, a t P a m yr a 1 43, a t A p am e i a 1 4 5 1 4 8, o f C o l o s s e u m 1 6 3, i n A l l g äu 2 2 8, h o l e s i n
c o n d u i t s o f 3 64 , 37 0
d i s t r i b u t i o n t an k 3, 1 0, 2 5, 2 9, 9 4, 1 7 3, 30 4
D je m i l a 16 5n 25 4, 1 6 6
d o c c i o n at i 3 8, 4 0, 4 1, 43 - 47
D o m i t i an 1 6 5
Domus Aurea 165
D ö r i n g M . 2 8 - 3 0, 2 1 5, 2 16
d r ag o f fl o w 11 8, 3 2 0, 3 21, 3 2 4, 3 25
d r ai n ( i n g ) 4 6, 4 7, 4 9, 19 2 ( N î m e s ) , 2 11
( E p h e s u s ) , 212 ( A s p e n d o s ) , 3 5 2, 36 6 ( o f
siphon)
d r o u g h t 6 6, 83 , 86, 16 8n 2 67
D u P e r ac E . 16 6
d u c t u s 2 23, 22 4
D ü s e n e i c h ve r fa h r e n 79
d u i ke r 31 1
d u o d e n ar i a 2 21
d ys e n t e r y 93
e ar t h q u ake 1 22 , 15 0 , 3 1 4n 21 , 33 9, 3 4 1, 34 6,
365
E d i r n e 10 2, 10 3
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E fq a s p r i n g 14 0
E i c h ka s t e n 79, 8 0, 9 2n 16 4
E i n l a u fb e c ke n 3 1 1, 34 1, 3 46
E i n s t i e g s c h ac h t 3 06
e l b o w ( p i p e / jo i n t ) 8 7, 11 6, 1 2 0, 1 21, 14 1, 1 43,
2 1 1, 2 12
e l e c t r i c al m o t o r 23 0
e l e v at i o n 8 6, 9 1, 1 0 6, 1 08, 1 1 2, 1 13, 12 4, 1 27,
1 3 4, 1 35, 14 6, 1 57, 15 8, 1 60 , 16 1, 1 6 5, 17 1,
1 7 2, 1 90, 19 9, 2 09, 22 4, 2 25 , 22 9, 2 3 0, 23 9,
3 2 7, 3 45
e n g i n e e r ( i n g ) 5 5, 1 2 1, 1 65 n 2 5 7, 3 02, 30 3,
3 0 5n 8, 3 11, 33 4, 3 3 6, 3 53
E n g l an d 79, 30 7, 3 4 7
e n t r ai n e d ai r 3 7 1
e n t r ai n m e n t o f ai r 71, 7 2, 18 0, 3 0 4, 3 23, 3 3 4,
371
e n t r an c e c h an n e l 1 91, 1 9 2, 1 9 4, 3 37, 38 3
e n t r an c e g at e 1 2 3, 12 5, 1 26 , 12 7, 1 3 4, 13 6
E p h e s o s 10 2, 1 2 2, 1 37, 21 1, 2 30
E p i r u s 10 2
e r o g a t i o 19 6, 2 2 3
eruption 9
E s p e r o u J. - L. 1 1 3
E s q u i l i n e 1 60, 1 6 2, 16 3, 1 65 , 20 9
E s t ve d y s 23 4, 2 4 4
E u d o c i a 84
E u r ym e d o n 2 34 , 24 1, 2 4 5, 24 8, 3 1 4n 21, 34 1,
3 4 5, 3 46
e xp a n d i n g m i x t u r e 18 0, 2 63 , 31 6, 3 1 7, 33 3,
3 5 8, 3 60
e xp e l ai r 14, 3 5 3, 3 54, 37 0
e xp e r i m e n t 6, 1 4, 1 5, 17 4, 1 8 1n 2 88, 1 8 6, 2 22,
2 3 3, 3 35 n 4 5, 3 5 4 - 3 56, 36 1
e xp e r i m e n t o f t h o u g h t 2 62
F ab r e t t i R. 1 97 , 20 9n 3 39
f ac t o i d 1 87, 18 7 n 2 9 5
F ah l b u s c h H . 1 2, 2 6n 5 8, 2 07 , 21 5, 3 4 7n n 1 / 9,
3 5 2, 3 53, 36 9
f ai s c e au x 75
f al a j 1 99 n 3 2 3
F as s i t e l l i E . F. 1 8 3
F as t e n o y 2 2 7
F a ve n t i n u s 2 98
f a vi l l a 2 93, 30 0
Fi g u r e l l a
Fi kr i E r t e n 3 46
Fi l d am i r e s e r vo i r 1 6 8
fi l l i n g p r o c e d u r e o f s i p h o n 14 , 35 4 - 3 5 6, 36 2 n 3 0,
3 6 9, 3 70
fi s t u l a 8 3 ( s t am p e d , o f C o n s t an t i n o p l e ) , 16 1 ( o f
R o m e ) , 1 6 5n 25 5, 1 7 0, 1 73, 1 7 9, 1 81, 18 9
( an d Fr o n t i n u s ) , 1 90, 1 9 5, 2 0 9, 2 17, 22 0 ( an d
F r o n t i n u s ) , 2 24 , 22 5
fi xe d h e ad ( w a t e r p r e s s u r e ) 9 2, 9 5, 10 0, 1 0 6,
1 5 9, 1 90, 19 1, 1 95, 19 7
fl o w d i r e c t i o n 1 2 0, 1 24, 15 7, 1 79, 32 1, 3 62 n 21,
367
fl o w r at e 4, 6, 9, 2 5, 3 6, 5 0, 6 6, 7 8, 79, 9 1,
1 0 8, 1 89, 19 5, 1 96, 20 7, 2 08 , 22 6, 2 3 0, 30 3,
326
fl o w ve l o c i t y 9 1, 2 0 1, 2 06, 3 2 1, 3 22, 32 4, 3 25,
3 2 6, 3 32
f o g g ar a 19 9n 32 3
F o n t ai n e d e Bi r ag u e 75
F o n t ai n e d e l a C r o i x d u T r ah o i r 6 9
F o n t ai n e d u G ai l l o n 7 2
f o n t ai n i e r / fo n t e n i e r 76 n 1 1 8, 1 02, 14 6,
F o n t al t o 9, 45, 4 6, 4 7
f o n t a n i e r i / e 52 , 60
F o r c h h e i m e r P h . 9 5, 1 2 4, 127 , 13 4
F o r u m b at h s 18
F o r u m T au r i 88
f o u n t ai n p u b l i c / s t r e e t 8, 10, 1 8n 43, 20 , 22 , 24,
2 6, 3 2, 3 8, 6 3 - 6 6, 6 8 - 70, 72 , 74 - 76, 7 8, 8 3,
8 4, 8 6, 8 9, 1 21 , 12 9, 1 4 8, 15 8, 1 6 2, 1 65 - 1 6 7,
1 8 9, 2 09, 21 1, 2 12, 30 4, 3 42 ,
f r a u d 6 0, 6 1, 1 9 5, 2 09, 22 3
f r e e w at e r s u r f ac e 18 9, 3 76, 3 77
F r e n c h Re v o l u t i o n 63

f r i c t i o n , o f w at e r i n p i p e s 91 , 13 6, 1 3 7, 17 4,
1 7 7, 22 3, o f c o n d u i t s w i t h b e n d s : 32 0, 32 1,
3 2 2, o f w a t e r t ap s : 1 81, 182
f r i c t i o n f ac t o r : 13 6, 1 37, 22 3, 3 2 2
F r o n t i n u s 1, 4 - 6, 8 - 1 2, 1 4, 2 5, 2 6, 4 9, 5 2, 6 0,
6 1, 8 0, 8 4, 8 6, 1 67, 16 8, 1 88 - 19 1, 1 9 5 - 197 ,
1 9 9, 2 05 - 20 9, 2 1 2, 21 5 - 2 22, 2 23, 22 5, 2 29 ,
3 1 0, 3 37, 33 8, 3 47, 37 4, 3 79 , 38 0 - 3 8 6, 38 8
Froude number 374
F u g e n s t r i c h 34 3
f u l l e r i e s 2 0, 86
g ab e l l o t t i 5 2
G ab r i e l e s p r i n g 3 3 - 3 6, 5 3, 1 1 1
G al at a 84, 100 , 10 4, 1 0 6
g al e r i a 19 9
g al va n i ze d s t e e l p i p e 1 07
G ar b r e c h t G . 1 2, 3 2 4
G ar i b al d i 3 1
g ar zo n i 5 2, 58
g as 3 0 3, 3 3 5n 4 5
g au g e / g a u g i n g ( o f fl o w r a t e ) 12, 6 6, 7 9, 9 2,
1 0 6, 1 81, 19 4, 1 95, 19 9, 2 04 , 20 5, 2 0 7 - 20 9,
2 1 2, 2 14 - 21 6, 2 1 9, 22 1 - 2 23, 2 29
G au l 62
G azi p as a 10 6
G e f äl l e 2 2 4
g e n i c u l u s ( i n s i p h o n ) 15, 26 4, 2 6 5, 2 70, 2 8 4
Génieys M. 63
G e n o ar d o g ar d e n 35
G e n u e s e fo r t r e s s 10 2
g i a r a / e 38
G i e r , aq u e d u c t o f 1 03, 3 0 6, 3 0 7, 31 2 - 3 14, 3 26,
336
G i o v an n i B at i s t a
g l o s s ar y ( o f V i t r u vi u s t e xt o n s i p h o n s an d p i p e d
a q u e d u c t s ) 2 97
G ö kç e l e r 2 48
G ö kç e p i n ar 2 46
G o l d e n H o r n 81 , 84 n 1 4 2, 1 04
G o t t r a t z h o fe n 2 2 8
g r ad i e n t / g r ad i e n t l i n e 2 2, 9 1, 1 1 3, 1 18, 1 3 6,
1 5 8, 1 74, 17 7, 1 78, 30 9, 3 10 , 31 2, 3 2 9, 33 4,
342
G r an d - M o u l i n 6 6, 6 7
g r a ve / g r a ve y ar d 12 2, 3 07 n 13 , 35 0
g r a vi t a t i o n al c o n s t a n t / ac c e l e r at i o n 10 5 13 6,
1 8 8n 2 98, 3 1 8, 3 22, 32 5, 3 32 , 37 4
g r a vi t y 2, 6, 1 7 7, 2 26, 23 0, 2 31, 24 2, 2 82 , 30 2,
3 1 1, 3 36, 34 1, 3 54, 37 0
G r e at C o l o n n ad e 1 4 0 - 1 43 ( P al m yr a ) , 1 45, 1 4 6
( A p am e i a)
G r e e k 1, 1 2, 1 4, 3 1, 3 2, 8 1, 8 4, 1 02, 2 3 4, 3 41,
3 5 0, 3 61 n 2, 37 0
g r o o ve 18 2, 18 3, 1 8 6, 2 29 ( i n i n s e r t o f t a p ) ,
1 9 3 ( N î m e s c as t e l l u m )
G r o s - C ai l l o u , p o m p e à fe u 68
G ü l h an e 9 3
g ym n as i o n 2 35
H ab e r e y W . 18 6, 1 9 3, 3 14
H ad r i a n 81, 82 , 89, 11 5, 1 96 , 21 5
H al kal i 88, 8 9
H am a 1 4 4, 1 46
h am am 12 7, 12 8
H am e d i ye ( w at e r l i n e / s u t e r azi ) 1 04, 1 0 5, 1 0 6,
1 8 8, 2 12
h am m e r b l o w ( Ro m an t ap s ) 1 8 3
H an g h au s 2 11
h ap ax 1 4, 1 87, 2 33
h e ad ( s i p h o n / p r e s s u r e ) 1 5, 1 6, 7 1, 7 6, 1 17 ,
1 1 8, 1 36, 18 8, 2 06, 21 4, 2 17 , 22 3, 2 2 4, 32 3,
3 2 9, 3 36, 35 5, 3 62 n 2 8, s t an d ar d / fi xe d : 80 ,
9 1, 9 2, 9 5n 1 71 , 10 0 - 1 0 2, 10 6, 1 5 9, 1 68, 1 7 5,
1 7 6, 1 89, 19 0, 1 91, 19 5, 1 97 , 19 8, 2 1 3, 21 7 2 1 9, 2 21, 22 2, 2 25, 22 9, 3 21 , 32 3, 3 4 7
h e ad e r t an k 90 , 12 5, 1 3 4, 13 5, 1 3 7, 1 38, 1 5 2,
1 5 3, 1 56 - 15 8, 1 7 5, 18 1, 2 24 , 25 2 ( A s p e n d o s
s i p h o n ) , 31 1 - 3 1 5, 3 19, 32 1, 3 23, 32 4, 3 26 ,
3 2 7, 3 29, 33 0, 3 33, 33 4, 3 41 - 34 3, 3 4 5,
3 4 7n 1 2, 36 0, 3 6 1, 3 62 n n 21/ 2 2/ 2 8/ 33, 366 ,
371
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H e l l e n i s t i c 2, 1 5 0, 1 59, 23 3, 2 34, 23 9, 3 11 ,
3 4 1, 3 71, 38 5
H e r c u l an e u m 9 , 26, 27, 3 0, 8 3, 2 29
H e r o 1 4, 11 5
Herod the Great 115
H i e r ap o l i s 6, 1 5 0
H i g h Le ve l A q u e d u c t ( C e e s ar e a) 11 5, 1 16
h i g h p o i n t ( i n s i p h o n s ) 4 - 6, 1 2, 1 4 - 1 6, 1 17 ,
1 1 8, 3 02 - 30 4, 3 2 2 - 32 4, 3 26 - 3 29, 33 4,
3 3 5n 4 5, 33 6, 3 4 7n 6, 3 52, 35 4, 3 5 5, 3 61, 3 6 9,
371
h i g h p r e s s u r e s i p h o n 5, 6, 23 2
h i n t e r l an d ( P al m yr a) 14 0
h i p p o d r o m e 83 - 85
H i p p o s - S u s i t a 3 6 8, 36 9
H o d g e , A . T . 1, 5, 7, 1 1 - 1 3, 1 1 6, 1 62 n 2 5 0, 1 68,
1 7 4 - 1 77, 19 1, 2 0 1n 32 7, 2 08 , 35 2, 3 5 3,
3 6 1n 3, 3 69, 37 9
h o l ko s 8 6
h o l e s , i n c o n d u i t s t o n e s 26 5n 6 5, 36 4 - 3 6 9
H o l y Ro m a n E m p i r e 3 1
H o n o r i u s 84
H o o g h e e m r a ad s c h ap 2 42
hoop stress
h o r i z o n t al , b e n d s : 4, 12, 1 3, 1 5n 40, 32 0, 3 2 2,
3 2 9, 33 5, 3 36 , 35 3, 3 6 0, 36 1, 3 7 1, r o w o f
o r i fi c e s : 1 9, 26 , 36, 49, 7 0, 7 6, 9 2n 16 4, 9 4,
1 0 5 - 1 07, 18 8, 1 9 0, 19 7, 2 10 , 21 2, 2 1 4, 21 5,
2 1 9, 2 29, 34 3, 3 47, 37 1
h yd r au l i c d e vi c e 1 1 6, 1 17
h yd r au l i c e ffe c t 5 0, 51
h yd r a u l i c g r ad i e n t / g r ad i e n t l i n e 22, 9 1, 1 1 3,
1 1 8, 1 36, 15 8, 1 74, 17 7, 1 78 , 25 8 ( A s p e n d o s
s i p h o n ) , 31 2, 3 2 9, 3 34, 34 2
h yd r au l i c r ad i u s 13 6, 3 2 2, 3 7 4
h yd r au l i c t o w e r 3 - 8, 12 - 16, P o m p e i i : 22,
I s t an b u l : 8 9, L ao d i ke i a a/ L: 1 5 2 - 15 9, Ro m e :
1 6 7, 1 73, g e n e r al : 1 74, 1 8 6, A s p e n d o s : 23 3,
2 3 4, 3 33, 33 4, 3 41, 34 7n 8, 3 7 1, Ly o n : 328 ,
3 2 9, 3 36, T e r m i n Im e r e s e : 3 6 1 , h y d r a u l i cs /
h yd r au l i c t h e o r y/ t e c h n o l o g y: 1, 6, 8, 1 1, 1 5,
2 1, 2 3 3, 2 72, 3 0 2, 3 35 n 4 2, 3 5 0, 3 53, 36 1
I b n H aw q al 35
i l l e g al t a p p i n g 1 9 5
i m p u l s e 1 77 n 2 8 2, 2 66
i n c r u s t a t i o n 27 , 28 n 6 2, 4 0, 1 2 5, 1 34, 15 3 - 1 55,
1 6 7n 2 61, 1 6 9n 2 72, 1 7 0, 1 71 , 17 3, 1 8 1n 28 6,
1 9 1 - 1 94, 30 3, 3 0 7, 31 4, 3 16 n 23, 3 4 2, 3 46 ,
3 5 7, 3 58, 36 9
i n e r t i al t h r u s t 1 2, 1 3, 26 6, 3 2 1, 3 51, 35 3, 3 60,
378
i n s c r i p t i o n 6 4, 8 4, 1 15, 1 2 5, 1 27, 15 0, 2 45
( A s p e n d o s a q u e d u c t ) , 3 0 4, 3 0 5n 8, 3 16, 34 6,
3 6 5n 3 79,
i n s e r t ( o f w at e r t ap ) 17 4, 17 5, 1 8 1 - 1 83, 1 8 5,
1 8 6, 2 29
i n s p e c t i o n s h af t 2 07 n 3 3 3, 21 6, 3 0 6, 3 07, 3 7 4
i n t ake ( o f p i p e s , c h a n n e l s ) 4 , 5, 5 8n 81, 60 ,
1 6 8n 2 64, 1 7 8, 1 95, 22 1, 2 23 n 36 1, 3 04,
3 2 3n 2 8, 35 5, 3 5 7, 3 62 n 3 6,
i n t e r ac t i n g / - i o n o f ai r an d w a t e r 6, 8, 13, 1 5,
1 6, 2 3 3, 3 30, 3 6 0, 3 61, 37 0
i n t e r c i t y r i v al r y 30 4
i n t e r m e d i at e c o n t ai n e r ( w a t e r d i s t r i b u t i o n ) 9,
4 6, 4 8, 6 0, 6 1, 7 6, 9 3, 94, 1 0 7 - 1 10, 15 9, 2 2 8
i n t e r m e d i at e h i g h p o i n t ( i n s i p h o n s ) 1 2, 14 , 15,
1 6, 3 6 1
i n t e r m e d i at e t o w e r ( i n s i p h o n ) 5 8n 81, 1 1 4, 3 71
i n t r u d e r 14, 19 1
i n ve r t e d s i p h o n s e e s i p h o n
I o a n n i n a 10 2
I r a q 19 9, 2 0 0
iron steps 40
I s t an b u l 6, 10, 8 1, 8 3 - 10 2 , 1 0 4 ( w a t e r t o w e r ) ,
1 1 3, 1 49, 19 6 - 1 97 ( K i r kc e s m e t an k ) , 2 12,
2 1 9, 2 20, 23 0, 3 73 ( e xt an t s u t e r a zi ) , s e e al s o
aqueduct
J ar d i n s d e s T u i l l e ri e s 63
J o h n S kyl i t e s 8 6
J o r d an 1 9 9

J o u ko w s ki 's l aw 3 32
J u d ae a 1 1 5
J u g e n d s t i l 231
J u l i an 6 2
j u n c t i o n t an k ( o f a q u e d u c t s ) 5, 10 0, 1 9 6, 1 9 7,
2 0 5, 2 16, 21 9, 2 20, 22 1
J u s t i n i an 8 3, 8 4, 8 6, 1 2 2, 14 1
K am a s h Z. 1 45 , 14 8
K ar ab u n ar s i p h o n 3 11, 31 2, 3 6 8
k ar e z 1 9 9
k ar s t 2 8, 3 2, 4 0
k ar s t i c s p r i n g 3 2
k as t e l l o s 86, 8 7
K e e n a n - Jo n e s D. 18, 2 1, 1 89 , 20 7
K e m o n i a r i ve r 3 2
k e t t ar a 1 99
K e yh ü s r e v, s u l t an 3 46
K e yk u b a t , s u l t a n , 3 46
K i l a/ K i l yo s 1 02 , 10 3
K i r kç e s m e ( O t t o m a n aq u e d u c t ) 8 1, 89, 94 , 95,
1 9 6, 2 19, 22 0, 2 21
K i s i k d e r e 2 4 7 ( m ap ) , 2 5 0
K l e i jn G . d e 12 , 83, 16 2, 1 67 n 25 8, 2 07, 20 9,
384
Knossos 20
K o b a d e r e 24 7 ( m ap ) , 2 4 8
K o s 8 6, 1 50, 2 3 9, 3 06
K r e t zs c h m e r F. 8, 1 1, 1 74, 1 7 5, 1 81, 18 3, 1 86
K r e u zw e i n g a r t e n 30 7, 3 08
K yb i r a 36 8
l a M as a 5 8, 5 9 , 37 2
L ac o s t e H . 1 46 , 14 7
l ac u s 2 2, 1 63, 1 6 7, 16 8, 1 69
L an c i an i R. 168 - 17 3, 1 9 7
L an c ko r o n s ki K . 2 3 3 - 2 36, 23 9, 3 4 2, 3 43, 3 6 8
L ao d i ke i a 6, 10 , 1 5 0 - 1 59 , 1 8 0, 2 29, 28 7 - 2 89
( s i n t e r i n c o n d u i t ) , 3 1 - 3 12, 3 1 4 - 31 6, 3 43,
3 6 7- 3 69
L at i n E m p i r e 8 4, 8 8
L a za r o s 1 3 7
l e ad c o n d u i t / p i p e 3, 4, 7, 10 , 15, 18, 1 9, 2 5 - 2 7,
2 9, 7 5, 8 4, 1 12 , 11 3, 1 6 2, 16 3, 1 6 5, 1 67,
1 6 9, 1 70, 17 4, 1 79, 18 1, 1 82 , 22 4, 2 4 2, 26 2,
2 6 3, 3 14 - 31 7, 3 1 9, 32 2, 3 27 , 33 3, 3 3 5, 34 7,
348
l e ad r i m 19 1
l e ad w e i r ( P o m p e i i ) 1 9 - 21, 1 9 0
l e a k/ l e a ki n g s p o t 4 0, 5 3, 7 0, 7 1, 9 2, 95, 1 2 7,
1 5 3, 1 81 - 18 3, 1 9 6, 23 0, 3 30 , 33 1 ; p r e s s u r e
s u r g e s f r o m : 1 6, 2 6 7 - 2 69, 2 8 7 - 2 90, 33 2 - 3 3 4,
3 5 2, 3 53, 35 7, 3 58, 36 0, 3 61 , 37 0, 3 7 1; a n d
V i t r u vi u s : 2 90, 2 93 - 29 4, 3 35 , 36 1, 3 7 0
Le b u i n u s c h u r c h 30 7
Le g i o II A d i u t r i x 11 9
Le g i o X G e m i n a 11 9
Le i p z i g 79
Le t zn e r W . 167 , 19 6, 2 2 3, 22 4
l e ve r b e am 79, 1 93, 19 4
Le w i s M . 12, 1 4, 1 8 7n 29 6, 2 8 2 ( o n V i t r u vi u s ) ,
2 9 8 ( o n P l i n y) , 3 68
l i b r am e n t u m , l i b r am e n t a, l i b r a t a 2 9 0 - 29 1 ( u s e d
b y V i t r u vi u s )
l i g n e ( m e as u r e ) 70 - 7 2, 7 6, 9 1, 9 2, 9 3
l i m e 3 5 8, 36 0, 3 62 n 4 2
l i m e s t o n e 15 1, 3 43, 35 1,
Li n d e n b e r g 22 7
Li n t l aë r 6 3
L o c h p l at t e n 21 5, 2 1 6
L o n g fe l l o w B. 1 6 2, 1 65, 20 9
L o s B an al e s 11 3
l o s s o f h e ad / h e i g h t 11 8, 1 68 , 32 1, 3 5 5
Louis Visconti 72
L o u n d ji d è s 1 02
L o u vr e 6 3, 6 4
L o w Le ve l A q u e d u c t 1 1 5
l o w p r e s s u r e s i p h o n 6, 1 0
L ü b e c k 1 2, 7 8
l ü l e / l u l è 9 1 - 94 , 10 0, 1 0 1, 10 5 - 1 1 0, 2 19, 2 2 0
Lutetia 62
L u xe m b u r g 1 99
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L yo n ( aq u e d u c t s , s i p h o n s ) 1 2, 1 4 - 1 6, 1 14 , 13 6,
3 0 6, 3 07, 31 2 - 3 14, 32 6 - 3 29, 3 36, 37 1
M a as t r i c h t 307
m ac h i n e h y d r a u l i q u e 66
m aç o u r 9 1 - 93 , 10 1
M a d r a d ag 4, 12 , 15, 13 6, 2 66 , 31 1, 3 1 2, 31 9,
3 2 2 ( fl o w r at e ) , 32 3 - 3 26 ( ai r p o c ke t s ) , 3 47 ,
348
M a n u e l C h r ys o l o r as 8 3
m as u r a 1 0 1
m e as u r e m e n t ( o f f o w r at e / d i s c h ar g e ) 1 1, 1 9 n 4 7,
3 6, 5 0, 1 0 5, 10 8, 1 9 1, 1 95 - 1 9 8 ( Fr o n t i n u s ) ,
2 0 0, 2 06, 20 9, 2 13, 21 9 - 2 22 ( Fr o n t i n u s ) , 2 2 9
m e as u r i n g s t i c k 1 99
M é d i c i s aq u e d u c t 6 5, 6 6
M e h m e t II 8 8, 8 9
M e r ke l W . 4n 13 , 18 9n 3 03, 19 6 n 3 1 5, 22 4
M e t a S u d an s 1 0, 1 6 2, 1 64 - 1 6 7
M e t h ym n a 1 4, 1 6
M e t z 9 1, 2 00
M e y z a 1 39
M i l e t o s / M i l e t u s / M i l e t e 1 0, 13 8, 1 4 9, 1 78
M i l i an i d e p r e s s i o n / p l ai n 2 0 1, 3 07, 30 8,
M i n t u r n ae 9, 2 6, 2 8 - 3 0
M i s e n u m 7, 18
M o d e s t u s c i s t e r n o f 8 4n 14 4
M o e r d i jk 3 0 3, 3 2 2
M o g h r a n e 2 01 - 2 04
M o ki o s 8 3
m o l e 3 45, 3 4 6
m o m e n t u m 321 , 37 8
m o n as t e r y 1n 6 , 87, 88
m o n o p h ys i t e s 1 4 4
M o n t d ' O r ( L yo n ) 1 3 6, 30 6n 1 0, 3 1 2
M o n t e C ar l o ( c al c u l a t i o n s ) 3 7 4, 3 75
M o n t e C as s i n o 1 n 6, 8 0
M o n t e C u c c i o 3 2, 3 3
m o s q u e ( at S e l c u k) 1 0 2, 10 3, 1 2 2, 1 23, 1 2 6,
1 2 7 - 1 29, 13 4, 1 3 8, ( at K o n y a ) 34 6, ( at
I s t an b u l ) 3 73
Mount Gauro 215
m o u s s l o u k 9 2 - 9 5, 9 7, 10 0, 1 0 1, 1 06 - 10 9, 2 1 9,
220
m o va b l e p l at e / s l u i c e g at e 1 9 1, 1 93, 19 4
N e w t o n ( f o r c e ) 17 4, 3 18, 31 9, 3 2 2n 27, 35 4,
3 6 2n 4 2, 37 8
N a p o l e o n 6 8, 9 0
Neapolis 18
n e o c l as s i c al 23 1
N e r o 16 2, 1 63, 1 65 n 2 5 3
N e r o n i an aq u e d u c t 1 6 5
n e t w o r k ( w a t e r d i s t r i b u t i o n ) 3, 4, 6, 54, 56 , 87,
1 1 1, 1 62 n 2 5 0, 1 68, 36 4
N i ko l i c M . 1, 1 4, 1 6, 1 7 4, 17 6, 3 6 9
N i ku r ad s e 37 4
N î m e s , c as t e l l u m 7, 1 91 - 1 95 , 19 7 - 1 99, 2 0 5,
2 0 9, 2 29, 30 4 - 3 06, a q u e d u c t : 3 07, 30 9, 36 2 n 8
N i xi o s p r i n g 35
Nola 18
N o n i u s D at u s 3 0 5
N o r m an s 31, 3 3, 6 2
N o r t h A f r i c a 7, 1 03, 19 9
N o r t h e r n aq u e d u c t ( P al m yr a) 14 0, 1 41
N o t i t i a U r b i s C o n s t an t i n o p o l i t an ae 8 4, 8 6
N o t r e Dam e ( p u m p s o f ) 6 6, 6 7, 6 8
N o vi o m ag u s 11 9, 3 1 0
n o z zl e ( s ) 7 9, 2 2 2
n u n n e r y o f O l y m p i as 8 6
n ym p h ae u m / a 2 9, 8 3, 84, 86 , 88, 14 1, 1 56 ,
1 7 8, 2 09, 21 1, 2 12, 23 4, 3 04 , 34 2, 3 4 5
Obuda district 119
ocque 91
o ffi c i al r e c o r d ( Fr o n t i n u s ) 19 5, 2 0 9
o ff - t ake p i p e 9 , 25, 50, 7 6, 1 0 7 - 11 1, 1 46, 1 47,
1 4 9, 1 80, 22 5
O h l i g C h r . 8, 1 8 n 4 3, 1 9n 46, 2 1, 2 4, 17 5
O i n o an d a 6, 31 2, 3 1 4, 3 16
O l l s o n R. 21
O l u kk ö p r ü ( b r i d g e ) 24 5n 9

O m m ay ad 1 4 3
o p e n t a n k ( o n w a t e r t o w e r ) 3 , 4, 5, 7, 1 0, 1 5,
1 8, 9 0, 1 1 3, 11 4, 1 1 6, 1 17, 1 2 0, 1 21, 15 9,
1 7 8, 2 29, 23 0, 3 27, 32 9, 3 34 , 34 2, 3 4 5, 35 1,
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o p u s c ae m e n t i c i u m 2 5 2
o p u s s i g n i n u m 1 1 3, 20 9, 2 33 , 23 6, 2 3 7, 24 0,
2 5 2, 3 07
O r e t o r i ve r ( Pal e r m o ) 3 2
o r n am e n t al f o u n t ai n 72, 7 4, 8 6, 1 62
O r o m e d o n , m o u n t ai n , K o s 2 3 9
O r t l o f f C h . 3 43 n 41, 3 5 2, 3 55
o s c i l l at i o n 14, 3 3 4, 35 3, 3 61
O s t i a 2 6 - 2 8, 3 0
O t t o m an ( aq u e d u c t / s u t e r azi ) 10, 1 1, 1 4, 8 1, 8 4,
8 5, 8 7 - 9 0, 9 5, 1 00, 10 1, 1 03 - 10 8, 1 1 1, 11 3,
1 1 7, 1 49, 17 6, 1 86, 19 6, 1 97 , 21 9, 2 2 0, 22 1,
2 2 9, 2 30, 37 1
oungia 86
o ve r fl o w ( n o u n ) 4 9, 71, 74, 7 7, 9 2, 10 4 - 1 0 7,
1 6 7, 1 89, 36 1
O vi d 27 0
p a( s c al ) ( p r e s s u r e u n i t ) 17 4n 2 97
Pace P. 189
P a ki s t an 1 9 9
P al ai s d e Lu xe m b o u r g 6 5
P al a t i n e h i l l 16 0, 1 6 2, 1 63, 1 6 5, 1 66, 16 8
P al a z zo Re al e / N o r m an p al ac e 3 3, 3 4, 3 9, 4 1,
4 5, 4 9, 5 0, 3 72
p al e o c l i m at o l o g y 1
P al e r m o 6, 9, h i s t o r y 3 1, w at e r d i s t r i b u t i o n 31 4 0, 4 6 ( at F o n t al t o ) , 5 2 ( o r g an i z at i o n ) , 53 - 57
( ad m i n i s t r a t i on ) , 5 8 ( a t T e r m i n i Im e r e s e ) , 6 0 6 1 ( vs P o m p e i i ) , 7 6, 7 8, 79, 1 1 1, 17 8, 3 72
( l i s t o f c as t e l l e t t i ) , C o r s o C a m p o fr a n c o 38 - 41,
5 2, 5 3, C o r s o G a b r i e l e 3 8, 39 , 40, 42, 4 3, 5 2
C o r s o G e s u i t i c i o 3 8 - 42, 4 5, 52 , C u b a s p r i n g 3 5,
G ab r i e l e s p r i n g 3 3 - 3 6, 5 3, 1 1 1, C u b a p al a c e
3 5, 3 6 , N o r m an P al a c e / P al a z zo Re al e 3 3, 3 4,
3 9, 4 1, 4 5, 4 9, 5 0, 3 72
P al l ad i u s 2 9 8
p al m o 50, 51
P al m y r a 1 0, 13 9 - 14 3 , 14 5, 1 4 9, 2 30
P al m y r e n a 140
P am p h i l i a 8 7, 2 3 4, 3 42, 35 0
P am u k kal e 1 50 , 15 2
P a n e l l a C . 1 65, 3 86
P a p i r e t o r i ve r 3 2
p ar ap e t 3 4 6
P a r i s 9, 6 2 - 7 6 , 79, 8 0, 9 0, 3 1 0 , p o m p e à fe u
G r o s - C ai l l o u 68 , p o m p e s N o t r e Dam e 6 6, 67 , 68
P o m p e l a S am a r i t ai n e 6 3- 66 , 6 8, p o r t e u r
d 'e au 6 3, Ru e Ri vo l i 75, R u e S ai n t - A n t o i n e 7 5 ,
R u e S t . H o n o r é 6 9, s e e al s o aq u e d u c t s
P a r ke r J. H . 197
P a t a r a 6, 13 6, 2 6 5, 30 6n 1 0, 3 1 1n 17, 3 1 2, 3 1 4,
3 1 5, 3 20, 34 3, 3 48 - 36 5, 3 66 , 36 9
P a x Ro m an a 2, 2 8, 3 04
p e g , w o o d e n 4 6, 4 8, 4 9, 7 6, 2 15, 21 9, 2 20
P e l e g Y . 1 3, 17 4, 1 8 1n 28 8, 2 3 3, 3 52, 35 3
p e n n a 50, 5 1
percolation 62
p e r fo r a t e d s c r e e n 7 1, 2 1 4 - 21 6, 2 1 8, 2 19, 2 2 9
p e r fo r a t i o n 1 8, 7 9, 8 0, 10 9, 1 2 5, 13 2, 1 51 , 17 5,
1 8 1, 1 84, 18 5, 2 14 - 21 6, 2 22 , 34 3
P e r g am o n 12, 1 4, 1 5, 13 6, 1 3 7, 2 15, 26 5, 3 06,
3 1 1, 3 12, 31 9, 3 20, 32 2 - 3 24 , 34 7n 1, 3 5 8,
3 6 4n 3 76
P e r g e 6, 10, 13 8, 1 4 9, 2 30
P e r s i a / n 1 9 9, 2 3 4n 3 71, 3 6 1n 2
p e s ( Ro m an m e as u r e ) 2 17, 2 1 8
P e t i t - M o u l i n ( p u m p , P ar i s ) 6 6, 6 7
p H ( s c al e o f ac i d i t y) 2 48
P h al s b o u r g 9 1
P h o e n i c i an 3 2, 1 15
P h r yg i a 1 5 0
P y r r h i c w ar 31
p i e r ( w at e r t o w e r ) 7, ( o f b r i d g e ) 2 9, 62, 10 6,
1 0 7, 1 13, 12 4, 1 26, 12 7, 2 01 , 30 7, ( o f S e l ju k
s i p h o n b r i d g e ) 1 3 2 - 13 5, 3 28, 3 29, ( o f
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A s p e n d o s s i p h o n b r i d g e s / aq u e d u c t b r i g d e )
3 4 3, 3 45, 34 6, 3 62 n n 7, 4 9
P i e r r e G i l l e s 84
p i e z o m e t r i c t o w e r 3 6, 1 1 7, 1 6 8
p i l l a r s , o f C au s s s e s - e t - V e y r a n 1 12, 11 3
P i n a r b a s i 2 4 8, 2 4 9
p i p e e l e m e n t 1 2 n 2 9, 1 25 - 12 7, 1 8 0, 3 14, 3 1 5,
3 1 6, 3 18 - 32 1 ( fo r c e s o n ) , 3 3 3, 3 35, 34 6,
3 4 7n 1 4, 36 5, 3 6 8
p i p e r e s i s t an c e 6 0, 3 03
P i r a n e s i 16 2, 2 0 9, 2 10, 21 2
p i s c i n a 7, 1 8, 1 2 9, 1 30, 19 5, 2 15, 21 6, 2 19
P i s c i n a C a r d i t o 2 1 5, 2 16
P i s c i n a M i r ab i l i s 7, 1 8
P i s i d i a 33 7, 34 2
p i s t o n p u m p 64 , 67, 78, 7 9
P l at ae a 84
P l i n y 1 4, 23 4, 2 9 7 - 29 8 ( o n s i p h o n s , t e xt
c r i t i c i ze d )
p n e u m a 18 7, 2 9 2n 7 3
P ó c z y K . 11 9, 1 2 0, 1 21
P o g g i o B r ac c i o l i n i 1, 8 0n 1 39
p o i s o n 6 9 ( P ar i s ) , 84 ( S e r p e n t C o l u m n )
P o l G e o t e c h n i e k 27 2, 3 35
P o l i s h C e n t r e o f M e d i t e r r a n e an A r c h ae o l o g y 1 40
P o m p e i i 3, 4, 6 - 11, 14, 1 8 - 2 6 ( w at e r
t o w e r s / d i s t r i bu t i o n ) , 30, 3 6, 6 0 - 6 1 ( P o m p e i i
v s P al e r m o ) , 7 6, 8 0, 8 3, 8 6, 8 7, 9 0, 93,
9 5 n 1 7 1, 11 1, 1 1 3, 1 17, 12 1, 1 37, 13 8, 1 67 ,
1 6 9, 1 73 - 18 7 ( w at e r t o w e r s an d t ap s ) ,
1 8 9n 3 03, 1 9 0, 1 91, 19 5, 1 97 , 20 9, 2 2 3, 22 6,
2 2 8, 2 29, 30 4n 6, 3 52, 35 3, 3 6 2, 3 64, 37 1
p o m p e s à fe u 6 7, 6 8
P o m p e s N o t r e Dam e 66, 6 7, 6 8
P o n t d e Be a u n a n t 31 3
P o n t d u G ar d 1 9 1, 3 09, 33 6
P o n t N e u f 6 3, 6 4, 6 5
p o p u l a t i o n 2, 6 3 n 5 9 ( P a r i s ) , 8 8
( C o n s t a n t i n o p l e ) , 1 12, 13 7 ( A y as o l u k h i l l
s e t t l e m e n t ) , 24 1, 3 0 4, 3 10, 3 1 1, 3 45
(Aspendos)
P o r t a C ap e n a 2 0 7
P o r t a d i S t a b i a 17 4 - 1 7 7
P o r t a G e m i n a 2 8, 2 9
P o r t a V e s u vi o 1 8, 2 3, 1 7 4, 17 5, 3 8 4
P o r t a V i m i n al i s 1 6 9, 1 70, 17 2
p o r t e u r s à e au / b r e t e l l e s / t o n n e a u 63
P o r t u g al 19 9
p o u c e ( s ) d 'e au 64, 6 6, 6 7, 7 0, 7 1, 7 6, 9 1, 9 2
p o z zo c i r c o l ar e 1 6 9, 17 0, 17 1, 1 7 2
P o z zu o l i 21 5, 2 1 6
pressione 224
p r e s s u r a 2 2 3, 2 2 4
p r e s s u r e 2 - 6, 9 , 10 - 16, 2 1, 2 2, 2 6, 5 3, 5 4, 5 6,
8 3, 8 7, 9 1, 9 5, 1 17, 12 4, 1 25 , 13 1, 1 4 9, 15 2,
1 5 8, 1 65, 16 7, 1 74 - 18 3, 1 86 , 18 7, 2 2 4, 22 9 2 3 3, 2 42, 30 3, 3 04, 31 1, 3 16 - 32 0, 3 2 2 - 324 ,
3 2 9, 3 30, 33 2 - 3 37, 33 9, 3 42 , 34 3, 3 4 7, 36 6,
3 6 8 - 3 71
- p r e s s u r e / h e ad / h e i g h t , l o s s o f 11 8, 1 68, 3 0 2,
3 0 3, 3 04, 32 1, 3 55
- p r e s s u r e r e d u c e r / r e d u c t i o n 9, 11, 1 4, 95 ,
1 7 4, 1 76, 18 0, 1 81, 18 6, 1 87
- p r e s s u r e s u r g e 1 3, 1 4, 1 6, 1 8 0, 18 1, 2 67 2 7 0, 3 17, 31 8, 3 29, 33 3 - 3 35 , 35 5, 3 5 7, 35 8,
3 6 0, 3 61, 36 6, 3 69 - 37 1, m ag n i t u d e o f 332 ,
s e e al s o w a t e r h am m e r
- p r e s s u r e , s t at i c 1 2, 1 5 8, 17 6 - 1 7 9, 3 17, 3 0 2,
3 1 8 - 3 20, 32 2 - 3 2 4, 3 33, 33 4, 3 36, 34 2, 3 51 ,
3 5 3, 3 57, s e e al s o w a t e r p r e s s u r e
p r e s s u r i ze d ai r 1 6
p r e s s u r i ze d c o n d u i t / p i p e 3, 6 , 10, 20, 8 6, 1 2 0,
1 4 5, 1 49, 1 63 , 19 7, 2 3 3, 2 8 4n 3 1 ( b u r s t i n g o f
p i p e fr o m p r e s s u r e ) , 30 2, 31 7, 3 2 9, 3 30, 3 3 5,
3 6 4, 3 70
p r i va t e b at h 84 , 30 4
P r o n y G . d e 18 9, 2 0 8
P t o l e m i e s 2 34
p u b l i c b a t h 8 4, 8 6
p u b l i c fo u n t ai n 8, P o m p e i i : 2 0, 2 2, 2 4, P al e r m o :
3 8, P ar i s : 6 3, 6 4, 6 6, 68 - 70 , 72, 74,
C o n s t an t i n o p l e : 83, A s p e n d o s : 3 0 4

p u m p ( s ) , w at e r 6 3 - 6 8 ( P a r i s ) , 7 8 - 79, 1 70 , 17 3,
2 0 0, 2 30, 23 1, 3 03, 33 6, 3 54 , 35 5, 3 6 2n 36
p yr am i d e h yd r a u l i q u e 90
P y r am u s & T h i s b e 27 0
q an at 3 4, 3 8, 5 2 ( P al e r m o ) , 19 9 - 20 1
q u ad r i g e n ar i a 1 9 7, 22 0, 2 21
Q u a t t r o C an t i 3 2
q u e e n Ze n o b i a 14 3
q u i c kl i m e - o i l m i xt u r e 26 3
q u i n ar i a / ae 4, 5, 9, 1 1, 1 2, 2 5, 2 6, 8 6n 1 48 ,
1 6 7, 1 68, 18 8 - 1 91, 1 95 - 1 99 , 2 06 - 2 09 , 2 12 2 23 , 2 2 5, 2 29
R ad e t G . 2 4 5
r am p ( o f s i p h o n ) 1 2 4, 31 3, 3 1 4, 32 7, 3 29 , 34 2,
3 4 3, 3 45, 34 6, 3 47 n 3, 35 1
R am s a y W . M . 1 5 0, 1 74
R as h i d u n , C al i p h a t o f, 1 43
r e al s i p h o n ( T e r m i n i Im e r e s e ) 58, 3 6 1
r e c e i vi n g t a n k 1 6, 9 0, 11 3, 1 2 5, 1 33, 13 7, 1 59,
2 2 4, 2 56 ( A s p e n d o s s i p h o n ) , 3 11 - 31 3, 3 21 ,
3 2 3, 3 29, 33 0, 3 36, 34 2, 3 45 , 35 5, 3 5 4, 36 0,
3 6 2n n 2 2/ 2 8
r e g ar d 30 6
r e s e r v o i r 7, C o n s t an t i n o p l e : 8 2, 8 3, 94, Ro m e :
1 6 7, 1 68, P o m p e i i : 1 79, 19 8, e n d o f aq u e d u c t :
2 1 4, 3 11 , d e c h as s e / d e f u i t e 3 1 1
R e s c h ad R. 9 3
R e vo l u t i o n , Fr e n c h 6 3, 6 5, 6 7, 6 8
R h ô n e r i ve r , l e ad c o n d u i t s r e t r i e ve d 3 16 - 3 1 7
r i c e t t ac o l o 3 6, 5 3 - 5 6, 57
Ri jn - S c h e l d e c a n al 3 03
r i ve d r o i t e / g au c h e ( P a r i s ) 62
Ri e d e r , R. 93
r o b i n e t t a d i m e s u r a 77, 7 8
r o d ( s ) 7 9, 2 29 , 37 0
r o d d i n g h o l e 26 7 n 6 5
R o d g e r s , R. H . 2 2 3, 22 4
R o m a n t a p 9, 1 1, 2 0, 1 6 5, 17 4, 1 7 5, 18 1 - 1 87 ,
229
R o m a n vi l l a 11 2, 1 1 3
R o m e 1, 5, 6, 8 - 1 2, 2 5, 2 8, 6 1, 7 7, 78, 81 , 83,
8 4, 8 6, 1 3 7, 1 60 - 1 62/ 165 - 17 3 ( w a t e r t o w e r s
a t Ro m e ) , 1 85, 1 87, w a t e r m o n i t o r i n g : 18 8 1 9 0, 1 95 - 19 7, 2 0 7, 20 9, 2 19 ( Fr o n t i n u s ) , 2 2 9,
2 4 2, 3 04, 30 6, 3 07, 31 0 , Do m u s A u r e a : 1 6 5,
f al l o f 62, s e e al s o aq u e d u c t , p o r t a
R o m e 's h i l l s 81 , 16 0 - 1 6 3, 16 5, 1 6 6
R o n d e l e t J. - B. 1 8 9, 20 6
r o u g h n e s s , o f c o n d u i t w al l 13 6, 1 3 7, 1 77, 2 2 3,
3 0 3, 3 21, 32 2, 3 24, 32 5, 3 74 , 37 5
r u l e s - o f - t h u m b 2 6 2, 27 0, 27 1
R u n g i s 6 2, 6 6
r u n n i n g w a t e r 3, 8, 1 8, 2 0 4, 3 04, 34 2
S A A P ( P al e r m o ) 5 3
S ab at i e r E . 112
s afe t y v al ve ( f o r s i p h o n s ) 36 9
S ai n t - G e r m ai n - d e s - P r é s 6 2, 6 3, 6 6
S al d ae 3 0 5
S am a r i t ai n e 63 - 66, 68
s an g u i s u g h e 52
s an d b al as t 29 3
S ar ac e n e 3 5
S ar i ab al i ( vi l l a g e ) 2 5 1, 2 52, 2 58, 34 3
s c a ffo l d 3 8, 40 , 41, 47
s c al e d fr am e 2 0 0, 2 01
s c al i n g 3 03
S c h e i d e g g 2 28
S c h w a r z M . 19 9, 3 6 9
S c i l l at o a q u e d u c t ( P al e r m o ) 5 2
s c r e e n 7 1, 1 90 , 20 9, 2 1 0, 21 2, p e r fo r at e d : 2 14 2 23 , 2 2 9
S e a o f M ar m ar a 8 1
s e al , s e al i n g 1 5, 7 8, 8 4, 1 25 , 19 1, 3 1 4, 31 6,
3 1 7, 3 20, 33 4, 3 35, 36 5, 3 69 , 37 0
s e al i n g m a t e r i al 1 5, 1 25, 2 63 , 3 1 7, 32 0, 33 4,
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S e g o b r i g a 14, 1 6
S e i n e r i ve r 6 2 - 6 4, 6 7 - 69, 34 6
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S e l ç u k ( t o w n ) 1 0, 1 02, 1 0 3, 1 2 1 - 12 3, 1 35 - 1 38,
2 3 0, 3 39, 34 5 - 3 47
S e l e u c i d 1 4 4, 1 5 0, 2 34
S e l g e 2 44
S e l j u k 1 2 2, 12 3, 1 2 6 - 1 29, 1 3 4 - 1 36, 23 4, 3 0 7,
3 1 4, 3 41, 34 5 - 3 47
- S e l ju k b r i d g e 2 3 4, 34 6, 3 47
- S e l ju k g r a ve y ar d / c e m e t r y 2 4 7 ( o n m ap ) , 2 5 0,
2 5 0n 2 0, 30 7
s e p t e n ar i a 1 95 , 22 5
S e p t i m u s - S e ve r u s , n ym p h ae u m 1 5 6
S e r i n o aq u e d u c t 1 8
S e r p e n t s c o l u m n ( C o n s t a n t i n o p l e ) 8 3- 85,
s e t t l i n g t a n k 5 , 7, 1 91, 1 9 5, 2 09, 21 5, 2 21
s e ve n h i l l s 8 1, 8 2, 1 60, 1 6 1
S e ve r an p e r i o d 8 3
s e w e r 62, 6 9, 1 4 0, 20 9, 2 42 , 30 2
s h a ft 2 7, 2 8, 3 4, 7 8, 1 6 8, 19 9, 2 0 0, 2 07 n 3 3 3,
2 1 6, 2 26, 30 6, 3 07, 35 0, 3 51 , 36 1, 3 7 4
s h o c k w ave , s e e w a t e r h am m e r / p r e s s u r e s u r g e
S i c i l y 9, 3 0, 31 , 58, 71, 8 0, 9 3, 3 12
S i c ke r g al e r i e 2 3 8, 2 39
S i d e 2 34, 30 5, 3 50
s i f o n o / i 5 8 , 60 , 61
S i l l yo n 2 33, 23 4, 2 3 5, 2 39, 2 4 4
Ş i m ş e k S . 1 5 6 - 1 58
S i n an 1 04, 196 , 37 3
s i n t e r 1 8, 27, 1 0 7, 10 8, 1 25 , 14 9, 1 7 1, 17 2,
2 0 7, 2 49 ( A s p e n d o s ) , 30 7, 3 3 7, 3 42, 34 7
s i p h o n ( i n ve r t e d ) 2 - 1 0, 12 - 1 7, 2 7, 5 8, 6 0,
6 9 n 1 0 6, 78, 83 , 86, 87, 9 0, 9 1n 1 61,
1 1 1, 1 13 - 11 5 , 1 1 7, 12 1, 1 24 , 12 5, 1 2 8, 13 1 1 3 8, 1 49, 15 1 - 1 53, 15 6 - 1 59, 1 62, 16 3, 1 65 ,
1 6 8n 2 67, 1 6 9, 1 73, 17 8 - 1 81 , 18 7, 2 0 2, 22 4,
2 2 6, 2 29, 23 2, 2 33, 23 5, 2 42 , 25 3 - 2 6 0
( A s p e n d o s ) , 14 , 16, 31 1n 1 7, 3 12 ( A l at r i ) 3 1 2,
3 1 5, 3 20, 36 4 - 3 66 ( De l i k ke m e r ) , 2 66
( P e r g am o n ) , 26 8 ( o f Y ze r o n a q u e d u c t ) , 2 82 ,
2 8 3 ( l i s t o f ) , 2 9 0 - 2 94 ( V i t r u vi u s ) , 31 1 - 32 4,
3 2 6 - 3 39, 34 2 - 3 4 8, 3 55 - 38 0 ( e ffe c t s o f ai r i n
s i p h o n c o n d u i t ) , 3 65 - 37 1 , r e al s i p h o n
( T e r m i n i Im e r e s e ) 5 8, 36 1
s i p h o n , fi l l i n g p r o c e d u r e 14, 2 93 - 29 4 ( V i t r u vi u s )
3 5 4 - 3 56, 36 2n 3 0, 36 9, 3 7 0
S i r i n c e , aq u e d u c t 1 2 2, 13 5
S kyl i t e s 8 6
s l o p e 2 2, 2 6, 3 2, 6 9n 1 06, 11 1, 1 1 7, 1 18, 1 2 4,
1 3 4, 1 74, 17 7, 1 79, 19 6- 2 00 , 20 7, 2 2 4, 23 4 2 3 6, 3 04, 30 5, 3 09, 31 1, 3 24 - 32 6, 3 3 6, 34 2,
3 4 5, 3 47, 37 4
s l u g ( ai r p o c ke t ) 3 25, 32 6, 3 3 4, 3 55, 35 6,
3 6 2n 2 5
s l u i c e g a t e 191 / 19 2 / 1 9 4 ( N î m e s ) , 2 09
S m i t h N . A . F. 1 4, 2 6 0, 2 62, 3 3 8, 3 47 n 8, 35 2,
3 5 3, 3 61, 36 2n 2 1, 36 3n 4 9
S m yr n a 1 4, 16 , 12 4, 3 1 1, 31 2, 3 1 4 , 3 68
s n a ke s 8 4, 8 4n 1 39
s o c ke t an d fl an g e 12 4, 1 25, 3 1 4, 31 5
s o k ak 9 5, 3 7 3
s o l d e r ( e d / i n g ) 2 5, 2 6, 17 5, 1 8 1, 1 82, 31 4 - 3 17,
3 2 0, 3 35, 35 8, 3 60, 36 2n 4 1
- s o l d e r e d j o i n t 31 7, 3 62 n 4 1
- s o l d e r e d a t t h e s e am 31 4
S ö n m e ze r S . 1 0 4, 1 05
S o u r c e d e s Ro b i n e t s 1 13
S o u - Y o l d ji 1 02
S p ai n 1, 3 1, 11 3, 1 9 9
S p an n a n ke r 34 6, 3 4 7
S p e s V e t u s 196 , 20 5
s p i n a 8 4, 15 0, 1 6 5
s p i r al s t ai r c as e 3 4 2
s p i r i t u s 1 4, 15 , 16, 18 7n 2 96 , 27 1, 2 9 2n 73 , 33 5
s p o l i a 12 2, 1 24 , 12 5, 1 2 7, 13 2, 1 3 8, 3 42, 3 4 5,
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s p o u t 70, 17 5
s p r a y p l u g 334 , 37 0
s p r i n g 2, 6, 18 , 28, 32 - 3 6, 3 8, 4 0, 5 2, 5 3, 6 2,
6 6, 6 7, 6 9, 7 6, 7 8, 8 1, 87, 8 8, 9 2, 1 1 1, 11 3,
1 3 4, 1 35, 14 0, 1 45, 15 0, 1 59 , 17 5, 1 9 4, 20 1,
2 0 2, 2 21, 22 6, 2 33, 23 4, 2 36 - 23 9, 2 4 1, 30 4,
3 0 9, 3 10, 34 2, 3 50, 37 1
s p r i n g c h am b e r ( A s p e n d o s ) 2 3 4, 23 8, 2 39 , 37 1

s p r i n g h o u s e 23 3, 2 3 9
springing stone 124
S t . Jo h n , b as i l i c a / c h u r c h o f, 1 0, 1 02, 1 0 3, 12 1 1 3 2 , 1 3 4, 1 36, 1 38, 14 1
S t ab i an b a t h s 1 8, 1 79
s t ai r s , s t ai r c as e , s t ai r w a y 40 , 41, 89, 1 3 0, 2 39,
2 4 0, 2 41, 32 9, 3 42, 34 7n 7
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Summary
Water management in Roman times has gained increasing attention over the past
decades. Water, for consumption and other purposes, was transported over great
distances from far away springs to be distributed in cities and towns. For the transport of
water open channel aqueducts were commonly constructed and, if necessary, equipped
with pressure lines (high pressure 'inverted siphons') to cross deep and wide valleys. The
inner-city distribution systems, of which the one in Pompeii has been best preserved,
made use of a network of water towers with open tanks on top, connected to each other
by low pressure inverted siphons. The customers received water day and night: they
enjoyed 'running water' in the true sense. In this thesis the hydraulics of ancient siphons
applied for water conveyance and for water distribution is studied, as well as the
problems that arose in the old days and the measures that were taken to solve them.
Also texts by the Roman authors Vitruvius and Frontinus on water transport and water
distribution are examined, of which prevailing concepts - and misconceptions - are
discussed.
A Pompeiian-type water distribution system was the standard in Sicily for many
centuries, surviving into the 20th century. At Palermo some 30 water towers are still
standing today. In the Ottoman Empire a similar distribution system with water towers
(suterazi) functioned for many centuries into the early 20th century. In Istanbul a
number of suterazi is still to be found. Indications are that the Ottomans learned from
the Byzantines who enjoyed this system in towns as Palmyra and Apameia before the 7th
c. CE. In Paris similar systems functioned from Renaissance times into the late 19th
Century. In the Allgäu, southern Germany, a Pompeiian-type water distribution system
functions today at isolated locations. The Pompeian type water distribution system was
the standard in Europe for almost two millennia.
The general concept is that the Pompeiian water towers and their counterparts elsewhere
acted as pressure reducers, such that the pressure in the conduits, at Pompeii, would not
rise above 6 meters of water column, the towers not being higher than 6 meters. The
presumed reason was that the Roman water taps could not withstand pressures higher
than 0.6 Bar. In this thesis it is shown that this concept is erroneous for reasons of
hydraulics, and that Roman water taps could very well withstand pressures much higher
than 0.6 Bar.
Frontinus, director (curator aquarum) of Rome's water provision in the late first century
CE, mentions in his book De Aquaeductu Urbis Romae that he measured the discharge of
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Rome's aqueducts, expressing it in quinariae. A quinaria is a pipe with an inner diameter
of 2.3 cm, made of lead or bronze. The general view is that because of inaccurate time
clocks, a reliable measurement of water velocity and therefore of the discharge of
aqueducts was not possible in Roman times, and that the quinariae numbers that
Frontinus mentions for the discharge Rome's aqueducts represent a surface areas and do
not have a realistic meaning in litres per second. In this contribution it is put forward that
the Romans did have the means, and the knowledge, to design and apply reliable
gauging instruments by means of so-called 'direct discharge methods', and that the
quinaria measure although an exact value in litres per second cannot be given - which is
in fact of no importance, although an estimate is possible - did represent a realistic and
reliable unit of discharge.
Furthermore the hydraulic effects occurring in high pressure inverted siphons that were
incorporated in ancient aqueducts are examined. Water transport by open channels,
where channel dimensions, channel slope and wall roughness are crucial parameters, is
in itself a rather straight forward matter. But with inverted siphons one may encounter
considerable problems because of the interaction of water and air leading to pressure
surges and water hammer, endangering the integrity of the conduits, problems that had
to be dealt with in the old days just as they have today. In a number of publications I
have discussed this subject in view of archaeological findings on inverted siphons at
Aspendos on the south coast of Turkey and elsewhere, of the relevant passages in De
architectura Libri Decem by Vitruvius, and of modern hydraulic theory. Vitruvius' texts on
the subject has often been interpreted as incomprehensible. He would not have
understood the material and just copied (lost) Greek writers.
In the old days the conduits of high pressure inverted siphons were made of lead, stone,
ceramics, sometimes as combinations of these; at Aspendos it was stone. Stone and
ceramic conduits behave differently from conduits made of lead, and this distinction into
two types of conduits - as is shown by the physics of hydraulics - was already put
forward by Vitruvius. It leads to separate problems for the two types of conduits, and
from experiments conducted in Delft Hydraulics Laboratories in the Netherlands it could
be deduced what kind of problems may arise. What is more, in contrast to the common
view, Vitruvius' treatise very well describes those problems as well as the solutions to be
chosen. The combination of hydraulic studies, careful analysis of the ancient literature,
and the archaeological findings has made clear that the Romans very well knew their
business in the field of water provision, and that prevailing ideas about their knowledge
and about ancient hydraulics call for revision.
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Samenvatting
Water management in de Romeinse tijd is de laatste decennia toenemend in de
belangstelling komen te staan. Water, voor consumptie en andere doeleinden werd over
grote afstanden getransporteerd van ver gelegen bronnen om in steden gedistribueerd te
worden. Voor het transport werden gewoonlijk open-kanaal aquaducten aangelegd die zo
nodig werden voorzien van hoge-drukleidingen (omgekeerde sifons) om diepe en brede
dalen te overbruggen. De stedelijke distributiesystemen, waarvan die in Pompeii het best
is bewaard, maakten gebruik van een netwerk van watertorens met bovenop een open
container, die onderling verbonden waren door kleinschalige (lage druk) sifons. In dit
proefschrift wordt de hydrauliek van de antieke sifons en van watertorens bestudeerd
met daarnaast de problemen die destijds konden optreden en de oplossingen die werden
gekozen. Ook werden de teksten van de Romeinse auteurs Vitruvius en Frontinus
betreffende watertransport en waterdistributie onderzocht, waarbij gangbare concepten en misvattingen - worden besproken.
Een waterdistributiesysteem à la Pompeii was vele eeuwen de standaard in Sicilië, tot in
de 2e helft van de 20e eeuw. In Palermo staan nog ongeveer 30 watertorens overeind. In
het Ottomaanse rijk functioneerde vele eeuwen een soortgelijk waterverdeelsysteem met
watertorens (suterazi), tot in de 20e eeuw. In Istanbul zijn nog een flink aantal suterazi
te vinden. Er wordt aangetoond dat de Ottomanen leerden van de Byzantijnen die dit
systeem bijvoorbeeld al in de 7e eeuw CE toepasten in steden als Palmyra en Apameia.
In de Allgäu, Zuid-Duitsland, functioneert een verdeelsysteem van het Pompeii-type
vandaag de dag nog op geïsoleerde locaties.
Het algemene idee is dat de watertorens van Pompeii en soortgelijke torens elders als
drukverminderaars functioneerden, zodat de druk in de leidingen, in Pompeii van lood,
niet boven de 6 meter waterkolom kon stijgen, waarbij de watertorens niet hoger waren
dan 6 meter. De veronderstelde reden was dat de Romeinse waterkranen niet bestand
waren tegen een druk hoger dan 0,6 Bar. In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat dit
concept op grond van hydraulische overwegingen niet juist is en ook dat de Romeinse
waterkranen zeer wel bestand waren tegen drukken veel hoger dan 0,6 Bar.
Frontinus, in de late eerste eeuw CE de curator aquarum van Rome, vermeldt in zijn
boek De Aquaeductu Urbis Romae dat hij het debiet van de aquaducten van Rome heeft
gemeten. Het debiet wordt uitgedrukt in quinariae. Een quinaria is een pijp, van lood of
van brons, met een inwendige diameter van 2,3 centimeter. De algemene opvatting is
dat in de Romeinse tijd wegens onnauwkeurige klokken een betrouwbare meting van de
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water snelheid en dus een goede debietmeting voor aquaducten niet mogelijk was, en
dat de aantallen quinariae die Frontinus vermeldt voor de aquaducten van Rome enkel
een oppervlaktemaat voorstellen en geen realistische betekenis hadden in liters per
seconde. In deze bijdrage wordt voorgesteld dat de Romeinen de middelen en de kennis
hadden om betrouwbare metinginstrumenten te ontwerpen en toe te passen, door middel
van de zogenoemde 'directe-debiet-methodes', en dat de quinaria-maat, hoewel een
exacte waarde in liters per seconde niet kan worden gegeven - hetgeen in wezen niet
van belang is, maar een inschatting is wel mogelijk - een realistische en betrouwbare
debiet-eenheid weergeeft.
Verder worden de problemen besproken die kunnen optreden in de hoge-druk sifons die
in Romeinse aquaducten waren opgenomen. Watertransport door middel van open
kanalen, waarbij kanaaldimensies, afschot van het kanaal, en wandruwheid bepalende
factoren zijn, is op zich een tamelijke recht-toe-recht-aan zaak. Maar bij de hoge-druk
sifons kan men aanzienlijke problemen tegenkomen vanwege de interactie van water en
lucht, met drukstoten en waterslag als gevolg. Deze brengen de integriteit van de
leidingen in gevaar, zaken waarmee in de oude tijd moest worden omgegaan net als
heden ten dage. In een aantal publicaties wordt dit onderwerp besproken in het licht van
archeologische bevindingen met betrekking tot de sifon van Aspendos en van elders, en
van de relevante passages in De architectura van Vitruvius. De tekst van Vitruvius over
dit onderwerp is vaak geïnterpreteerd als onduidelijk en onbegrijpelijk. Vitruvius zou zelf
niets van het onderwerp hebben begrepen en slechts (verloren) Griekse schrijvers
hebben overgeschreven. De leidingen die voor de sifons werden toegepast waren in de
oude tijd gemaakt van lood, steen, en keramiek, soms van combinaties hiervan; in
Aspendos was het steen. Stenen en keramische leidingen gedragen zich anders dan
leidingen van lood, en dit onderscheid in twee typen leidingen - hetgeen dmv de fysica
van de hydrauliek wordt aangetoond - werd reeds door Vitruvius naar voren gebracht.
Het leidt tot verschillende soort problemen voor de twee typen leidingen. Met
experimenten die in het laboratorium van Delft Hydraulics (het voormalige
Waterloopkundig Lab) zijn uitgevoerd is aangetoond wat voor soort problemen kunnen
ontstaan. In tegenstelling tot de algemene zienswijze blijkt dat de verhandeling van
Vitruvius zeer wel deze problemen beschrijft alsook oplossingen daarvoor aanvoert
Concluderend kan gesteld worden dat de combinatie van hydraulische studie, en van
analyse van de oude literatuur en archeologische bevindingen duidelijk maakt dat de
Romeinen zeer wel het vakgebied van watervoorziening beheersten en dat onze eigen
ideeën over hun kennis en over de oude hydraulica herziening behoeven.
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